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OPENING SPEECH 
by 

Mr Daniel QUENIART 

Director for Safely 
Institute for Nuclear Safety and Protection 

(Hi behalf of the Director of the Institute for Nuclear Safety and Protection (French 
abbreviation IPSN), I welcome all the participants in this meeting. The IPSN is an institute 
which is dependent on the Atomic Energy Commission but which is greatly autonomous in 
comparison with the other sectors of this organization. It performs research and development 
tasks (such as the phebus Fission Products programme conducted at the nearby Cadarache 
research centre) and expert appraisals in particular on behalf of the government authorities and 
more especially the safety authority, namely the Nuclear Installations Safety Directorate. 

Talking about nuclear safety is first and foremost associated with the risks represented by 
nuclear reactors and immediately calls the Three Miles Island and Chernobyl accidents to mind. 
Besides, specialists in nuclear reactor safety have the opportunity to meet and deal with their 
problems during frequent international conferences. 

On the contrary, the safety of fuel cycle instattatiôns arouses less interest, except for waste 
storage but this, subject is not part of this meetiqg. The accidents which occurred in fuel cycle 
&cffities (fid not cause a great stir in the media and the safety of such installations is rarely 
(fascuggcd in iageniational meetings. Nevertheless, criticality experts meet regularly. 

However, risks are not missing as shown by a number of accidents Which had or might hew 
had serious coftsequences cm the environment, the public or workers. Without trying to draw 
tqp an eadmiative fist, we cm ïjuote 

* the Kychtym accident in Russia which ted to the dispersion of a large amount of fission 
products hi the environment, 

- the COMURHEX accident in France which led in 1977 to the release of 7 tons of uranium 
frrrafhjftrirtk into the environment as people on holiday were driving to the south of Prance 
on the nearby motorway, 

- thç Kerr Mc Gee accident in the USA which was due to the explosion of an uranium 
Ifxagugc^container an4 killed a worker, 
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- and more recently -1 think it will be discussed in a little while- the accident which occurred at 
Tomsk in Russia in 1993. 

Of course such accidents, as already said, did not create a long and considerable stir as in the 
case of some reactor accidents but is should all the same be bome in mind that in fuel cycle 
installations the amounts of radioactive materials used or stored are sizeable and much higher 
than those contained in a nuclear reactor if I consider, for example, the case of reprocessing 
plants. Only the processes implemented allow possibilities of dispersion low«- than for nuclear 
reactors. Nevertheless, explosion risks - and this gives you food for thought - should deserve 
greater attention than previously since most of the significant accidents are of an explosive 
type. Furthermore, considering the operating characteristics of fuel cycle installations, 
particular attention must be paid to the consequences of accident situations for workers who 
are roughly, except for the above-mentioned accidents, the only people really exposed in case 
of accident; and these consequences may obviously be particularly tragic. 

It seems to me therefore that the initiative taken by the OECD working group on fuel cycle 
safety for this meeting, through the impetus given by its chairman, Dr BROWN, is particularly 
fortunate. This meeting follows a few other ones which were held at Salamanque in Spain in 
1986 and in Tokyo in 1991. I think that this type of meeting makes it possible to extend and to 
go deeper into the working group's action. It must enable the specialists from the various 
countries to share their experience and be a forum for fruitful exchanges. At the overall stage 
of maturity reached by the nuclear industry, I think that the use of operating experience must 
be a driving force for practical improvement of the safety of installations. I invite you thus to 
in-depth exchanges on experience gained by each other through both the papers presented and 
of course the exchanges which will be made subsequently outside the meeting. Thank you. 



TOPICAL MEETING ON SAFETY OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE 
CADARACHE. FRANCE, 20/21 SEPTEMBER 1994 

Opening remarks by Dr M L Brown 

I feel personally honoured and pleased to welcome delegates to the meeting on behalf of 
the fuel cycle safety working group of the CSNI. A particular welcome to our Russian 
colleagues whose attendance has been facilitated by the IAEA as co-sponsors of the 
meeting. I would also like to thank IPSN, and Monsieur Auchere in particular, for their 
help and hospitality in organising the meeting here. 

As Monsieur Queniart notes in his remarks, the fuel cycle processes rarely give rise to 
accidents of significant consequences off site. Nonetheless handling mobile radioactive 
materials is an intrinsically hazardous activity and it is necessary to strive to apply best 
technology to keep the already good standards improving. This was indeed the main 
conclusion of the recent state of the art report on safety of the nuclear fuel cycle published 
by the OECD. 

That Report did identify areas of developing technology, however, and the working group 
took the view that exchange of experience on operating plants and research plans for the 
future were both important contributions to safety. This seminar continues from earlier 
meetings the information exchange; the topics covered include plant experience, safety 
assessment and techniques, and safety research. I look forward to a successful meeting 
and fruitful interchanges. 
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WHAT IS THE OECD 
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• ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC AND 
COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT 

• AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION OF 25 
COUNTRIES 

• A TOOL FOR INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
COOPERATION, MAINLY IN THE ECONOMIC FIELD 

• PLACE FOR POLICYMAKERS TO COMPARE 
POINTS OF VIEWS AND EXPERIENCES 

i NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Kau for September "94 

•Australia 
•Austria 
• Belgium, 
• Canada 
• Denmark 
• Finland 
• France 
• Germany 
• Greece 
• Iceland 
• Ireland 
• Italy 
• Japan 

• Luxemburg 
• Mexico 
• Netherlands 
• New Zealand 
• Norway 
• Portugal 
• Spain 
• Sweden 
• Switzerland 
• TUrkey 
• United Kingdom 
• United States 

l NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVI90N B. Kaufer September 
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AIMS OF THE OECD 

• PROMOTE POLICIES DESIGNED: 

TO ACHIEVE HIGHEST SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC 
GROWTH 

TO CONTRIBUTE TO ECONOMIC EXPANSION 

TO CONTRIBUTE TO EXPANSION OF WORLD TRADE 

IEA NUCLEAR SAFETY «VISION B. Käufer September 94 

• NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY 

• ONE OF 15 BODIES OF THE OECD 

• ITS AIM IS TO PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
NUCLEAR ENERGY AS A SAFE, 
ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE ENERGY 
SOURCE 

»TECHNICAL COMMITTEES 

3DJNEA NUCLEAR SAFETY OIVISION B. Käufer September W 
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TECHNICAL 
COMMITTEES 

• RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE (RWMC) 

• COMMITTEE ON RADIATION PROTECTION AND 
PUBLIC HEALTH (CRPPH) 

• COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR 
INSTALLATIONS (CSNI) 

• COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
ACTIVITIES (CNRA) 

EA NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Käufer September *94 

• GROUP OF GOVERNMENTAL EXPERTS ON 
THIRD PARTY LIABILITY IN THE FIELD OF 
NUCLEAR ENERGY 

• COMMITTEE FOR TECHNICAL & ECONOMIC 
STUDIES ON NUCLEAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT 
AND THE FUEL CYCLE (NDC) 

• NUCLEAR SCIENCE COMMITTEE (NSC) 

EA NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION 8. Kauf er September IM 
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• COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF 
NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS (CSNI) 
» Senior Scientists and Engineers 

• COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR 
REGULATORY ACTIVITIES (CNRA) 
* Senior Regulators 

DMEA NUCLEAR SAFETY DIV1SI0« 
B. KMitef September "94 



CSNI 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

• TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF DESIGN, 
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION 

REVIEW OF SELECTED SAFETY ISSUES 

>• PROGRAMMES TO RESOLVE DISCREPANCIES 

>- ESTABLISHMENT OF JOINT PROJECTS 

NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Käufer September M 
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Created in 1989 to study the potential response 
of L WR systems to severe accidents. 

Through the issuance of several reports has 
provided a consensus technical view regarding 
Member countries' SA research policies, 
positions regarding SA, and SA management 
programme development. 

k NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Käufer September 94 
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'^•^peraüfig Experîenceand Human Factors 
PWG 1 

To guide the operation of the Incident Reporting 
System, idenéy significant technical safety issues, 
and supervise specific activities in the human factors 
area, including operator training 

Recent Activities and Achievements 

1RS - Current NEA-IRS data base contains some 
2150 reports. 
Generic Studies - Studies on Incidents related to 
reactivity, loss of RHR, and loss of containment 
funcüons. 

NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Kaufer September 94 
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PWG 2 
Coolant System Behavior 

Oversee studies of phenomena within the reactor coolant 
system boundary for the whole spectrum of core accidents 

Task Groups: 

- Thermal-Hydraulic System Behaviour 

- In-Vessel Degraded Core Behaviour 

> Small ad-hoc groups for specific tasks (i.e., Accident 
Management Writing Group, Code Validation Writing 
Group, etc.) 

D/NEA NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Kaufer September 94 

Topics related to the safety and structural integrity 
assessment of reactor components, particularly of the 
primary circuit components. 

Fracture Assessment Sub Group which has organised 
FALSIRE round robin and Workshops in the area of 
analysis. 

Three main areas considered: 
• Inspection (recently completed OECD PISC project) 
* Analysis (FALSIRE) 
• Materials Properties (metallurgy and aging issues) 

lOMEA NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Kaufer September 94 
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S I 8 I Â É 1 1 P I I I S 1 1 Â PWG 4 
Confinement of Accidenté! Radiactive 

' Releases 

Exchange information in the area of severe nuclear reactor 
accident phenomena occurring predominantly outside the 
reactor vessel 

Exchange of detailed information and discussions (groups 
of experts & specialist meetings) of progress achieved in 
respect to specific technical issues 

Review and summarise results, assess level of knowledge 
in regard to requirements of nuclear safety, and develop 
technical positions 

EA NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Käufer September 94 
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PWG 5 
Risk Assessment 

-"fwirt*ifrrrrn i i i niim —r—w—mi 

• Deals with the technology and methods for identifying 
contributors to risk and assessing their importance 

Exchange information on current research in the area of 
probabilistic risk assessment 

Recent reports include: 
State of the Art of Level 1 PSA Methodology 
PSA Application to Technical Specifications 
Shutdown and Low Power Safety Assessment 
PSA of LWR Containment Systems Performance 

O/NEA NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Kaufer September M 
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Current Task Groups: 
- Quantitative Safety Guidelines 
*• Status Of PSA Programmes 
* Fundamental Principles of Living PSA 
• Plant Specific Data Collection 
• Non Full Power Operation & Shutdown Conditions 
• Risk Based Management of Safety Reliability 
- Human Interactions: Critical Operator Actions & Data 

Issues 
• Level 2 PSA Methodology and Severe Accident 

Management 
• PSA Based Plant Modifications and Backfits 

CD/NEA NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Käufer September 94 
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CNRA 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

IMPACT OF NEW SAFETY 
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION ON 
REGULATION 

• EXCHANGE VIEWS ON EVOLUTION 
OF REGULATIONS 

• SHARE RATIONALE FOR 
ANTICIPATED REGULATORY 
MEASURES 

NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVI90N B. Kauf« September <94 

Focus of WGIPis on safety inspections 
carried out by on on behalf of the 
regulatory authorities. 

Main purpose is to facilitate the 
exchange of information and 
experience on safety inspections. 

3/NEA NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Kaufer September 94 
• H M 
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WORKING GROUP ON ^ 
INSPECTION PRACTICES 

Activities 

Report being prepared on Inspection Training and 
Practices 

Report being prepared on Framework of Inspection 
Philosophy, Organisation and Practices 

International Workshop held in Helsinki, Finland -
May 1994. 

D/NEA NUCLEAR SAFETY DIVISION B. Käufer September « 4 
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MANDATE: 

To prepare a state-of-the-art report on the 
safety of the fuel cycle identifying critical 
safety issues and indicating where further 
work is required. 

To periodically review the situation in the 
field of fuel cycle safety and recommend 
priority actions. 
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M l WORKING GROUPS ÔN 
FUEL CYCLE SAFETY 

ACTIVITIES: 
Publication - The Safety of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle 
1993 

Fuel incident Notification and Analysis System 
(FJNAS) -Started in 1992 - Data Base contains 24 
reports. 

Meetings and Syposium 
* - Belgium 1992 
• - Cadarache 1994 

Japan t995 
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TOPICAL MEETING ON THE SAFETY OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE 

N. 01 
International Atomic Energy Agency 

Head, Nuclear Materials and Fuel Cycle Technology Section 

Thank you Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen! 

in the name of the International Atomic Energy Agency, as a cooperating organization, it 
is a great pleasure for me to welcome all of you to the Topical Meeting on the Safety of 
the Nuclear Fuel Cycle organized by NEA/OECD. 

The association of the IAEA with the Working Group on the Safety of Nuclear Fuel Cycle 
started in 1992. 

You may be aware of the fact that there is a lot of criticism from Member States 
concerning the duplication of activities among international organizations. It is even more 
appealing when there is a serious financial squeeze in international organizations. Since the 
IAEA has also been working for many years on various aspects of the safety of nuclear 
fuel cycle, we are here to communicate and coo^jinate the activities in order to avoid 
possible duplication. 

On the occasion of this interesting Topical Meeting, we are very pleased that two 
prominent Russian experts are here as an extended delegation of the IAEA to present 
papers on the TOMSK-7 accident and the safety and performance of the Russian 
reprocessing plant RT-1. 

I wish you all a pleasant, successful and fruitful meeting. 

Thank you! 
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SAFETY OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE - TOPICAL MEETING 

OECD NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY, CADARACHE, SEPTEMBER 1994 

' SAFETY PERFORMANCE OF THE FAST REACTOR REPROCESSING PLANT 
AND SUPPORT FACILITIES 1988 - 1994 

by 

Trevor Barrett*" 
Neil Sinclair™ 
Dick Stewart^ 

Alex Anderson'1' 
Philip Page<3) 

David Sinclair'5' 

SUMMARY 

The Fast Reactor (FR) 'raison d'etre, and the reprocessing and related facilities are briefy 
described together with the changes in operating philosophy and objectives over the five years. 
The safety performance of a wide spectrum of the facilities - addressing both conventional and 
radiological hazards - is presented and discussed. The event and incident reporting 
arrangements are discussed, and some are outlined where they led to significant changes m 
piactiee. \ 1 

(1) mCAEA, Nuclear Material Control Department. Dounrezy 

(2) UKAEA, Plant Operations Group, Nuclear She Operations. Dounreay 

(3) UKAEA. Technical Assessment and Safely Department. NSO. D o u n r e a y 
Doonreay, Thurso, Caithness, Scotland, United Kingdom 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

FR Project Facilities at Dounreay 

1. The FR reprocessing and related facilities at Dounreay, and operational aspects, have 
been described extensively in the open literature (1, 2, 3,4, 5 and 6) so details are not repeated 
here -

2. In summary the major PFR fuel cycle facilities at Dounreay include:-

(i) die Fast Reactor Reprocessing Plant - with its associated product and export facility 
(FRRP) and latterly its extension to include a dedicated fuel residue recovery unit (RRP); (ii) 
the Highly Active Liquor Storage and evaporation plant (HALS) with an associated MA 
liquor treatment plant' (FLOC); (in) the Low Active Liquor Drains (LAD) and effluent 
tankage and discharge system (LA Tanks); (iv) the High 'alpha/beta gamma1 solid waste -
intermediate level (ILW) store - and the later immobilisation cementation plant for 
overpacking waste drums (DCP); (v) the High 'alpha/low beta-gamma' waste (PCM) store; 
(vi) the low 'alpha' high beta gamma waste receipt facility (Silo); (vii) the low active solid 
waste disposal pits (LAWP); (viii) the uranium recovery plant; (ix) the highly active 
laboratoiy (PAL); (x) the low active laboratories (CSG Labs). 

3. Many of the facilities for the PFR reprocessing project were generated by the 
reconstruction of former DFR fuel cycle related plants and laboratories. This involved 
extensive decommissioning work and led to the gaming of veiy valuable early experience in 
the field, much of which has been reported ( 1,7). That also led to the formulation of chemical 
plant decommissioning design philosophies (8) many of which were then accommodated 
within the plants bang built - or rebuilt - for the PFR project 

4. Of the facilities identified earlier only two were totally new 'green-field' design and 
construction exercises. Those were the - High alpha/Low beta-gamma PCM waste store, the 
Low alpha/High beta-gamma waste Silo, and the cementation plant. 

Objectives and Strategy 

5. The early FR project objectives and strategy were wide ranging and were primarily: -

a) The demonstration of a full commercial Fast Reactor operating &el cycle - necessary 
for the utOkies. 

b) The minimisation of the PFR plutonium fuel inventory. 
c) The establishment of a process efficiency database. 
d) The demonstration of the application of safeguards - the nuclear material accountancy 

aspects. 
e) The exploration of the technology leading to further development work for potential 

commercial application. 
f) The gaining of safety and environmental related experience. 

6. Hie strategy was further developed after the commencement of the reprocessing 
operations in 1980 to include international collaboration. 
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7. The objectives have been modified over the fourteeu years of operating the cycle, with 
a shift of emphasis to achieving high levels of performance - particularly in relation to safety, 
safeguards and environmental issues. Further emphasis has been given to plant/process 
efficiency • the desire to operate at an optimum load factor - to realise financial economies. 

8. A very significant level of effort has been expended since 1988 in relation to the more 
formal regulatoiy licensing placed on the UKAEA in 1990. Prior to that date the UKAEA had 
been, as a government department, exempt from regulatory licensing requirements - albeit they 
were required to operate to the same standards. The introduction of the licensing regime -
from October 1990 - led to a major review and reassessment of facility risk assessments and 
the establishment of revised safety management arrangements. The quantified risk 
assessments have demonstrated that the facilities are well within the UKAEA specified 
requirements and the UK levels identified by the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate - which in 
tum conform to EEC and International standards. 

2. OPERATING HISTORY 

9. . Since 1980 the Dounreay FR reprocessing plant has reprocessed over 23 tonnes of 
Fast Reactor fuel and extracted over 3'/i tonnes of plutonium. This has been obtained from 
239 sub-assemblies, 144 mixer breeders and 10 radial breeders and has included 4.2 te of 
unirradiated fuel and fabrication residues. The highest fuel bura-up processed to date was 
17.6%; core assemblies are routinely processed at 10-12% bum-up. 

10. Routine reprocessing has caused no intractable problems. During the first fourteen 
years the fuel reprocessing plant kept pace with reprocessing irradiated fbel as it arose from 
the reactor. The throughput has generally increased progressively in line with the steady 
improvements in the PFR operating performance and the increasing station load factor, and 
with increasing levels of rendue recovery. This is illustrated in Table 1. 

11. The operating histoiy of the main FR reprocessing plant is not discussed further as it 
has been identified before (Ref 6) and is discussed in the companion paper being delivered to 
this conference. 

12. The related fuel cycle plants operated mainly to meet the requirements of that main 
reprocessing programme, generally in line with the throughput illustrated in Table 1. In some 
cases the workload in the associated facilities is required to parallel the main plant (eg 
analytical laboratories) in others some delayed phasing is acceptable (eg Medium Active 
Liquor Floe). 

3. RADIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE 1988 -1994 

13. The plants and related facilities had progressively improved their radiological 
performance when related to throughput over the first two decades of the site operations -
from 19S8 to 1978. This is illustrated for example by the liquid effluent alpha activity 
discharges - Figure 1; this topic has been discussed already (Reference 6). 
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14. The first major improvements were initiated in the late 1960s as part of a programme 
to ensure that individual dose exposures would not exceed SR (SO mSv) per year. These 
improvements were concentrated on the reprocessing plant but were adopted for all facilities 
who took advantage of technological 'spin-off. Associated with this initiative, the safety 
performance of the facilities was then kept under additional regimens of surveillance. A 
second initiative was associated with the adoption of the PFR reprocessing programme with 
the consequential decommissioning, reconstruction and new build activities. 

15. The approach to the safety design of the 'new' facilities was essentially two fold:- to 
ensure that the additional feature required for technical reasons were meeting modem - and 
projected - safety standards, and to accommodate design features that the 'SR' studies had 
indicated required attention but where access constraints had precluded them previously being 
tackled. 

16. The plant/process improvements did lead to improved safety performance. This was 
noticeable immediately the facilities were brought back on line in 1980 in the PFR 
reprocessing related mode. Continuing surveillance and regular review saw steady 
improvements year by year up to the late 1980s; particularly when related to plant throughput 
levels and inventories. 

17. It is stressed that since the mid 1980s it has been attention to detail that has been 
necessary to secure further improvements, together with major operational and hardware 
performance reviews leading to major engineering modifications (eg changes to Master Slave 
Manipulator (MSM) management arrangements, the cave crane improvements). 

18. The levels of safety performance achieved over the last six years are illustrated in a 
series of figures, these should be read in conjunction with the Figure 2 graphically representing 
the load factor/throughput since 1980. ^ 

19. , Figure 3 illustrates the operator dose uptake over the years since 1988. The records 
over these years indicate a generally stable situation. They confirm that dose uptake is less 
related to plant load factor than it is to .personnel occupancy within the plants whilst carrying 
out engineering developments. This has placed increasing emphasis on dose budgeting m 
relation to projected plant improvements to ensure that future benefits are more than 
commensurate with near' term detriments; this also addresses the issue of maintaining 
personnel exposure as being 'ALARP - As Low As Reasonably Practicable'. 

20. Figure 4 illustrates the activity in the liquid discharges from the site. Apart from minor 
perturbations arising from special activities, these tend to be dominated by the reprocessing 
and related activities. Comparison to Figure 1 confirms the most satisfactory improvement 
since the mid 1970s consequent upon the many improvements introduced since then. 

21. Figure S illustrates activity discharges to atmosphere. These are in line with the 
observations made above. 
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4. PERFORMANCE & DIFFICULTIES 

22. As identified earlier the general 1970s design intent has been achieved in practice. The 
achievement of further improvements has required attention to detailed features - operational, 
engineering and safety/environmental. 

23. Much of this attention has been by routinely assessing performance in relation to the 
original design safety documentation and later developments in standards; a particular focus 
was the production of new Safety Cases in 1988-1990 where total safety reviews were re-
enacted 'from square one'. Close formal surveillance has continued since 1990 with an 
additional need to satisfy regulatory bodies on the performance and on many development 
proposals. 

24. A Rüther input to improving performance is die attention given to investigating 
unexpected events; this is discussed later. In addition, performance difficulties are kept under 
continued surveillance and are responded to. 

Fuel Disassembly 

25. The 'as-built' cave facility has been described (Reference 9) and some operational 
experience has been discussed (References 2, 5 and 6). Some of the more significant 
developments are discussed below. 

26. Sparks arising from the laser cutting operations have the potential to ignite any 
combustible material which may be nearby. Any fire in the cell has the potential to increase 
the cell ventilation HEPA filtration loading, leading to increased filter changing frequency. 
The avoidance on the use of combustible material and the provision of a remotely operated 
BCF fire extinguishershave ensured that this is not a problem. 

27. In common with other in-cave cranes, the fuel disassembly crane has required a 
considerable amount of maintenance to repair failures resulting from radiation damage to 
cables, plugs, sockets and junction boxes. The addition of shielding, and some remote 
handling gear to die crane maintenance glovebox combined with remotely operated plugs and 
sockets on the crane have been major features in the dose reduction strategy. The drainage of 
the glovebox allowing water jetting of the crane to be utilised as part of this strategy, has been 
demonstrated to be most effective. A major improvement was the replacement of the crane by 
a largely stainless steel constructed unit. 

, 28. t i e fuel was originally cropped by a hydraulically operated unit with the power unit 
located outside the shielding. The cropper suffered from a series of failures of solenoids, 
valves and seals fat its early years. The seal failure allowed the hydraulic oü to become 
contaminated from die air inside the cell, resulting m an increase in the dose rate to the 
operators *t the Cave window. The hydraulic cropperwas satisfactorily replaced with an in-
cave powered cropper. 
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29. Use of Master Slave Manipulators (MSMs) generally results in three principal problem 
areas:-

(a) mechanical failures 
(b) gaiter failures, and 
(c) decontamination problems. 

/ 

and it was in recognition of this that the design intent was to minimise demands on these units. 
Overloading of the manipulator is the principal cause of failures and more robust manipulators 
bave been assessed, and some installed. 

30. Operational experience has emphasised the need to remove MSMs before extensive 
gaiter failure in order to minimise operator dose consequent upon the subsequent 
decontamination needs. 

Ventilation Systems 

31. Experience had demonstrated that attempts fully to empty high active liquor containing 
vessels using either fluidic pumps or steam ejectors may cause activity to be levitated into the 
plant ventilation system This may be prevented by leaving a heel of liquor in the bottom of 
any vessel being transferred to another vessel and additional design controls were installed to 
achieve this. 

32. The balance of ventilation systems is an area which requires continued vigilance. In 
laboratories containing separate fumehood and glovebox extracts it is important to design the 
systems such that failure of one syst on does not result in a reverse flow being set up by the 
remaining operating system In plant systems with interlinked vessel and cell ventilations - it is 
important to maintain the correct balance - care is required to ensure that temporary extract 
systems do no cause a reverse flow allowing active air ̂  to be pulled into the working 
environment Drain ducts leading outride buildings can, under certain adverse weather 
conditions, permit reverse airflows into (for instance) active areas, unless sufficient 
precautions have been adopted at the planning stage. 

Floe Process Failures 

33. The bulk of the early uranic discharges from the reprocessing plants were subject to a 
precipitation process whereby the ammonium di-uranate floe is employed to decontaminate 
other active effluent streams. The presence of complexing agents in the medium active liquor 
prevents the flocculation of activity due to the stronger chemical bond between the 
radioactivity and the complexing agent No fiquor containing complexing agents is permitted 
in this process stream and control arrangements have been installed to prevent the introduction 
of those, and of detergents. 

34. The floe resulting from this process is stored in stainless steel clad concrete tanks. One 
of these tanks has developed a failure such that minute quantities of activity can be detected on 
the concrete surface of the tank. The ladt of secondary containment at the design stage led to 
this problem; regular monitoring up ensures that this is not a safety problem. Further tankage 
is being installed to extend the capacity. 
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Laboratories 

35. The laboratories have operated well, providing support on demand to the reprocessing 
and waste plants. 

36. Problems have been experienced with the fumehood ventilation ducts being corroded 
by the acidic vapours generated during some of the analytical work. Corrosion resistant 
ducting was installed. 

37. Glovebox problems associated with achieving adequate demonstration of leak-
tightness have proved to be inconvenient. This is caused by the multitude of penetrations into 
the box. Older mild steel gloveboxes have suffered from corrosion after long periods of use 
with an acidic environment. Care is taken to ensure that potentially corrosive acids are 
adequately treated prior to discharge to the stainless steel drain network to minimise drain 
corrosion. 

38. Whilst the use of shielded and unshielded La dalhene containers has successfully 
minimised the generation of secondary waste, experience has demonstrated that their use 
requires careful management. Contaminated seals are a problem - container or port lugs 
require careful management to ensure satisfactory system performance. 

39. The practice of returning excess samples to the plant of origin has resulted in a 
significant reduction in activity discharged to the medium active liquor stream. This has 
resulted in a consequential reduction in the activity discharged from the site. 

Low Active Waste Disposal Pits 

40. The successful utilisation of available space has always been a key feature of operating 
the Low Active Waste Pits. The introduction of the Supercompactor in 1990 was a significant 
milestone in the operation of this facility. A volume reduction of a factor of 5 is frequently 
achieved, and this has considerably improved the space utilisation in these pits. To further 
improve volume utilisation an alligator cropper was purchased to size reduce bulky waste 
items. 

41. Rainwater ingress into the in-use pit has been reduced by the provision of a cover 
building, and this has reduced the volume of groundwater which has to be treated by the site 
effluent system. Waterproof membranes were earlier installed on the top of the closed pits -
tests demonstrated that there was no methane build-up problems. 

5. SAFETY RELATED DIFFICULTIES 

42. The Fast Reactor Reprocessing Plant has operated from 1988 with few major safety 
related issues; this justifies the original safety assessments and design philosophy. The 
recorded minor safety related incidents have, however, increased partly due to an increasmg 
operational usage of the plant, but mainly due to an increased awareness of the value of die 
event reporting system The minor events and the value derived from reporting and 
investigating them are discussed in this section. 
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Event and incident Reporting 

43. The incident reporting system used iu the early period covered by this paper(1988-
1990) only categorised "Incidents" as reportable centrally, and minor plant occurrences were 
reported locally as "Events". These last included a very wide range of minor happenings 
which were investigated by the building management, and if relevant the local Safety 
Coordinator. . 

44. As identified previously in this text, one of the principle ways forward on safety and 
related improvements is to attend to detail and this need is focused on by a monitoring, 
reporting and reviewing regime. It is a requirement that a facility manager has a documented 
'Authority to Operate1 (ATO) which requires annual renewal. To achieve that renewal the 
ATO Holder is required to demonstrate that an effective safety management arrangement is in 
place, to review the performance, and to identify the forward programme. 

45. Part gf this wide ranging review includes a study of incidents and events (the near 
misses), that is additional to the radiological and environmental considerations driven by the 
ALARA (or ALARP in the UK) philosophy. 

« 
46. In 1991 a unified site UNOR (Unusual Occurrence Report) system was adopted. The 
new system categorised incidents from Grade I (very minor) to Grade 5. Incidents raised as 
Grade 3 and above are reportable to the UK regulatory bodies within a mandator)' 
time/period. The new Grade I UNOR - in effect the 'near misses' replaced the old "Event" 
and brought the reporting of minor occurrences into a unified, focused procedure. The trends 
of the reporting of incidents can be seen in the Figures. 

47. Every encouragement is given to staff to report Grade I UNOR events. The reporting 
does, reveal root causes that under other circumstances could be less favourable - identifying 
them does enable early attention to potential real problems. This advantage has been 
demonstrated and reporting-attention is continuing to improve. The system is of greatest 
benefit if the events are investigated and placed on record and are disseminated widely beyond 
the immediate plant. 

Overall Frequency of Events 

48. In 1992 and 1993, die PFR reprocessing group of facilities generated 143 and 181 
UNOR reports retrospectively. These were 25-30% of the 500-550 UNORs recorded within 
the Fuel Cycle Area (FCA). The records indicate that the UNORs were spread evenly across 
the reprocessing plant, the laboratories and the remaining support facilities - each at one third. 

49. The UNOR system has identified die contribution to events of human and/or 
engineering shortcomings. The distribution of them across die group range from - die 
laboratories where the nature of the work is very much hands-on and the incidence is largely 
fondling and human error related - to the mam plant where in addition to human error the 
engineering difficulties predominate. The majority of the UNORs arise in the high workload 
facilities, whedier that be a throughput high load factor or extensive engineering attention. 
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50. Generally speaking events and incidents are confined to human error and/or equipment 
failure. The former can include an element of confusion and over willingness: equipment 
failure can include a human component in the optimum response not being evident - or 
followed by - the operator. 

Overall Trends 

51. The charts show that while the frequency of Catêgory 2 (and grèàtcr) incidents within 
these plants has remained generally constant throughout the review period, there has been an 
increase in repotted Category 1 events, particularly since 1991. This trend reflects the 
introduction and implementation of the expanded (in scope) reporting system and an increased 
awareness of the need to report events. Tliis is the basis of the means of identifying root 
causes of accidents and mechanisms to avoid them. The trend has continued, certainly over 
1990 to 1993, but the projection for 1994 would indicate a modest decrease from the 1993 
figures. 

Injuries and other Industrial Events (1988 - 1993) 

52. . These are recorded in the UNOR system as an identified class of incidents (g). 
Certain injuries/events are required to be reported to the UK Health and Safety Executive 
(USE); reportable injuries are included at level 2 or above in the UKAEA UNOR system. 
During the period 1988-1993 there were no reportable injuries in the area. 

53. Assuming that I 'man year' represents 46 weeks at 37.5 hours per week (ie 1725 
hours per year in the industrial environment) the figures equate to the following accidents per 
10* man hours worked. 

ReprocessingPlant Laboratories Other Facilities 
01 G2 Gl G2 Gl G2 

1988 10.6 0.0 7.7 7.7 6.8 0.0 
1989 G.0 7.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.5 
1990 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 5.4 
1991 8.5 8.5 0.0 6,0 0.0 16.1 
1992 44.6 0.0 ** ' JJ.J 0.0 10.5 15.3 
1993 36.8 O.O 49.7 0.0 52.7 0.0 

Industrial Éventa, Other than Those with an Inquiry Potential 

54. Thèse accidents are typically equipment which has ceased to function or has broken 
down through cotöponent failure. The group of events include those where the malfunction 
has been caused by human errors. 
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Review 

55. The value is such recording and analysis is only of real consequence if it leads to 
remedial action. As well as studying generalities and trends, the arrangement also includes a 
detailed investigation into the event and then that being reported widely across all plant 
managmenets. 

56. The general and trend review of itself has produced tangible benefits. There were early 
indications of an excess of manual handling events; many of these were in line with HSE 
observations - with subsequent regulation enactment - and have been countered by the 
provision of extra lifting and handling facilities, others were identified as leading to minor hand 
injuries - where the increased use of protective gear has now been seen to check this trend. 

57. The individual event investigations meet the needs whereby performance improvements 
are now more related u r detail considerations. The follow up and information dissemination 
avoid similar, but possible worse, situations arising again and in other facilities. This is 
exemplified by the attention given recently to extraneous liquor arisings and liquor 
misroutings. 

• 
58. Events incurring substantial financial cost, including plant outages, mirror these 
involving accidents and are at about 66% of the frequency of the industrial injuries. Minor 
'system' malfunctions are more prevalent, (between 3 and 4 times as frequent as cost-incurring 
events) and the pattern of these follows that of the previous 2 groups. 

6. MANAGEMENT O F SAFETY ARRANGEMENTS 

59. Developments within die fuel cycle activities are pursued and prioritised on the basis of 
several interactive issues; broadly these encompass:- safety performance, environmental 
aspects, commercial considerations and process efficiency, regulatory requirements, and 
reviews against modem standards developed for the relevant technology. 

Safety & Environmental 

60. Safety and environmental issues are addressed in similar ways so are discussed here 
together. It is noted that safety is not confined to radiological aspects, the 'industrial type' 
safety is given a high profile as it is in this respect that most real harm is occasioned.. 
Furthermore, safety issues are addressed primarily in their own right to ensure that safety 
performance is not allowed to suffer; the legislative requirements are seen as being a corollary 
to that. 

61. . The managers and operatives m each facility are required to keep safety and 
environmental matters to the forefront of their considerations and are required to keep 
performance under continued surveillance. The managers additionally are required to operate 
their facilities within well defined bounds, set out clearly in a suite of documents enshrined 
within a formally issued 'Authority to Operate' (ATO). 
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62. The review function features as pan of a total safety management system that is based 
on a UKAEA corporate arrangement and which addresses all aspects relevant to safety, 
environmental and regulatory requirements. The requirements are promulgated within a 
Quality Assurance (QA) system by means of Corporate Instructions. Local Instructions, Local 
Procedures and then plant specific Directives. Standing Instructions and Plant Operating 
Instructions (POIs). 

63. Great emphasis is placed on training and 'refresher' retraining much of which is based 
on the requirements enshrined within the above safety management system. In particular the 
operative training is effected in small part by a classroom approach to general principles and 
then 'on-the-job' detailed process aspects based on the detailed POIs; these together generate 
a training profile for ever member of staff. All training is recorded on a widely accessible 
computer database; this has in part been driven by the regulatory needs but has beüen 
recognised as having very effective personnel deployment advantages. The record is related to 
the profile for each person and the review of that is a major part of the commitment to 
training., 

64. All nuclear plants have comprehensive Safety Case reports addressing all aspects of 
nuclçar and radiological safety; these are now being extended to cover all of the more common 
'industrial' safety issues. These were required to meet regulatory needs and have been a most 
expensive exercise in their generation and continued upkeep. Their preparation - in 1988 to 
1990 - did require a total safety review for each plant which did reveal a few imperfections 
which were then addressed. Whether this was the most cost effective way of effecting these 
improvements might be questioned. 

CONCLUSIONS 

65. The review process in place at Dounreay, on which the content of this report is based, 
continués to confirm that safety performance is extremely good. 

66. It is also noted that safety issues and the management of safety are regarded at all 
operational and managerial levels as being of paramount importance. 

67. It is noted that 'industrial safety' and 'environmental aspects' are given equal weight, 
in the management system and surveillance/response arrangements, to tlie higher profile 
'radiological safety'. 

68. It is stressed that further significant improvements in safety performance can now be 
achieved by> 

continuing attention in detail on a very wide front 
attention to the ALARP philosophy 
continued attention to training 
a high level of review associated with information feedback 
and in particular the assimilation and dissemination of lessons learnt from the UNOR 
system. 
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TABLE 1 

PFR FUEL REPROCESSING 

ANNUAL THROUGHPUT 1980 - 1994 (to date) 

Year (nominal) Reprocessing Plant 
Operating Days 

Throughput Kg 
HM 

Rate Kg/day 1 

1980 92 1173 12.8 

1981 86 956 11.1 

1982 109 1482 13.6 I 

1983 0 o 0 

1984 117 1604 13.7 

1985 123 2839 23.1 

1986 112 2244 20.0 

1987 110 1572 14.3 

1988 201 2571 12.8 

1989 42 679 16.2 

1990 67 1068 15.9 

1991 115 1804 15.7 

1992 48 363 7.6 

1993 152 1361 8.5 

1994 186 3427 18.4 

Total/Average 1560 23143 14.9 

HM ... Heavy Metal (U + Pu) 
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TABLE 

CLASSIFIED SAFETY RELATED EVENTS IN FRFRP AND ASSOCIATED 
FACILITIES RROM APRIL 1988 TO MARCH 1994 

FRFRP HALS LABS SILO High Radn 

Store 

High alpha 

Store 

LAWP Total s 

Events 

Gl G2+ Gl G2+ Gl G2+ Gl G2+ Gl G2+ Gl G2+ Gl G2+ Gl G2+ 

109 49 63 10 138 40 21 8 27 9 13 4 32 5 403 125 
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TABLE 

—^Qrade 
Classification — ^ 

1 
Events 

2 3 4 5 

GENERIC 
BASIS OF 

| GRADING 

Trivial / low 
significance 
Anomalous 

Breach of 
Good 
Practice 

Regs breach 
AND/OR 
reportable 
injury 

Actual or 
possible 
serious 
injury 

; Actual or 
possible 
death or 
physical 
disabling 

INES 
EQUIV. 0-1 0-2 2-3 3-4 5-7 

a • radiation < 5mSv > 5 m S v > 5 0 mSv > 100 mSv > 2 Gy 

b-Airborne 
Radioactivity 

<200DACh > 200 DACh >2000DACh >40010 DÄCh Major acute 
effects likely 

c -surface 
' contamination 

! " " 
i 

d - personal 
contamination 
e -off-site* rad'n 
from Dounreay 

<50 uSv 
(CEDE) 

>50 uSv >500 uSv > 5 mSv 
• 

J 
>50 mSv ! 

i 

f - criticality Minor error in 
control 

Breach of 
terms 

Breach of 
limits 

Unintended 
Criticality 

Dose 
Exposure j 

g - Industrial 
(RfDDOR) 

Minor injury Injury 
3 days LT 

Stay in 
Hospital 

Serious 
Injury 

Death/ loss 
of limb. etc. 

h-plant damage 
(involving costs) 
i - fire damage 
(involving costs) 

Cost <£10K > £10K > £100K >£500K >£1M 

j - explosion 
(involving costs) 

Plant safety 
in doubt 

Safety of ops 
questionable 

Unsafe plant 
conditions 

Plant 
unusable 

k - EMITS faults Minor error Plant safety 
not assured 

Plant oper'n 
compromised 

Plant oper'n 
Unsafe 

Past plant 
op'n unsafe 

1 - Breach of 
COSHH 

"Paperwork* 
error 

Irregularity Breach 
of regulations 

Injury Fatality 

m - abnormal 
plant event 

Minor 
anomaly 

Shutdown Opern outside 
limits 

Work outside 
Rules . 

Breach of 
Rules 

n - toxic release 
(on-site) 

Mild effects Exposure 
> 1 STEL 

Exposure 
> 5 STEL 

Exposure 
> 3 0 STEL 

Exposure 
>100 STEL 

o - atmospheric 
toxic release 

Minor'reiease > 1 x limit > 10x limit Minor effect 
on local area 

Mayor effect 
Evacuation 

Sv Sievert 
Gy Gray 
DACh Derived Air Concentration hours 
CEDE Committed Effective Dose Equivalent 
s2 of IRRs Schedule 2 of the Ionising Radiation Regulations 1985 
STEL Short Term Exposure Limit 
HRPB Highland River Purification Board 
LT Lost Time 
A U Annual Limit of Intake 
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Abstract 

The Tokai Reprocessing Plant (TRP) is the first reprocessing plant with a capacity of 0.7 t per 
day as an industrial scale in Japan. Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation 
(PNC) has been operating the plant since 1977. The total amount of reprocessed fuel is about 756 

tonnes including S tonnes of MOX fuel from Advanced Thermal Reactor (ATR) "FUGEN" by the 
end of June in 1994. 

This paper summarizes mainly an operational experience gained at TRP after the latest meeting. 

1. Present Status of TRP 

1.1 History of TRP 

The reprocessing project of PNC was started when the Atomic Energy Commissi«! (AEQ of 
Japan decided that reprocessing of spent fuel and treatment of radioactive waste should mainly be 
done by the Atomic Fuel Corporation (AFC) in September 1956. AFC is die predecessor of PNC. 

AFC entered into a contract for a preliminary design of the plant with the Nuclear Chemical Plant 
(NCP) of UK in 1963. A detailed design was started by the Société Generale pour les Techniques 
Nouvelles (SGN) of France m 1966. 

The permission for plant construction was granted by the Japanese Government in 1970 and the 
construction was started as a Joint venture of SGN-JGC of Japan in 1971. The Plant was 
completed in 1974 and hot test started in' September 22, 1977 after completing the U test using 
unirradiated uranium. The operational license was granted after passing the governmental 
inspections by the end of 1980. Regular operation has been started since January 1981. (See Figure 
1) 

PNC has obtained valuable experiences for LWRs and ATR MOX fuels reprocessing through the 
operations. 
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1.2 Amount of Reprocessed Fuel 

The total reprocessed fuels between the start of hot operation in September 1977 and the end of 
June in 1994 is about 7S5.S tonnes of oxide spent fuel. (See figure 2) The kinds of spent fuel 
assembly are BWR, PWR and ATR "Fugen" Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuel. The numbers of the 
assembly and the amount of spent fuel are as follows, BWR: 2,440 assemblies <454.0 tonnes), 
PWR: 727 assemblies (266.S tonnes), ATR: 170 assemblies (26.1 tonnes) including 34 assemblies 
(5.2 tonnes) of MOX. (See Table 1) 

The amount of plutonium nitrate recovered as a final product was about 5.1 tonnes. Most of the 
recovered plutonium has already been sent to Pu conversion plant for fabricating the MOX fuels to 
the ATR "Fugen", the experimental FBR "Joyo", and proto-type FBR "Monju". 

13 Major Maintenance Activity and Scheduled Shutdown of Plant Operation 

TRP experienced major maintenance activities such as replacements and modifications of main 
equipments. They interrupted the continuous operation of whole process. The operation became 
steady and stable since 1985 after these activities performed. 

However, it is required to increase the reprocessing amount more than before, because of the 
demand for more plutonium for AIR and FBR fuel cycle development. Therefore, scheduled 
shutdown of plant operatic» was set up and inprovements and modifications of main equipments 
and major process has been carried out to prevent the failure of major equipments due to corrosion 
and etc. As a result, the annual operation days were increased and the performance factor, operation 
idle was improved. 

Inprovements and modifications of main equipments and major process are as follows. 
( 1 ) Remote Repair and Installation of Dissolvers 
There found pin holes in the welded part on the barrel of dissolver, The remote repair technology 

had been developed, and remote in-situ repair of dissolver RIO and RI 1 was canted out from 
September to November 1983. A new dissolver R12 was fabricated with improved material and no 

. welded lines is in the inside steam jacket A fabrication of dissolver was finished in April 1984, and 
was installed by the end of November 1984. 

(2) Repair and replacement of Acid Recovery Evaporator 
There found pin holes in welded part of heating tube in die add recovery evaporator after 6000 

hours operation, so exchange of whole part of evaporator was done by end of December 1979. 
However, the second one leaked again after 13,000 hours operation in February 1983 and only 
boiler part of evaporator was replaced with domestic produced materials, which was 
25%-chromium and 20%-nickel alloy of stainless steel. The decision was taken to replace the third 
evaporator as a preventive maintenance with die new one made of Ti-5%Ta alloy in June 1988. 
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(3) Replacement of Plutonium Solution Evaporator 
The design of original plutonium evaporator was to connect the washing column to boiler part 

with the flange. After 10,000 hours of operation in year 1982 in-situ repair was done and in year 
1984 thé replacement of whole evaporator was done after 12,000 hours of operation.Again the 
replacement of the evaporator was done after 9,000 hours of operation. 

(4) Modification of Boiler part of Acid Recovery Distillator 
The part of heating coil of the acid recovery distillator was repaired in February 1981 after 

13,000 hours of operation. In 1984 the boiler part of distillator was replaced. The new distillator 
was installed to replace old one after 13,000 hows of operation. 

(5) Modification of Fuel Assembly Shearing Machine 
Many modification works for internal pans of shearing machine were done to improve the 

opeiability and maintenance ability. 
(6) Instllation of Second Pulsed Filter 
To improve the plant efficiency factor, second pulsed filter was installed in the clarification 

process. The new type of valve for changing connection of both filters was developed to install 
inside cell for easy maintenance and high fidelity. 

1.4 Radioactive Waste Discharge 

In the normal operation of TRP, low level radioactive effluent is discharged to the atmosphere 
and fre sea under rigid control. Radiation exposure of the public around the plant has been 
estimated for the potential pathways with the site specific parameters such as food consumption, 
concttflt atiou factors of marine organisms and meteorological condition. 

External exposure due to gamma ray from 85Kr and internal exposure via inhalation and oral 
intake of nufio-iiaciides are evaluated for the airborne effluent External exposures from 
contaminated fishing net and fishing boat are considered as pathways for fishermen. External 
exposure to contaminated beach and internal exposure via oral intake of marine products are 
evaluated in connection with the liquid effluent. 

Estimated annual effective dose equivalents are only less than 0.1 percent of the annual effective 
dose equivalent limit for the public recommended by the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection (ICRP) since hot operation in 1977. 

Approximately 542m3 of Highly Active liquid Waste (HALW) had been generated by the end of 
Marth 1993. lt has been stored in stainless steel tanks. The annual total ß activity discharged into 

» 

the sea, was now only 10-2 GBq order and the annual 1-129 discharged to the atmosphere was 
104 <3Bq order. (See Figure 3) 
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1.5 Radiation Exposure Control of Plant Personnel 

Radiation control is based on the authorized regulation in Japan and the ALARA principle at 
TRP. Occupational exposure is limited in the regulations, i.e. effective dose equivalent limit of 50 
mSv in a year. It is necessary to prepare a special radiation work plan when the exposure rate of an 
operator is expected to exceed 1 mSv per week. To minimize exposure and avoid excessive 
exposure of an individual in the plant, investigation levels for exposure are set over three months, 
for instance, 3.7 mSv for effective dose equivalent If a person receives 3.7 mSv per 3 months, an 
investigation must be carried out to determine the cause of the exposure. Exposure ratés and 
concentrations of airborne radioactive materials are measured continuously by the automated 
monitoring system. Through tins strict radiation control approach, the exposure rate of personnel is 
kept at a low level. (See Figure 4) 

The annual exposure of personnel was about 1.3 man Sv from 1992 to 1993 (Fiscal year). 

2. Outline of Recent Event 

2.1 Radiation Exposure of Workers (see Annex) 

Four workers were exposed internally while they were replacing a filter element of the vacuum 
filler on December 27. 1993. It is installed in the sampling system connected to the plutonium 
receiving vessel of the rework process. At the time of incident, the operation of the Plain was 
stopped for routine maintenance from December 1993. 

Hie cause of the intentai exposure was lhat the four workers inhaled plutonium particle dispersed 
from thefiller dement in the vacuum distribution room, llie floor of the room was contain^ 
this radioactive release. , 

The bioassay analysis results showed that the maximum estimated internal exposure over in 50 
years was 90 mSv of effective dose equivalent and 1700 mSv of tissue dose equivalent for one of 4 
workers. The both of dose equivalents exceeded the legal dose limit (50 mSv per year and 500 mSv 
per year), respectively. 

2 2 Failure of Spent Fuel Supply Conveyer 

A shearing operation was interrupted by die Mure of spent fuel supply conveyer occurred on 
April 12,1994. This event was the minor event that is not necessarily report to the STA legally. 

As a result of the observation in the cell, it was found out that the driving shaft of the supply 
conveyer was out of joint on the side of driving motor unit The shaft is connected with insert shaft 
of driving motor unit and gear box. The cause of the incident was that a setscrew was loosened and 
had not act The setscrew is to prevent coming the driving shaft off from the insert shaft. 
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Driving shaft was replaced by new one with insert shaft. The setscrew was fixed bv spot 
welding. Repair works were finished on April 15, 1994 and the plant operation was started. 

2.3 Suspension of Compressor by Electric Power Loss 

There was a main electric power loss due to lightening struck in the vicinity of the Tokai Works 
on May'S, 1994. This event was the minor event that is not necessarily report to the STA legally. 

Most of the main process equipment was stopped for a moment and the emergency power supply 
unit went into operation automatically at TRP. After 7 seconds, main power supply made a quick 
recovery from power loss, but thé compressors for measuring instruments were suspended owing 
to power supply cutting off by the circuit breaker. After 1 hour, the compressors were recovered. 
Some measuring instruments were held up for 1 - 3 hours. However, TRP maintained in safely 
condition. 

Detailed investigation after the suspension of compressor revealed the findings as follows. TRP 
has two power distribution bus bars which are provided with emergency power supply units 
respectively against the main electric power loss. It happened that one bus bar was supplied with 
the main power and the another with the emergency power at the main power recovery. The cause 
of power supply loss by the circuit breaker is that the two different electric currents were connected 
unexpectedly to provoke the over current at the power supply circuit of the compressors. 

That is attributed to two inadequacies. The one is that the check list of automatic cross bar switch 
that connects two bus bars against the bus bar fault was inadequate. Another one is that the cross 
bar switch was not provided with interlock system that prevents die different electric currents from 
connecting. 

As a countermeasure, the improvements on check lists of the switching boards were taken and 
the interlock system was installed on the cross bar switch. 
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A N N E X 

1. Event title 

Internal exposure of workers by plutonium at the Tokai Reprocessing Plant. 

2. Out line of the event 

On Monday, 27 December 1993 workers who replaced a vacuum filter (see Figure 
4) which is in the vacuum sampling line (see Figure 3) from the plutonium solution 
receiving tank [276V20], a part of the reworking process inhaled plutonium. The 
replacement of the filter was done in the vacuum distribution room [A684] and 
airlock [A6$5] (see Figures 1 and 2) at the main building of Tokai Reprocessing 
Want (TRP). When the workers survey each other after they replaced the vacuum 
filter, contamination was found on the clothes of the workers and in the work area. 
This paper describes the event itself, evaluations of the internal dose of workers, 
causes of the contamination, and countermeasures to be taken to prevent similar 
accidents in the future. 
This event was the minor event that is not necessarily report to the STA legally. 

3. Evaluations of Internal dose 
From the results of bio-assays on the four workers, the effective dose of workers A, 
B, C and D were exposed 16 mSv, 90 mSv, 2.6 mSv, and 5.1 mSv respectively (dose 
limits of 50 mSv/year); dose of the bone surface 290 mSv, 1700 mSv, 48 mSv, and 
95 mSv respectively (against allowed limits of 500 mSv/year). The effective dose 
of the four workers of the past one year are 0.3 mSv, 1.2 mSv, 0.2 mSv, and 0.7 mSv 
respectively. 

In evaluating die dose of he workers, we assumed that the plutonium was in the 
form of nitric oxide and we followed the procedure of the Science and Technology 
Agency. . 

4. Causes (see Table 1 for details) 

(1) Events leading to the release of radioactive material 
Hie replacement of the vacuum-system filter was done in the following 
procedure. 

1) On the afternoon of December 24, worker A and worker B placed a plastic 
she« ova* the area surrounding the filter in the vacuum distribution room 
[A684]. 

2) Workers A and B put on half face masks covering die lower half of their faces. 

3) Workers S and D together lifted up the filter from its casing with the cover 

4) White worker D held the filter with the cover attached, worker B wrapped the 
filter by a wet towel and dien removed the cover from the filter. 

5) Worker B then used a single plastic sheet to wrap the filter but not sealed 

6) Worker B dien handed the filter to worker C. He measures the radiation dose 
of She filter but did not measure the surface concentration. 
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7) Worker A then wrapped the filter by a second plastic sheet in the airlock 
[A685], after that he moved the filter to another vacuum distribution room 
[A682]. 

8) Worker D removed the O-ring remaining in the casing and installed a new 
filter 

9) After the completion of the work, the surface concentration was found on the-
surface of the surrounding area. 

10) Internal contamination was found in nasal »near of workers B and D, A C as 
well. 

11) Since contamination of a level of 33 Bq/cm2 had been found in the work area 
(Ue., A685),and designated as a restricted-entry area 

(2) Causes of radioactive material release into the vacuum distribution room 
[A684]. 

From the following reasons, the cause of die release of radioactive material that 
causes die exposure of the four workers is estimated as in the process of replacing 
die vacuum filter in the vacuum distribution room [A684]. 

1) The vacuum distribution room [A684] is a controlled area and entry of 
workers into the room is normally restricted; there is thus no way of 
contamination brought outside, and there was no contamination observed 
before the occurrence of the current accident. 

> 

2) The results of measurements taken using the air sniffer installed in the vacuum 
distribution room {A684] show that high level during the period of 
replacement 

3) No sampling operation related to the vacuum filter in the vacuum distribution 
room [A684I was performed. 

4) The characteristics of the nuclides attached on the inside of the vacuum filter 
almost the same as the nuclides fotmd in the bio-assays jneasurement 

5) Contamination (of a level of 11 Bc^cm2) was found on the outer surface of the 
first plastic sheet used to wrap the filter. 

(3).Canses of the internal exposure 

1) The cause of the internal exposure of workers B and D lies in the fact that diey 
were exposed to die air that had teen contaminated as a result of the work 
done in wrapped the filter that causes the spread of radioactive contamination 
in the vacuum distribution room [A684]. 

5. Measures taken to prevent accident t 

(1) Measures to be taken to prevent a reoccurrence of the release of radioactive 
material during the replacement of vacuum filters 

1) In order to preventing the spread of radioactive material, the open-area 
replacement procedures that have been used partly until this time changed to 
the sealed replacement procedures that will eliminate direct external contact. 
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2) Manual is revised in accordance with the change to the use of sealed 
replacement procedures. And while checkpoints for radiation survey are not 
explicitly noted in the manuals currently in use. the revised manuals will make 
explicit note the checkpoints to check radiation survey. 

Training of workers using these manuals will be conducted under the 
supervision of experienced personnel in the work place and under conditions 
matching those of actual working conditions. 

(2) Preventing similar accidents 
In order to prevent the occurrence of similar accidents and in consideration of 
the need to prevent the spread of radioactive material, manuals on working with 
non-sealed plutonium and plutonium are reviewed in accordance with the views 
noted above in (1), workers will be trained on the importance of strict 
adherence to manual procedures. 

(3) Caution in planning 
For the higher levels of safety when performing tasks where workers may be 
exposed to radioactivity, a new radioactivity safety checklist are installed in 
addition to the general safety checklist now in use so that workers will be able 
to perform sufficient preliminary checking to make them even more aware of 
the hidden dangers to which they may be exposed in their woik and to thereby 
prevent them for overlooking anything of significance. The role of the site 
foreman with respect to ensuring safety and monitoring the progress of work 
will also be explicitly described within the work procedures. 

(4) Strict adherence to safety regulations 
The procedures followed at the time of the current accident were in some 
respects inappropriate in regard to the actions taken with respect to the 
requirements outlined in the safety requirements that require the notification 
before moving nuclear materials and other radioactive materials. So the 
measures that are to be taken to prevent the spread of contamination during the 
work, and checking of contamination and other steps that are to be taken to 
protect workers from exposure are clearly written in the safety regulations. 
These safety regulations are strictly observed at all times. 

t 
6. Decontamination of the room 

(See Figures 6 and 7) 
After thé contamination had occurred, preventive measures are taken to control the 
spread of contamination, afterward the room was decontaminated on December 28. 
Contamination of the room fell below the value of 0.04 Bq/cm2. 

7. Conditions of the exposed workers 

Immediately after the accident occurred, all four workers were examined by a 
physician who deteimined that thine was nothing wrong with their health. 

At the present time he has no noticeable problems with his health, and he continues 
to woik in non-controlled areas. 

Attached materials 

Figure 1: Layout of the 6th floor of the separation and refinement plant 
Figure 2: Diagram of work area 
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Figure 3: Sampling system 
Figure 4: Vacuum filter 
Figure 5: Spread of dust within the vacuum distribution room 
Figure 6: Distribution Of radiation 
Figure?: Distribution of radiation after decontamination 
Table 1: Comparison of work procedures against actual work performed 
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Figure 3. Sampling system 
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Figure 4. Vacuum filter 
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OECD/NEA TOPICAL MEETIHG 
SAFETY OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE 
cadarache. September 20-21.1994 

• TomsK-7 Huciear Event 
Canses» Consewnces And Lessons Learned 

£.<6 Kudriavtsev, Senior specialist 
Kam suc iear chemical Pepartpen* 

Ministry of the Russian Federation 
on Atomic ©aergy, »oscov 

Susamary: The paper provides general Information on main 
technological, causes of the accident t&tch had happened at 
TomsK-7 radiochemical Plant on April 6. 1995. 

The technological operations during the event, human fa-
ults. control system inefficiency and consequences of the acci-
dent are reported. Information is given on lessons learnt for 
safety improvement of Kinatom's radiochemical facilities. 

1. overview of some radiological accidents 

The radiochemical plants design must include multiharrier 
protection and safety systems in order to prevent environmental 
release of radioactive materials above the permitted limits. 

The majority of Known and/or reported nuclear accidents 
of chemical nature was caused by: 

- process criticality (e.g. solution overconcentration); 
- Ignition and/or explosion of different inorganic 

materials; 
- ignition and/or explosion of organic materials (ion-exc-

hange resins, extractants, etc), including "red-oil" type reac-
tions.

 1 

She last two causes could be considered the result 
of an uncontrolled chemical reaction, one of the most serious 
nuclear event of a chemical nature has happened in 1957 at pro-
duction Association "HayaK" (ChelyabinsK-C5) radiochemical 
plant, the accident resulted from the dry nitrates a acetate 
salts explosion because of of the cooling and control systems 
failure in a high level liquid waste storage tank, as the re-
sult of the event about 20MC1 of radioactive wastes had been 
ejected from the vessel. 2MC1 of these radioactive materials 
have spread for a 100 km beyond the site border Cl). 

A number of different accidents occurred in US radioche-
mical processing facilities (2). A large fire happened at the 
fiockar Flats Plant m 1909 as the result of metallic Plutonium 
ignition. The fire was aggravated by neutron shields combustion, 
in 1949 an explosion of a nitric acld-hexone system occurred in 
Hanford. This resulted in heavy damage of the pilot facility. 
Several *red oil type" reactions have occurred at the us nucle-
ar sites: Savannah-River. Hanford. Oak Ridge . The last incident 
of chemical nature in the USA has happened in 1979 (2.31. 

Some uncontrolled chemical reactions involving ion exc-
hange columns should be mentioned: the event of Piutonium-236 
exchange column rupture m 1993 at PA "Kayak" radioisotope pro-
duction Plant is similar to some extent to the amerlclum ion 
exchange colins* explosion m 1976 at Hanford eg). 

One can consider the Tomsk-7 case as a very typical nuc-
lear event at radiochemical processing Plant. 

Nevertheless the incident attracted attention to the ge-
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neral problems of reprocessing safety because of the Plant da-
mage and off-site environmental risK. 

2. TomsK-7 nuclear site 

Klnatom's Siberian Chemical combined VorKs (SChCV) is 
well Known as TomsK-7 nuclear site and is located few tens of 
Kilometers to the northwest of the city of TomsK in Western Si-
beria. The site combines several different nuclear and civil 
facilities, including: 

• two dual-purpose uranium- graphl t e reactors (other three 
old production reactors were shut "down m 1990-92); 

* uranium enrichment plant; 
« radiochemical plant for metal uranium spent fuel 

reprocessing; 
• civil pure materials ft chemical production facilities, 

as veil as various auxiliary technological and waste manage-
ment facilities. 

First nuclear reactors were built at the site m the 
1990s. Reprocessing plant is a doable canyon building. Original 
design of the plant was based on uranil acetate precipitation 
technology. In 1963 the plant was reconstructed for FUKEX pro-
cess with nitric acid - sox TBP in paraffin hydrocarbon diluent 
extraction system. For the purpose one of the plant's canyon 
was -made deeper and 5 pulsed extraction columns were installed. 
Some of the apparatuses and vessels were not changed. These pi-
eces of equipment were adapted for the FUKEX technology. Liquid 
waste solutions treatment includes additional u and Pu recovery 
with precipitation, sludge dissolution and periodical solvent 
extraction. Deep well injection is used UP to now for the final 
disposal of liquid radioactive wastes. 

3. Description of Tomsk-7 event 

On April G. 1993 at 12.58 local time at Tomsk-T radioche-
mical plant during the acidity adjustment of the uranium solu-
tion for further extraction purification a rupture of a techno-
logical vessel in which adjustment operations were carried out 
has happened, as a result of a rapid pressure increase. 

Ejected gas-aerosol mixture blew away concrete cover of 
the cell and exploded in the above-the-canron maintenance cor-
ridor. The mixture ejection and explosion damaged section of 
the roof above the sell, blew out a part of masonry wall and 
glazing. As a result of the event some radioactivity released 
into the environment through stacK and openings in the bull-
ding. 

An exotermic chemical reaction occurred in the stainless 
steel cylindrical process tanK AD-6102/2. Total volume of the 
tank was 34.19 cbm. The tank was installed in a reinforced 
concrete canyon io.* m deep with stainless steel lining . The 
canyon volume was about 100 cbm. Dimensions of the tank and the 
canyon's sell are given in Flg. 1. This tank was used for solu-
tion's technological adjustment for temperature, composition 
and acidity before the next processing stage of solvent extrac-
tion purif icatioiL 

AD-6202/2 apparatus was equipped with necessary remote 
control and operating systems . control systems included 
temperature gauge, pressure transducers, overflow indicator* 
upper and lower level alarms and some others. Solutions were mi-
xed by air sparging. The tank was equipped with heating and/or 
cooling water Jacket. - covering about 40% of the bottom part of 
the tanK. 

2.9 hours before the accident 1.5 cbm of concentrated 
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nitric, (14.2 M) acid has been added to the 23,5 cbm of 
uranylnitrate solution transferred to the tanK previously. The 
uranium solution was composed of three batches: 

4.0 cbm of bottom uranium solution, remained in the tanK 
after finishing of the previous operations. 

19.5 cbm (in tvo portions) of uranium solution concentra-, 
ted by evaporation, this solution contained some of Pu after 
the first purification cycle. 440 grams U/L and o. 5M nitric 
acid. 

The resulting uranium solution m the tanK contained 320 
grams of Pu. 6773 Kg of uraniuita» 0. 9 H nitric acid. 960 ci of 
total radioactivity. 

At 12.45 the emission of gaseous nitrogen oxides as a 
stacK fume vas noticed, soon after that pressure increase m 
the tanK AD-6102/2 vas detected. At 12.55 pressure m the tanK 
has increase to 5 atm and the pressure increase continued in 
spite of the measures taKen. At 12.56 the tanK exploded. 

Estimated release of radioactivity vas 10* of the tanK 
content. 

According to the international Huelear Event Scale deve-
loped by IAEA this event vas qualified as a 3-d level event 
- "serious incident". 

Beyond the enterprise boarder the contaminated area 
vas 26 Km long* area with a gamma-radiation level of 15 
fflRem/hour and higher vas 123 sq Km. 
- . . original isotope composition of the contamination vas: 

Zr-95 • Hb-95 - 62* (T 1/2 ? 64d) 
SU-106 - 35% (T i/2 « 1,02a) 
Rtt-103 - EX (T 1/2 « 39.3d) 
CS-137/ST-90 - <1X 

Thanns to 4he snow-fall daring the event major part of 
the radioactivity fall out close to the Plant building. The 
contaminated snov was timely collected at à special Place and 
later oh the resulted vastes were buried. 

Decontamination and repair vorKs at the. plant tooK 4 
months. 

As a result of thie event investigation b* the Hinatoors 
scientific team It vas ascertained that an exothermic chemical 
reaction has happened betveen an organic compounds and 
concentrated nitric acid. The organic phase quantity in the 
tank vas estimated as 0.2 cbm. Some organics were found and 
analysed after the accident, the THP content in the organics 
vas 26X. 

Several causes for the starting of the oxidation process 
and fast overpressure vere pointed out: 

evident lacK of sparging m the tanK after nitric acid 
was transferred. 

presence of degraded organic matter m unreasonable amo-
unts in the tanK due to deficiency of organic phase control 
system: ~ . ^ 

deficiency of temperature control m the upper part of 
the vessel: that is. the thermocouple vas installed at the 
bottom part of the tanK at the marK of l. 4 cfca only: 

the control vent vaLv.e was open only to Tox of its area: 
14.2 H nitric acid vas used instead of 12 H acid limited 

.by process documentation. 
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The consequences of the rapid chemical reaction were 
aggravated br the fact that the tanK could withstand very high 
internal pressure UP to 20 atm and vas not equipped with large 
relief valves. 

4. Lessons learned after the TomsK-7 event 

To avoid similar incidents at TomsK-T and other Minatom's 
radiochemical facilities a number of recommendations were 
developed and mostly put into practice. 

«• Limiting the concentration of nitric acid that is used 
for solutions adjustment to not more than CM. 

« implementation of reliable interlock srstem to prevent 
addition of nitric acid without proper mixing/sparging of the 
solution. 

• improvement of the temperature control srstem in the 
large/high vessels. . • 

« Limiting the tank solution temperature of less than Toe 
• Providing visible alarm signal to the personnel when 

technological limits are exceeded. Additional personnel trai-
ning vas conducted for the case of emergency* 

« improvement for liquid waste solutions treatment to 
prevent mixing of head-end and back-end solutions. 

• improvement of organic compounds control in the tanks* 
development of a reliable direct remote control of organics in 
the highly radioactive solutions, 

« Baintalning constant ventilating of the tanks to pre-
vent hydrogen accumulation. 

After the Tomsfc-T event became evident inefficiency of a 
present environment off-site monitoring system. Becessary imp-
rovements were made for a rapid communication in case of emer-
gency. 

Special 1994-95 s&D program vas developed for nuclear 
and Radiochemical Safety improvements of Hlnatom' s enterprises. 
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G E S T I O N DES D O S E S E X T E R N E S E T DU RISQUE DE CONTAMINATION 
DANS L 'USINE B E L G O N U C L E A I R E DE FABRICATION DE 

C O M B U S T I B L E MOX A D E S S E L 

P. KOCKEROLS - D. VAN DEYCK 

BELGONUCLEAIRE 

RESUME : 

Dans ses installations situées à Dessel, BELGONUCLEAIRE s'emploie à la fabri-
cation de combustible MOX pour réacteurs â eau légère. Depuis 1989 la produc-
tion y a atteint son niveau nominal à 35 tonnes de combustible psr an, pour 
use occupation d'environ 250 personnes. 

La chaîne de production se compose d'opérations de mélange des poudres d'oxyde 
d'uraxiium et de plutonium, de pastillage, de rectification et d'engainage, 
l'ensemble de ces opérations étant effectuées en boîte à gants. Les crayons 
soudés scellés sont ensuite soumis à un progransae de contrôle non destructif, 
avant d'être expédiés à l'usine voisine de FBFC pour mise en assemblage. 

Les problèmes spécifiques de sécurité et de sûreté que pose la mise en oeuvre 
du plutonium nécessitent une attention particulière en ce qui concerne la 
gestion des doses externes et du risque d'incident de contamination dans les 
installations. 

Les doses externes sont essentiellement engendrées par l e travail continu dans . 
des champs de débits de dose relativement faibles. Elles se discernent en 
doses photons et doses neutrons. 

Dans l'optique ALARA, des e f f o r t s substantiels de réduction des doses ont été, 
et sont entrepris, avec un accent particulier sur lea mesures de protection 
collectives : conduite A distance de la chaîne de production, blindage 
systématique des postes de travail, sensibilisation du personnel. 

Ces e f f o r t s ont d'ores et déjà porté l e u r s fruits en ce qui concerne les doses 
photons, la dose collective photons ayant pu être rédui te progressivement de 
1050 mSv en 1989 à €50 mSv en 1993. 

Les doses neutrons sont aujourd'hui pratiquement égales aux doses photons, 
s o i t approximativement eoo mSv. Cette s i t u a t i o n est sttribuable d'une part a 
la d i f f i c u l t é de mise en oeuvre de blindages neutrons, d'autre part aux 
problèmes de précision de la dosimétrie neutrons et à l'augmentation sensible 
du taux de plutonium 238, principal générateur de neutrons. 

Les e f f o r t s futurs de réduction de dosés seront dès lors axés aur les postes 
de travail i débit de dose neutron élevé. '* 
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La mal c r i se du risque de contamination nécessite use s u r v e i l l a n c e r igoureuse 
et permanence des insta.1 la Ci ans. La norme très restrictive de con cami na t ï on 
surfaciqrue maxi mule Admissible, à 0, S Bçc/dm2, permet de garantir un é t a t de 
pxorpreté essentielle de l a zone contrôlée. Pe p l u s , dès gu'une contamination 
esc décelée, des actions palliatives immédiates son c prises. 

L'expérience montre .crue les contaminations, causées p a r perce d ' é t a n c h é i t é du 
confinement, sont presque exclusivement attribuables au percement des g-ants 
utilisés en boîtes à gants. Oa programme de contrôle a été mis s u r pied, 
prévoyant le contrôle systématique des gants à la réception, et un c o n t r o l « 
périodique de l 'ensemble des ganta installés sur boites à gants. Ces actiöns 
ont permis de réduire sensiblement le nombre d'incidents de perce 
d'étanchéité. 
Les e f f o r t s actuels portent quant i eux sur la recherche d e moyens améliorant 
la protection des grants, et sur une p l u s grande sensibilisation du personnel 
travaillant en boîtes à gants. 
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A Programme for the Assessment of Radiological Risk 
Associated with Active Handling Operations 

by 

David Jain Sambier 

S u m m a r y 

Uli« paper describes » rid: assessment programme which bas bees developed for die evaluation of 
radiological ride paced by non-reactor nuclear plants within the United Kingdom. The ride assessment 
parameters and thresholds of acceptability, relevant to plants located an nuclear licensed sites within the 
UK, are identified. 

The structure of Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSAs) for nuclear reactors is and compared 
with manual methods used for non-reactor plant. The chosen methodology and scope of the programme are 
derived from this comparison. The source of the main dispersion equations and die methods used to derive 
the main risk assessment parameter« are described. A rudimentary sensitivity analysis, implemented in the 
programme, is described and compared to sensitivity analyses developed for nuclear reactor PSAs. 

Rooommqirlstions have been made for further work, which would lead to a living PSA tool for use on 
plants handling radioactive nwfffTfl* 

To be prapnted to a topical meeting on the 'Safety of die Nuclear Fuel Cycle', sponsored by the OECD 
fînmmîttw» on the Safety of Nuclear Installations, at Cadarache, France 20-21 September 1994. 
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Introduction 
This paper describes the development of a computer programme for the assessment of risks, to the public 
and to workers, posed by phots which handle radioactive materials. The assessment methodology used 
within the programme is shown to comply with the requirements of the United Kingdom regulatory 
authorities and AEA Technology. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR RISK ASSESSMENT IN THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY 

foe operators of nuclear plant in die United Kingdom are subject to the requirements of the Health and 
Safety at Work Act0*, in common with all placet of work. Thus they are required, inter alia, 

"to ensure, M ihr as is reasonably practicable, the health and safety of all (heir employees" 
and ' * 

"to conduct their undertakings in a way that ensures, ro fer as is reasonaHy pmaicable, that persons 
not in their euyto/nient who may be affected are not thereby «posed to rida to their health or 

,«fety." 
This means llial iim «mm necessary to avert ride mast be taken unless the costs of those measures become 
disproportionate to dw ride that would be averted by their introduction. The requirement that risks should 
be reduced to a level which is as Iowas reasonably practicable is usually called the ALARP principle. 

Operators of unclear plant most also comply with the Nuclear Instsllations Act°, which is subsidiary to the 
Health and Safety at Work Act Under this act, apart from certain exceptions, no rite may be used for die 
p. T jn .«É « f ft^lKwg «M- ™y * iwilwc« m l i a i « « k « fman grwited hy thft Hftalth 

and Safety Executive (HSE). The Nuclear Installations Inspectorat» (NB), which is part of the Nuclear 
Safety Division of HSE, are responsible for die creating of licenses and fa attaching appropriate conditio 
where necessary. Hie Nil are alsoresponsible for making judgements on dw acceptability of die responses 
made by the ttcenaee to the requirements of the licanre and any conditions. 

A key part of die prooeas by which die NH decide «Aether to grant a particular Site licence is the 
asaeesmentof safety casee provided by the licensee. The aim of die safety cases is to justify contmneg 
opentkn of lfee plants on die aite. Safety cases are also required to demonstrate that m proposed 
modification does not produce lmaccqitahle rida, lach wfety casé n—t demonstrate that, inter aHa, 
• , die hazards poeedby die nonnd operation af die plant are acceptable, 
• die rida poeed by conceivable fault sequences are acceptable, 
• die management systems within each plant are adequate to control normal and accident conditions, 
• die plant is being adequately mainUinnri in die light of die potential hazards, 
• die plant conforms to modem standards of sogiuoei ing or, for existing plant, that die rida posed by 

j^fif iH*|"f which do not conform to modem standards of engineering are its Iowas reasonably 
practicable. 

It is generally accepted that wich a Safety Case requires a probabilistic assessment of die ride to die public 
n d die wockfofce, since for most plant detewiiiiistic safety cannot be proven. 

STANDARDS OF RISK ASSESSMENT 

HSE poUidied die NITa safety assessment principles (SAPs) for unclear power plante in 1979* and for 
unclear chemical plant m 1983®. In 1988, HSE published an apdated SAP document for nuclear reactors* 
and a discussion document on die tokrmbility of risks from nuclear power stations*71. 

In 1993 die HSE published revised Safety Assessment Principles", covering both nuclear reactors and 
nuclear chemical plants, and a revised version of die report on tolerability of ride from nuclear power 
stations". These reflected developments in ride awrssmrnt methods which had occurred since publication 
of die previous versions of die SAPs, comments made at two public inquiries into proposals to build nuclear 
power stations at StowcH0* and Hmkley Point00, and lessons teamed by die Nil in die intervening period. 
The publication of diese documents was concurrent with die Royal Society's revision of its own report on 
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risk assessment"2'. 

The tolerability paper*" provided a justification for the levels of risk from nuclear plants which could be 
considered as 'tolerable' . This justification took account of perceived and actual measures of tolerable risk 
and of the 'dread factor' associated with nuclear plants. The revised SAPs**' specify detailed risk thresholds 
based on these 'tolerable' levels of risk. In addition, they require the assessment of uncertainties in the risk 
analysis and the quantification of the effects of a modification on the risks posed by the plant. The SAPs 
also list design principles which, effectively, define what the Nil consider to be modem standards of 

' engineering design. 

L J EXISTING COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

The regulatory requirements and die complexity of nuclear plant have led to the development of 
computational methods for risk assessment within the nuclear industry. For nuclear power plants diese 
methods have been developed over many years and have now reached a high level of sophistication"5'"1. 
Large suites of inter-connected computer programmes can carry out risk assessments and sensitivity analyses 
for all fault conditions for nuclear power reactors. Programmes have also been developed to provide real . 
time ride values based on current plant conditions"7-1". 

By comparison, risk assessment methods for non-reactor nuclear plant rely heavily on manual methods"", 
which cannot readily assess the sensitivity of the resulting risks. Computer programmes used in ride 
assessments for non-reactor plant apply in general to single stages, e.g. to evaluate fault trees00'. Therefore 
a need was identified to provide a risk assessment programme, similar to those used for nuclear power 
reactors, applicable specifically to non-reactor nuclear plants. 

In this paper active handling plants are considered to cover all non-reactor nuclear plants. Plants designed 
for long term storage of radioactive wastes and treatment of radioactive liquids are not covered by this 
definition of active handling plants. 

2.0 Risk Assessment Parameters 
The broad requirements for radiological ride assessment have been laid out in die introduction. These 
requirements are now described in more detail. 

2.1 REQUIREMENTS OF THE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

The Nil require» that the PSA for a plant should consider all initiating events identified by whatever means 
aie considered appiopiiate by die operator. Thereafter account should be taken of component failures, 
component unavailabilities due to maintenance or testing, common cause event and personnel errors 
[Principles 16 & 33]. 

Hie PSA should also provide information on die reliability, maintenance and testing of safety systems 
[Principle 41]. Hie sensitivity of PSA results to input data, assumptions and calculation methods must also 
be asaeaaed [Principle.52]. 

The PSA results must be subjected to an independent check [Principle 53], therefore the results of die PSA 
must be sufficiently clear to allow such a verification. 

The fault analysis must be reviewed and if necessary updated during the life of the plant Updates may be 
required because of changes to the plant or operations, or as die result of information gathered during plant 
operation [Principle 54]. 

2~2 NUMERICAL RISK CRITERIA 

Two sets of numerical criteria are given in die Nil SAPs®; a Bade Safety Level (BSL) and a Basic Safety 
Objective (BSO). The BSL is the maximum tolerable dose/frequeocy/risk. The BSO is the dose/frequency/ 
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risk threshold below which detailed ALARP justification need not be made. The BSL and BSO are 
typically two orders of magnitude apart. 

The primary risk criteria for doses to the public are defined in terms of a dose frequency staircase [Principle 
42] as shown in Figure 1. There is also a requirement to ensure that no single class of accident exceeds 
more than one tenth of the total frequency in any dose band. 

The primary ride criterion for dose uptake by the workforce is that die individual ride of death from all 
accidents should be less than 10"4 y' to meet the BSL and less than 104 y' to meet the BSO. 

There is an additional criterion related to a "large release' [Principle 44]. A 'large release' is defined as 
greater than 10,000 TBq of Iodine 131 or 200 TBq of Caesium 137 or a mixture of other isotopes which 
would give rise to similar consequences. The BSL frequency for a large release is 10-5 y' and dut for die 
BSOIAIA'R1-
Hie programme does not seek to address the assessment principle relating to plant damage [Principle 45] 
because of the degree of interprétation required to define what constitutes 'plant damage' in die context of 
any given active handling plant 

2J ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

For die purposes of categorising die potential hazards associated with a modification to die plant, UKAEA 
Corporate Safety Instruction No 8004* requires that the maximum possible dose uptske to die public is 
calculated. This is in contrast to die best estimate doses which are used for comparison with die Nil SAP 
criteria. 

Another parameter which is often of interest on nuclear sites is the frequency with which die lower 
Emergency Reference Level (ERL) is breached. Hie Emergency Reference Level is the short term dose 
which someone situated at die rite boundary could notionally receive before action would be taken to protect 
people outside die site. 

3.0 A Generic Model of the Accident Scenario 
i 

This section describes die general philosophy behind the model of die accident acenario which it used m the 
assessment programme. 

3.1 A GENERIC INCIDENT SCENARIO MODEL 

A generic model for die way m which an mcideiit develops into an accident is presented m Reference 23. 
In this model an incident is defined as "all mdesind circumstances and nev misses which have the potential 
to cause accidents.* An accident is defined as *any tmdedred circumstances wfateh give riae to HI health or 
njtny; damage to property, plant products or the environment; production loas or increased liabilities." 

The referenced model postulates that an incident begins with an initiating event (or immndiatw canae), 
although other root causes within the eociotechnical system of die company 

or plant will dao be pnaent 
The effect of die initiating event is to place die planHn a disturbed condition. If the situation is not 
controlled dien die plant wül pass into a hazardous condition. Hie incident is then postulated to progress 
through time via a sequence of steadily worsening plant states. Between each plant state opportunities exist 
to «imw«*« or mitigate die progression of die incident An accident condition occurs because of failure to 
control or mitigate die effects of die incident Thereafter further escalation of die accident can be modelled 
similarly. 

3A MITIGATION 

A key concept in the model described above is that of mitigation. Mitigation or control can be exercised m 
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a, number of ways during the progression of an incident The most obvious methods of mitigation are 
installed physical controls which act to negate or reduce the effects of a release. Examples of this form of 
passive physical mitigation include filters and containment barriers. The progression of sn incident can also 
be controlled by the action of operators and control systems. This form of mitigation is reactive in that it 
responds to changes in the environment caused by the incident. Reactive mitigation may reduce the effects 
of an incident or contain the effects, preventing further escalation. 

' In its broadest context mitigation also includes such actions as evacuation of workers, since this mitigates 
the potential harm to die workers) by reducing die time during which thqr are at risk. 

34 REPRESENTING THE EFFECTS OF MITIGATION 

Using die concepts described in this section a schematic representation of the accident scenario can be 
developed to describe radiological accidents in active handling bofldings, as Aown in Figure 2. 

Uaing tins representation, a plant state can be defined by a vertical line through the graph at the appropriate 
time. The diagram indicates the spread of activity in time and distance away from die source. The 
exposure times for the operator and public can be determined clearly. The main feature which cannot be 
shown "«"g two dimensions is die reduction in die concentration of activity and direct radiation dose rate 
with distance. The effect of including a number of stages of physical mitigation on die accident scenario is 
shown by a lightening of die colour, which denotes a reduction in the total activity or radiation passing a 
given distance from die source. Operator responses which represent mitigation in die time axis are also 
included. 

The key features of accidenta resulting from opérations in active handling facilities which involve 
radioactive materials can be seen to be: 
• A release of activity from die source and it's duration, 
• • Gamma radiation from die source, 
• Mitigation of the release by residual containment between die source and operating areas of die 

facility, 
• Mitigation of the release to the environment from the operating areas, 
• Mitigation of the mdiatian by residual ahieb&ng between source and operating areas of the facility, 
• Mitigation of lha radiation m die environment by the shield!^ provided by the hniliBng structure, 
• Mitigation of die dose uptake by die operator by evacuation or other emergency action. 
• Mitigation of the doee uptake to d» publk by ofMte countermeasures. 

The number of these which are effective and die extent of die mitigation provided will define die 'plant* 
state for any given accident scenario. 

3.4 THE MODEL FOR MITIGATION 

Uaing die idee of mitigation defined above, the incident scenario model described in section S.l can be 
generalised for use m PSA. An accident begms with an initiating event, die effects of which spread 
outwards in space and m time until some mitigation cornea into tOèet Depending onwhetber the mitigation 
ia effective or not, die plant will teedi one of several definsble plant states. Thereafter the potential accident 
scenarios will spread ont through aucceaaive plant atatea until die physical p r o o e e e e s driving t h e accidcnt ate 
dissipated. If this progression y simplified by asmming that met stage of mitigation will be either fully 
effective or totally insflective, then die poariMe accident acenarioa originating from a specific initiating 
event can be represented as rfiown m Figure 3. 

This is topologicdly equivalent to an event tree. However it doeainclude die notion of the incident 
expanding in time as well iu space, and therefore remforces the idea that time itself can play a mitigating 1 

role. 
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Structure of Reactor Plant PSAs 
Comprehensive PSA programmes exist for nuclear reactors therefore the structure of these programmes is 
examined as an potential hasfc for the programme. 

For nudear reactors the basic structure.of PSA analysis programmes is now well defined0*w,,H. Ulis 
structure was formed Auing the US Nuclear Regulatoiy Commission (NRÇ) reactor safety study which was 
completed in 1975°®. More recently NRC completed PSAs for four different US nuclear power stations, 
which were documented in NUREG Report 1 1 5 0 T h e NUREG. 1150 report effectively summarises die 
«täte of the art in nuclear power plant KA methodology. 

Due to die complexity of nuclear reactors and their associated safety qrstenu« nuclear reactor PSA ate 
extremely complex and die PSA methodologies idy m grouping fedtetogetteatamunberafstefea 
throughout the analysis. 11m basw elements of die NUREG 1150 ride'andysis, and die pointe where feult 
sequences aie grouped,are shown in Figure*4. These aie discussed below. 

LEVEL 1 - INITIAL EVENT CHARACTERISATION 

Levd 1 PSAs normally concentrate on die identification of ferilt aeqaences and die derivation of fenlt trees. 
This analysis is a major undertaking, with fault trees containing typically 5000 to 10000 gates and basic 
events, dthough mudi laiger fautt trees bsve been constructed0". Recently, considerable effort hss been 
dtwnfarf in «MWMMH <h«> mir*rt»intimc —nei«ted with fallt twe wimMlw^» and to die development of 
mediodologies which allow die fault trees to be updated as the plant and operations aie modified, i.e. living 
PSAs. 

LEVEL 2 - ESCALATION WITHIN THE REACTOR CONTAINMENT 

Levd 2 PSAs concentrate on die accident progressiau within die reactor building. Most PWR and BWR 
plants are similar to others in dieir class, and die way in which accidents can spread within theee plants is 
similar. Tbe prngrearion of die accident knonnaQy modelled uring an cwant tree, «Udi typical^ eontau 
100 nodes04. The generic eventtrem are custonnsed for eadi plant uamg input date wlridi define key • 
modd parameters, pHi ft ffftBtflwimmt wfrint ml ^ffign pirtTyrr. Some event trees contain empirical 
equations «Aich model physicd phenomena, such as hydrogen evolution, baaed on results calculated by 
eariier nodes m the tree?*, and are able to use âme «due» to adjust die feOare probabilities within the tree. 
Hi» i«ry> of rii*. rymt.inmwwf nfiit tiTT and thr ififfimllj Itf |lll SI IlljllJI. mill a tnrm Tiraii a llisjrir 
criticism levdkd at die NUREG 1150 study09. 

LEVEL 3 - OFF-SITE CONSEQUENCE CHARACTERISATION 

The levd 3 PSA aims to determine ̂ »probabilistic ride to tiwpublic m tonus of individud risk and aodetd 
impart This paît of die andyds models the diipenianand intake of many midideB within (he environment 
for a large motor of accident scenarios and preaento the results m a form which can convey both the 
overall risk and die spread of possible ride. The resdts of the PSA are often presented in teims of 
cumulative dose, or risk, against frequency, with appropriate percentile rangea, for each risk measure of 
mtwf*, 

UNCERTAINTY IN REACTOR PSA CALCULATIONS 

Following die reactor safety studies mudi wwk 1ms been carried out on die evaluation of die effects of 
uncertainties on the results of the PS As0*-1*. The coaaplexily of reactor PSAs precludes evaluation of 
uncertainty for each input data item, and complex statistical techniques are required to create, appropriate 
input date aets and to andyse die results'**'4". 
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5 0 Current Active Handling Plant PSAs 
ID general, most active handling plants are not as sophisticated as reactor plants, since the hazard potential 
of the operations is much smaller. This type of facility also covers a much wider range of plant types and 
operations than nuclear reactor plants. The range of analyses carried out for active handling plants is as 
varied as the type of facility, however some key features of these analyses can be described. The concept 

' of three levels of PSA calculation will be continued when describing existing active handling plant PSAs 
since it allows the analysis to be split up into three well defined stages which have physical meaning in 
terms of the accident progression. 

5.1 LEVEL 1 - INITIATING EVENT CHARACTERISATION 
x 

The initiating event sequences for accidents within active handling plants ate simpler dum die equivalent 
sequences for reactors. This difference results primarily from the smaller hazard potential of active 
handling plants, which attract fewer installed safety systems, but often increases the importance of operator 
intervention. 

Event sequences are normally grouped for subsequent analysis. The normal method of analysis is to identify 
a group or class of similar events, e.g. accidents which result in fuel being dropped within a facility. Each 
of these groups is dien described and analysed separately. Fault trees currendy in use generally cover both 
the initiation and subsequent mitigation phsses of die accident scenario. A judgement is often made, of die 
most hazardous source for each group of event sequences and the analysis is then carried ont only for that 
source. 

5 A LEVEL 2 - ESCALATION 

Accident progression within active handling plants is generally modelled using a fault tree to determine die 
frequencies of particular failure modes, e.g. to determine the frequency of a building evacuation or a release 
to die atmosphere. Event trees ate only occasionallyused to déterminevariations m the aine of the potential 
release. The most common use of event trees is to model sequences which lend to dififareot release toutes, 
e.g. where ventilation failures may lead to a release from die building rather than via gas treatment units. 

Unlike reactor fault sequences which tend to produce similar events, Afferent fault sequencea in active 
handling buildings can give riaeto many different types of hazard. Within a single bùQding it would be 
common to find some events which could give rise to significant hazards to die operators, bot not die 
public, others which give rise to hazards to die public but not die operators. Therefore there is not die same 
senp» far developing • grattai* «wait tiw wqmvlwnt tn rtv mrtnr anwtoinmant mutaif trr* 

5J LEVEL 3 - CONSEQUENCES OUTSIDE THE BUILDING 

The evaluation of die off-site impact of accidental discharges of activity has been die subject of discussions 
between the Nuclear Site Licensees and the NIL This has resulted in die development of a common 
methodology for this stage of die assessment^, which satisfies die requirements of the Nil SAPs. Two 
main implementation strategies have been adopted to calculate off-site consequences. 

One strategy calculates die dispersion effects for each nuclide in the rdeaae using die dispersion model 
equations for each individual, situition. The odier uses an agreed aet of'average'inptt parameters for a aite 
and calculates an avnage dispersion fector for each nuclide. The results are often quoted in Sv/TBq of 
nuclide. These results are then held in a database and applied to each nuclide in die release during die 
calculation. The latter provides a much easier method of calculation by hand and provides a greater degttoe 
of consistency where many different plants exist on the same site. It does however requite the calculation 
and storage of a large number of nuclide release ratio data sets. 
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5.4 UNCERTAINTY IN CURRENT PSA CALCULATIONS 

Currently uncertainties in PSA calculations are not normally evaluated explicitly. Some methodologies 
identify items which jpiovide a primary protection function in radiological safety by means of a sensitivity 
analysis on die fault tree. The effects of uncertainties in other elements of die calculation are not normally 
evaluated. 

«0 Definition of Level 1 Calculations 
The initial stage of die programme analysis is die definition of die source and quantification of the initiating 
event frequency, see Figure 5. Whereas reactor PSAs aim to calculate the frequency with which die core is 
unoovered, often called dm cote melt frequency, the frequency which would be most applicable in active 
handling operations is die frequency with which a release of activity first meets a barrier which could 
mitigate it's release or which could lead to a loss of sfûeldmg or erçiosuîe of a worker. 

6.1 INITIATING EVENT FREQUENCY 

The current version of the WINRISK programme requires that die initiating event frequency is input as a 
single vdue, as part of the data describing the accident scensrio. This frequency wiD normally be 
calculated separately using a proprietary fault tree programme which ia capable of carrying ont a aenaitivity 
analysis, in line with current practice for manually generated PSAs. 

The results of aensitivity analyses on the initiating event fault tree can be entered in die data file to allow the 
effects of diese uncertainties to be evaluated. This process is similar to that used in reactor PSA 
calcnlations where the results of the feult tree evaluations are fed to a separate level 2 analysis programme. 

U DEFINITION OF THE SOURCE 

The source term for an arndwot must HIBIIIB a list of die important nuclides and dieff activities. In general 
the aource used will be the wont case source which is expected to be received m die foreseeable future, and 
will be defined in terms of readily identifiable operational parameters. Fdr fuel, typicd parameters would 
be initial enrich ment, burn-up, mean rating and nwlftig time. 

The cdadation of direct radiation doae'rates from souroes is constat for dl but die simplest sources and 
groiurtnaa. Therefore the assessment route requirss prior calcnlaliuu of doae rates at a iwidw ofdistsiioos 
from the source. Given dus requirement it was decided to use the same file format for storing nuclide 
information for both die risk assessment and fee gaasma radiation programme normally used by die atdhor, 
since this eliminates the need to re-enter or convert source data. 

«J INITIAL RELEASE PARAMETERS t 

The aource used is normally die totd quantity of materid «Aich is involved m the accident, ahwe dris 
defines die guana radiationaesodated with die aoume. However, m most accident acenarioa only a smsll 
fraction of dds activity wilt be released. Rdeaae Fractions are cunentiy used to describe die fraction of 
activity whidi is ideased in an event Releaw fractions have been assessed fin-a range of typicd 
scenarios04*, e.g. fad failure by impact, fad fires, dropping mddents involving powders or liquids, etc.. 

Rdease fractions often vaiy according to die type of fission product present hi particular noMe gases 
normally have a higher rdease fraction dum imdidas which are locked into die fiid matrix. The id raie 
fraction of iodine is often different again because it may be preeent either as a gas or as a suhHmsMe solid 
within intact fud. Thns although a single input for a rdease fraction is sometimes appropriate, separate 
ideaae fractions for noble gases, iodine and particalate material provide a more comprehensive description 
with minimal additional work. 
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There are casa where additional detail is required to model the release of nuclides from a source. This is 
achieved by allowing specific release fractions to be specified for any element. Since isotopes of an dement 
are chemically similar, the release fractions for an element apply to all isotopes of that element. The 
programme allows up to 100 dement specific release fractions to be entered. 

7.0 Definition of Level 2 Calculations 
Level 2 calculations are concerned with modelling the accident progression and definition of die different 
plant states which might occur. This involves construction of an event tree and manipulation of mitigation 
factors and other variables which may affect die dose consequence to the workforce or the public. The 
levd 2 calculation is die part where die programme methodology differs most from fflsnud hazard 
assessment methodologies. 

7.1 Q U A N T I F I C A T I O N O F M I T I G A T I O N 

As indicated earlier, die concept of mitigation is being used to describe ai wide range of factors which can 
affect the hazards to which workers and the public are exposed. Within the programme, mitigation is 
characterised by the following parameters: 
• release fraction data 
• data relating to phyricd barriers 
• operator response times 
• release durations 

7.1.1 R e l e a s e Frac t ion D a t a 
Rdease fractions have been discussed in die previous section as they form part of the definition of the 
initiating event. It is possible for some events to escalate following failure of some of die mitigstion 
elements in force within the plant, leading to increased releasw from the source. Therefore die programme 
allows up to 5 sets of releaae fraction (RF) data to be used. Ihdividud setsof RF data can be added or 
substituted. r 

7.1.2 Physical Barrier Data 
Decontamination Factors (DFs) are used to model the effects of containment an<l/or filtration on die release 
of aerial activity, where a large DF represents high integrity containment The effectiveness of die 
containment often depends on die form of the nuclides, e.g. normal Ventilation filters provide no DF for 
noble gases. Thua DP« «re handled within die programme in die aame way as RFs. 

Mitigation of gamma radiation can only be handled by an approximate method, BIKK> die effectiveness of die 
shielding provided by Afferent matwrials depends on die spectrum of photon energies, die geometry of die 
source and the shielding, the chemical composition of die material and its density » The programme uses 
attwwHrian factor« In rèpnMàit flia effwet nf iwtervaiing AinMing, attamarin»! i« Hwfitmd 

^Bwwflrfw - wlihmt MèUbÇ (1) 
Dose rate with shielding 

Data on the attenuation characteristics of materials can be obtained from reference books, eg Ref 35, or by 
calculations, using shielding programmes which can take account of die acted gamma energy specliuin of 
die fiiël, composition of die source ind diielding, as well as geometric effects... The uae of sfaiddiiig 
programmes ttUry also Allow the effects of secondary radiation to be taken into account 

The negation described by DFs and gamma attenuation may occur before die activity or radiation has 
iêidiââ a woricer widun the building or between die worker and the public. A switch has been incorporated 
in the input dilk to tell die programme if a particular set of mitigation data applies to the worker and the 
puttie o* to die public done. 
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7.M Operator Response Times 
A number. of different evacuation times may be required, to model different operator responses to an 
accident. For example a abort evacuation time woiüd be expected when à local alarm is activated, whereas 
a longer time would be required to interpret data provided by a display. Failure to evacuate following an 
event can be modelled using this method by including a limiting evacuation time for some events. 

Wortes nay «l*o evacuate as a result of the initiating event, rather than requiring an alarm to warn them 
of danger. The programme allows for this by a distinction between immndiatn evacuation and x 
prompted evacuation. , . 

7.U Release Durations 
Different release durations 

can be modelled. The release dotation can be affected by a number of effects, 
not least of whidiaflie operational state of ventilation plant 

7jz FAILURE PROBABILITY DATA 

Faflnre data is associated with eadi levd of mitigatioa used to model the event The früure data can be 
entered as n probability or as a failure rate (X) and eMier a repair time or test interval (t). If die latter 
option is naed, the figure probability (fin) is caknlated using die equation: 

Pm.u,-i£zfL m 

Thia equation assumes a constant feünre rate for equipment Whilst the feilure characteristics of all the 
equipment will not conform to a constant failure rate modd diis approrhnation ja commonly used in PSA 
applications and is justifiable where plant qiecific data is collected and qidated regidatfy. 

7J EVENT TREE CONSTRUCTION 

The evert tree need to modd the progression of the accident is defined by aaet 
of data items for each node. 

The programme constructs the event tree from die mdividud node data seta, ^ W i n f the appropriate 
mtttgatMm psm̂ DBtera for each end point m the process* 

7j.i Event Dree Data 
n«» fee m A "***'"' " ^ " f ** iniii»iiii| — » This 
• A abort dtKnpbflo of die event 
• The initiating event frequency 
• An équation which defines which releaae fraction data sets are to be naed to define the iintid réli 

of activity. 
Thn equation can alao define other date items which apply to all plant atatea, anch aa the area of the plant 
where theecddentmey occnrora 

The programme is cntrendy able to handle up to 10 stagea of mitigation, or event tree nodea. Each node is 

A short description of the mitigation afafe 
Tlm failure probabflity or failure frequency and repafr timeAeat intervd 
An «illation which define* which mitigation data aets are to be used to define die effect of die 

An equation which defines which mitigation data aeta are to be need to dufintt die effect on die 
accident when die mitigation fails. 

Thus die event tree may contain vp to 2" end points for an accident acenario. b practice most i 
scenarios can be described using around 6 event tree nodes, which gives rise to a more manageable 64 end 
points* 
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-.32 Event Tree Construction 
The event tree section of the model calculates'three main sets of parameters: the failure frequency at each 
node of the event tree, thé total mitigation provided to the operator at each node and the total additional 
mitigation provided to the public at each uode. Total mitigation is calculated separately for airborne activity 
and gamma attenuation. The total mitigation for each end point of the event tree is passed to the level 3 
analyses for the evaluation of dose uptake. 

• To optimise the conflicting requirements of minimising both memory and calculation time the programme 
initially calculates and stores all the node frequencies and cumulative mitigation data for each node which, 
forms part of the 'top line'of die event tree. Thereafter only die parts of the tree which have changed aie 
updated when the next end point is calculated. Since die data is cslculated one line at a time, die event tree 
is presented in a different form to a standard tree. The event tree printed by the programme indicates a 
success by a horizontal line to the next node and a failure by a vertical line to the next node, as shown in 
Figure 6. 

Total mitigation of an accident as die result of a stsge of mitigation will result in all sub-brsnches of that 
node having no consequence. Therefore die programme truncates die calculation for any farther nodes on 
that line of the tree, and carries the node frequency to die end point column. The calculation is then 
continued at either die failure node of die current end point or die next success node of die preceding event 
This effect is shown in Figure 7. 

to Level 3 Calculations for the Public 
The dose uptake model for the public consists of two separate models, one for direct radiation and one for 
all the pathways associated with the release of airborne activity. These are discussed separately below. 

8.i AERIAL DISPERSION MODEL 

The aerial dispersion model used to evaluate die transport of radioactive material from die incident buüdmg 
is based on that recommended by the National Radiological Protection Board0". The model uses a gaussian 
plume model, which includes teims to account for die effects of weather conditions, wind velocity profiles, 
release height and release duration. The effects of removal processes on die air and ground concentration of 
radionuclides released have been examined m References 26 and 27. These have been summarised in 
Reference 28. The model described m Reference 28 hss been accepted by die Nil as being ̂ propriété for 
use by licensees of UK Nuclear Licensed Sites. 

Releases may be from an isolated point or stack where die effects afbnQdmgs ate negligible or ftùm a 
simple building or grotqi of buildings. Releases from a complex group of bmldings are treated as isolated 
ground level releases as this is die most conservative calculation, hi practice, most active handling 
buildings are located on a aite which includes many other buddings which may be located relatively dose to 
each other. Thus, initially, only the model associated wife isolated stadc releases have been included, since 
this includes the ground levd release modeL 

f 

Four types of dose uptake by die public have been identified for use in hazard assessments within AEA 
Technology: categorisation dose, ERL doae, individud ride dose and PSA doae. These are defined below. 

The categorisation dose is an estimate of die maximum possible dose to die public. It is used to determine 
die levd of soutiny to whidi a modification to a plant will be sidgected. The calculation has die following 
features: 
• The weather conditions used are those which give the maximum dose to die public. 
• The exposed person is assumed to be an adult member of the pdbBc 
• The exposed person is assumed to be in die open on die centre Ime of die plume at die point of 

maximum off-rite dose. 
• Exposure pathways of cloudshine and inhalation aie induded in te assessment. 
• The effects of deposition by tun are excluded. 
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•. The effects of re-suspension of deposited activity are excluded 

The ERL dose is calculated for comparison with Emergency Reference Levels which are used to identify die 
requirement for, and scope of, off-site countiermeasures. The dose calculation is for an acute intake of 
nuclides and is very similar to the categorisation dose. The differences from die categorisation dose are: 
• Ground shine integrated over two weeks is included. 
• The exposed person is a member of the age group which will give the m»^»»«^ dose. 
For the purposes of these assessments the public is considered to fall into groups which are represented by 
adults, children aged 10 years and 1 year old infants. The definition of diese reference groups was carried 
out by die International Commission on Radiological Protection0". 

The individual risk dose is that used to calculate die average individual risk to a member of the public. The 
main features are: 
• Calculations are combined for all weather conditions based on their probability of occurrence. t 
• Dispersion is assumnd to be into a 360* sector. This is équivalent to — t h a t there is an eqn I 

probability of the wind blowing in any direction, and that the piddic ate evenly distributed around die 

• The exposed person is a member of die age grap which will give die marimnm doee. 
• The individual is located at die worst plausible location. This is the location at which people may 

reasonably be expected to be, which gives the highest dose. Typical examples would be habitation or 
à nearby frequently naed road. If there is no plausible location within 1 km dien die dose should be 
calculated at 1 

km. 
• The effects of rain&Il should be included. 
• All pathways should be included. Dose uptake by ingestion is limited to the public legal doee limit 

of 5 mSv over time, as countermeasutes are repaired to be enforced to ensure dut this limit wül not 
be breached in an individud's life time. In practice countermeasures are Hkdy to be enforced at the 
lower EC interdiction levels. 

• hi general countetmeasurea should not be mdnded in aerial doee uptake assessments, except for very 
large teleaaea, to ensure reasonable conservatism. 

• Re-suspension of deposited activity is included. 
• Integration timea of 50 yean are used for re sntprnrion, ground shine snd transfer factors associsted 

with ingestion doaes. 
• Allowance is made for people being inside buildings during an accident, when calculating 

groundsfaine and cloudshine. 
The PSA dose has been defined to meet die requuemsnts of Wn Safety Assessment Principle 42. The dose 
calculation is very similsr to thst given above except dist die plume is aasumed to disperse into a 30* sector 

and the member of die publfc is always assumed tobe preeeoft m that aector. 

A summary of the calculation parameters used is given in Table 1. 
* •a DIRECT RADIATION MODEL (Public) 

The dose sate from die source must be provided es part of die iqmt data.The input doeeratecan be 
provided for a number of distances from die source. This range should ideslly cover the full range where a 
point aoutce approximation would not be valid. The doee gate tothe public ia determined from last doee 
rate point given, using die inverse squaw law. The exposure time will be determined by die natme and 
speed of off-site counter-measures. För assessment of categorisation doee there is a recommended default 
value of 1 hour for exposure to direct radiation. 

9.0 Level 3 Calculations for Workers 
The levd 3 calculation for dose uptake by die workers is focused on the potential dose nptske by the worker 
involved in the incident. 

The main exposure routes for a worker ate inhalation of airborne activity and 
direct radiation. These are discussed separately below. Doee uptake calculations for die worker are carried 
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out for a minimum separation distance between the worker and the event, for categorisation, and for the 
most likely separation distance, for risk assessment. 

9.2 INHALATION DOSE TO WORKERS 
The inhalation dose obtained by integrating the concentration of activity over the exposure time for the 
worker. The equations used to calculate the integrated air concentration, is based on work recently carried 

• out within AEA Technology04, which derives equations for instantaneous 'puff releases and for continuous 
releases. These have been developed to include a release which covers a finite but significant fraction of 
the exposure time. 

Both models are based on die concept of an effective dilution volume which expands with time due to 
random mixing processes. The effectiveness of die mixing processes are modelled using a parameter which 
describes the degree of turbulence in die affected area. Since most active handling buildings aie ventilated 
by forced ventilation systems the value of a will be dominated by the air change rete of die area rather than 
molecular diffusion or natural convention effects. 

The 'puff model provides a good model of short term releases. It assumes dut die activity is uniformly 
distributed within the dilution volume at all times. This can dien be integrated to give a simple equation for 
die dose to die worker. 

The continuous release model is derived from the puff model described above, hi die continuous model, the 
contribution of die activity released in each, short, time interval is modelled as if it were a separate puff of 
activity. This can then be integrated twice to give a simple equation for die dose to the worker. 

The above two models apply to very short end very long release times, however for cases where die worker 
exposure time is slightly greater dum die reläse time, there is a significsnt over estimate of die dose uptake 
to the worker if die puff model is used. In addition the change from one modd to the other creates a 
discontinuity is the predicted dose uptake. Therefore an impulse release model has been derived. 

In the impulse modd, die concentration at a point is obtained by integrating die continuous release modd 
over the total release time. The concentration is dien obtainedby integrating die concentration over two 
separate time intervals; one representing die rdease period and one «—"̂ ng die period of time between 
the end of the release and the evacuation of die operator, to obtain the integrated air concentration and 
hence dose to the operator. 

9.2 MODELLING THE DURATION OF EXPOSURE 
All dose uptake models require specification of die time at which die cloud first leaches the worker and the 
time at which die wotker evacuates. The first of flieae can be calculated direcfly from die equations 
governing the dilution volume. The aecond may depend on die activation time for die alarm system or may 
be die direct result of an obvious event. 

If the warning is provided by die event or by die activation of a gamma alarm die eqwame time wül be 
equal to the evacuation time specified in the input data. If the operator reepouse is triggered by an activity 
in air monitor, die allowanceis made for die dood to reach die monitor and for die integrated air 
concentration to exceed the alarm level.. 

9j DIRECT RADIATION DOSE FOR WORKERS 

The dose rate from the source must be provided as part of die input data. The input doae rate can be 
provided for a number of distances from die source, which diould cover die full range where the point 
source approximation is not valid. For cases where die worker is at a distance greater than the last source 
data point, the equation used to calculate die doae rate is die same as that used for die public. 

When die 
worker is at a location which is within the range of axial locations for which doae rate data is provided, die 
dose rats is obtained by linear interpolation between adjacent data points. Dose rates at gamma monitors 
located in operating areas are calculated in die same manner to those for die worker. 
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io.o Calculation of Risk Parameters 
For each end point, die results of die frequency and dose calculations are combined to determine the key 
risk measures discussed below. 

10.1 DOSE/FREQXJENCY STAIRCASE 

Thç dose contributions for die public are calculated by adding the PSA disperrion modd and direct radiation 
doses. Tine end point frequency is d m added to die nmning total for that dose uptsloe band. The SAPs 
requite die frequencies of occurrence to be calculated for die doae bands given in Figure 1; > 1 Sv, 100 
mSv >1 Sv,10 - 100 mSv, 1 - 1 0 mSv and lOOpSV - 1 mSv. To give a better picture of the risk profile 
presented by die accident scenario, The WINRISK programme alao calculates frequencies for the Mowing 
dose bands: 10 pSv - 100 pSv, 1 pSv - 10 |iSv and 0.1 fiSv - 1 t̂Sv. 

Although not required by die SAPs, die event frequencies in each doae band aie alao calculated for workers. 
Hie total doae to the worker is cafadated using die PIA inhalation doae and direct radiation doae. ' 

m INDIVIDUAL RISK 

The individual ride doae uptake calculation takes into account die fret that the plume may be blowing away 
from the indhridud, by modelling a phone dispersion into a 3(0* aector. Whilst dûs method assumes that 
die proibslnlity that die wind biowi m a given direction is equd for aB directions, it dso assumm dot the 
member of die public is located at die same distance from the plant in all directions. The overall effect of 
diese two aim|difying assumptions is pessimistic in most cases. 

To calculate the individual risk to a member of the peUic or die workforce, a risk factor must be applied to 
modd die Conditional ride of a fatal oanoec. Twovahies of risk factor aie rncommraytarfby the NRPBg7> 

for both die pUMic and ûà workforce, one for low dose and low doae rates and à higher value where the 
total dose is greater dan 100 mOy and die doae rate is greater dum 0.1 afSy/mm. 

The estimated annual individual ride is calculated from die product of the total dpae» die event frequency 
andthé appropriate risk footer. The total ride is obtained bf adding die individual contributions from eadi 
end point. 

ioj FREQUENCY OF OFF-SITE COUNTERMEASURES 
The frequency with whidi offdto countenneaiuies may he requiied ia calculated using de ERL dose 
calculation and die maximum direct radiation doae to the public. If the total of theae two doaes is greater 
dien die lower emergency mforenoe levd dien dm calculated frequency is addwd to the appropriate 
filMMpif 

hm CATEGORISATION DOSE 

The maximum categoriastiondose to die public and die wot bets is updated every time an end point is 
calculated . The endpoirtmmter of die cvemwbkh gives rise to tiie maxi^^ 
groups is printed out at the end of the calculation • 

toJ5 SAFETY CASE SUMMARY FILES 

As a first step towards providing an integrated, or living, PSA package the WINRISK programme can 
create or update a file whidi contains a summary of individual ride awMimenti, This can be used to 
monitor dtoefled of chaqgmg a single accidemaoeMrô Where an 
existing file is iqidated dien die new ride profile can be added to a aet of profiles for other accident 
scenarios or can update an existing accident scénario profile. 
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The dose/frequency staircase results and individual risks for both the public and the workforce are stored in 
the file, along with a description of the accident scenario and an accident scenario identifier. The total 
frequency for each dose/frequency staircase range, and total individual risk, across all the accident scenarios 
aie calculated and stored. A description of the group of accident scenarios held within the file can be also 
be added. 

no Sensitivity Analysis 
Two forms of sensitivity analysis can be carried out; one varies die individual data items by an order of 
magnitude, the other investigates the effects of each mitigating barrier being permanently in a failed state. 

The sensitivity analyses are carried out to quantify the sensitivity of die following tide assessment 
parameters to die input data; 
• Dose / frequency staircase for public and workers 
• Individud tide for public and workers 

n.i ORDER OF MAGNITUDE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

The sensitivity analysis is carried out for the following input data items, with each item being incremented 
individually, in turn; 
• Release Fractions 
• Decontamination Factors 
• Gamma atténuations 
• Release duration 
• Operator exposure times 
• Barrier failure frequency or failure probability 
• Each sensitivity result input for the initiating event frequency 

This form of sensitivity analysis is rudimentary in dut the variation of each input paiamrtw is not related to 
the uncertainty in it'a valne, and it aasumes dut there are no dgnificam mtenetion effecto betwen different 
parameters. It does however indicate which of the parameters are ntwrf significant, in sufficient detsO to 
allow a subsequent manud assessment of the importance of each result "Ibis form of andysis alao places 
minimal requirements on die qualify of input data. 

u.2 SEARCH FOR SAFETY MECHANISMS 

The second sensitivity andysis sets die failure prdidnlify fiw eadi mitigation stsge to 1 m tunL This 
andyns is used to identify those items which if "removed or in a permanently friled state" would lead toa 
ride whichwould breach one of die ride criteria. This class of aafetysystems ate called "Safety 
Mechanisms* and are the subject of special requirements laid down in each Nuclear Site license. 

uj PRESENTATION OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS 

The senritivity sndysis compares a set of the recalculated results with die mam requirements of die Nil 
SAPS. The parameters which ate compared are die dose/ frequency stahessn results and die ride to the 
workers. Results which exceed 10% of die BSL or die BSO are identified on die output. 

The results of the senritivity andysis are then tanked in order of descending ride to die public and, 
aeparatdy, in descending order of risk to the workers. Iheré are printed oft to aasist in tte identification of 
those factors to which die risk is most sensitive. 
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12.0 Conclusions 
This paper has described a computer programme, WINRISK, which has been written to carry out 
radiological rid: assessments for active handling plants, which satisfy die requirements of the Nil Safety 
Assessment Principles and AEA Technology's Corporate Safety Instructions. 

Risk assessment programmes for nuclear reactor plant has been reviewed and compared with ride 
assessment methods for active handling plants. This comparison has highlighted differences in scale and 
techniques used. The WINRISK programme uses a combination of fliese two approaches. 

The main featurea of die WINRISK programme have been described m terms of die three levels of accident 
progression used in reactor PSAs. An outline of the oalcnlational methods used has been given. The 
sensitivity analysis used within die programme covers bodi Mure dam and dtordating to die mitigating 
effects of key plant items. 

The programme can create or update files which bold summary da^ for «group of acddem scenarios. This 
allows a summary of all accident scenarios associated with a facility to be held together in one file. 
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Table 1 

Key Features of Dispersion Models 

Parameter Categorisation ERL Ride PSA 

Inhalation Dose yes yes y« yea 
. . . 

Cloudshine yes yes yes y» 
no yes yes yes 

Ingestion no no yes yes 

Plume model centre Iii» centre line 360* sector 30* sector 

Distance min possible min possible min plausible min plausible 

Age group adùlt max dose max doae max dose 

Weather worst worst probabilistic probabilistic 

Probability of rain 0 0 C/D 0.1 
other 0 

C/D 0.1 
odierO 

Re-suspension integration time o - 0 SO years 50 years 

Groundshine integration time 0 14 days 50 years SO yean 

1 1 0.5 0 3 

goudshine occupancy n/a 1 0.5 0 3 

Transfer factor (Ingestion) n/a n/a 50 years 50 yean 

Exposure Time for direct dose 1 hour CStlflMAfid tUD0 eatnnated time « f t * * ! * * 
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Fig 4 Elements of NUREG 1150 Risk Analysis 

Fig 6 Event Tree Representation Within WINRISK 
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Fig 7 Representation of Total Mitigation Within WINRISK 
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Abstract 

The general requirements for licensing of nuclear facilities in Germany are laid down 

in the Atomic Energy Act (AtG) and the subordinate Radiation Protection Ordinance 

(StriSchV). Below the legal requirements technical safety criteria for nuclear fuel cycle 

facilities have been established. These criteria are the framework for the safety as-

sessment in the licensing procedure for construction, operating and accident analysts. 

In this paper the German safety requirements for fuel fabrication and enrichment facili-

ties are presented. Basic safety aspects » well as special requirements and recom-

mendations are discussed. Examples on safety related design and construction of fuel 

fabrication facilities are presented with emphasis on MOX fuel fabrication. 
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1 Framework of Regulations 

1.1 Overview 

The framework of regulations on licensing and safe operation of nuclear fuel cycle fa-

cilities is shown in figure 1. The general requirement are laid down in the Atomic En-

ergy Act of 1976. Theso-called Radiation Protection Ordinance (amended edition of 

1989) is a subordinate decree, where for instance the (tose emits are determined. 

The Safety Criteria and Recommenditions were established for the design and the op-
eration of front-end fuel cycle plants. The Safety Criteria were published by the Fed-
eral Minister of Interior within the Handbook of Reactor Safety and Radiation 
Protection in 1983. 

The basic level of the framework is covered by technical standards and regulations for 
example the DIN standards and KTA regulations. 

• 

Atomic Energy Act 1978 
Licence accortfing S 7 

• • 

-

• 

perflation Protection Ordinance 1989 • 

Safety Criteria lor Fuel Fabrication end Enrichment 
FacOWea tSSX Updated version 1981 

TechnicainuciMrandruHinuciearstwidtfdsmdragtArtions 

Figure Framework of licensing regulations hi Germany 
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1.2 Atomic Energy Act 

' • * • • * * • 

The principles of licensing of nuclear facilities are formulated in paragraph 7. Accord-

ing to this, fuel fabrication facilities have to be licensed in the same way as nuclear 

power plants. The essential requirements are: 

• Same licensing procedure (application for licensing, safety report and short 

description of the plant for public information). 

• safety analysis and examination by independent expert organizations, 

• a public hearing has to be carried out; this is also required for significant modi-

fications of an existing facility. 

Licensing authority is the state government, local authorities may contribute, supervis-

ing authority is the Federal Minister of Environment, Nature Protection and Reactor 

Safety. 

Further responsibifities which have tp be tjakeri into account are: 

• Liability insurance on nuclear accidents, for fuel fabrication plants up to 200 
MM. DM maximum. 

• Safeguards by IAEA and EURATOM. 

1.3 Radiation Protection Ordinance 

The radiation protection is based on ICRP Principles. The basic requirements are in 

detail formulated in the "Ordinance about Protection against Injuries by Ionizing 

Radiation": 

Protection of employees as well as protection of population and environment have to 

be realized in a sufficient manner. 
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Limitations of individual doses for population are given for normal operation including 
deviations (para 44) and for design basis accidents (para 28.3). 

For the calculation of dose values for population the doses by direct radiation, inhala-

. tion and intake of radionuclides with food have to be taken into account. For design 

basis accidents the accumulated dose values up to 50 years must be calculated. Spe-

cial guidelines how to perform these calculations are issued. 

For workers in the plant the given individual dose limitations are based on external ra-

diation and incorporation. 

The main annual radiation dose limits for normal operation for workers and population 

are shown in table 1. The derived German annual limits for intake of U, Pu and Am 
are given in table 2. The limits are not additive. 

Additionally to these limits the 'ALARA' principle fas low as reasonably achievable") 

has to be attended for design as well, as in operation. 
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Table 1: Main German Annual Radiation Oose Limits 

Annual Radiation Oose Limit, mSv/a 

" ' r ' ; 
Employees 
18 or over 

Population 

Direct 
Radiation 

Aerial 
Discharges 

Liquid 
Discharges 

Whole body 
effective dose 

50 1.5 0.3 0.3 

Individual organs 
and tissues, lens of 
the eye 

150 0.9 0.9 

Thyroid 150 0.9 .9 

Bone Surface, 
Skin 

300 1.8 ; 1.8 

Hands, Arms, Feet 500 

Notes: 
(1) For employees a total whole body lifetime doses of 400 mSv has not to be 

exceeded. 

(2) The limit of whole body effective dose for direct radiation includes contribution 

from discharges. 
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2 Safety Criteria 

2.1 Status of the Safety Criteria 

The 'Safety Criteria for Uranium Enrichment Plants and for Fuel Fabrication Facilities' 

have originally been written by GRS on behalf of the Fédérai Ministry of Interior. After 

discussions in different advisory groups they were officially issued by the Federal Min-

istry in1983. 

The Safety Criteria are essentially <a more detailed determination of the safety related 

'state of science and technology1 as it is demanded in general by the Atomic Energy 

Act and the Radiation Protection Ordinance. 

The Safety Criteria were used in the Bcensing procedures of German fuel fabrication 

plants, namely the former RBU, ALKEM and NUKEM at Hanau and the EXXON facil-

ity at Lingen (Lower Saxony), which ace (except NUKEM) now all owned by Siemens 

AG. , - : • 

A revised and expanded version of the safety criteria, issued as GRS-pubiications /1a 
-c/ , was approved by the Reactor Safety Commission in 1991. They are not yet offi-
cially issued by the Federal Ministry, but used as guidelines in ongoing licensing 
procedures. 

2.2 • Main Topics 

The tî ain topics of the Safety Criteria are: 

• Siting. 

• External Events 

• Rre and Explosion Protection 

• Chemical Hazard, Corrosion 

• Protection against Leckage 
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Resistance against Overpressure 

Radiation Protection 

• Criticality Safety 

• Construction and Design 1 

• Quality Assurance . 

• Plant Operation 

• Accident Analysis 

• Waste Management 

• Emergency Measures 

• Decommissioning 

Some of these topics will be discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

2.3 Rre and Explosion Protection 

Prevention of uncontrolled fire and explosion is an important safety goal especially in 
Mox fuel fabrication, but also in U02 fuel fabrication and enrichment To ensure, that 
this goal win be reached, different types of safety measures are required. 

Criteria for design and construction: 

• Separation of fabrication and storage sections by fireproof walls. 

• As far as possible use of fire resistant materials for construction of container and 

glove boxes. ^ 

~ Separation^ safety systems, ventilationequipment.̂ frgas fibers 

• Separation of supply systems for hydrogen and other burnable media 

• Protection of ventilation systems. 
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Criteria for operation: 

• Avoidance of ignition .sources and if possible inflammable materials (for instance 

gas mixtures, surveillance of radiolysis gas production), 

• Operation of fire detection systems. 

Criteria for fire fighting: 

• Stationary and mobHe fire fighting systems 

• Automatic fire extinguishing systems for areas with dispersible Pu and Pu storage 

or with difficult access 

• Fire fighting by water only outside of areas with criticality risk 

\ 

For example some topics of the actual design of the new Siemens MOX fuel fabrica-

tion facility are listed 121: 

- Strict paitittoning of the plant into fire zones, automatic separation of connections 
(pipes, ventilation system) in case of fire 

- automatic operation of extinguishing systems (sprinkler, gas), started by fire 

detectors 
•4 

- fire detectors in glove boxes 

an own specially equipped fire brigade. 

2.4 Radiation Protection 

As discussed in section 1 the basic requirements and dose limitations are laid down in 
the Radiation Protection Ordinance. In the plant specific Safety Criteria the more de-
tailed requirements and measures to realize the radiation protection are determined. 
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These are essentially: . .• * • 

The Barrier Concept 

The Barrier Concept is important for MOX fuel fabrication. Always two independent 
barriers to the environment and at least one barrier to protect the workers are re-
quired . If glove boxes arid working rooms are part of the barrier concept, a gradient of 
pressure between the barriers is to be maintained. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the bar-
rier concept as it is realized in the new Siemens MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility 121. 

Containment 
Building 

Caisson 

Glove-boxes 

Personal air lock — 

AP3—250 pa . AP2»-75pa APt—20 pa 

Figure 2: Barrier Concept for the Mixed Oxide Processing Plant with Graduated De-
creases in Pressure 121 

In Table 3 the derived requirements for the design and layout tor ventBation of the Sie* 
mens MOX fuel fabrication plant are given. 
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Table 3: Layout of Ventilation of the Siemens MOX fuel fabrication plant 

VENTILATION 

Off-Gas Filtration 

Glove boxes 2 x 2 HEPA Filters plus Prefilter 

Room Ventilation 2 HEPA Filters plus Prefilter 

Uranium handling 2 HEPA Filters plus Prefiiter 

Gradient of pressure to contain radioactivity 

, (250 pa from glove boxes to outside atmosphere) 

Protection of filters from corrosive chemicals (off-gas scrubbers) 

and from fire and fire products (soot and pressure buildup) 

Radiation protection inside the plant 
Measures against contamination, incorporation and external radiation have to be car-
ried out For components, which contain Plutonium radiation shiekSng devices 
(gamma and neutron) are demanded. For installations, where large amounts of Pluto-
nium are processed in adcfition removed handfing and/or automatic control is 
provided. 

Radiation Protection for population and envimnment 
For the proposed values of discharges of radionuclides with öff-gas and waste water 
under normal operation conditions it has to be proved that the dose limits (of the Ra-
diation Protection Ordinance) win not be exceeded for people living near the plant site, 
even under unfavorable assumptions. 
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For Pu manufacturing additionally activity control measurements outside of the plant 
are provided. . 

As an example the design topics related to radiation protection for the new Siemens 
MOX facility are given/3/. 

Radiation Protection in the new Siemens MOX Plant 

• Limit for effective equivalent dose 10 mSv/a for workers 

• Design Principles: 

- Minimization of inventory in working area, 

- shielding within glove boxes, use of double walled glove boxes, 
* 

- use of èombined n/y-shieldings (polyethylene + lead + neutron absorber), 
t . 

- minimization of manipulation by staff by means of automated processes, 

<- application of the barrier concept to prevent contamination and incorporation, 

- air-, surface-and personal monitoring. 

• Ail working places were calculated with the special computer program PUDOL 

• Results (with annual throughput 1201 HM/a, mean Pu-conterit 12. %): 

- <10 mSv/a wiB be well observed 

- collective dose < 1 Sv/a 

2.5 Criticality Safety 

Criticality safety in handling, manufacturing and storage of fissile material is based on 

the double failure principle, which is in detail written in the Germain standard 

DIN 25 403. 

In general the proof of criticality safety is based on calculations. For systems with sim-
ple geometric shape (cyiinddf, slab or sphere) data from handbooks may be use, for 
instance the German criticality safety handbook (ed. GRS). Suitable safety margin* 
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must be taken into account, in table 4 the safety factors, which shall be applied to 
critical limits are given. 

In more complicated cases like arrays of fissile material or special geometric shapes, 

criticafity safety has to be proved by calculation. Generally a value of k^ < 0,95 is re-

quired including uncertainties. 

For normal operation those conditions, which lead to the highest k-value have to be 

considered, such as the highest density of fissile material, moderation, chemical com-

pound etc. For example in the criticaiity analysis of MOX fuel fabrication a residual 

humidity of 3 wt % of water was assumed for dry MOX. 

Neutronic interaction of adjacent components must be checked, interspersed modera-

tion effects are to be taken into account 

Typical situations, which are recommended to be analyzed: 

- Transportation of containers with fissionable material, especially Pu. 

- accumulation of fissile material in washing columns or filters, 

• leakage of fissile solution, poss&ly into an adjacent component, 

- transfer of solution to a container of different size, 

- transfer of fissile material between areas with different safety concepts. 

To realize criticaiity safety, essential safety concepts, which are described in detail in 

the DIN 25 403 standard are recommended: 

- Safe gebmeffy, limitation of dimensions, 

- mass limitation, double batching has to be considered, 

• moderation control, to be applied only for handing of dry material, 
s 

- limitation of enrichment control by at least two independent ways is required. 

- If neutron poisoning is used as part of a safety concept additional measures for 
quality assurance are required, to ensure the efficacy of the neutron absorber. 
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Priority should he given to technical safety measures, such as limitation of dimensions 
instead çf administrative ones. 

A §riticility alarm system if .ffqiiired for all arças, were amounts Of fissile materials are. 

handled w- stored, which are large enough to reach criticatity under certain conditions, 

instructions far $»ealarm case have tobe provided. 

For the new Stamens MOX fuel fabrication plant criticality safety is achieved by safe 

geometry, neutron poisoning and moderation control For non-standard handling the 

safety concept of mass limitation is applied. For critical^ analysis a Pu vector of 95 % 

Pu-239,5 % PU'240 waa assumed. 

Table 4: Recommended safety factors for the limitation of critical parameter 

Umitad Parameter Safety factor to be applied 

on the critical parameter 

Mass 
double batching excluded by design 

0,45 

0,80 

volume of «phare <51 

>51 

0;80 
0,75 

O;ÖO 

0,85 

Slab thickness 0,80 - 0,90 

Concentration 0,50 
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2.6 Accident Analysis 

In addition to the required measures to ensure safe operation, a systematic screening 

of design and operation is demanded to identify possible accidents. Existing experi-

ence shall be considered. This leads to the derivation of design basis accident scenar-

ios. The methodology for analysis is primarily deterministic. Additionally fault tree 

analysis or probabilistic methods are recommended. The basic types of DBA, which 

have to be considered are listed in the Safety Criteria. The design basis accident sce-

narios for MOX fuel fabrication are listed in table 5. 

There are two acceptable possibilities of treatment: 

- Prevention by design, 

- radiological consequences are less than dose limits. 

The dose limits of DBA (only for population) are determined in the Radiation Protec-
tion Ordinance (§ 28.3): 

- 50 mSv effective dose, integrated over 50 years. 
\ . . • 

Additionally protection against external events is required: 

- For natural events such as storm, snow, low temperature, flooding, lightning 

and earthquake protection by proper siting or by design is required. 

- For man-caused events, such as toxic substances, airplane crash, external 
pressure wave the evaluation of adequate risk reduction is provided. 

In the Siemens MOX fuel fabrication plant protection by design against airplane crash 
and criticaiity by fast neutronsis reafized for Pu storage and MOX processing areas. 
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Table 5: Design Basis Accidents for Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facilities 

Event Systems 

Explosion Calcination or sintering furnace, evaporator, 
accumulation of ammonium nitrate, 

. hydrogen accumulation (during storage of plutonium 
nitrate), 
spontaneous failure of pressure vessels or supply 
systems for gas or chemicals on site 

Local Fire Extraction or ion exchange unit ) 
contaminated waste or filter material, 
solvents 

Criticality Plutonium solution, moderation of undermoderated 
plutonium powder 

Leakage Pu-solutions or «powders 

Mechanical Impact Drop of heavy loads, damage to glove boxes or 
gloves 

Loss of Supply Systems Electric power, gas, water, pressurized air, off-gas-
and ventilation systems, cooling systems, impact 
from released chemicals 

Earthquake All facilities on sita 
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Finallly some results of accident analysis for the new Siemens MOX fuel fabrication 
facility are given/4/: v 

I ' • 

Event Calculated radiological impact of 
DBA with possible Pu-release 

(effective dose equivalent, mSv) 

Local fire in HEPA filters 2,7 x 10"* 

Criticaiity (5 x 10" fissions assumed) 8,3 (from Iodine) 

Leakage (powder resp. solution) 2£x1(T r 

Crash of glove box 3,7 x 10** 

Drop of heavy loads 
(container, Fuel elements; fuel rod) 

3,6 x 10"* 

Earthquake 1.2 x 10* 

For earthquake the basis for calculations was a strength of 6 - 7 on the MSK-scale 
\ 

with horizontal accelerations of 2-2.45 m/sec2. 

The design against airplane crash is realized by 1.8 - 2.0 m steel-concrete and a two 

shell structure for the process building. As this event is not a DBA. the possible radio-

logical impact must not be calculated. 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 208W-0001 

September 12, 1994 

TITLE: Révision of U.S. Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear Material, 
10 CFR Part 70 

" BY: Dr. Marc Klasky 
Mr. Thomas Cox 
Dr. Richard Mil stein 

1.0 Background 

The Atonic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, requires the regulation of nuclear 
materials to provide for the common defense and security and to protect the 
health end safety of the public. The Act authorizes the Issuance of licenses 
to applicants "... who are equipped to observe and who agree to observe such 
safety standards to protect health and minimize danger to life or property as 
the Commission may by rule establish; ...." 

Clearly, on the basis of the Act, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 
regulatory role is to ensure that licensees possessing nuclear material do not 
use that material 1n any way that Imposes undue risk to health, life, or the 
environment. This means that a licensee shall identify any and all aspects of 
its operations that could exceed regulatory limits as à result of the release 
of radioactive material or the exposure of individuals to radiation. This 
also means thai the NRC shall approve protective measures intended to prevent 
such releases or exposures. To fulfill the NRC's regulatory role, the Office 
of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and 
Safeguards, has several responsibilities: 

1. establishing the regulatory requirements and guidance for adequate 
safety and safeguards; 

2. granting a materials license based on the applicant's ability to provide 
adequate safety and safeguards according to regulatory requirements; and 

3. inspeçting, monitoring, and assessing the licensee's activities to 
ensure that the licensee Is providing adequate safety and safeguards in 
compliance with regulatory requirements and guidance. 

The NRC's first step in meeting its regulatory responsibilities Is to define 
the necessary requirements and guidance for protecting the public health and 
safety and safeguarding nuclear material. To this end, the NRC is in the 
process of rewriting Its Nuclear Material Licensing Regulation, 10 CFR Part 
70. The Impetus for this rewrite is to require licensees to systematically 
identify and treat site unique hazards in an Integrated manner, address 
outlier event sequences that are precursors to unacceptable events, reduce 
uncertainties about event sequences, and document the safety and safeguard* 
rationale supporting the licensing basis for concluding adequate safety and 
safeguards. 
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2.0 Integrated Safety Analysis 

One of the major concepts that emerged as a result of the development of the 
proposed new Part 70 regulation 1s the Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA). An 
ISA Is a systematic examination of a facility's processes, equipment, 
structures, and personnel activities to ensure that all relevant hazards that 
could result in unacceptable consequences are adequately evaluated and 
. appropriate protective measures are identified. The basic hazards to be 
treated are nuclear criticality, process releases of radioactive material, 
chemical hazards, and fire hazards. The ISA Is expected to form the basis of 
a safety program that requires adequate controls and systems to be In place to 
ensure the safe operation of the facility. In general, the ISA should: 

• describe the hazardous materials, site, structures, equipment, and 
process activities at the fuel cycle facility; 

• Identify and provide a systematic analysis of hazards at the facility; 
\ 

• Identify potential event sequences, especially those that would result 
in unacceptable consequences; 

• Identify and describe the controls (I.e., sité, structures, systems, 
equipment, human actions, or components) that are relied upon to prevent 
unacceptable events or mitigate their consequences; and _ 

• examine the external events resulting from meteorological and 
seismologlcal phenomena and their potential for causing unacceptable * 
events at the facility. Meteorological phenomena would Include 
tornados, hurricanes, maximum precipitation, and flooding. 

The concept of the ISA emerged äs a result of a study, NUREG-1324, which 
concluded that the regulatory basis could be defined and overall plant safety 
could be increased by requiring the licensees to perform an analysis to 
identify and assess the potential hazards that exist at a facility. 
Furthermore, since risks and their prevention and mitigation may be of a . 
competitive nature (e.g., fire protection versus criticality safety), 1t was 
recognized that an ISA would be useful to balance risks and their 
prevention/mltigatiôn to achieve the best overall plant safety level. 

In summary, the results of an ISA consist of an Identification of potential 
events that are unacceptable, the consequences of the events, and the controls 
(I.e., the site, systems, structures, equipment, components, and human 
actions) relied upon to prevent the events from occurring or to reduce their 
consequences. 
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2,1 j $ t M f c a & 

There are a number of ISA techniques that maty be used. The following serves 
,as a partial 11st; 

1 - "Safety Review 
2. Checklist Analysis 
3. Relative Ranking 
4. Preliminary Hazard Analysis 
5. What-If Analysis 
6. What-If/Checkl1st Analysis 
7. Hazard and Operability Analysis (HAZOP) 
8. Failure Nodes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) 
9. Fault Tree Analysis 
10. Event Tree Analysis 
11. Cause-Consequence Analysis 
12. Human Reliability Analysis 

The choice of a particular method or combination of methods depends on a 
number of factors, including the reason for conducting the analysis, the 
results needed from the analysis, the Information available, the complexity of 
the process being analyzed, the personnel and experience available to conduct 
the analysis, and the perceived risk of the process. 

(Hie of the most important factors <1n determining the choice of an ISA approach 
is the information that is needed from the analysis. To satisfy NRC 
requirements as defined in proposed new 10 CFR Part 70, the applicant should 
choose a method that identifies specific accident/event sequences, In addition 
to the safety controls that prevent or mitigate their progress/consequences. 

3-0 The Role of ISA in a Facility Safety Program 

(Hie of the results of ah ISA 1s an Identification of the controls, both 
engineered and administrative, that are relied upon to limit or prevent event 
sequences or mitigate their effects. The identification of controls, however, 
is not sufficient to reasonably assure an.adequate level of safety. In 
addition, the controls must be available and reliable to assure that, when 
called upon, they are in place and will operate properly. Therefore, the 
applicant is required to address the following program elements In the 
application: 

1, Site-wide safety procedure development, review, approval, and 
implementation 

2, Training 
3, Maintenance, testing, calibration, and surveillance 
4, Management of change (configuration control) 
5, Quality assurance 
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6. Human factors 
7. Audits and Inspections 
8. Emergency planning 
10. Event response 

The importance of these elements cannot be overstated. An ISA may be capable 
of identifying potential event sequences and the controls needed to 
prevent/mitigate then, but it cannot assure effective Implementation.of the 
controls and their pröper operation. Without an effective safety program in 
places the safety of a facility cannot be reasonably assured. 

4 . 0 Unacceptable ÇpnsMwrrces 

The unacceptable consequences of concern (within NRC's regulatory authority) 
are those that would result in the exposure of workers or members of the 
public to Undue risk from radiation and certain chemicals at NRC licensed fuel 
cycle facilities. The mechanism for such exposure could be a release of 
radioactive material or an Inadvertent nuclear chain reaction Involving 
special nuclear material (criticality). The release of hazardous chemicals is 
also of regulatory concern but only to the extent that such hazardous releases 
result from the processing of licensed nuclear material or have the potential 
for adversely affecting radiological safety. The U.S Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration and the Environmental Protection Agency are responsible 
for regulating other aspects of chemical safety and industrial safety at NRC 
licensed facilities. The following facility conditions are currently being 
considered for the proposed new Part 70:

 f 

1. For normal and off-normal conditions, the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 
are satisfied and unplanned nuclear critical1ties are avoided. 

2. For accident conditions, no member of the public receives a total 
radiation dose of (to be determined ) rem to the whole body, an Intake 
of (to be determined) milligrams of uranium in a soluble form, or an 
intake within any 30 minute period of (to be determined) milligrams of 
hydrogen fluoride. 

For these conditions, the applicant/licensee must provide reasonable assurance 
that events leading to these consequences are not likely to occur. 

5.0 Level of Protection/Graded Approach 

In developing a safety regulation, one of the most crucial issues Is that of 
Identifying an adequate level of protection that will "place no undue risk to 
the public." In the formulation of the proposed new Part 70 and this issue 1s 
being addressed by delineating the level of protection that the staff 
concludes to be necessary for a licensee to operate safely. Currently, both 
deterministic and probabilistic methods are under consideration. 

To provide reasonable assurance that the event sequences/consequences 
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identified by the ISA are prevented/mitigated, the NRC staff has developed a 
methodology ("graded approach") by which the level of protection is 
commensurate with the level of risk that exists for a given activity at a 
facility. In the graded approach to risk, three levels of consequences are 
being considered for radiological releases: -

1. Those below 19 CFR Part 20 limits 

2. Those greater than 10 CFR Part 20 limits, but less than protective 
action guidelines 

3. Those greater than protective action guidelines 

This graded approach to safety also applies to chemical hazards. (Essential 
programs needed to ensure safety at nuclear fuel cycle facilities, e.g., 
maintenance requirements, training requirements, etc., would also be graded 
commensurate to the risk.) 

For event sequences that result in criticaiity, the staff proposes the use of 
the "double contingency" criterion which has been a standard of fuel cycle 
facility regulation. Essentially,,the criterion requires that at least two 
unlikely and independent failures are necessary to enable the occurrence of a 
criticaiity. This has been adopted by industry in ANS Standard 8.1 and has 
been the NRC/NMSS regulatory practice for several years. 

For event sequences other than criticalities, such as those resulting in 
radioactive releases or other hazards associated with radioactive releases, 
and where the expected unmitigated consequences would be equal to or greater 
than the previously noted "protective action guidelines", the standard of 
reasonable assurance of "double protection" is under consideration as the 
criteria for the highest risk category. Double protection 1s defined as a 
requirement that there be at least two unlikely failures of barriers/controls 
prior to an unmitigated radioactive and/or toxic release. Unlike the case of 
double contingency, double protection affords the applicant the opportunity to 
utilize one control/barri er to mitigate the consequences of the accident 
sequence rather than to prevent the occurrence. Finally, 1n both the double 
contingency and double protection approaches, the quality level of the 
controls for high risk would be high. (See Section 6.0) 

For those event sequences and associated consequences (other than 
criticalities) that result 1n less than the protective action guideline, but 
which are expected to exceed the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20, single 
protection (minimum) prior to an unmitigated release is under consideration» 
In this case, the quality level of the Implemented barriers/controls would lé 
accepted as a function of the level of the potential consequences and the 
actual number of controls in place in excess of the acceptable single control. 



These cases would be determined during the staff's review of an application to 
provide the applicant reasonable flexibility in choosing and justifying a set 
of safe controls of acceptable quality, availability, and reliability. 

6.0 Adequacy of Controls 

An associated element in Identifying a level of protection commensurate with 
the risk of the activity 1s the identification of criteria for the controls 
that are utilized to define a.given level of safety. The staff 1s addressing 
this Issue by developing a Standard Review Plan (SRP) which defines acceptance 
criteria for various controls utilized to provide adequate protection. For 
example, for nuclear criticaiity, the acceptance criteria for concentration is 
delineated in the SRP as: 

The use of concentration as a control parameter for criticaiity control 1s 
acceptable If: 

1. The solubility limits of the SNM composition are demonstrated. 

2. Conditions which may affect the solubility are evaluated and 
controlled In accordance with the acceptance criteria for 
processes utilized as criticaiity controls. 

3. Possible precipitating agents are Identified to the operators 
through procedures and appropriate precautions taken to assure 
that they are not Introduced. 

4. A positive means of preventing unwanted transfers 1s provided if a 
possibility exists for precipitating agents to be transferred via 
connected processes. (The mechanisms that are evaluated for 
possible inadvertent transfer are evaluated: mechanical, chemical, 
and or thermal energies.) 

5. An appropriate safety margin is established utilizing either 
experimental data or data derived from validated analytical 
methods, in accordance with the acceptance crltéria for analytical 
methods. 

6. The safety margin 1s demonstrated to be sufficient such that 
adequate controls are In place to control the quantity of the 
precipitating agent or change in process variable (i.e., pH, 
temp), that would be necessary to over-concentrate the solution. 

7. Full reflection is utilized 1n deriving the appropriate limits 
unless controls are implemented in accordance with the acceptance 
criteria for neutron reflection. 

8. Tanks containing the solution are normally closed. Supervisory 
personnel are required to be present when tanks are opened. 
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9. Sampling programs to measure concentration utilize a dual analysis 
and require supervisor approval before transferring solution. 

10. Instrumentation utilized to measure the concentration 1s in 
accordance with the acceptance criteria for Instrumentation. 

Applicable acceptance criteria are also being considered for controls In other 
safety disciplines. 

Another Important aspect in delineating the adeauacy of a control utilized to 
provide a given level of protection is the quality level of that control. The 
staff 1s addressing this issue by formulating an approach whereby the quality 
of specified barriers/controls will be acceptable at two different levels. 
NRC*s approval of a particular level will be dependent on the safety 
importance of the control. The high quality level, as discussed In the above 
paragraphs, is in accordance with applicable national standards, such as ANS, 
ANSI, ASHE, ASTM, IEEE, etc., and controlled within the applicant's own 
facility-wide overall quality assurance program. The other quality level may 
be an industrial or commercial grade level, but, as noted above, specific 
proposals would be considered'during the review of applications. 

7.0 conclusion 

The NRC is utilizing a risk-based approach in rewriting its Nuclear Materials 
Regulation, 10 CFR Part 70. This approach requires the licensee to perform a 
comprehensive safety analysis of the facility to Identify potential hazards. 
In addition, applicants are required to implement appropriate levels of 
protection that are commensurate with the potential risk. 

) 
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TNTRODIJCTTÔN 

It is BNFL Company Policy that inter alia: 

'The Company will as a minimum conduct its activities within the 
framework of all relevant legislation*. 

It is therefore important to have a general understanding of the UK Regulatory 
System to understand how a commercial scale MOX facility would be 
developed and licensed by BNFL in the UK. 

This note is in two parts; it first describes the major legislation relevant to the 
licensing and operation of a MOX facility at Sellafield and provides an insight 
into how the UK Regulators operate. In the second part it describes how the 
BNFL Project arrangements and safety management systems have been 
developed to address the Companies legal obligations with specific reference to 
the Sellafield MOX Plant (SMP) project 
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UK LEGISLATION AND REGULATION 

Introduction 

British Nuclear Fuels legal obligations result from two different types of 
legislation. 

a. That which applies to any industrial installation in the UK. This covers 
the requirement fon 

- the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 
- the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) 

Regulations 
planning permission 

»»" approval under the Building Regulations 
the Factories Act and associated Regulations 

- the Control of Pollution Act 

b. That which applies to nuclear installations or to people dealing with 
. radioactive materials. 

In addition to the above, the UK nuclear industry is subject to: 

c. European Union Requirements 

d. International Atomic Energy Agency Regulations. 
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i It is not proposed to expand further on the 'conventional' legislation referred to 
in (a) except in relation to the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act which 
provides the underpinning legislation for the majority of safety regulation in the 
UK including the licensing of Nuclear Installations, but to concentrate on those 
aspects of legislation, regulation etc., which are specific to the nuclear industry. 

22 Convention»! Safety Legislation 

Health and Safety at Work, etc Act 1974 

A committee was appointed by the UK Government in 1970 to consider the 
whole range of law relating to occupational health and safety. It reported in 
1972 and fundamentally criticised the existing legal framework. In particular it 
felt that* 

1. the mass of existing legislation should be replaced by one all-embracing 
statute; 

2. the law ought to lay down easily understood broad principles, and not a 
complex mass of detailed rules; 

3. prosecution was not the best primary sanction; 

4. the law ought to protect everybody, and not only employees; 

5. there was too much emphasis on technical safety standards, and not 
enough on management's responsibility to provide systems of work 
which were actually safe when operated; and 

6. the workforce ought to be involved in the safety efiFort. 

The Government introduced legislative proposals based on this report in May 
1973 and these were passed into UK law on 31 July 1974. 

The Act established the Health and Safety Commission and the Health and 
Safety Executive. It makes provision for securing the health, safety and welfare 
of persons at Work, for protecting others against risk to health or safety in 
connection with the activities of persons at work, and other activities related to 
health and safety. Under this Act the mass of detailed and technical legislation, 
which was administered and enforced by a variety of statutory agencies, was 
replaced by a simpler, coherent and co-ordinated body of regulations supported 
by practical guidance, and coming under the scrutiny of one central policy-
making and enforcing body. That body istheHeaKh and Safety Commission 
(HSC) with, as its enforcing arm, the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). 
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2.3 Nuclear Safety Legislation and Régulation 

The Development of Nuclear Legislation in the UK 

Regulation of nuclear energy is prescribed through Act of Parliament, but there 
is no single Act in the UK which covers all aspects of control. Subsequent to 
the start of the civil nuclear power programme and to some extent in response 
to the Windscale fire of 1957, legislation was enacted to give powers for the 
regulation of nuclear safety (Figure 1). 

The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry has the general responsibility to 
parliament for the formulation of energy policy in England and Wales, whereas 
the responsibilities of the Secretaries of State for Employmentand for the 
Environment include those for general and nuclear safety from operating 
facilities and safety of the general public from discharge and disposal of 
radioactive waste respectively. Because of the differing Governmental 
Department responsibilities in the UK, Regulation of nuclear fuel cycle 
activities is undertaken in two main areas. Hie first, nuclear safety including 
control over design, construction, commissioning, operation and maintenance 
of plant and facilities is regulated by the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 
1974 and its relevant statutory provisions. The second area, control over 
accumulation, discharge and disposal of radioactive waste, is regulated by the 
Radioactive Substances Act 1960. In the first area control is exercised by the 
Nuclear Installation Inspectorate (paît of HSE) while in the second area control 
is exercised by the Authorising Departments and principally by Her Majesty's 
Inspectorate of Pollution. 

Regulation and Control of Nuclear Safety 

The main legislation governing the safety of nuclear installations is the Health 
and Safety at work etc Act 1974 (HSW Act) and the rdevant statutory 
provisions of the Nuclear Installations Act 1965. Under theseActs no site may 
be used for commercial nuclear installations unless a Nuclear Site licence has 
been granted to a corporate body by the HSE (Figure 2). HSE is the body 
empowered to take independent action cm enforcement of safety legislation in 
the UK although it takes general policy instructions from the Health and Safety 
Commission (HSC). Her Majesty's Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Nil) is . 
that part of HSE responsible for administering and enforcing the licensing 
function set out in S1-S5 of the Nuclear Installations Act 1965 and for ensuring 
that any installation is operated safely both for the workforce and the general 
public. 

The Site Licence is the legal document used by the Nil to regulate nuclear 
safety. In addition, Nil uses the specific requirements of Ionising Radiations 
Regulations 1985 to control exposures to ionising radiations (The IRRs 1985 
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enact in UK Legislation the European Council Directives of90/836 and 84/467 
Euratom). 

The Site Licence (Ref 1) is a relatively small document and has the same 
general content for all UK installations; both power reactors and fuel cycle 
facilities. Typically for fuel cycle facilities, the Site Licence covers the whole 
site and is not specific to individual facilities. 

Conditions attached to Site Licences specify requirements of HSE (Nil) for the 
Licensee (BNFL) to make and implement 'adequate arrangements' relating to 
design, construction and installation of plants or processes. Similar conditions 
relate to commissioning, plant operations, maintenance, decommissioning and 
quality assurance arrangements. The Licence allows Nil to intervene if 
arrangements are inadequate or require their approval of arrangement if 
considered appropriate. It is undo* these conditions and the Licensee's 
arrangements that Nil exercise a number of powers controlling the activities of 
licensees through legal devices such as Consents, Approvals, Directions, 
Specifications or Agreements. 

In regulating the activities of the licensees, the Nil employs two main 
techniques. Firstly, by direct inspection of plant and working methods on site 
and if necessary manufacturers' works. Inspections are carried out in the main 
by designated inspectors to a planned programme. This planned programme is 
supplemented by inspection using multi-disciplined teams of inspectors to 
focus in depth on significant aspects of a plant or its associated activities. The 
second activity is assessment of licensee proposals (eg the proposal to build a 
new MOX plant). Essentially, before a licensee carries out an activity which 
has nuclear safety implications for the first time or wishes to modify existing 
arrangements, he must first submit proposals to the Nil. The Nil will assess 
these licensee proposals using as a guide its Safety Assessment Principles 
(SAPs). Assessment involves the examination of safety case documentation by 
a multi-disciplined team of NU Inspectors. Each Inspector, working withinhis 
own discipline, examines the relevant parts of the safety case. The» SAPs, 
which have been recently updated, are published and provide guidance to 
assessors. They are not prescriptive in the sense that they represent a plant or 
product specification, rather they set the safety standards for civil nuclear 
installations. They reflect HSC policies, regulatory requirements and best 
engineering practice aimed at achieving a tolerable level of risk that is As Low 
As Reasonably Practicable (ALARF) (a UK legal term that is in practice 
equivalent to ALARA) based on the principle of defence in depth. 

The current version of the SAPs (Ref 2) are much more wide ranging than 
previous versions and take account of the conclusions of recent nuclear Public 
Inquiries. The SAPs contain a total of333 individual principles which address: 
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Basic safety standards and criteria to be applied to individual plants. 
- Safety assessment methodologies (deterministic and probabilistic). 

Design and Engineering covering all relevant engineering 
disciplines. 
Quality Assurance and general management arrangements. 
Siting of new facilities. 

Finally, outside the day-to-day regulatory activities, there is the Advisory 
Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (ACSNI) whose main 
objective is to provide die Health and Safety Commission and Ministers with 
independent and technically competent advice on major policy issues affecting 
safety of nuclear plants. 

Accumulation and Disposal of Radioactive Wastes and Effluents 

The Radioactive Substances Act 1960 regulates the keeping aid use of 
radioactive material and makes provisions as to the accumulation and disposal 
of radioactive waste. The Act prohibits die accumulation and disposal of waste 
except in accordance with Certificates of Authorisations granted by the 
Secretary of State for the Environmentand die Minister of Agriculture 
Fisheries and Food (Figure 3). Separate Authorisations are held by BNFL, for 
example, for the discharges of liquid and aerial effluents from die Sellafield 
Site and the disposal of solid low levd wastes at Drigg. These Authorisations 
set down specified limits for waste disposal from (or in the case of a solid waste 
disposal facility to) the She; 

The Radiochemical Inspectorate (R&) Branch of Her Majesty's Inspectorate of 
Pollution (HMIP) is that part of the Department of die Environment responsible 
for administering this Authorising function in collaboration with die Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF). 

The UK Government document Cmnd 6820 widened the responsibilities of the 
Department of die Environment for the overall development of radioactive 
waste management policy over and above the registration and authorisation 
requirement of the 1960 Act 

Although Authorisations are not required prior to active commissioning of any 
new facility there is consultation between HMIP and the Nil in order toensure 
that full account is taken both of the implications of waste management for site 
safety and of die waste management implications of proposals submitted to Nil 
by operators of licensed nuclear sites. Nil has undertaken that it will not give 
agreement under site licences for any proposals which arecontrary to the 
national waste management strategy. 
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3- LICENSING OF A NEW SFT.T AFIFLD MOY PT AVT 

3.1 Formal Safety Arrangements and Licensing Submissions 

From the previous description of UK legislation it may be seen that the 
regulatory requirements for a new facility arise mainly from the Nuclear Site 
Licence and the conditions attached to it It should, however, also be noted that 
Nil will not agree to any new facility being constructed unless the DOE are 
happy with any associated waste management activities. Authorisations are 

radioactive effluents generated by the process. 

The main feature of the UK System is that it is not in general prescriptive but it 
identifies those areas that may affect the safety of the workforce and the general 
public and requires the licensee (eg BNFL) to develop arrangements in these 
areas to adequately address safety. That is to say the system defines what has 
to be addressed but does not prescribe how. It allows the licencees to develop 
arrangements that are appropriate to the native of their business and the nature 
of the risk this entails. The arrangements described here are therefore specific 
to BNFL and its fuel cycle business, bin are generally compatible with those 
employed by other nuclear licensees in the UK. 

The development of an overall Company Safety Management System within 
BNFL is the responsibility of BNFL's Health and Safety Directorate (HSD). 
HSD is independent of BNFL's operating Divisions. The Company Safety 
Management System takes due account of the Nil's SAPs and includes 
definition of the overall organisation and responsibilities for safety within 
BNFL and the numerical safety standards, criteria and principles against which 
new facilities will be developed. 
These standards and criteria address both normal operating and potential fault 
conditions and define:-

Engineering best practices (these then form the basis of the detailed 
Company Engineering Standards). 

Normal operational dose targets to the workforce and the general public 
(arising from effluent discharges). 

A range of dose vs frequency bands that address potential fault 
conditions probabilistic criteria). 

Deterministic and probabilistic criteria for external hazards (eg seismic, 
aircraft crash etc). 
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The underlying principles are derived from the Nil SAPs and take due account 
ofHSE's advice in the document Tolerability of risk from Nuclear Power 
Plants (Ref 3) ICRP's recommendations in Publication 60 (Ref 4). They equate 
to tolerable levels for the risk of death from accident for the Sellafield site as a 
whole of 10-6 y"1 and io-5 y-1 for the most affected members of the general 
public and the workforce, respectively. Obviously as off site risks may be 
additive the tolerable risk from individual facilities is a small factor of the site 
risk. 

The Site Licence Regulations are developed by individual operating Divisions 
and are specific to each Division. They specifically define the arrangements 
being implemented by the Division to address each individual condition 
attached to the Site Licence and have been approved by die NIL The Company 
Safety Management System and the Site Licensing Regulations (SLRs) 
together provide die basis of BNFLs working arrangements for the Licensing of 
any new facility.This is shown schematically in Figure 4. Working 
procedures (for example the SMP project procedures) are developed within die 
framework provided by these documents. With respect to any new facility that 
has nuclear safety implications, including the new Sellafield MOX Plant, die 
SLRs required that BNFL must obtain NIFs 'Agreement prior to commencing: 

construction 
- inactive commissioning 
- active commissioning 
- . .• operation. 

In order to support BNFL's requests for such 'Agreements', the SLRs also 
require BNFL to perform detailed safety assessments and prepare formal safety 
reports at a number of key stages in the developmentof a new ftdHty. For 
SMP, die SMP project manager is responsible for producing the formal safety 
reports and is helped m this task by a specialist safety assess 
part of the SMP task force. 

The principal safety reports leading to the licensing ami operation of a typical 
new Sellafidd facility are: 

1. Preliminary Safety Report (PSR) in support of die conceptual design. 
The PSR is optional and is not a fonnal requirement of the licensing 
process. It does however allow BNFL to obtain the NITs views of the 
potential licensability of die proposed new facility before significant 
design costs are incurred. I fa PSR is submitted Nil will either 
'acknowledge' the document as providing a suitable basis for further 
design or 'objecf, in which case major re-design would be required. 
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Internally to BNFL, the main function of the PSR is to classify the safety 
significance of the proposed facility, to provide a safety specification 
against which the design can develop and to give confidence that the 
project cost estimate and programme contains adequate provisions for 
the development, installation and licensing of safety systems. 

In the case of the SMP, a PSR was not prepared due to programme. 
constraints which required the early preparation of a more detailed 
PCSR (Pre Commencement Safety Report, see below). Thé PCSR fully 
addressed all of the issues that would otherwise have been covered by 
the PSR. A simple safety statement was however issued to Nil in June 
1993 which provided Nil with basic information on the 2SMP project and 
the proposed safety management arrangements. This ensured that the 
Nil assessors were up to speed on the SMP project prior to them 
receiving the first PCSR and ensured that their consideration of the 
PCSR was as efficient as possible hence minimising the potential for 
delays. ' 

2. Pre Commencement Safety Report (PCSR) in support of the 
commencement of construction. Hie PCSR provides a full safety 
justification ofthe proposed facility prior to the commencement of any 
construction work. Typically, the PCSR should be submitted to Nil 6 
months prior to start of construction to allow Nil to assess the case and 
to complete any necessary negotiations prior to their agreement to 
commence construction. In many cases where it is necessary to 
construct a new facility to a tight programme, it is not possible to 
provide full safety justification addressing all construction and 
installations prior to commencing the initial civil construction woik. 
Generally the design is not sufficiently detailed in all areas at such an 
early stage. In such cases the PCSR may be phased with separate 
versions supporting successive construction phases. 

For the Sellafield MOX Plant it was proposed (and accepted by Nil) to 
provide two versions ofthe PCSR. The first PCSR was issued to Nil in 
August 93 supported the commencement ofthe civil construction and 
demonstrated that the civil design incorporates all the necessary safety 
provisions (eg shielding, seismic performance etc) without unduly 
constraining the subsequent safety performance of mechanical, electrical 
and control systems. Agreement to start construction was obtained from 
Nil in March 1994. Hie second PCSR was issued to Nil in June 1994, 
provides the full design safety justification and supports the 
commencement of mechanical, electrical and instrumentation (ME&I) 
installation, Nil agreement to commence ME&I installation is expected 
in September 1994. 
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3. Pre Commissioning Safety Report (PCmSR) in support of 
commencement of inactive commissioning. The PCmSR updates the 
PCSR to the as-built status. It is the definitive design safety' 
justification. The PCmSR also provides the basis for defining the safety 
systems that support the safety justification and require to be 
commissioned during inactive safety commissioning. 

The full range of commissioning tests required to support the safety case 
contained within the PCmSR are defined in theSafety Commissioning 
Schedule (SCS). This is submitted to the Nil together with the PCmSR 
and the commissioning manual describing quality arrangements in the 
Order of 6 months prior to die start of commissioning to allow Nil to 
assess the adequacy of Bhß^'s proposal and complete any necessary 
negotiations prior to their agreement to commence commissioning. The 
SMP PCmSR is scheduled for issue to ND in May .1996. 

4. Plant Safety Case (PSC) in support of active commissioning and die 
initial operation of the plant The PSC updates die PCmSR to take 
account of any modifications arising during inactive commissioning. 
The PSC also defines the foraial operating arrangements including 
definition of'Safety Mcrimaisim', Operating Rules ami die Maintenance 
Schedules required by the SLRs to support the safety case for an 
operating facility. The SMP PSC is scheduled for issue to NU in March 
1997. 

The PSC fctypicaUy updated after die fnstyears operation and every 
five years thereafter to reflect operating experience and changes to plant, 
equipment and operating procedures. 

The overall licensing requirements and their n ^ o o s h ^ to die main project 
phases are shown in Figure 5 and die SMP key dates are summarised in Table 

3 2 TheSafety Assessment Process being applied to SMP 

Within BNFL the safe design of facilities is achieved via two complimentary 
routes: 

- t. ' ' # 
1. . Deterministic safety by the design of the plant against a comprehensive 

range of international, national and Company Standards as defined by 
the Company Safety Management System. Central to this system area 
number of Company engineering standards which take due account of 
NITs requirements as defined in their SAPs and define die requirements 
for safety systems on the basis of the level of potential radiological 
consequences. Where appropriate, the detailed design proposal is 
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subject to independent peer (engineering) review to confirm the relevant 
standards have been applied and approval is required from the peer 
review prior to commencing work on site. 

2. Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) applied to design proposals and 
operational arrangements to demonstrate that the assessed risk is 
acceptable by comparison with Company criteria. 

PSA is the main technique applied to the review, assessment and justification of 
any new facility in BNFL and provides the basis of the numerical assessments 
contained within each of the above safety reports. A new facility is subjected v 

as far as is practicable to a full probabilistic assessment at each stage (ie each 
safety report) ofthe projects life cycle. Hie scope of the study applied at each 
stage is shown in Figure 6. 

At the PSR (and where prepared the Civil PCSR) stage, the PSA study 
concentrates on more significant hazards that may occur identified by HAZOPI 
study and are based on bounding estimates of die potential on and off-site 
radiological consequences and initiating event frequencies. The assessments 
provide a means of developing a safety schedule which as feras practical, 
defines die requirements for die principal safety systems in terms of function : 
and where appropriate, integrity. This then provides a direct link to the relevant 
Company Engineering Standards and the deterministic safety case. 

At the PCSR stage the design is more developed but the final working drawings 
are not generally available. Hie PCSR therefore provides a detailed 
probabilistic safety justification based on statements of design intent and 
assumptions of operational procedures, etc. All hazards with significant 
radiological consequence (ie those capable of leading to an off site consequence 
>5fiSv or a building emergency) identified by a detailed HAZOP 2 study are 
addressed. As fer as practicable, foil frequency and consequence assessments 
are performed and the design shown to comply with the numerical Company 
Safety Criteria and Standards. There may however still be a number of 
outstanding issues identified which require resolution prior to operation. 

The PCSR also contains a fully worked up version ofthe safety schedule which 
summarises the probabilistic and deterministic safety justification in a tabular 
form and identifies all the significant engineering provisions and operating 
assumptions necessary to achieve the necessary level of safety. The safety 
schedule presents the detailed safety information in a form that can be readily 
understood by the plant engineers and future operators (and the Regulators) and 
is an important aid in ensuring the design and operating requirements are 
properly understood and implemented. Also by providing the basis of the 
safety case in a concise manner the safety schedule is an important component 
of change control. 
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At the PCmSR stage the design is complete and the final working drawings 
available. The PSA contained within the PCSR is updated to reflect the as-built 
standard and any safety significant changes justified. Where appropriate, the 
hazard assessments are more detailed and take account of any additional hazard 
identification exercises, eg task analysis of provisional operating procedures. 
At this stage provisional 'Safety Mechanisms', 'Operating Rules' and 
Maintenance Requirements are identified. 

The PCmSR identifies all safety related equipment and its function (ie the 
safety schedule) and provides the basis for defining the safety tests that must be 
performed during commissioning to demonstrate the safety performance of the 
plant prior to commencing active operation. These safety tests including cross 
reference to PCmSR, are contained within the Safety Commissioning Schedule 
(SCS). 

' ' * • 

The PSC updates the PCmSR to take account of commissioning and defines the 
formal operating arrangements including definition of'Safety Mechanisms, 
'Operating Rules' and maintenance schedules as required by the SLRs. The 
PSC is updated periodically (typically after 1 years operation and each 
subsequent 5 years) to reflect operating experience and changes to plant, 
equipment or operating procedures. 

33 Influence of the Safety Assessment Process on SMP 

Implementation ofthe safety assessment process as defined in the previous 
section of this paper has enabled safety considerations to be an integral 
component of the design process from a vay eariy stage of project Tins has 
enabled a number of potential hazards to be removed or minimised and has 
reduced the requirements for additional safety protection systems which would 
have added to both complexity of design and operating cost ofthe plant This 
is best illustrated by considering how the potential hazards of routine 
operational dose uptake, criticality and loss of containment have influenced the 
design of SMP. 

Operational Dose Uptake 
* * 

An iterative strategy has been applied in older to develop a plant design winch 
would result in an acceptable level of dose uptake. This strategy is illustrated 
schematically in Figure 7. Implementation of this strategy revealed at a very 
early stage ofthe project design that the use of existing MOX plant technology, 
which involved a high degree, of manual operations particularly in fuel 
assembly operations, was unacceptable in terms of dose uptake for a production 
plant with the throughput capability and flexibility of SMP. Therefore the 
design of SMP has been developed largely around the concept of remote 
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operation with appropriate local or bulk shielding provided around the process 
stages with relatively high dose rates. This isbest illustrated in the fuel 
assembly areas of SMP where the whole fuel assembly line operations are 
remotely operated and are enclosed in a concrete shielded room of appropriate 
thickness. 

One of the major components of the operational dose uptake assessment 
process has been the development of a detailed plant operational model broken 
down to an individual task level. Preparation of this model was commenced 
very early in die project design and drew on the extensive experience gained by 
BNFL over many years of designing, operating and decommissioning 
plutonium plants, and more riecent experience of operating MOX fuel 
fabrication plants. This experience provided valuable data cm both the 
manpower requirements and task durations for both process and maintenance 
operations, and on the main potential short and long tenn sources of operational 
exposure and how these exposures could be adequately controlled. 

The SMP dose uptake assessments are therefore based on very robust base data 
and a detailed estimate of the dose uptake for SMP indicates that die annual 
average dose uptake for die SMP workforce including maintenance operations 
will be less than 5mSvy*! af full capacity and using high buroup long cooled Pu. 

Criticaiity 

Criticaiity was recognised as one of die main potential hazards associated with 
SMP from the beginning of die project design. As a result considerable effort 
has been concentrated on the development of a plant design which has an 
acceptable criticaiity safety case, but which is not constrained in terms of its 
flexibility to process a wide variety of feed material and manufacture a wide 
range of fuel assemMies. In order to satisfy this requirement the «ideality 
assessments of die SMP design have been based on the most criticaiity reactive 
feed materials and fuel assemblies which effectively bound all other potential 
feeds aid products. Given this design basis die principal objective of the 
design was to make plant inherently safe where practicable for normal 
operations and potential fault conditions. Only where this objective is not 
practicable are additional safety protection systems provided. This obviously 
enhances the robustness of die safety of the plant and reduces the requirement 
for potentially complex safety protection systems which add to both plant 
design and operational (e.& maintenance) costs. An example of where this 
objective has influenced equipment design include the MOX powder blender in 
die main powder processing area which has been designed as a thin 'slab* type 
blender (i.e. safe shape) compared with conical blenders utilised on other 
similar plants. 
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One of the major constraints in developing a criticality safety case for SMP has 
been the limited reliability data which is accepted by UK Regulators for 
software based control systems. As described above, SMP is a remotely 
operated plant relying extensively on such a system for control of the process. 
It has been identified in the extensive hazard identification exercises (eg 
HAZOP studies) carried out on the SMP design, that failure of multiple 
functions within the control system could give rise to potential criticality 
incidents in certain process vessels which are not practicable to remove by 
equipment design (ie the vessels would become too small to maintain required 
throughput). Therefore although the design of SMP has minimised the 
requirement, a small number of safety protection systems hâve been 
incorporated into the SMP design to prevent potential criticality incidents 
initiated by multiple failure of functions in the control system. These safety 
protection systems are diverse and are engineered to be fully independent of the 
control system to avoid potential common mode failures. The potential for 
criticality incidents in the SMP plant has been calculated as less than 10"s y'1. 
This represents a considerable design achievement given the limited reliability 
data which is accepted by the UK Regulators for software based control 
systems. 

Loss of Containment 

Most of the SMP processing operations up to the loading of filled fuel rods into 
fuel magazines and assemblies are carried out in gjovebox containment. A 
number ofdesign features have been incorporated into the design to prevent 
potential loss of containment. These include: 

prevention of potential impact damage to gloveboxes due to mechanical 
failure of in-box components. This includes the use of protective . 
sheaths around drive shafts, physically restricting the movements of 
equipment, positioning glovebox windows in appropriate locations^ 
away from potential impact areas; 

prevent glovebox pressurisation by fitting process gas supplies with flow 
restrictors and additional isolation valves which automatically trip if 
glovebox depression is lost (eg upon a Mure of the glovebox extract 
system); 

utilising vortex amplifiers to provide emergency breach protection 
should glovebox containment be breached (eg glove accidentally ' 
removed). 

Active material handled outside gloveboxes is contained in containment 
barriers of appropriate integrity (eg Pu02 cans, fuel cans). The handling 
systems for these materials takes due account ofthe integrity ofthe 
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containment barriers, by limiting the forces applied to die containment and 
minimising potential drop heights. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

À MOX fabrication facility at Sellafield is being licensed like any other 
commercial nuclear plant in the UK under the conditions of a Nuclear Site 
Licence. There are no special requirements for a MOX plant. The 
construction, commissioning and operation of the facility will be in line with 
'arrangements' developed and implemented by the *Licencee' as required by the 
Nuclear Site Licence issued by Nil. Discharge Authorisations are also required 
to allow discharge of aerial and liquid effluents prior to active commissioning. 
All the necessary arrangements have been developed and are in place and 
accepted by Nil under the existing Sellafield Nuclear Site Licence to support 
the construction and operation of the existing »nail scale MOX Demonstration 
Facility (MDF) and the full scale Sellafield MOX Plant (SMP). 
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TABLE! 

STATUS AND FUTURE PROGRAMME OF 
SAFETY DOCUMENTATION 

JUNE 1983 - SAFETY STATEMENT ISSUED TO THE 

REGULATORS 

AUGUST 1993 - PCSR (CIVIL) ISSUED TO REGULATORS 

MARCH 1994 - REGULATORY AGREEMENT TO COMMENCE ** CIVIL CONSTRUCTION 

JUNE 1994 - PCSR (M3&I) TO BE ISSUED TO 
REGULATORS 

SEPTEMBER 1994 - REGULATORY AGREEMENT REQUIRED TO 
COMMENCE 1st PHASE HE&I 
INSTALLATION 

MAY 1996 - PCmSR TO BE ISSUED TO REGULATORS 

MARCH 1997 - PSC (ACTIVE COMMISSIONING TO BE 
ISSUED TO REGULATORS 
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Evolution of a Plant Safety Case 

Design — — - — • — — 

Construction/Installation 

Commission 

Key PSR Preliminary Safety Cue 
PCSR Pre-Ccnmencement Safety Report (possibly staged) 
PCmSR Pre-Commissioning Safety Report 
PSC Plant Safety Case (Pre-Operation) 



Typical Flow Diagram 
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1. Outline of Safety Regulations 

The nuelear fuel f a c i l i t i e s that f a l l under safety regulation* include 
s i l l i n g end refining, manufacturing and reprocessing f a c i l i t i e s , and other 
faci l i t ies that use nuclear »fuel materials and nuclear-source materials. 
Nuclear fuel cycles are composed of these fuel f a c i l i t i e s together v i t h 
nuclear reactors. The nuclear fuel faci l i t ies* should be cheeked for 
the appropriateness of the design, construction process, and methods 
of operation and maintenance, during the preconstructlon, construction-
stages, and the operation stage, respectively. The confirmation 
proeess isiaplemented according to "the Làv f o r the Regulation of 
Nuclear Source Materials, Nuclear Fuel Materials and Nuclear Re-
actors." (note) (Ref. 1 * 5 ) 

(1) Milling and refining f a c i l i t i e s 

Anyone vho intends to establish a refining business other than the 
PNC (Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation) should 
obtain the designation by the Prime Minister and the Minister 
of International Trade and Industry. 

An administrative examination of the planned these business i s to 
be conducted prior to the designation l a terms of planned execu-
tion, technical capabil i ty , f inancial foundation, and disaster 
prevention. Prior to the designation of &ese .business, the Prime 
Minister and the Minister of International Trade and Industry 
should ask for and respect the opinions of the Atomic Energy 
Commission and the Nuclear Safety Commission, regarding applies-
tlon of the requirements. 

Prior to operation, the operatbr must get the approval of the 
Prime Minister and the Minister of International Trade and Industry 
for operator's safety regulations. Records documentation, vast* 
disposal management, and reports of accidenta and failures are 
also required from the start of operation. 

(2 ) Manufacturing f a c i l i t i e s (conversion, enrichment and fabrication) 

Anyone vho Intends to establish a manufacturing business for 
nuclear fuel materials ahould get the permlssion of the Prime 
Minister. 

An administrative examination of the planned manufacturing business 
i s to be conducted i n terms of manufacturing capability unduly 
excessive, technical capabil i ty , f inancial foundation and disas-
ter prevention, pr ior to the permission. • 

Mote) Safety regulations for mines of nuclear source materials 
are subjeet to "the Mine-Safety Lev**. 
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Prior eo che permission for Che manufacturing business,-the Pria* 
Hinister should ask for and respect che opinio«» of the Atomic Energy 
Coœission and che Nuclear Safety Cosaission, regarding application 
of che permission requirements. 

Subsequently after che acquisition of peroission, the manufacturing 
business is required co get the approval by cihe Prise Minister of 
design and construction sethod prior co che start of construction. 
The business is required co receive a inspection of f a c i l i t i e s pr ior 
co the start of operation as « e i l . In addition, prior to start ing, 
che business should gee the approval of che Prise Minister t regard-
ing operator's safety regulations. The approval of Che Prise 
Hiniscer concerning welding aechod cogecher wich e welding inspec-
tion certif icate are required. Records docusancation, safecy 
management, end repdrcs of accidents and failures ere also required 
fron che stare of business. 
Clef. 6) 

(3) Reprocessing f a c i l i t i e s 

Anyone vho intends to establish a reprocessing business other . 
than the PRC or the JAESZ (Japan Atonic Energy Research I n s t i -
tute) should obtain the designation by the Prise Minister. 

. PNC and JAEKX should get the approval of the Prise Minister for 
esteblishlng a reprocessing f a c i l i t y . 
An adsinlstratlve exaslnation of the plannedreprocessing business 
is to be conducted i n terns of peaceful u t i l i s a t i o n , planned 
execution* technical capabi l i ty , f inancial foundation and disaster 
prevention. An examination disaster prevention i s also to be carried 
out at the tine of the approval. _ 

The Prise Minister should ask for and respect the opinions of the 
Atonic Energy C a o i s s i p n end the Nuclear Safecy fuss! si ion ( i n the 
case of granting approval, the Nuclear Safecy Coasission alone i s 
consulted)» regarding application of the requiresents pr ior to the 
designation or approval of the reprocessing business. 

Subsequently, a f t e r the acquisition of a designation or approval, 
the reprocessing business i s required to gat approval of the 
design and construction àethod, a Inspection before usa, and 
the approval of operator's safety regulations. Also, the ap-
proval of the voiding aethod and a welding Inspection c e r t l f - . 
icate should be required. In . addition co chose dudes s i m i l a r -
ly implemented for a sanufacture. the reprocessing f a c i l i t i e s 
should pass a l l periodical inspection (once a year) after the 
business starts. • 
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Faci l i t ies that use nuclear fuel materials and nuclear source 
materials 

Any f a c i l i t y v i t h an intent ion to use nuelear fuel materials, 
other then a a i l l e r , .manufacturer end reprocessor, or operator 
of nuclear reactors, should get the permission of the Prime 
Minister- However, according to the Government Ordinance under 
the Law for the Regulations of Nuclear Source Materials, Nuclear 
Fuel Materials and Nuclear Reactors (hereinafter referred to as 
"Ordinance**), natural uranium, depleted uranium and their com- ' 
pounds or materials contalainf them, «Aich can be used as nuclear 
fuel i n nuclear reactors and that have a uranium content of 300 g 
or less, are not subject to the requirements of permission. 
Thorium and i t s compounds or materials containing I t , vhlch can 
be used as nuclear f u e l i n nuclear reactors and which have a 
thorium content of 900 g or leas, are not subject to the require-
ments of permission f o r ose, either . 

An administrative examination of the planned use of nuclear fuel 
materials i s to be conducted 1a terms of peaceful u t i l i z a t i o n , 
planned execution, d isaster prevention and technical capabil ity, 
pr ior to the permission. 

Records doeuae&talon, observance of technical staadarda for use, 
and reports of accidents and fai lures are required for users 
from the s t a r t . 

In addition, passing the f a c i l i t i e s inspection of the construction 
method and « e l d i n g , and approval of operator's safety regulations, 
and required f o r f a c l l i t i e a possessing approval f o r use, «bete the 
following radioactive materials defined i n Ordinance Art ic le 16-2 
are to be handled: V/.. 

® unsealed .plutonium and i t s compounds, each v i t h a plutonium 
content of 1 g o r m o r e . 

(2) spent f u e l of 3.7 TSq (100 Ci ) or sore, 

( D uranium hexafluoride v i t h ' a uranium contrat of 1 t or more, 
and 

0 l i q u i d uranium and i t s compounds, each with an uranium content 
of 3 t or a » r e . (Ref. 7) 

Anyone vho Intend^ to use nuclear source materials should notify 
the Prime Minister , i f the amount and radioactive level of the 
nuclear source material exceeds the specif ic value described i n 
the regulations. 

Records documentation, observance of technical standards for use, 
and reports of accidents and fai lures are also required for users 
of nuclear source materials from the s t a r t . 
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formalization of Regulatory Guides for Licensing 

Safety Regulation for nuclear fuel faci l i t ies as wel l as nuclear reactor 
f a c i l i t i e s should be conducted based on the objective and reasonable 
evaluation standards. Therefore the Unclear Safety Commission takes the 
responsibil ity of formulating various regulatory guides regarding 
nuelear fuel f a c i l i t i e s . The Guides for nuclear -fuel faci l i t ies has 
been discussed by the Special Cemnittee on Safety Standards of 
Nuclear Fuel (established i n November 1978} within the Nuclear 
Safety Cooaission. The Commission has estsblisbed.the "Basic Guide 
for Licensing of Nuclear Fuel Fac i l i t ies" (adopted, i n February 1980, 
by the Nuelear Safety Commission) which provides the general p r i n c i -
ples for safety examinations of nuclear fuel f a c i l i t i e s . 
"Regulatory Guide 'for licensing of Uranium Fabrication Faci l i t ies" 
(adopted I n December 1980, by the Nuclear Safety Commission) is a guide 
for licensing review characteristics of uranium fabrication f a c i l i t i e s . 
I t i s based on the principles for safety examinations of nuclear fuel 
f a c i l i t i e s ; "Reference Dose for Plutonian Intake i n Relation to Site 
Evaluation of Nuclear Fuel F a c i l i t i e s » a dose mark of plutonium for 
determining the conditions at locations for potential nuclear fuel 
f a c i l i t i e s I n saeoclation « I t h the Incidence of emergencies (adopted i n 
A p r i l 1983, by the Nuclear Safety Commission). The Regulatory Guide 
for Licensing of Reprocessing Fac i l i t ies" (adopted i n February 1987, 
by the Nuclear Safety Commission) i s applied to reprocessing f a c i l i t i e s 
where spent fuel generated b y ' l i g h t water power reactors i s reprocessed 
using the wét method (the .purex process). The guide i s provided, 
part icularly for the targeting of c i v i l reprocessing plants now under 
licensing-review that may require the current safety examination. 
(Ref. 8 ) . 
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Operation and Maintenance 

For the operation and maintenance of nuclear fuel f a c i l i t i e s , funda-
nental i tens, such as essential safety measures have been described i n 
the Orders of the.Prime Min ister 's Office respective business types 
of f a c i l i t i e s such as the manufacturing business of nuclear fuel mate-, 
r i a l s , the reprocessing business of spent nuclear f u e l , etc. in corre-
spondence with individual f a c i l i t i e s . 

The Operator*« Safety Regulations approved by the Prime Minister 
(excluding the f a c i l i t i e s , using nuclear fuel materials and nuclear source 
materials below a specific amount) defines the organization for opera-
t ion and maintenance and detai led rules for equipment operation, etc. 
Principal information, such as radiat ion control reeords should be: 

submitted to the Minister of State for Science and Technology Periodi-
cal ly (excluding the f a c i l i t i e s that use nuclear source materials). 
In case* of incident, i t i s to be reported immediately, independent 
of the above routine report . 

The operation and maintenance of nuclear fuel f a c i l i t i e s has been 
depending on the level of required safety under the s t r i c t supervision 
of the Minister of State for Science and Technology. An expert o f -
f i c i a l s on operation and maintenance i s sent to reprocessing sites 
to check the actual status of the operation and maintenance. Thus, 
the organization for control l ing operation and maintenance at nuclear 
fuel f a c i l i t i e s has been s i g n i f i c a n t l y strengthened. 

Under the Lav for the Regulations, 2 reports related to troubles has 
been submitted to the authorit ies between A p r i l 1991 end March.1992. 
(Ref. 9) 

Occupational Exposure Control 

Radiation control i n nucleer f u e l f a c i l i t i e s , as same es nuelear 
reactors, i s comprised of rad iat ion control of areas inside . f a c i l -
i t i e s and .exposure control of personnel who enter the f a c i l i t i e s . 

The actual occupational exposure at a l l nuclear fuel f a c i l i t i e s i n 
1991 were fer below the dose equivalent l i m i t . (Ref. 10) 
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Radioactive Waste Management 

Radioactive vaste management of nuclear fuel f a c i l i t i e s applies to 
gas, l iquid, and solid radioactive vastes. 

The mean level or discharged amount of each radioactive material i n 
radioactive veste i n the form of gas and l iqu id is «ensured periods 
ical ly or at each discharges, generally at the exhaust outlets. 
Diffusion effect during the out let of the exhaust gas to the hound« 
ary of the nearby monitoring area may be accounted, i n order to ver i fy 
that the radioactive l e v e l is below the concentration l imits ' and dose 
equivalent l i m i t s . 

The radioactivity of sol id waste and the act iv i ty per container of 
vaste should be recorded at each occasion and the «aste should present-
l y kept i n storage f a c i l i t i e s under radiation controls 
In particular, high- level radioactive wastes generated i n r e -
processing f a c i l i t i e s are to be stored i n exclusive-use storage 
tanks after an evaporation and concentration process a t this 
moment. 

The discharged amount of radioactive wastes generated i n the r e -
processing f a c i l i t y i s 1991 c a d s f a c t o r l l y set the annual discharge 
l imits. (Ref.11) 

An environmental monitoring i s required for reprocessing f a c i l i t i e s 
to check periodically the radioactive levels i n various environ-
mental samples such as drinking va t e r , vegetables,, sad. marine water 
i n their v i c i n i t y . This m o n i t o r i n g i s implemented. i n accordance 
with the Environmental Monitoring Program developed by the Central 
Cosnittee on Evaluation of Monitoring of Environmental Radiation i a 
the Ifucïear Safety Commission. The results of the environmental 
monitoring are to be Reviewed by the Central Committee. Xa December 
1991, the Cosmxittee prepared a report "Results of Environmental 
Monitoring i n the Vic in i ty of the Reprocessing F a c i l i t i e s of Power 
Reactor and Huclear Fuel Devcloperant Corporations (1990). " . The 
Central Committee did not notify- the Huclear Safety Commission of 
any problems. 
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6. Japanese Nuclear Fuel Cycle facilities 

(1 } Current Status of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Faci l i t ies in Rokkasho 

( p A coaaercial base for Japanese nuclear fuel cycle has been planned 
in Rokkasho, Aoaori. CRef. 12} 

( D Outline of the f a c i l i t i e s 

a. Uraniua enrichaent f a c i l i t i e s 
Applicant: Japan Nuclear Fuel Lisited. 
Capacity: 1,500 ton SVU per year Cat f inal stage) 
Peraission of business; Aug., 1988 
Start of construction; O c t . , 1988 
Start of the operation of ISO ton SUU per'year; March 1992 
The operation of SOOton SIU per year': Deceaber 1992 
The operation^ 450ton fflW per year: Ksr 1983 

b. Low^level radioactive waste disposal « f a c i l i t y 
Applicant: Ja^an Nuclear Fuel Limited 
F inal Capaelcy: 6 x 10* a3 (3 o i l H o n druss with 2001 drua each) 
Application for 4 x 10* b3; A p r i l 1988 
Permission of business; Noveaber 1990 
Start of construction; Noveaber 1990 
Planned s t a r t of the operation; 1992 

c . Reprocessing plant 
Applicant: Japan Nuclear Fuel L ini ted 
Reprocessing capacity; 800 ton Ü per year 

• Spent-fuel storage capacity; 3,000 ton U. 
Appl ication for l i c e n s i n g ; Kerch 1989 
permission of business; December 1992 

Start of constructIon:April 1993 

d. Vaste nanagement f a c i l i t y 
Applicant: Japan Nuclear Fuel Limited 
Final storage capacity; 3,000 pieces of ver i f ied high level waste 
Application for 1,440 pieces within above capacity; March 1989 
Peraission of business s A p r i l 1992 . 
Start of. construct ion: Hay l992 
Planned, s t a r t - o f operation; 1995" 

(2) Operation of the PRC Tofcai Reprocessing Plant 

( D Reprocessed e m u l a t i v e Fuel i s f M ten V at March 1993. ' 
(Star t of hot operation using spent fnel i n 1977) \ 

© -Seccinç up t e s t i n g f a c i l i t i e s f o r recycle equipment > under inspect ion . 
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C3) Other Major Nuclear Fuel F a c i l i t i e s 

( P PNC Ninajyo Toga Uranius Earichaent Deaonstration Plant 
Start of f u l l operation; Kay .1989 (200 ton SWÖ per year) 

( D PNC Tokai MQX Fuel Production Plant 
Start of operation of FBR fuel l ine ; A p r i l 1988. (Fuels for the 
FBR prototype reactor ' Mon J u ' ) (Annual capacity; S tonMOX.) 

<D JUStX Tokai H8CEF 
I Construction of f a c i l i t i e s for the research on c r i t i c a l l t y safety 
i '..'•• • 
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3. Regulatory Systect under the Law for Regulations 
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Safety Regulations for Reprocessing Facilities 

(Prcconscruction Stage) (Conscr 
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(Ope ra t ion Stase) 

inspect ion before «le 
rSmf*ty s i assent for f a c i l i t i e s 
betöre coMcnce»ent ot operation) 

Application 
W i l d e « ] 

c 

Inspection 
(Certificate) 
[Article 44] 

« U l i u r of S i t u (or 
Seltne« and Technology 

Operator's Saf ety lt|al<tUii 
(far ensuring facilities 
safety and safety for- Markers 
and nearby population) 

4 \ 
Application . Approval 
(Article 30] (Article SO] 

t 

Minister «X State for 
Science and Technology 

ci 

Chief Technician of Macletr f o e l 
(supervising safety u u | i m k 
•bout handling of nucleir foci 
•atcriais) 

c 
Notification 
[Article 30-3) 

Minister of State for 
Science and Technology 

Articles In <he Law for Kegolatlona of 
Unclear Source Matcrlala. Noclear' foeI 
Materials and Nociear Reactors are pot 
in the branckets. 

A 
Notification of St*» of tusIness 

Notification 
(Article 4«-}] 

lUnlster mi State for 
Science and Technology 

3 Notification of Flans (•* «m 

Notification 
• f (Article « H ] 

Minister of State for. 
ttUMl and Technology 

Periodic Inspection 
(periodical sofoty u s u m « 

Application 
(Article 
««-2-2) 

Inspection 
(Certificate) 
(Article 444-2) 

Minister of State fer 
Science and Technology 

3 
I t u r i i SiCMittitlM 

(preservation of records related 
co Lnepectl**, radiation tsatrtl . 
operation, Maintenance, oie.) 

(Arcici« 4?) 

3 Safety lleassnres 

(Article 4«] 

Submission of tapons 
(states ef radiation control, 
reports on accidmi sal failures) 

Notification 
(Article «>) 

Minister of State for 
Science and Technology 
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Outline of Nuclear Installations in Japan 

(As of Septeiber 2.19 
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6. Nuclear Fuel Manufacturing Facilities 

(As o f June 30» 1 9 9 3 ) 

Haaè of 
Escablishaents Location Licenced 

Dace Enrichment Maxiaua 
Capacity Reoarks 

- • ! Japan Nuclear 
Fuel Co. 

Yokosuka-clty » 
Kanagava 

Aug. '68 Less Chan 52 750 con 
U/year 

Fuel rod 
for BUR 

M 

l 

Tokai-Works, 
Mitsubishi 
Nuclear Fuel 

Tokai-oura, 
Kalca-gun, 
Ibaraki 

Jan. *72 Less than 52 440 con 
U/year 

Fuel rod 
for FUR 

1; 

Co. *475 ton 
U/year 

Conversion 
for FUR 

'it 

1 
t 
i 

Tokai Works; 
Kuaacori Works, 
Nuclear Fuel 
Industry Co. 

Tokai-aura. 
Naka-gun, 
Ibaraki 
Kuaacori 
marhi, 
Sennan-gun, 
Osaka 

Sep. 

Aug. 

*78 

•75 

Less than 52' 

Less than 52 

200 ton 
U/year 

32« ton 
U/year 

Fuel rod 
for BUR 

Fuel rod 
for FUR 

1 
Sep. •72 Approxiaacely 

902 
475 kg 
U/year 

Fuel place 
for 
resesrch 
reactors 

é Tokai Vorks, 
Jspan Nuclear 
Fuel Conversion 
Co. 

Tokai-tnura* 
Naka-gun, 
Ibaraki 

Sep. 

Jun. 

'80 

'84 

Less than 52-

•Less chan 202 

715 ton 
U/year 
3 ton 
U/year 

Conversion 
for BUR & 
FUR ' 

Conversion, 
for research 
reactors 

$ 1 
Nlngyotoge 
Works, PNC 

Kaaisaibara-
aura, Okayaaa 

Oct. •85 Less than 52 200 ton -
SWU/year 

Uraniua 
enrichaent 

-

Tokai Vorks. 
PNC 

Tqkal-aurm» 
Naka-gun. 
Ibaraki 

Oct. '86 Less than 
1.62 
Fluconiua; 
3.62 or less 

36 con Pu 
U/year 

Fuel rod 
for ATR 

Sokkasho Vorks. 
Japan Nuclear 
Fuel Uni ted 

Rokkashp-oura. 
Kaaikita-gua, 
Aoaori 

Aug. •88 Less than 52 *600 ton 
SWU/year 

Uraniua 
enrictwenc1 

* Um taxiaua capacity of cheaical processing facilities includes che 
capacity by che conversionprocess, 450 ton-U/year. 
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7. Facilities Using Nuclear Fuel Materials* 

(As of June 30, 1993) 

Name of Establishments Location Purpose 

JAERI 

.o Tokai Research 
Establishment 

Naks-gun, 
Ibaraki 

• Hot lab. Post - i r radiat ion tests; etc. 

• Reprocessing r e -
search laboratory 

Research on technological develop-
ment of reprocessing; etc. 

• Ho. 1 Plutonium 
laboratory 

Radiochemical, sol id chemical and 
analyt ical chemistry research on 
plutonium fuels; etc. 

* No. 2 Plutonium 
laboratory 

Research on eonpounds and property of 
uranium and plutonium fluorides; etc. 

* Reactor Fuel Exa-
mination f a c i l i t y 

Various tests and inspections 
related to spent f u e l ; etc. 

• Radioisotope 
production lab. 

Separation process for r a d i o - < 
isotope from spent f u e l ; 
technological development; ete. 

• JRR-2 I r radiat ion tests on nuclear fuel 
materials; etc. j 

• JRR-3 < I r r a d i a t i o n tests on nuclear fuel jj 
materials; etc. p 

.* Waste safety t e s t -
ing f a c i l i t y 

- i 

Safety research on'processing and j 
disposal of h igh- level rad io -
active waste jj 

* Vaste treatment 
f a c i l i t y 

Processing, disposal and storage 1 
of radioactive waste • 1 

• KSRR Research on fuel rupture behavior 1 

• Back-end cycle 
research f a c i l i t y 

Research and development of safety 
control of hiçh-lev*! reprocessing . 

__ and Statf wastes 

o O 'ara i Research 
Establishment 

• JMIR hot lab. 

Higashi-
Ibaraki-gun, 
Ibaraki Post - i r radiat ion test-; 

* JMIR i r r a d i a t i o n 
f a c i l i t i e s 

I r radiat ion test ; mock-up test for 
i r r a d i a t i o n ; e t c . 

* Provided by Che Government Ordinance Art ic le 16-2. 
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N*oe of Establishments Location Purpose 

• Plutonium fuel re -
search f a c i l i t y 

Research end development o£ new 
type fuels for fast breeder reactor 
and technology of plutoniua treataent. 

• Vaste treatment 
f a c i l i t y 

Processing, disposal and storage 
of vaste 

PNC 

o Tokai. Works 

" Plutonium fuel 
development 
f a c i l i t y (PFDF) 

Naka-gun, 
Ibaraki 

Development of fabrication 
technology for nuclear fuels 
containing plutonium and related 
tests; etc . 

* Plutonium fuel 
fabrication 
f a c i l i t y (PFFF) 

Fabrication of fuels for fast 
experimental reactor and a nev 
type conversion reactor; etc. 

• Plutonium fuel 
production 
f a c i l i t y (PFPF) 

Development of fabrication 
technology for fast breeder 
reactor f u e l and related 
technologies 

• Plutonium vaste 
treatment f a c i l i t y 
(PWTF) 

Experiments on reduction-process 
technology of plutonium vaste 

• B Building. Technological development 
concerning reprocessing of spent 
fuel ; etc. 

• Chemical process-
ing f a c i l i t y 
(CPF) 

Technological research concerning 
advanced type reactor fuel 
reprocessing and high-level* 
radioactive vaste treatment and 
disposal ' 

• J Building Technological development 
concerning uranium enrichment 

• H Building . Technological development 
concerning uranium enrichment 

• Laundry Washing of uniforms* etc . 

• Uranium storage 
f a c i l i t y - 2 

Storage of uranium compounds 

• Uranium vaate t r e a t -
ment f a c i l i t y 

• 
Uranium vastes disposal 

* 
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Hame of Establishments Location Purpose 

o O'arai Engineering 
Center 

* Alpha-ganma f a c i l i t y 
(AC?) 

E igashi -
Ibaraki-gun, 
Ibaraki 

Post - i r radiat ion test on plutonium 
fuel ; etc . 

* Fuel monitoring 
f a c i l i t y (FMF) 

i 

Dismantling inspection on 
i r radiated fuel assembly, e t c . ; 
sample preparation; etc . 

• Haterial monitoring 
f a c i l i t y - 1 (MMF1) 

Material test on i rradiated fuel 
cladding, etc. 

• Material monitoring 
f a c i l i t y - 2 (MMF2) 

Mater ial . test on irradiated f u e l 
cladding, etc. 

* Waste dismantling 
f a c i l i t y (WDF) 

Treatment of sol id vaste 

• Liquid vaste t reat -
ment f a c i l i t y 

Treatment of l i q u i d vaste 

o Hingyotoge Works 

• Enrichment engineer* 
ing f a c i l i t y 

Kaalsaibara-
mura« 
Tomada-gun, 
Okayama 

Uranium enrichment test on high 
a b i l i t y centrifuge*. 

• Refining and con-
version p i l o t plant 

Technological development 
concerning uranium hexafluoride 
conversion 

• Weste disposal 
f a c i l i t y 

Treatment of sol id and l i q u i d 
vastes 

National I n s t i t u t e of 
Radiological Medielne 

Chiba-c i ty , 
Chiba * 

•• 

• Internal exposure 
experimental 
laboratory 

Evaluation of detrimental effects 
Internal exposure, and test and 

'research concerning emergency 
counter measures against internal 
exposure accidents 

Nippon Fuel Development 
Co. 

• NFD hot lab f a c i l i t y 

O ' a r a i -
machl, 
Higashi 
Ibaraki-gun, 
Ibaraki 

Dismantling of spent f u e l , and i 
related inspections and tests 
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Nase of Establishments Location * Purpose 

Kagoya University 
Engineer Dept. 
• Hot U b . 

Chikusa-ku, 
Nagoya-city 

Metallurgical research on 
irradiated nuclear fuel 
substances;.etc. 

Tohoku University 
Metal Material 
Research I n s t i t u t e ; 
JMIR u t i l i z i n g 
fac i l isy 

O ' a r a i -
machi, 
Higashi -
Ibarakl -gun, 
Ibaraki 

Research on irradiated nuclear 
fuel substances and materials 

Nuclear Material Control 
Center 

Safeguard analysis 
laboratory 

•Developmental test 
building 

Tokai-mura* 
Naka-guni 
Ibaraki 

Analysis of nuclear fuel materials 
for safeguard; etc. 

Analysis of nuclear fuel materials 
for safeguard; etc. 

Nuclear F u e l I n d u s t r y 
C o . , Tokai Branch 

Tokai -mura , 
Naka-gun, 
I b a r a k i Product ion of f i r s t l o a d i n g 

f u e l s f o r BTTR 

Nuclear Development Co. 

• Fuel hot lab. 
f a c i l i t i e s 

Tokai-mura, 
Naka-gun* 
Ibaraki 

Dismantling of spent f u e l , test 
and experiments 

Mitsubishi Material Co. 
Nakà nuclear energy 
development center 

• Developmental test 
bullding n 

Naka-machi* 
Naka-gun, 
Ibaraki 

Experiments on uranium reoperation 
process system 

High Energy Physics 
Research Inst i tute 

• Neutron experi -
mentation f a c i l i t i e s 

Tsukuba-gun* 
Ibaraki 

Experiment on scattering of 
neutrons produced by proconlc beam 
i r radiat ion 
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8. Regulatory Guides for Licensing of Nuclear Fuel Facilities 
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9. Dose Equivalents to Workers i n Nuclear F a c i l i t i e s i n Fiscal 1992 

1 . The o w n e r s e n d t h e u s e r s of r e f i n i n g f a c i l i t i e s , p r o c e s s i n g 

f a c i l i t i e s , a n d r e p r o c e s s i n g f a c i l i t i e s a r e r e q u i r e d t o 

c o n t r o l dose e q u i v a l e n t s t o t h e p e r s o n s w o r k i n g in t h e s e 

faciliti e s so t h a t dcse e q u i v a l e n t s w i l l n o t exceed t h e d o s e 

e q u i v a l e n t limits w h i c h a r e d e f i n e d b y t h e N o t i f i c a t i o n for 

t h e L a w f o r t h e R e g u l a t i o n on N u c l e a r S o u r c e M a t e r i a l s , 

N u c l e a r F u e l M a t e r i a l s , a n d N u c l e a r R e a c t o r s . 

The data mentioned below have been prepared from t h e r e p o r t s 
on r a d i a t i o n management i n f i s c a l 1991 submitted by owners and 
u s e r s o f r e f i n i n g f a c i l i t i e s , p r o c e s s i n g f a c i l i t i e s , a n d 
reprocessing f a c i l i t i e s • ( l i m i t e d t o those owners and users o f 
f a c i l i t i e s f o r n u c l e a r f u e l xaaterials as d e f i n e d by A r t i c l e 16-2 
o f the Government Ordinance) i n accordance w i t h the Law f o r t h e 
R e g u l a t i o n on Nuclear .Source M a t e r i a l s , N u c l e a r F u e l M a t e r i a l s , 
and Nuclear Reactors, concerning e f f e c t i v e dose equivalents t o the 
workers i n these f a c i l i t i e s . The data have been prepared a l s o 
from t h e reports on r a d i a t i o n management submitted i n accordance 
w i t h t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i v e n o t i f i c a t i o n . 

These data show t h a t e f f e c t i v e dose equivalents t o workers i n 
r e f i n i n g f a c i l i t i e s a n d p r o c e s s i n g f a c i l i t i e s as w e l l as 
reprocessing f a c i l i t i e s d i d not exceed the dose e q u i v a l e n t l i m i t s 
i n f i s c a l 1991. The t i s s u e dose equivalents t o the two workers, 
however, exceeded t h e dose equivalent l i m i t s a t the t ime they were 
exposed t o r a d i a t i o n on January 9, 1992, due t o the t r o u b l e i n 
the H i g h - l e v e l R a d i o a c t i v e Substances Research I n s t i t u t e , t h e Power 
Reactor and N u c l e a r F u e l Development C o r p o r a t i o n T o k a i Works. 

2. D e f i n i t i o n s o f Terms i n the Tables 

(1) "Employees" r e f e r t o t h e personnel and researchers who are 
employed i n the f a c i l i t i e s concerned, w h i l e "non-esployees" 
r e f e r t o c o n t r a c t o r s , e t c . 

(2) Regarding dose e q u i v a l e n t s , t o t a l dose e q u i v a l e n t s have been 
c a l c u l a t e d by rounding them a t one decimal p l a c e under the 

- c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s o f employees, e t c . The d i f f e r e n c e between 
the sum o f the dose equiva lent t o the employees and t h a t t o 
the non-employees i n some cases should be regarded as an e r r o r 
r e s u l t i n g from t h i s method o f c a l c u l a t i o n . ' 

(3) The "mean dose e q u i v a l e n t " has been found by rounding i t t o 
one decimal p l a c e . 

(4) The meanings of " 0 " and " 0 . 0 " i n these Tables are as f o l l o w s : 

1 " 0 " i n the t o t a l dose equiva lent column: 0 o r l e s s than 
0 . S 

2 " 0 " i n the mean dose equivalent column: 0 

" 0 . 0 " : less then 0.0S 172 



Dosé Equivalents to Workers in Nuclear Facilities in Fiscal 1992 

(April 1992 through March 1993) 
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Distribution of dose equivalents ! 
\ Classification Ex-

ceed-

ing 

Exceeding 15 aSv, 

25 aSv or less 

Ex-

ceed-

ing Ex-

lim-
ber 

of 

Total 

dose 

equi-

Mean 

dose 

' Establishment V 

5 «Sv 

or 

less 

5 

•Sv. 

15 

•Sv 

or 

Jess 

Ex-
ceed« 
i«9 
15 

•Sv. 
20 
•Sv 
or 
less 

Ex-
ceed* 
tng 
20 
•Sv, 
25 
•Sv 
or 
less 

* Sub-
total 

25 

•Sv. 

50 

•Sv 

or 

less 

ceed-

ing 

50 

•Sv 

work-

ers 

(per-

sons) 

valent 

(per-

SORS 
x aSv) 

equi-

valent 

(•Sv) 

5. Mitsubishi 
Suclear Foci 
Co. Tokai 
Morks 

Esploy-
ees 

327 327 132 0.4 5. Mitsubishi 
Suclear Foci 
Co. Tokai 
Morks Ron-

esploy-
ees 

148 . 148 
33 0.2 

Totti 475 475 165 0.3 

6. Japan *uc-
lear Fuel 
Industry 
Rokkasho 
Harks *1 

Eaploy-
ees 

221 221 2 0.0 6. Japan *uc-
lear Fuel 
Industry 
Rokkasho 
Harks *1 

loa» 
eoploy-
ees 

S43 543 5 0.0 

Total 764 764 7 0.0 

7. M C Htngyo-
— — « -xojc mres 

Employ-
ees 

43 • .r 43 0 0.0 

«00-
"Ploy-
ecs 

232 

-

132 1 0.0 

Total 175 175 1 0.0 

Total Eaploy-
ees 

1.792 
• 

1.792 545 0.3 

(ton— 
employ-
ees • 

1.215 1.215 47 0.0 

Total 3.007 3.007 592 0.2 

Reprocessing 
1. PMC Tokai 
Morks 

Employ-
ees 

624 1 625 145 0.2 

eeploy-
ees 

1.879 8 1.887 597 0.3 

Total 2.503 9 
/ 

2.512 742 t J 
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• Distribution of dose equivalents 

\ C l a s s i f i c a t i o n Ex- Exceeding 15 s£v. Ex- Nun. Total 

C M d * 25 nSv or less ceed- ber dose Mean 

ing ing Ex- o f equi- dose 

Establishaent \ 

5 oSv 

or 

less 

5 

•Sv. 

15 

aiSv 

or 

less 

Ex-
ceed* 
ing 
15 
•Sv, 
20 

•Sv 
or 
less 

Ex-
ceed-
ing 
20 
afiv, 
25 
•Sv 
or 
less 

Sub-
total 

25 

•Sv, 

50 

cSv 

or 

less 

ceed, 

ing 

50 

•Sv 

work-

ers 

(per-

sons) 

valent 

(per-

sons 

x aSv) 

equi-

valent 

(eSv) 

5.JAER1 Oarai 
Institute 

Eaploy-
ees 

103 105 0.0 

{jniK Hot 
Lab.. etc.) Ron-

eeploy-
ees 

277 
• 

258 4 0.0 

• Total 380 363 7 0.0 

6. Material 
Testing Reac-
tor Facilities 

Esploy-
ces 

20 
- . 

• 

20 1 0.1 

studied te 
the Meal 
Materials 
Research 

Ron-
eoploy-
ees 

14 14 0.1 

Institute 
of Tohoku 
University 

Total 34 34 0.1 

7. Ragoya Uni-
versity Engl-

Employ-
ees 

04 94 0.0 

Heering ricui* 
ty 
(Not tab. 
Facilities) 

Ron« 
employ-
ees 

0 • 

• 

8 0 0 

Total . 94 94 0.0 

8. High-energy 
Physics Resea-

Eiploy- 30 

> • 

30 0.1 

rcn insxi luxe 
(Reutron 
Experiawit 
Facilities) 

Ron-
eoploy 
ces 

0 0 8. 0 

Total 30 30 0.1 

9. Rational 
Institute of 
Radiological 
Medicine 
(Internal 
Exposure 

Employ-
ees 

48 41 0 9. Rational 
Institute of 
Radiological 
Medicine 
(Internal 
Exposure 

Ron-
eeploy-
ees 

127 117 0 0 

Building) Total 175 158 0 0 
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Distribution of dose equivalents 

^Classification 
Ex-

ceed-

ing 

Exceeding 15 «Sv, 

25 aSv or less 

Ex-

ceed-

ing Ex-

Num-

ber 

of 

Total 

dose 

equi-

Mean 

dose 

Esteblislweftt \ 

5 mSv 

or 

less 

5 

•Sv. 

15 

•Sv 

or 

lest 

Ex-
ceed-
ing 
15 

•Sv. 
20 
•5v 
or 
less 

Ex-
ceed-
ing 
20 
•Sv. 
25 
tfv 
or 
less 

Sub-
total 

25 

•Sv. 

50 

tfv 

or 

less 

ceed-

ing 

50 

bSv 

«tort-

ers 

(per-

sons) 

valent 

(per-

sons 

x aSv) 

equi-

valent 

(«Sv) 

10. Moclcar 
Materials 
Management 
Center's 
laboratory 
for Security 
Measure Analy-
sts 
(Development 
and Examina-
tion lui Ming) 

Employ-
ees 
• 

24 24 3 0.1 10. Moclcar 
Materials 
Management 
Center's 
laboratory 
for Security 
Measure Analy-
sts 
(Development 
and Examina-
tion lui Ming) 

Kon-
eeploy-
ees 

6 6 O 0 

10. Moclcar 
Materials 
Management 
Center's 
laboratory 
for Security 
Measure Analy-
sts 
(Development 
and Examina-
tion lui Ming) 

ToUl 30 30 3 0.1 

11. Nuclear 
Fuel Industry 
Tokai Morks"3 

Eeploy-
ees 

(243) (243) (47) (04? 11. Nuclear 
Fuel Industry 
Tokai Morks"3 

Non-
enploy-
ees 

m 
• 

W (0) (0.TT 

Total (311) (311) (47) (9.2 

12. Japan 
Nuclear Feel 
Developaent 
Co. 
(MFD Hot Lab. 
Facilities) 

E*>loy-
ees 

76 78 38 0. 12. Japan 
Nuclear Feel 
Developaent 
Co. 
(MFD Hot Lab. 
Facilities) 

Non-

S1*"" 
180 ; • 190 72 8! 

Totti 2S6 
• i 256 U O « 

13. Nuclear 
Development 
Co. 

Employ-
ées 

42 1 
• 

43 29 8 13. Nuclear 
Development 
Co. 

Non-
"Ploy-
ees 

189 1 

i 

• 

190 « « 

Total 231 2 233 94 

14. Mitsubishi 
Material Co. 
Naka Nuclear 

Employ-
ees 

14 
« 
t 
i 

14 . 1 

Pomct Devel-
opment Center 
(Second Deve-
lopment end 

Non-
«Ploy-
ees 

90 • • 
i 
i 

• 

9 90 0 

Examination 
Building) Total 104 

( 

i 
1 
* 

104 1 
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Distribution of dose équivale nts 

\ Classification Ex-

ceed-

ing 

Exceeding 15 aSv, 

25 aSv or less 

Ex-

ceed-

ing Ex-

Num-

ber 

of . 

Total 

dose 

equi-

Mean 

dose 

Establishment \ 

5 eSv 

or 

less 

$ 
aSv. 

IS 

•Sv 

or 

less 

Ex-
ceed-
ing 
15 
•Sv. 
20 
•Sv 
or 
less 

Ex-
ceed-
i«g 
20. 
•Sv. 
25 
•Sv 
or 
less 

Sub-
total 

25 

•Sv. 

50 

•Sv 

or 

less 

ceed-

ing 

50 

•Sv 

wrk-

ers 

(per-

sons) 

valent 

(per-

sons 

x kSv) 

equi-

valent 

(eSv) 

Total Employ-
ees 

1.623 17 1.640 371 0.2 

Hon- . 
employ-
ces 

3.896 61 3.957 1.036 0.3 

« 
Total 5;519 78 5.597 1.407 0.3 

Grand total Eqrioy- 3.798 18 3.816 1.014 0.3 

Non-
eoploy-
ees 

6,925 69 6.994 1.680 0.2 

Total 10.723 87 10,810 2.694 0.2 

•1: Japan «uclear Fact Industry began processing In Its Rottesho Hocks le Septedier 1991. 
•2: «»clear Fuel Industry. «Hieb bad been engaged In processing. fall under the 

•aterial using facilities «hieb are defined by Article 16-2 of the CuimwantOrdlnanca. 
Norfcers Includes that of uorkers engaged In processing, the latter aaber bas bee« excluded fro« the total. 
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Conditions of Radioactive Veste Manageaent 

i n Reprocessing F a c i l i t i e s 

(1) I n the reprocessing f a c i l i t i e s of the T o k a i Works of the Power 

Reactor and Nuclear F u e l Development C o r p o r a t i o n , r a d i o a c t i v e 
waste gases and l i q u i d s are c o n t r o l l e d so t h a t they w i l l not 
exceed the discharge l i m i t s def ined by the s e c u r i t y r e g u l a t i o n s 
a p p l i e d i n t h e f a c i l i t i e s . C o n c e n t r a t e d h i g h - l e v e l 
r a d i o a c t i v e waste l i q u i d s are s t o r a g e - d i s c a r d e d i n h i g h - l e v e l 
radioact ive -waste storage tanks, whi le l o w - l e v e l r a d i o a c t i v e 
waste l i q u i d s and sludge as w e l l as spent so lvents are e i t h e r 
storage-discarded i n tanks r e s p e c t i v e l y o r s o l i d i f i e d w i t h 
asphalt or p l a s t i c . 

H i g h - l e v e l r a d i o a c t i v e waste s o l i d s a r e conveyed i n casks 
which are used e x c l u s i v e l y f o r t h i s purpose t o the h i g h - l e v e l 
r a d i o a c t i v e s o l i d waste storehouse o r t o the second storage 
f a c i l i t i e s f o r h i g h - l e v e l r a d i o a c t i v e s o l i d wastes. There 
these wastes are s t o r e d i n water o r d r y - s t o r e d under the 
p r e s c r i b e d methods. L o w - l e v e l r a d i o a c t i v e waste s o l i d s are 
sealed i n drums, e t c . , and s t o r e d i n the f i r s t o r t h e second 
storage f a c i l i t i e s f o r l o w - l e v e l r a d i o a c t i v e s o l i d wastes. 
Wastes which have been s o l i d i f i e d w i t h asphalt o r p l a s t i c are 
sealed i n drums and s t o r a g e - d i s c a r d e d i n t h e storage f a c i l i t i e s 
f o r a s p h a l t - s o l i d i f i e d r a d i o a c t i v e wastes, o r the second 
f a c i l i t i e s f o r a s p h a l t - s o l i d i f i e d r a d i o a c t i v e wastes. 

(2) The data i n t h i s report have been prepared from the r e p o r t on 
r a d i a t i o n management f o r f i s c a l 1991 which has been submitted 
by the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporat ion , 
a nuclear f u e l reprocessor , i n accordance w i t h the Law f o r 
t h e Regulation on Nuclear Source M a t e r i a l s , Nuclear f u e l 
M a t e r i a l s , and Nuclear Reactors . 

The amounts of r a d i o a c t i v e gaseous wastes and r a d i o a c t i v e 
l i q u i d wastes discharged from t h e Corporat ion were both below 
t h e discharge l i m i t s . 

The amount of r a d i o a c t i v i t y o f concentrated l o w - l e v e l waste 
l i q u i d s became smal ler t h a n t h a t of t h e p r e v i o u s year due t o 
t h e attenuation o f t h e i r r a d i o a c t i v i t y . 
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(3) T h e q u a n t i t y o f s p e n t f u e l w h i c h u n d e r w e n t 

81.7 t o n s i n f i s c a l 1991.. 

r e p r o c e s s i n g w a s 

(4) T h e m e a n i n g s o f t e r z s a n d s y m b o l s in t h e t a b l e s w h i c h s h o w 

c o n d i t i o n s of r a d i o a c t i v e w a s t e m a n a g e a e n t i n t h e r e p r o c e s s i n g 

f a c i l i t i e s a r e m e n t i o n e d b e l o w . 

1 R a d i o a c t i v i t y o f r a d i o a c t i v e waste gases and radioact ive 
waste l i q u i d s discharged from the f a c i l i t i e s has been 
measured wi th the t o t a l alpha r a d i o a c t i v i t y measuring 
method, the t o t a l beta r a d i o a c t i v i t y measuring method, 
l i q u i d s c i n t i l l a t i o n method, gamma-ray spectrometry, e t c . 

2 The q u a n t i t y of h i g h - l e v e l s o l i d wastes shows the amount 
o f h i g h - l e v e l s o l i d wastes which have been conveyed i n 
casks t o be used* e x c l u s i v e l y f o r t h i s purpose. The 
q u a n t i t i e s of l o w - l e v e l r a d i o a c t i v e s o l i d wastes and 
a s p h a l t - s o l i d i f i e d wastes as w e l l as p l & s t i e - s o l i d i f i e d 
wastes show the amounts sealed i n drums and stored. The 
amount o f large wastes which cannot be sealed i n drums i s 
shown as being sealed i n 200- l i t e r drums. 

3 " H . D . " i n the tab les r e f e r s t o l e v e l s below detect ion 
l i m i t s . 
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Conditions of Radioactive Waste Management 

1. Amount of Radioactive Wastes Discharged during Fiscal 1992 

(1) Gaseous radioactive vastes 

Nuclide 
Limit of annual 

discharge 
(GBq) 

Annual amount of 
discharge 

(CBq) 

, sKr 8.9 X 107 9.8 X 10« 

'H 3.6 X 10* 2.8 X 103 

l*C 9.7 X 103 7.8 X 10* 

•UOj 1.7 3;0 X 10-1 

m i 1.6 X 10 N.D. (Note 1) 

Note 1: Detection l i m i t : 3.7 x 1 0 " Bq/cm3 
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(2) Liquid radioactive wastes 

nuclide 
Limit of annual 

discharge 
(GBq) 

Annual amount of 

discharge 

(GBq) 

Total alpha radioactiv-

i t y 4.1 7.4 X 10-
3 

Total beta radioactivi -
ty (excluding 3H) 9.6 X 10* N . D . (Note 1) 

"SR 1.6 X 10 N.B. (Note 2) 
« 

*°Sr 3.2 X 10 N.D. (Note 3) 

, 5Zr-MKb 4.1 X 10 N.D. (Note 4) 

103Ru 6.4 X 10 N.D. (Note 5) 

« 2 r - « * R h e 5.1 X 10* N.D. (Note 6) 

"ACs 6.0 X 10 N.D. (Note 7) 

« 7
C s 5.5 X 10 2.5 X 10-* 

M*Ce 5.9 N.D. (Note 8) 

l**Ce-14*Pr 1.2 X 10* N.D. (Note 9) 

* 1.9 X 10« 3.8 x 105 

X » ! 2.7 X 10 6.5 x 10-» 

W t j 

» 
1.2 X /10* N.D. (Note 10) 

Pu ( a ) 2.3 4.0 X 10° 

1. Detection l i m i t 2.2 X 10-* Bq/ca3 

2. Detection l i a i t 2.2 X 10-3 Bq/cm3 

3. Detection l i m i t 1.1 x 10** Bq/ca3 

4. Detection l i m i t 4.3 X 10-s Bq/cat1 

5. Detection l i m i t 1.1 X 10-* Bq/ca3 

6. Detection l i n i t 3.2 X 10-* Bq/ca3 

7. Detection l i m i t 1.1 X 1«-* lq/em? 
8. Detection l i m i t 2.2 X 10-* Bq/ca3 

9. Detection l i m i t 2^2 X 10-* Bq/cm* 
10. Detection l i m i t 1.8 X 10'3 Bq/ca3 
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2. Aaount of Radioactive Vaste i n Storage 

( 1 ) Radioactive vaste l i q u i d s i s storage 

X^Ussificati«^ 1 Concentrated 
high-level 
radioactive 
waste liquids 

Concentrated 
low-level 

radioactive 
waste liquids 

Sludge Spent 
solvents 

Mount in storage as of 
the end of Harch 1993 
(• ) 

516 1.314 1.068 38 

Mount of radioactivity 
as ef the end of March 
1993 
(beta 68q) 

4.6 X 10» 3.9 X 1 0
3 

1.4 X 10 2.7 x 10* 

( 2 ) Amounts of r a d i o a c t i v e vaste s o l i d s c r e a t e d and stored 

e 

Classification 
(Classifica-

tion of 
storage 

containers) 

High-level radioactive 
waste solids 

\ 

Low-level 
radioactive . 
waste solids 

Asphalt-
solidified 
wastes 

Plastic-
sol idif le 
wastes 

e 

Classification 
(Classifica-

tion of 
storage 

containers) 

Sheared 
covering 
sectleas 
(hell, 
etc.) 

(350-1iter 
can) 

Spent 
clarify-

ing 
filters 

Sasple 
bottles, 
etc. 
(20-
liter 
can) 

of drues 
(200-
liter 
drue) 

Other 
wastes 

(in tens 
ef 200-
liter 
dnas) 

NuaOer of 
dnms 
(200-
liter 
drue) 

Nueber of 
dnflB 

(200-1it« 
drvn) 

Mount created 
in FT 1992 

101 u 188 1.118 XS4 2.532 120 

Mount stared 
as of the end 
of March 1993 

1.076 87 3.24$ 22.665 3.413 22.234 1.300 
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SUMMARY 

In the first part of this paper, I briefly outline the UK regulatory regime following the 
introduction of the "Standard Licence" in late 1990.1 then discuss the philosophy developed in 
HSE's publication Tolerability of Risk from Nuclear Power Stations and how it is applied in 
our Safety Assessment Principles for Nuclear Plants. I show how the Inspectorate is organised 
to cany out this work and I address the relationship between Probabilistic Safety Analysis and 
the underlying engineering principles. Finally I draw out the relationship between the Law, the 
Licence and our guidance in both the general sense and as it is applied to the nuclear fuel cycle 
safety assessment. 

In the second part of this paper, I discuss the application of a few Key Principles to show that 
it is in the interests of both die regulator and the industry to exchange current conceptual 
thinking about plant and processes before the design work has significantly progressed. I thai 
relate this directly to the Chemical Engineering aspects and draw out examples where such an 
approach has proved both useful and fruitful for both parties. I then draw out the lesson that a 
ample well oiganised liaison on a regular basis provides dividends for both parties although h 
is not specifically covered under the regulatory controls embodied in the licence or other 
legislation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PamtI 

regulated under the Nuclear Installations Act (NIA). In 1974, tbesafety aspects of the NIA 
'with äs associated licensing regime came under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 
(HSWA). This Act sought to simplify and unfty all industrial safety legislation and set in place 

Executive (HSE). Under the MA no she may be used for the purposes of installing or 
operating any prescribed nuclear installation unless a nuclear site licence has been granted by 
the HSE and is, for the time being, in force. HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Nil) is 

2. The HSWA places a general duty on employers to ensure, so fer as i 
the hedtii safety and wetfiue of all their employees and also to conduct their undertaking in 
such a way as to ensure, so &r as is reasonably practical,that people not in thetr employment 
who may be affected are not thereby exposed to risk to their health or safety. Specific 
requirements for the radiological protection of employees and the public are contained in the 
Ionising Radiations Regulations 1985 made under the HSWA Other specific nuclear safety 
requirements are a matter for Nil acting for HSE to formulate and apply. These requirements 
are usually in the form of conditions attached to the site licence. Licenses aie granted for 
specific sites and they am be tailored to each site. In practice there are standard conditions 
attached to licenses for all major licensees. The licensees' response to these requirements may 
take different forms; for example, as a safety case relating to a stage in the life of an 
installation or as arrangements or procedures to meet the requirements of a licence condition. 
Additionally, guidance is set outin our Safety Assessment Principles [1] (SAPs - see 
paragraph 16) which we have developed for our own use in judging the adequacy of licensees 
safety cases. We have further guidance in the recently republished Notes for Applicants [2]. 
In all UK safety legislation and the material which flows from it there is the concept of 
controlling risks to a level winch will be As Low as Reasonably Practical (ALARP-see 
paragraph IS). 

3. The duty ofNII is to see tint the appropriate standards are developed, achieved and 
maintained by the licensee, to ensure that any necessary safety precautions are taken and to 
monitor the safety ofplant by means of its powers unter the ticenc» and relevant regulations. 
This duty is carried out by establishing safety requirements for the protection of both woifcera 
and members of the public aid by inspection for compfiance with these requirements at afl 

the licensee remains solely responsible for safety. 

THE STANDARD LICENCE 
r 

4. The heart of the regyfatoiy control system is the licence (and Its attached conditions) winch 
can only be granted to a body ccxporate to use a site for carrying out specified activities. 

licence is the same for a& nuclear installations. The Ibxnce defines the body coipocste who is 
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licensed and in schedules attached to that licence are definitions of the processes permitted, 
the site location and a series of Licence Conditions (Appendix I). 

5. Thus, every licence is unique in detail to its site and it may be varied to exclude any part of 
the site the licensee no longer requires for licensable activities. Before making such a variation 
the Nil, as the administrator of the licensing function, must be satisfied that there is no danger 
from ionising radiations from anything on that part of the site. 

6. Similarly, a licence may be revoked by the Nil or surrendered by the licensee. In either 
event, the licensee will remain responsible for the safety of activities on that site. This period 
of responsibility aids when a new licence has been issued or Nil gives written notice that, in 
Its opinion, there has ceased to be any danger from ionising radiations from anything on that 
site. 

7. The Nil can, at any time, attach to a licence conditions which appear necessary or desirable 
in the interest of safety. There is also the power to revoke conditions attached to a licence 
allowing the licence to be tailored to specific circumstances and the phase in an installation's 
life. However, a standard set of licencd conditions has évolved with the aim of producing 
consistent safety requirements which are non-prescriptive and flexible. These are shown in 
Appendix I. Among other things they deal with: 

a. marking the site boundary 
b. appointment of "Duly Authorised Persons" 
c. the production of safety cases 
d. incident reporting 
e. operating rules as limits and conditions 
f. design, modification, operation, decommissioning and maintenance 
g. control, supervision an̂  training for stafif 
h. control ofwaste (whhout prejudice to the legislation administered by the Department 

of the Environment relating to waste disposal - see also paragraph 36). 
i. emergency arrangements. 

8. In the man, these require the licensee to makeand inclement adequate arrangements 
appropriate to that condition. Therefore;, each ficensee can devdop anangements that best suit 
its business whilst demonstrating that siifety is being adequately managed. Althougfr the 
conditions are the same for most licensees the arrangements to comply may change as the 
installation changes from «me phase to the next and, indeed, change from licensee to licensee. 
By this process the licensee is responsible for the application of detailed safety standards and 
safe procedures for the installation. 

9. The licensee's arrangements are dements of an overall safety management system. Nil 
reviews these arrangements to ensure they are dear, unambiguous and adequately addressthe 
main safety matters. In particular, Nil looks for consistency between the assumptions and the 
commitments made in the safety case and the safety management system. The licensee will 
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need a level of resource commensurate with the risk. A management system should 
demonstrate a commitment to health and safety including a definition of: 

a. lines of authority to adequately control the licensee's own personnel and contractors 

b. adequate staff 

c. precise definition and documentation of duties 

d. integration of Health and Safety into jobs 
e. suitably qualified and experienced posons ensuring adequate in-house expertise 
f. provision of or access to, high levels of safety expertise used actively in peer review 

and safety audit 

NU ORGANISATION 

10. HSFs mission is to ensure that risks to people's health and safety from work activities are 
controlled properly. HSE consists of 11 divisions (see figure 1) of which Nuclear Safety 
Division is one. Nil is the major part ofNudear Safety Division and the divisional structure is 
shown in figure 2. The six branches çre organised in a system of matrix management. The two 
policy branches provide such things as day to day help and information to the Secretaiy of 
State for Trade and Industry and his principal advisers, advice to the Health and Safety 
Commission, nuclear licensing policy, co-ordination ofNITs international work and 
formulation of radiation protection policy for HSE. These Brandies also provide management 
functions forNITs external research support, teaming management, and other management 
services including secretariat to a number of advisory committees. 

11. The two inspection brandies work on a project baas and administer the site licenses for 
nuclear power stations and otter nudear sites. Important features of their work include 
monitoring plant modifications and emergency exercises. 

12. The two assessment brandies support the inspection and policy branches providing 
assessments, usually of licensees' saftey cases. The topic» are alsoshown in figure 2. Broadly, 
Brandi B is assigned analytical topin and Brandi C engineering, although thatisanover 
simplification. 

13. In tins multr&ceted structure the overall aim can be summarised as: 

a. To secure the maintenance and improvement of standards of safety at civil nuclear 
installations 

and 
b. To secure the protection of workers and members of the public from ionising 

radiations. 

The structure gjves the following characteristics to achieve this an: 
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a. the ability to decide priorities centrally, across all branches 

b. the ability to respond rapidly to technical innovation and operational experience s 

c. more consistency in standards as they are developed and applied 

d. clarification of responsibilities for each project 

e. coherent and consistent regulatory requirements as they are developed and applied 
f. advantages in personal development to widen experience and enrich inspectors' 

careers. 

Nil, as part of NSD and HSE is well organised to meet the demands likely to be placed upon 
h. 

TOLERABUJTY OF RISK 

14. HSE's document on the Tolerabilky of Ride (TOR) originates from a recommendation by 
Sir Frank Layfield in his 1986 report of the Sizewell Inquiry [8] into the UK's first PWR. This 
recommended that HSE should formulate and publish guidelines on the tolerable levels of 
individual and societal ride to workers and the public from nuclear power stations. He said the 
opinion of the public should underlie the evaluation of risk but there was then insufficient 
public information to allow understanding of the basis for the regulation of nuclear safety. He 
recommended that as a first step, HSE should publish a document aimed at initiating public, 
expert and parliamentary debate. 

15. In response to Sir Frank Layfieid's recommendation HSE produced the first version of 
TOR in 1988. Public comment was invited and, following dose public scrutiny at the public 
inquiry to build UK's second PWR at Hinkley Point TOR was republished [3]. TOR is a 
straightforward account written for the general public. It discusses how people normally 
approach risk, shows how industrial risks (and nudear risks in particular) are regulated, the 
nature of risk from radiation and how these are calculated. In doing this it established three 
levels of risk: 

a. a ride which is so great or the outcome so unacceptable that it must be refused 
altogether - which can be shortened to unacceptable or intolerable risks: these cannot 
be justified except m extraordinary circumstances 

b. a risk which is or has been made so small that no further precaution is necessary - the 
"broadly acceptable" region where no detailed working is needed to show that risks are 
ALARP 

c. risks that fall between these two states, that have been reduced to the lowest level 
practicable bearing in mind the benefits flowing from their acceptance and taking into 
account the cost of further risk reduction. The injunction laid down in safety law is that 
any such risk must be reduced so far as is reasonably practical. This is the ALARP or 
TolerabDity region 

TOR goes on to quantify these regions for individual risks. This, in turn/forms the basis for 
some of the quantitative limits found in SAPs. 
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES FOR NUCLEAR PLANT 

16. The current SAPs [1] apply to all prescribed civil nuclear installations and supersede 
separate documents developed for reactors [4] and nuclear chemical plant [5J. It is important 
•to note that the SAPs are at the "Principle" level and are not generally targeted at any 
particular type of installation. They are produced to guide inspectors on the assessment of 
safety cases and to promote consistent standards. They are hot standards imposed on licensees 
but they have been published so that anyone who is interested can be aware of the safety 
criteria against which licensees' safety cases will be judged. In common with the licence they 
are non prescriptive and are intended for use with new plant and major plant modifications. 
However, they are also used in safety reviews of older plant - which are required under licence 
conditions - for comparison with modern standards and to give a benchmark against which any. 
argument on what is reasonably practical can be set. SAPs are not intended as an operator's 
design document although there is a need to minimise avoidable inconsistencies. 

17. The bulk of the SAPs set out NITs views on good engineering practice which can be 
regarded as the basis of safe design. However, the overall risk targets incorporated in the 
probabilistic analysis to achieve a balanced design derive their numerical criteria from TOR. 
The doses from normal operation and those from accidents have both a limit of tolerability 
denoted by a Basic Safety Limit (BSL) and a broadly acceptable level or Basic Safety 
Objective (BSO). For example, accidents which lead to off site doses to members of the public 
are expressed in terms of dose frequency relationships which reflect the well accepted concept 
of decreasing frequency with increasing dose. 

18. It is intentional that the bulk of the SAPs address engineering aspects. It is only by 
matching the quality of the engineering to the safety significance of the potential fiuihs that the 
risk targets can be demonstrably met In other words, without the quality of engineering 
underlying the fault analysis there is a considerable difficulty in engendering confidence in the 
risk based numbers. It is at this point that the deterministic meets the probabilistic and such 
aspects as engineering standards, quality research and development and engineering judgement 
play an important part. 

19. The SAPs do make specific reference to chemical plant in a number of places (although the 
number is small), particularly when interpretation of a principle is required. The most obvious 
is in the explanation of Principle P45 which states: 

"Suchplant damage isinterpreted as a degraded core in the case of a reactor. For other 
plant, it would include a major breach ofa vessel pipework etc., together with the potential 
for events suck as fire, explosion or e^essive chemical atk^whidti^^a had to 
degradation of ihe containing cell or its ventialation/filtration system even though there may 
be a safety system provided to prevent such degradation* 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LAW AND OTHER COMPONENTS OF THE 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

20. A recent review of UK Health and Safety Regulation [6] contained a number of 
recommendations. One of these was: 
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"the system of health and safety regulation includes legislation, Approved Codes of Practice 
and guidance. The respective roles of theses components are not well understood. 
Non-mcmdatory guidance is widely - but wrongly - seen as imposing obligations on business, 
and the limited role ofApproved Codes of Practice ( ACOPs) is not generally appreciated. " 

Whilst this is not particularly relevant to our licensees who have a close working relationship, 
with NU, it is not always the case for small companies. Also, there are good reasons to clarify 
the relationship between these in the broadest sense since it improves general understanding of 
the UK regulatory process and the nuclear regulatory process in particular. 

21. The HSWA, its relevant statutory provisions (of which the NIA is one) and regulations 
made under section 1S of the HSWA together constitute the legislative framework which is 
applied to civil nuclear installations. Compliance is mandatory and contravention is a matter 
for appropriate regulatory action. Regulations have the same force of law as the HSWA and 
contraventions are treated in the same way. The NIA empowers HSE to attach conditions to a 
licence at any time which appear necessary or desirable in the interest of safety. This makes the 
licence conditions equivalent to Regulations. • 

22. The section 16 of HSWA also makes provision for "Approval of Codes of Practice": 
f 

"Far the purposes of providingpractical guidance with respect to the requirements of any of 
the provisions (given in the section) or of any existing statutory provisions... 

The important aspect is practical guidance. Such ACOPs do not constitute the law but provide 
help by showing ways to comply with the law. Compliance with an ACOP is a defence in law 
but non-compliance is not an offence provided equivalent safety can be demonstrated by other 
means. This is consistent with the non presaiptiw comxptofthe UK safety regime. Of 
particular relevance is the ACOP associated with the Ionising Radiations Regulations QRRs). 
This provides general guidance particularly relevant to small companies who may not have the 
"in house" expertise available to our major licensees. 

23. HSE also issues general guidance to be helpful to those affected by the legislation as 
empowered by Section 11 of HSWA. Such guidance has no statutory standing in the way an 
ACOP has but it may be used in a court of law as evidenceillustrating good industrial 
practice. HSE's recently published the Notes for Applicants [2] is this type of guidance. 
Conversely, TOR and SAPs show how Nil judge compliance with the licence and other duties 
tfhder HSWA such as the IRRs. As with guidance, they have no statutoiy basis but may be 
used in public inquiries, for example. 

24. Tliis Part has covered the overall fhunewoik for safety regulation in the UK. In such a 
short paper it is impossible to cover all the relevant aspects but it does make clear the 
relationships between the components of the regulatory regime. The crucial point is that Nil 
does not prescribe in detail how the licensees should comply with their legal obligations. It is 
for licensees to present their safety cases as they see fit and for Nil to judge them against the 
SÀPs which are high level goals. There is considerable scope for flexibility and judgement by 
both the licensee and the regulator. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PARTII 

25. The regulatory regime of licensing, regulations and guidance has been outlined in Part I 
and the underlying relationships have been established. This Part demonstrates how a specialist 
Chemical Engineer can be involved in the assessment of safety cases and some of the 
significant features we might look for with reference to a number of SAPs in the 
predominantly non prescriptive regulatory regime of licensing, regulations and guidance in the 
UK. Whilst most, if not all, of the SAPs apply to chemical plant as they do to power reactors, 
I will concentrate on certain SAPs with prime engineering importance. 

ASSESSMENT 

26. In this non prescriptive regime the licensee is free to propose any means to achieve an 
appropriate level of safety. However, he must demonstrate in a clear and unambiguous fashion 
that his proposals are adequate. This demonstration must be objective and traceable. 
Traceability or transparency usually means that it is auditable and documented. Thus there 
should' be a dear link between the underlying concept, the supporting research and 
devdopment and the design. The design, in turn, should be dearly linked to standards germane 
to the safety duty of the hem(s) to which they are applied. In all this there must be a quality 
regime and account must be taken of relevant industrial experience both in the UK and 
internationally. The resulting safety case (sometimes known as a safety justification) may vary 
from a few pages or equivalent, to many volumes. The size depends heavily on the complexity 
of the underlying technology, its safety significance and the risk from the plant to which it 
relates. The usual documentation stages rdevant to safety in a large project before operation 
are [7]: 

a. the reference design 
b. The Preliminary Safety Report (PSR) 
c. The Contract Design Report (CDR) 
d. The Pre-Constniction Safety Report (PCSR) 

and later 
e. the Pie-Commissioning Safety Report (PCmSR) 
£ the Pie-Operational Safety Report (POSR) 

The design reports êg the CDR, aie usually only used for very large projects such as the PWR 
at SizeweDas sufficient information can be provided in the safety reports for smaller plant and 
modifications. Site inspectors also need to seethe operational limits and conditions drawn out 
in compliance with the rdevant licence comlitions. Tte later safety rq>oits folfil that rote. 

27. However, although each safety report is tailored to a particular phase of the plant life, 
there are similarities in the way they are used in NU. InitiaSy, I intend to concentrate on the 
similarities for major projects and safety significant modifications. It is important to note that 
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any assessment by the regulator does not remove the licensee's responsibility for safety. Any 
safety case will undergo scrutiny, including the supporting documents which form an integral 
part of the safety case. The Nil will use its experience and expertise to sample a safety case in 
order to gain confidence in the arguments and how the licensee has met his own criteria taking 
account of their safety significance. These will be examined to ensure a complete and traceable 
safety argument. This assessment is the start of a probing process where the inspector carrying 
out the assessment (the assessor or assessment inspector) tests the licensee's claims and 
assumptions on the selected parts of the safety case until satisfied with the arguments. Often 
this can result in changes to the safety case as well as plant. However, the non prescriptive 
aspect still applies and the licensee is still responsible for demonstrating that plant safety is 
adequate both as a result of any change (safety case or plant) and during the change itself (for 
a physical change). 

28. Thus the implementation of any particular technology is a matter for the licensee. It would 
be wrong for the Nil to insist on the use of a given technology in any particular application. 
What is required at the PSR stage is that the licensee identifies and demonstrates clearly how 
the safety criteria cited in that report will be met; in other words, how the plant and process 
will fulfil its intended safety duty. The fall justification will follow in the PCSR once the design 
has bom better developed. The licensee will alsö have shown that the standards to be 
implemented eg ISO 9000, meet the safety criteria and are matched to their safety significance. 
For large organisations these are usually established centrally outside any particular project 
framework and the demonstration will be that the corporate criteria are met. 

APPLICATION OF THE SAFETY ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES 
! 

29. The safety case assessment is usually managed in Nil by a project officer who may be a 
site inspector or a member of a specialist project management unit. This inspector will seek 
advice from the assessors in a variety of disciplines, relevant to that safety case. In carrying 
out this assessment the bench mark for most assessors are the SAPs. All of this is subject to 
the test of reasonable practicability and this argument is always open to the licensee. 

30. The rationale underlying the qualitative principles is simple, all hazards must be «vended or 
adequately contained. Thus the first task for the chemical engineer is to ascertain if the process ' 
proposed by the licensee has been engineered to avoid potential risks and thus be as benign as 
possible. This is reflected in a number of SAPs. Most notably Key Principles: 

P61 Potential hazards from operation of the proposed plant should be identified. The 
design concept should be such that these Hazards are mûided and safe conditions maintained 
through inherent and, where appropriate, passive features of the deign without reliance on 
control or safety systems. 

P62 The design concept should be such that the sensitivity of the plant to potential faults is 
minimised. The expected plant response to any initiation fault should be as near the top of the 
following list as can reasonably be achieved: 

a. a failure or maloperation should produce no significant operational response, or should 
produce a change in the plant state towards a safer condition; 
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b. following & failure or maloperation, the plait should be rendered safe by the action of 
passive features or engineered safeguards which are continuously available in the state 
required to control the fault; 

c. following a Mure or maloperation the plant should be rendered safe by the action of 
active engineered safeguards which need to be brought into service m response to the 
fault. 

and 

P64 For chemical plants: 

(a) strongly exothermic, or high pressure reactions should be avoided, and any source of 
eneigyreleasedinto the system should Wadequatefy control the state of nuclear 
matter in the plants: 

(b) the choice of process materials, their inventories, the process conditions and containment 
materials should be such as to minimise the consequences of potential faults, and the use or 
generation of hazardous or toxic materials should be avoided; 

and 

(c) the process flowsheet should ensure that process deviations will not move the plant 
towards an unsafe state 

This reflects the general point made in the introductionto the Engineering Principles: 

"However, some (of the principles) are of greater importance than others. They may have a 
major influence on the cost of the plant; CM- they may not have such an effect but are seen as a 
fundamental engineering requirement in a safe plant They may be in neither of these 
categories but are nevertheless of prime importance - die need for the plant to be based on 
a sound concept, for example. " 

and in the previous SAPs [4,5] which said: 

"Dcsign, manufacture, construction and operation are ail key features in the safety of plant A 
sound design concept, a weil engineered and proven design and a high quality of 
manufacture and construction will be required. A high standard of organisation, " 

31. Overall.the engineering quality aspects have always been prominent in the Nil approach to 
safety and they continue to be so.I particularly stressed &e impoftanceof the underlying 
concept for each plant. Whilst, for nuclear chemical plant there is little choice about the 
primary feedstock there are an ensuing plethora of choices for the other inputs to the process 
and thereby the processitself These might be assessed by the operator üsii$oneofanuiiiber 
of stiuCbired approaches of which HAZOP is the best known in the UK. A HAZOP type 
approach can be uaed to assist process choices. Such processes are akin to a technical brain 
storming session (or sessions) guided by a structure, a number of key words in the HAZOP 
case, applied to the entire process to identify potential for adverse occurrences. In safety 
terms, Àe result &ould be a safety ranking for the candidate processes in terms of their 
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potential threat to individuals and the environment taken with the known means to control 
such threats. The technique is widely applied in the conventional chemical industry but has 
rarely been seen applied to ranjc processes in the nuclear industry. It has become common for 
the process choice to be included in safety cases but not usually in structured form. However, 
it is often apparent that some similar thinking processes have been carried Out. It would 
enhance confidence significantly for the regulator if such information reflecting a structured 
and systematic approach to process selection were included at an early stage, for example, the 
PSR. 

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND LIAISON 

32. In the nuclear fuel reprocessing field the regulator has the benefit of the skill and 
experience of the chemical or process engineer. Early involvement from the chemical 
engineering assessor during the licensee's process selection, in liaison with the inspection 
Brandi, will often yield dividends. In the UK regulatory regime the process choice is a matter 
for the licensee to justify and in doing so it must be shown that it would be quite unreasonable 
to incur the extra expense of a safer alternative, otherwise that alternative should be used. This 
is the ALARP principle. This involves the assessor having a knowledge of the process 
alternatives at an early stage. In the light of this knowledge a reasoned judgement can be made 
about the likelihood of the process options being in compliance with the SAPs and ALARP in 
particular. 

33. The objective is an ongoing technical dialogue between the regulator and the licensee to 
ensure that avoidable differences can be overcome at the conceptual stage. Because of the way 
in which the SAPs are applied in each set of circumstances relate to the plant under 
consideration, it is important that the underlying thinking of each side in the assessment 
process is dear. The investment by both sides should not be excessive and, in many cases, 
might involve a nommai time fbr a regular exchange on a routine baàs. 

34. To summarise the advantages and disadvantages of this approach: 

Advantages: 

a. there is an ongoing updating of thinking on the technical front as it develops on both 
sides 

b. there is greater confidence that the ficenseeis pursuing a course of action which is not 
likefy to require major changes at a later stage 

c. there is enhanced confidence devdoped in the regulator that the licensee is giving 
safety an appropriate profile in the technical thinking in the light of modern commercial 
pressure 

Disadvantages: 

a. there will be an ongoing commitment from both sides on a regular basis 
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b. there will be a communication commitment both within thelicensee'sorganisation and 
that of the regulator to ensure that those who need to know the early information get it 
quickly and accurately 

Without current, formal, practical experience in these technical aspects it is not possible to 
. balance the costs and benefits with any accuracy although such a balance becomes particularly 

important in the current financial climate in the UK. This becomes even more difficult when 
the outcome may be very many years away and standards can change in the gestation period. 
However,there have been a number of examples of successful liaison between Nil and its 
licensees over many years for other purposes. 

35. Thevalue of dose and early liaison between Nil and its licensees has been highlighted at 
public inquiries. In the last decade or so these have included: 

a. the Sizewell B public inquiry under Sir Frank Layfield. This followed many years of 
Nil assessment for the PWR in the U K and Sir Frank stated in lus report [8]: 

"Confidence am be placed in the technical competence of the Nil and CEGB in 
' carrying out their reqxctive responsibilities for the safety of the Sizewell B project " 

b. the Hinkley Point C public inquiry under Michad Barnes QC who in his report said 
m-. 
Itis scarcely possible to ex^gmxte^mportcmce^dießH^emaüqfAeNIlon 
matters of safety. - .— Their history, experience and organisation all combine to add 
weight to their judgement .* 

Such experience and judgement is onfy gained by continued critical testing of safety 
cases presented on the technical aspects of the plants proposed by licensees and an 
awareness of international developments. 

c. the inquiry into UKAEA's proposal to build a European Demonstration Reprocessing 
plant at Dounreay, Thurso in Scotland held tinder Mr BdL He repotted [11]: 

"It cannot therefore be a valid criticism ofregulatory agencies that they discuss toe 
safety implications of a project at an early stage; nor should exception be taken to 
such dialogue continuing under one statutory code while a lengthy PLI (public local 
inquiry) proceeds under apeavdlel plamh^code. Theeartyinv^vfimMi^Nn in 
considerations ofdesign safety is encouraged by government policy." 

d. the recent review of potential candidate reactor designs undertaken in anticipation of 
the government's current review of the nudear power industry. In this the NU 
undertook a review of the possible Teactor designs which might be considered by the 
current (and possibly future) licensees. This extensive tranche of pre-emptive technical 
work should put both the indushy and the regulator in a good position to speak 
authoritativdy to the government's review. 
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e. in the current political climate it has become even more necessary to ensure that there 
as few hindrances to the assessment process as is reasonable. In the recent past, Nil 
senior managers have met with their counterparts in the industry and there is a ongoing 
commitment to ensure no undue delays in any safety submission. Obviously, if the 
technical basis for any such submission is well known to the regulator and the licensee 
is aware of the current regulatory thinking such difficulties can be minimised without 
compromising safety or the integrity of either organisation. 

% 
Thus, in the widest sense, good liaison pays dividends for both the licensee and the regulator. 
Some of these can be readily identified: 

a. that each side is aware of developments and thereby avoidable difficulties can be 
resolved as soon as practical. 

b. the licensee (or potential licensee) can be confident that investments can be undertaken 
with minimum financial risk 

c. both organisations present a sound and competent face in public 
• 

Therefore, there is every reason to continue this work. In particular, for reprocessing plant the 
chemical engineer plays a key technical role and should be involved in technical liaison. Also, 
such a technical liaison should provide adequate information in support of the overall process 
to engender confidence in the final conceptual design choices 

36. The current generation of plants either in design and construction or in commissioning at 
Sdlafield are largely waste management plants with the significant exception of THORP. 
Since BNFL's Sellafield site evolved from plant which had been initially intended for weapons 
development there are a number of older plants which have readied the end of their useful 
working lives. These are to be decommissioned on a rolling programme. However, records of 
construction and operation which would have assisted in decommissioning are often sketchy 
and some are missing. Therefore there can be significant uncertainties in deconunissianing 
justification which must be dealt with pnidently. Assessment experience shows that there are 
additional aspects winch must be taken into account The main ones include: 

a. how the process conforms with Nil policy. Most rdevant is the policy that waste 
forms should be immobilised as soon as reasonably practical after their creation. Tins 
can be seen in action in the Windscale Vitrification Plant (WVP) and thè recent cement 
encapsulation plants - all at Sellafield. 

b. how the process fits into the overall UK national waste management strategy. Overall 
responsibility for waste strategy in the UK lies; with the Department of the 
Environment and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, known as the 
Authorising Departments (as they grant an Authorisation for waste disposal under their 
separate legislation). In decommissioning there must be a balance between the nuclear 
safety requirements and those for disposal. 

c. overall integration into the site framework. Where there is considerable uncertainty 
about a waste feedstock and analysis is difficult (if not impossible), then any-such plant 
must be designed to a very conservative specification which takes account of all 
reasonably foreseeable eventualities. The design concept is vital in such instances. 
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UnhB2inNÏI deals with boih the conceptual design stages for diemical plant and with waste 
maniement. This organisationalfeature has eased any potential assessment difficulty where 
there may bea clash of interest at the concept stage. 

cmaausims 

37. In Part I of this paper I have outlined the regulatoryregime in the ISC hi#üightingthe 
AL ARP prinriple, I have shown how from the thinking in Tolerability of Risk (TOR) there is a 
direct link into the Safety Assessment Principles for nudear plant (SAPs) and how theHSE's 
Nudear SafetyDivision, ofwhichNII is a part, is well organised to do its work. I highlight the 
differences between legislation, approved codes of practice (ACOPs) and guidance. In Part n 
I have shown, in part* the process of assessment, how it may be applied to thedesign concept 
stage of a project and how an interchange on the licensee's current conceptual thinking and 

38.1 believe that for a small increment in effort there are benefits in involving the regulator, 
ami the chemical engineering assessor in particular, at the conceptual stage of prtgects since 

is a past record of success in liaison betwem licensee and regulators 
experience indicates a poshive cost benefit relationship in the medium to long term. 

ÂŒNQWÉM&^EÊttSNT 

39. This paper has drawn freely on the work of a number of colleagues. I would like to thank 
many colleagues& the Inspectorate for their hdp in preparing tins paper. The views 
expressed are those of fee author and are not necessarily the views of the NIL 
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Figure 2: Nuclear Safety Division 
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1. INTERPRETATION 

(1) In the conditions set out in this Schedule to this licence, unless the context otherwise 
requires, the following expressions have the meanings hereby respectively assigned to them, 
that is to say -

"commissioning" means the process during which plant components and systems, 
having been constructed or modified, are made operational and verified to be In 
accordance with design assumptions and to have met the appropriate safety criteria; 

"excepted matter" has the meaning assigned thereto in the Nuclear Installations Act 
1965 (as amended) and the Nuclear Installations (Excepted Matter) Regulations 1978 
made thereunder, 

"the Executive" means the Health & Safety Executive; 

"experiment" means any test or non-routine activity other than an activity carried out 
pursuant to conditions 21 and 28; 

"installation" means "nuclear installation" and has the meaning assigned thereto in the 
Nuclear Installations Act 1965 (as amended); 

"the licensee" and "the site" each has the meaning assigned thereto in paragraph 1 of 
this licence; 

"modification" means any alteration to buildings, plants, operations, processes or 
safety cases and includes any replacement, refurbishment or repairs to existing 
buildings, plants or processes and alterations to the design of plants during the period 
of construction; 

"nuclear matter" and "rdevant ate" each has the meaning assigned thereto in the 
Nudear Installations Act 1965 (as amended); 

"nuclear safety committee" means any nudear safety committee established pursuant to 
condition 13 of this Schedule; 

operations includes maintenance, examination, testing and operation of the plant and 
the treatment, processing, keeping, storing, accumulating or carriage of any radioactive 
material or radioactive waste and "operating" and "operational" shall be construed 
accordingly; 

"radioactive material" and "radioactive waste" each has the meaning assigned thereto 
in the Radioactive Substances Act i960; 

"safety" refers to the safety of persons whether on or off the she; 

"safety case" means the document or documents produced by the licensee in 
accordance with condition 14 of this Schedule. 
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(2) Intheseconditions except where the ccMtt«xt othepwise requircs -

(a) any reference to the singular shall indude the piural and vice versa and any 
reference tothe masculine shall includeâhefemiràe; 

any reference to any arrangement, agreement, approval, consent, direction, 
or any 

. vice versa) shallbe 

any reference to a numbered condition is ta reference to the JO 

Where in these conditions theExecutiverequiresanymal^^ 
or to ! 

(a) from time to time modify, revise or withdraw either wholly or in part anysuch 
i or consent; 

approve ehher whoUy or in part any modification or reviskm or any proposed 

2. 

(2) The licensee dull submit to the Executive for approval such part or puts of the 

(3) The licensee afaaS ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is nude to 
i or amendment. 

(4) 
or 

(5) The licensee shall, if so dij 
in auch positions as the Executive may 
property-maintained. 

ive, erect appropriate fences oil the site 
specify and dull enure feat all such fences are 

3. 

The licensee ahall not convey, ; let or part with possession of fee she or any 

(1) The licensee shall ensure feat no nudear master is brought onto the site except m 
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(2) The licensee shall ensure that no nuclear matter is stored on the site except in 
accordance with adequate arrangements made by the licensee for this purpose. 

(3) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(4) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

(5) For new installations, if the Executive so specifies, the licensee shall ensure that no 
nuclear matter intended for use in connection with the new installation is brought onto the site 
for the first time without the consent of the Executive. 

5. CONSIGNMENT OF NUCLEAR MATTER 

(1) The licensee shall not consign nuclear matter (other than excepted matter and 
radioactive waste) to any place in the United Kingdom other than a relevant site except with 
the consent of the Executive. 

(2) The licensee shall keep a record of all nuclear matter (including excepted matter and 
radioactive waste ) consigned from the site and such record shall contain particulars of the 
amount, type and form of such nuclear matter, the manner in which h was packed, the name 
and address of the person to whom it was consigned and the date when it left the site. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that the aforesaid record is preserved for 30 years from the 
date of dispatch or such other period as the Executive may approve except in the case of any 
consignment or part thereof subsequently stolen, lost, jettisoned or abandoned, in which case 
the record shall be preserved for a period of 50 years from the date of such theft loss, 
jettisoning or abandoning. 

6. DOCUMENTS, RECORDS, AUTHORITIES AND CERTIFICATES 

(1) The licensee shall make adequate records to demonstrate compliance with any of the 
conditions attached to tins licence. 

(2) Without prejudice to any other requirements of the conditions attached to this 
ficence the licensee shall make and implement adequate anangements to ensure that every 
document required, every record made, every authority, consent or approval granted and 
every direction or certificate issued in pursuance of the conditions attached to this licence is 
preserved for 30 years or such other periods as the Executive may approve. 

(3) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(4) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 
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(5) The licensee shall furnish to the Executive copies of any such document, record, 
authority or certificate as the Executive may specify. 

7. INCIDENTS ON THE SITE 

(1) The licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements for the notification, 
recording, investigation and reporting of such incidents occurring on the site: 

(a) as is required by any other condition attached to tins licence; 

(b) as the Executive may specify; and 

(c) as the licensee considers necessary. 

(2) The licensee shall submit to fee Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
fee approved arrangements unless fee Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

8. WARNING NOTICES 

The licensee shall ensure that suitable and sufficient notices are kept on fee she for the 
purposes of informing persons thereon of each of the following matters, that is to say: 

(a) the meaning of any warning signal used on the she; 

(b) the location of any exh from any place on the site, bong an exh provided for 
use in the event of an emergency, 

(c) the measures to be taken by such persons in the event of fire breaking out on 
the site or in fee event of any other emergency; 

and that such notices are kept posted in such positions and in such characters as to be 
conveniently read by those persons. 

9. INSTRUCTIONS T O PERSONS ON THE SITE 

The licensee shall ensure that every person authorised to be on the site receives adequate 
instructions (to fee extent that this is necessary having regard to the circumstances of that 
person bong on fee ate) as regards fee rides and hazards associated wife fee plant and its 
operation, fee precautions to be observed in connection therewith and the action to be taken in 
the event of an accident or emergency on the site. 

— / 

10. TRAINING 

(1) The licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements for suitable training of 
all those on site who have responsibility for any operations which may affect safety. 
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(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

11. EMERGENCY ARRANGEMENTS 

(1) Without prejudice to any other requirements of the conditions attached to this licence 
die licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements for dealing with any accident or 
emergency arising on the site and their effects. 

(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

(4) Where any such arrangements require the assistance or co-operation o£ or render it 
necessary or expedient to make use of the services of any person, local authority or other body 
the licensee shall ensure that each person, local authority or other body is consulted in the 
making of such arrangements. 

(5) The licensee shall ensure that such arrangements are rehearsed at such intervals and at 
such times and to such extent as the Executive may specify or, where the Executive has not so 
specified, as the licensee considers necessary. 

(6) The licensee shall ensure that such arrangements include procedures to ensure that all 
petrous in his employ who have duties in connection with such arrangements are properly 
instructed in the performance of the same, in the use of the equipment required and the 
precautions to be observed in connection therewith. 

12. DULY AUTHORISED AND OTHER SUITABLY QUALIFIED AND 
EXPERIENCED PERSONS 

(1) The licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements to ensure that only 
suitably qualified and experienced persons perform any duties which may affect the safety of 
operations on the site or any duties assigned by or under these conditions or any arrangements 
required under these conditions. 

(2) The aforesaid arrangements shall also provide for the appointment, in appropriate 
cases, of duly authorised persons to control and supervise operations which may affect plant 
safety. 

(3) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(4) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 
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(S) The licensee shall ensure that no person continues to act as a duty authorised person i£ 
in the opinion of the Executive, he is unfit to act in that capacity and the Executive has notified 
the licensee to that effect. 

13 NUCLEAR SAFETY COMMITTEE 

(1) The licensee shall establish a nuclear safety committee or committees to which it shatt 
refer for consideration and advice fee following: 

(a) all matters required by or under fees» conditions to be referred to a nuclear 
safety committee; 

(b) such arrangements or documents required by these conditions as the Executive 
may specify and any subsequent alteration or amendment to such specified 
arrangements or documents; 

(c) any matter on the site affecting safety on or off the site which the Executive 
may specify; and 

(d) any other matter which the licensee considers should be referred to a nuclear 
safety committee. 

(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval the terms of reference of any 
such nuclear safety committee and shall not form a nuclear safety committee without fee 
aforesaid approval 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the terms of reference of such a nuclear safety committee unless the Executive has approved 
such alteration or amendment 

(4) The ficensee shall appoint at least seven persons as members of a nuclear safety 
committee including one or more members who are independent of fee licensee's operations 
and shall ensure that at least five members are present at each meeting including at least one 
independent member. 

(5) The ficensee shall furnish to the Executive the name, qualifications, particulars of 
current poste held and the previous rdevant experience of every person whom he appoints as a 
member bf any nuclear safety committee forthwith after making such appointment 
Notwithstanding such appointment the licensee shall ensure feat a person so appointed does 
not remain a mendier ofany nudear safety committee if the Executive notifies the licensee that 
it does not agree to the appointment 

(6) The licensee shall ensure that the qualifications, current posts held and previous 
rdevant experience of the members of any such comnnttele, taken as a whole, are such as to 
enable that committee to consider any matter likely to be referred to it and to advise the 
licensee authoritatively and, so far as practicable, independently. 
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(7) The licensee shall ensure that a nuclear safety committee shall consider or advise only 
during the course of a properly constituted meeting of that committee. 

(8) The licensee shall send to the Executive within 14 days of any meeting of any such 
committee a full and accurate record of all matters discussed at that meeting including in 
particular any advice given to the licensee. 

(9) The licensee shall furnish to the Executive copies of any document or any category of 
documents considered at any such meetings that the Executive may specify. 

(10) The licensee shall notify the Executive as soon as practicable if it is intended to reject, 
in whole or in part, any advice given by any such committee together with the reasons for such 
rejection. 

(11) Notwithstanding paragraph (7) of this condition, where it becomes necessary to obtain 
consideration o£ or advice on, urgent safety proposals (which would normally be considered 
by a nuclear safety committee) the licensee may do so in accordance with appropriate 
arrangements made for the purpose by the licensee, considered by the relevant nuclear safety 
committee and approved by the Executive. 

(12) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements described in paragraph (11) of this condition unless the relevant 
nuclear safety committee has considered and the Executive has approved such alteration or 
amendment. 

14. SAFETY DOCUMENTATION 

(1) Without prejudice to any other requirements of the conditions attached to this licence 
the licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements for the production and 
assessment of safety cases consisting of documentation to justify safety during the design, 
construction, manufacture, commissioning, operation and decommissioning phases of the 
installation. 

(2) The licensee shall submh to the Executive for approval such pfcrt or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment 

(4) The licensee shall furnish to the Executive copies of any such documentation or any 
such category of documentation as the Executive may specify. 

15. PERIODIC REVIEW 
* 

(1) The licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements for the periodic and 
systematic review and reassessment of safety cases. 

(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 
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(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
thé approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

(4) The licensee shall, if so directed by the Executive, carry out a review and reassessment 
of safety and submit a report of such review and reassessment to the Executive at such 
intervals, within such a period and for such of the matters or operations as may be specified in 
the direction. 

16. SITE PLANS, DESIGNS AND SPECIFICATIONS 

(1) Hie licensee shall submit to the Executive ah adequate {din of the site (hereinafter 
referred to as fee site plan) showing fee location of fee boundary of fee licensed site and every 
building or plant on the site which might affect safety. 

(2) The licensee shall submit to fee Executive with fee site plan a schedule giving 
particulars of each such building and plant thereon and fee operations associated therewith. 

(3) If any changes are made on fee site which affect fee said buildings, plant or operations, 
fee licensee shall forthwith send ah amended ate plan and schedule tô the Executive 
incorporating these changes. 

(4) Thé licensee shall furnish to fee Executive such plans, designs, specifications or other 
information relating to such buildings, plants and operations as the Executive may specify. 

17. QUALITY ASSURANCE 

(1) Without prejudice to any other requirements of the concfitkms attached to this licence 
the ficensee shall nuke and implement adequate quality assurance arrangements in respect of 
aU matters whichmay affect safety. 

(2) The ficensee shall submit to fee Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
fee approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

(4) The licensee shall furnish to the Executive such copies of records or documents made 
in Connection wife fee aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

18. RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION 

(1) The licensee shift make and iihpfement adequate arrangements for the assessment of 
fee average effective döse equivalent (including any committed effective dose equivalent) to 
stich class or dûtes of persons as may be specified in the aforesaid arrangements tod fee 
licensee shall forthwith notify the Executive if fee average effective dose equivalent to such 
class or classes of persons exceeds such level as the Executive may specify. 
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(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

19. CONSTRUCTION OR INSTALLATION OF NEW PLANT 

(1) Where the licensee proposes to construct or install any new plant which may affect 
safety the licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements to control the 

< construction or installation. 

(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. -

(4) The aforesaid arrangements shall where appropriate divide the construction or 
installation into stages. Where the Executive so specifies the licensee shall not commence nor 
thereafter proceed from one stage to the next of the construction or installation without the 
consent of the Executive. The arrangements shall include a requirement for the provision of 
adequate documentation to justify the safety of the proposed construction or installation and 
shall where appropriate provide for the submission of this documentation to the Executive. 

N 

(5) The licensee shall, if so directed by the Executive, halt the construction or installation 
of a plant and the licensee shall not recommence such construction or installation without the 
consent of the Executive. 

20. MODIFICATION T O DESIGN OF PLANT UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

(1) The licensee shall ensure that no modification to the design which may affect safety is 
made to any plant during the period of construction except ih accordance with adequate 
arrangements made and implemented by the licensee for thatpuipose. 

(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

(4) The aforesaid arrangements shall provide for the classification of modifications 
according to their safety significance. The arrangements shall where appropriate divide 
modifications into stages. Where the Executive so specifies the licensee shall not 
commence nor thereafter proceed from one stage to the next of the modification without 
the consent of the Executive. The arrangements shall include a requirement for the provision 
of adequate documentation to justify the safety of the proposed modification and shall where 
appropriate provide for the submission of this documentation to the Executive. 
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21. COMMISSIONING 

(1) The licensee shall Wake and implemerit adequate arrangements for the comirtissioning 
of any plant or process which may affect safety. 

(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part of parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive -nay specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration ot amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

(4) The aforesaid arrangements shall where appropriate divide the commissioning into 
stages. Where die Executive so specifies the licensee shall not commence nor thereafter 
proceed from one stage to the next of the commissioning without the consent of the 
Executive. The arrangements shall include & requirement for the provision of adequate 
documentation to justify the safety of the proposed comihissiGimq; and shall Where 
appropriate provide for the submission of this documentation to the Executive. 

(5) The licensee shall appoint à suitably qualified person or persons for the purpose of 
controlling, witnessing, recording and assessing the results of any tern carried out in 
accordance with the requirements of the afoi^d c o m i i ^ o i ^ airiuigenwats. 

(6) The licensee shall ensure that full and accurate records are kept of the results of evefy 
test and operation carried out in pursuance of this condition. 

(7) The licensee shall ensure tint no plant or process which nay affect safety is operated 
(except for the purpose of commissioning) until: 

(a) the appropriate stage of commissioning has been completed and a report of 
such commissioning, including any results and assessments of any tests as may have 
been required under the commissioniig arrangements referred to in paragraph (1) of 
thiscondition, has been considered in accordance with those arrangements; and 

(b) a safety case or cases as approjjttiatê  which shall include the safely implications 
of modifications made since the commencement of construction of the plant and those 
arisixg from the commissioning of Ae phut, and any matters whereby the operation of 
tile plant may be affected by sucé modifications or commissioning, has been considered 
in accordance with the Mffiifê Bitilŝ ^ irtâRarisd to in panignqili (1> ccns^&m. 

(8) The licensee shall, if so notified by the Executive, submit to the Executive the safety 
case for the aforesaid plant or processes prepared in pursuance of paragraph (7) of this 
condition and shall not commence operation of the relevant plant or process without the 
consent of the Executive. 

/ 

22. MODIFICATION OR EXPERIMENT ON EXISTING PLANT 

(1) The licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements to control any 
modification ôr experiment carried out on any part of the existing plant or processes which 
may affect safety. 
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(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

(4) The aforesaid arrangements shall provide for the classification of modifications or 
experiments according to their safety significance. The arrangements shall where appropriate 
divide the modification or experiment into stages. Where the Executive so specifies the 

* licensee shall not commence nor thereafter proceed from one stage to the next of the 
ïyv modification or experiment without the consent of the Executive. The arrangements shall 

include a requirement for the provision of adequate documentation to justify the safety of the 
proposed modification or experiment and shall where appropriate provide for the submission 
of the documentation to the Executive. 

5. The licensee shall, if so directed by the Executive, halt the modification or experiment 
and the licensee shall not recommence such modification or experiment without the consent of 
the Executive. 

23. OPERATING RULES 

(1) The licensee shall, in respect of any operation that may affect safety, produce an 
adequate safety case to demonstrate the safety of that operation and to identify the conditions 
and limits necessary in the interests of safety. Such conditions and limits shall hereinafter be 
referred to as operating rules. 

(2) The licensee, where thé Executive so specifies, shall refer the operating rules arising 
from paragraph (1) of tins condition to the relevant nuclear safety committee fer 
consideration. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that operations are at all times controlled and carried out in 
compliance with such operating rules. Where the person appointed by the licensee for the 
purposes of condition 26 identifies any matter indicating that the safety of any operation or the 
safe condition of any plant may be affected that person shall bring that matter to the attention 
of the licensee forthwith who shall take appropriate action and ensure the matter is then 
notified, recorded, investigated and reported in accordance with arrangements made under 
condition 7. 

(4) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such of the aforesaid operating 
tules as the Executive may specify. 

(5) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
any approved operating rule unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

(6) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this condition the Executive may, if in its ^ 
opinion circumstances render it necessary at any time, agree to the temporary suspension of 
any approved operating rule. 
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24. O^RAn^G'BSFS^IRUCliriÖKS 

f (1) ^ t ö lii^nsee shall aisure that all operations which may affect safety are carried, out in 
sJ t ieä&aofeä^ ' iM^^ referred to as operating instructions. 

(2) The licensee shall ensure that such operating instructions include any instructions 
necessary in the interests of safety and any instructions necessary to ensure that any operating 
rules are implemented. 

(3) The licensee shall, if sospecified bytheExecutive, furnish totheExecutive copies of 
such operating instructions and when any alteration is nuide to the operating instructions 
furnished to the Executive, the licenseeghall ensure that suchaiterationis furnished to the 
Executive within such time as may be specified. 

(4) The licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements for the preparation, 
review and amendment of such operating instructions. 

(5) Thelicensee shall submit to the Executivefor approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as lira Executive may specify. 

(6) The ficensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

25. OPERATIONAL RECORDS 

(1) The licensee dull ensure tint adequate records axe made of the operation, inspection 
and maintenance of any plant which may affect safety. 

(2) The aforesaid records shall include rbcords of the amount and location of all 
radioactive material, including nuclear fuel and radioactive waste, used, processed, stored or 
accumulated upon the site at any time. 

(3) The licensee shall record such additional particulars as the Executive may specify. 

(4) The licensee shall fiomsh to the Executive suchcopies of extracts from such records at 
such times as the Executive may specify. 

26. CONTROL AND SUPERVISION OF OPERATIONS 

The licensee shall ensure that no operations are carried out which may affect safety except 
under the amtrol aad sî pervkion of suitably qualified and experienced persons appointed for 
thatptspose by the licensee. 

27. SAFETYMECHANKMS,DEVICES ANDCIRCUTIS 

Theüeenseeshallensure that,a plant is not operated, inspected, maintained or tested unless 
suitable and sufficient safety mechanisms, devices and (»cuits are properly connected and in 
good woridng order. 
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28. EXAMINATION, INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND TESTING 

(1) The licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements for the regular and 
systematic examination, inspection, maintenance and testing of all plant which may affect 
safety. 

(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
^ aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. 

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

(4) The aforesaid arrangements shall provide for the preparation of a plant maintenance 
schedule for each plant. The licensee shall submit to the Executive for its approval such part 
or parts ofany plant maintenance schedule as the Executive may specify. 

(5) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
any approved part of any plant maintenance schedule unless the Executive has approved such 
alteration or amendment. 

(6) The licensee shall ensure in the interests of safety that every examination, inspection, 
maintenance and test of a plant or any part thereof is carried out : 

(a) by suitably qualified and experienced persons; 

(b) in accordance with schemes laid down in writing; 

(c) within the intervals specified in the plant maintenance schedule; and 

(d) , under the control and supervision of a suitably qualified and experienced 
person appointed by the licensee tor that purpose. 

(7) Notwithstanding the above paragraphs of this condition the Executive may agree to an 
extension ofany interval specified in the plant maintenance schedule. 

(8) When any examination, inspection, maintenance or test of any part of a plant reveals 
any matter indicating that the safe operation or safe condition of that plant may be affected, 
the suitably qualified and experienced person appointed to control or supervise any such 
examination, inspection, maintenance or test shall bring it to the attention of the licensee 
forthwith who shall take appropriate action and ensure the matter is then notified, recorded, 
investigated and reported in accordance with arrangements made under condition 7. 

(9) The licensee shall ensure that a full and accurate report of every examination, 
inspection, maintenance or test ofany part of a plant indicating the date thereof and signed by 
the suitably qualified and experienced person appointed by the licensee to control and 
supervise such examination, inspection, maintenance or test is made to the licensee forthwith 
upon completion of the said examination, inspection, maintenance or test. 
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29. DUTY TO CARRY OUT TESTS, INSPECTIONS AND EXAMINATIONS 

(1) The licensee shall carry out such tests, inspections and examinations in connection with 
any plant (in addition to any carried out under condition 28 above) as the Executive may, after 
consultation with the licensee, specify. 

(2) The licensee shall furnish the results o f ^ y such tests, iiispettions and examinations 
carried (Hit in accordance with paragraph (1) of this conditionto the Executive as soon as 
practicable. 

30. PERIODIC SHUTDOWN 

(1) When necessary for the purpose of enabling any examination, inspection, maintenance 
or testing of any plant or process to take place, the licensee shall ensure that any such plant or 
process shall be shut down in accordance with the requirements of its plant maintenance 
schedule referred to in condition 28. 

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of this condition the Executive may agree to an 
extension of a plant's operating period. 

(3) The licensee shall, if so specified by the Executive, ensure that when a plant or process 
is shut down in pursuance of paragraph (1) of this condition it shall not be started up again 
thereafter without the consent of the Executive. 

31. SHUTDOWN OF SPECIFIED OPERATIONS 

(1) Hie licensee shall, if so directed by die Executive, shut down any plant, operation or 
process on the site within such period as the Executive may specify. 

(2) The licensee shall ensure that when a plant, cperation or process is shut down in 
pursuance of paragraph (1) of this condition it shall not be started up again thereafter without 
the consent of the Executive. 

32. ACCUMULATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

(1) Hie licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements for minimiaiiig so far as 
is reasonably "practicable the rate of production and total quantity of radioactive waste 
accumulated on the site at aHy time and for recording the waste so accumulated 

(2) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify. -

(3) The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
die approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or amendment. 

(4) Without prejudice to paragraph (1) of this condition the licensee shall ensure that 
radioactive ^wa^^œcumulattf or stored on the she complies with such limitations as to 
quantity, type and form as may be specified by the Executive. 
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(5) The licensee shall, if so specified by the Executive, not accumulate radioactive waste 
except in a place and in a manner approved by the Executive. 

33. DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

The licensee shall, if so directed by the Executive, ensure that radioactive waste accumulated 
or stored on the site is disposed of as the Executive may specify and in accordance with- a 
authorisation granted under the Radioactive Substances Act 1960 or, as the case may be, the 
Radioactive Substances Act 1993. 

34. LEAKAGE AND ESCAPE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL AND 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

r 

(1) The licensee shall ensure, so fer as is reasonably practicable, that radioactive material 
and radioactive waste on the site is at all times adequately controlled or contained so that it 
cannot leak or otherwise escape from such control or containment. 

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of this condition the licensee shall ensure, so fer as is 
reasonably practicable, that no such leak or escape of radioactive material or radioactive waste 
can occur without being detected, and that any such leak or escape is then notified, recorded, 
investigated and reported in accordance with arrangements made under condition 7. 

(3) Nothing in this condition shall apply to discharges or releases of radioactive waste in 
accordance with an approved operating rule or with disposal authorisations granted under the 
Radioactive Substances Act 1960 or as the case may be the Radioactive Substances Act 1993. 

35. DECOMMISSIONING 

(1) The licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements for the 
decommissioning of any plant or process which may affect safety. 

(2) The licensee shall make arrangements for the production and implementation of 
decommissioning programmes for each plant 

(3) The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the 
aforesaid arrangements or programmes as the Executive may specify. 

(4) The ficensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to 
the approved arrangements or programmes unless the Executive has approved such alteration 
or amendment j 

(5) The aforesaid arrangements shall where appropriate divide the decommissioning into 
stages. Where the Executive so specifies the licensee shall not commence nor thereafter 
proceed from one stage to the next of the decommissioning without the consent of the 
Executive. The arrangements shall include a requirement for the provision of adequate 
documentation to justify the safety of the proposed decommissioning and shall where 
appropriate provide for the submission of this documentation to the Executive. 
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(6) TU« üeemee shafl; if so digested by the Executive where it appears to them to be in the 
imtPMbi ofsafiïty» commence deeommisiiowag in accordance with the «foresaid: arrangements 
and programmes. 

(?) The icensee shall, if so directed by the Executive, halt the decommissioning of a plant 
and the licensee shall not recommence such decommissioning without the consent of the 
Executive. 
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SUMMARY 

This paper examines the regulation by the Health and Safety Executive's Nuclear 
Installations Inspectorate of waste retrieval projects at Sellafield. 

Drawing on two examples of current projects, I analyse some safety aspects related to 
waste retrieval and identify generic regulatory lessons learnt. Of central importance is 
the need to ensure that waste forms are chemically and physically stable, and so 
suitable for safe long term storage. 

HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate has gained valuable experience through its 
regulation of these projects. I set out the key regulatory lessons learnt in the hope that 
this experience will benefit members of the OECD/NEA Working Group on Fuel Cycle 
Safety. 

i 

Note 
* 

The views in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily represent those 
of HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate. 
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The Regulation bv Nil of MAGNOX Waste Retrieval Projects 
at Sellafield 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper explains the work carried out by Her Majesty's Nuclear Installations 
Inspectorate (Nil), part of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), to regulate projects 
associated with the post operational clean out and decommissioning of intermediate 
level Magnox waste storage facilities at Sellafield, operated by British Nuclear Fuels pic 
(BNFL). Several projects are currently in progress, or are planned, to retrieve this 
waste. Through examples of these projects, thé paper discusses the 
significance of the waste retrieval work and identifies the key regulatory lessons learnt. 

The basis of UK health and safety law is that the persons who create a risk to people's 
health and safety are responsible for ensuring that the risk is property controlled. The 
role of Nil, on behalf of HSE, is to ensure that the operators of nuclear installations 
discharge this duty properly. The main legislation governing the safety of nuclear 
installations is the Health and Safety at Work etc Act, 1974, and the relevant statutory 
provisions of the Nuclear Installations Act, 1965, as amended. Nil's regulatory powers 
derive from these Acts of Parliament. Nil regulates the safety of nuclear installations 
via a Site Licence under the Nuclear Installations Ad. My colleague Dr Trimble has 
prepared a complementary Working Group paper (1) which deals more fully with the 
legal basis of Nil's work, and I invite the reader to consult this paper for further 
information on this topic. 

Nil has been concerned that certain high-hazard waste storage arrangements are 
being prolonged for longer than previously envisaged. Over a period of time Nil has 
applied pressure to BNFL to develop a strategy for safe long term storage. BNFL in 
turn came to realise that they could not sustain a long term safety justification for 
current storage arrangements, and indeed that there were business-related incentives 
to improve levels of safety at the plants in question. As a result, an acceptable strategy 
is now established: 

retrieval of the waste; 

immobilisation in a cement matrix; 
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Immobilisation and storage are not discussed further in this paper, which concentrates 
on the first step of waste retrieval But firsi, I summarise Nil's approach to the 
regulation of projects. 

REGULATION OF PROJECTS ON NUCLEAR CHEMICAL PLANT 

When an operator of a nuclear installation wishes to carry out any activity on its site 
which might affect nuclear safety, it should assess the safety significance of that activity 
in accordance with its arrangements under the Site Licence. The operator should then 
prepare a safety case, usually in a standard format, and for all those activities which 
have more than a minor bearing on nuclear safety the operator should send the safety 
case to Nil. [Nil also has the right to review all safety cases, and to challenge the 
operator's categorisation of safety significance.] 

These activities are referred to as protects. There are essentially three types of 
projects : 

New plant; 
Modifications to existing plant; 
Post-operational dean out and decommissioning. 

Within Nil's organisation, each project is handled by an individual inspector, whose 
task is to regulate that project in accordance with the site licence, to arrange specialist 
assessment of the safety case where appropriate, and to inspect the project for 
compliance with the Site Licence and other relevant statutory provisions. Regulation m 
this context includes the preparation and issue of enforcement notices and actions 
under the licence (formal instruments which are the exercise of Nil's legal powers and 
allow operators to carry out given tasks or forbid certain actions), the investigation of 
incidents, and so on. Another key task for the project inspector is to liaise with the 
Authorising Departments, who have responsibility for authorising discharges of 
radioactivity from nudear installations. 

Each project can be sub-divided into a number of stages, dependent upon its 
complexity. Nil singles out installation and active commissioning of projects as the two 
Hey stages. Installation, because Nil needs to be satisfied that the operator has an 
adequate safety case before any permanent work is started. And active 
commissioning, because this is the first time that any radioactivity is introduced on a 
project, and Nil must be satisfied that safety documentation demonstrates that all 
safety systems have been property identified and will be thoroughly challenged during 
active commissioning before this stage commences. 

Both of the examples of projects which follow fall into two of the three categories listed 
above. They are properly waste retrieval projects, in that their objective is to retrieve 
intermediate level waste from existing storage facilities which do not represent safe 
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long term storage options, and also require major modification? to existing facilities On 
both counts, each represents a significant challenge to safety in Its own right. 

MAGNOX WASTE RETRIEVAL PROJECTS AT SELLAFIELD 

Background 

Since the 1950s, the reprocessing of irradiated Magnoxfuel at Sellafield has given rise 
to a considerable volume of intermediate level waste (ILW) in a mobile form. The ILW 
of special interest to this paper is the Magnox cladding, which is removed prior to 
reprocessing of the irradiated fuel bar. Until recently the stripped cladding was stored 
under water in silos. Magnox swarf corrodes under water in an exothermic reaction 
giving rise to an essentially insoluble residue. The heat generated, and the associated 
hydrogen evolved, have been significant safety concerns over the years, and instances 
are well documented. 

The form that the ILW takes is a matter of particular regulatory concern. The material 
is physically and chemically unstable, and has the potential for giving rise to a 
significant radiological release should an incident cause a breach of containment. 
BNFL has set in train a major programme of post operational clean out and 
decommissioning work to significantly reduce the contribution to overall site risk 
represented by the plants. This is achieved by recovering and stabilising the waste. 
However, the retrieval process itself requires careful consideration to make sure that 
the act of retrieval does not in itself increase the risk associated with a plant 

Examples 

Using examples of current waste retrieval projects, I describe below the measures 
which BNFL have taken to ensure that waste retrieval is carried out in a safe and 
controlled manner, and the basis for the regulatory lessons leant which I identify late»'. 
I start each example with a brief description of the function of the relevant buildings. 

This will aid the understanding of the nature of the wastes and the way in which they 
have been generated. 1 desaibe the source of Magrwx waste and the reasons why, 
over a period of years, the management of waste storage gave rise to the problems 
experienced today. I deal with two specific fomw of Magnox v ^ e , namely sludge and 
swarf-I define these terms in the text Note that sludge and swarf are "Intermediate 
Level Waste" in terms of the UK classification of waste (see Annex 1). Two Figures at 
the end of öws paper show the basic layout and arrangement of B30 and B38, where 
the examples are based, buildings which are located in an area of Sellafield Known as 
Ponds West The description of buildings and projects which follow are not intended to 
be detailed, but should be sufficient to gain an overaH fed for the topics, and to explain 
the regulatory issues. 
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EXAMPLE 1 - B30, Magnox Ponds and Decanning Facility 

Retrieval of sludge from D-Bav 

Plant description 

B30 was commissioned in 1959/60 for the purpose of receiving and decanning Magnox 
fuel, and for exporting irradiated fuel rods for reprocessing in the Chemical Separation 
Plant B205. B30 operated until 1986, when its function was taken over by the Fuel 
Handling Plant, B311. 

Spent Magnox fuel entered B30 via the Inlet Building and was placed in skips in the 
Main Pond for a period of cooling, to allow shorter lived isotopes to decay to acceptable 
levels. Originally, the fuel was then moved to the Wet Bay Building, to allow decanning 
of the fuel rods; subsequently decanning operations were carried out in the newer 
Decanning Building within B30. The fuel rods were then flasked to B205, and the 
remaining fuel cans (known as swarf) taken for storage under water at B38, the solid 
active waste storage facility. 

The licensees opted for storage of Magnox clad fuel underwater to minimise the 
likelihood of fire if Magnox and irradiated uranium were exposed to air. Unfortunately, 
Magnox cladding corrodes in water to form an essentially insoluble residue mostly 
made up of magnesium hydroxide, and commonly referred to as sludoe. and this 
corrosion reaction evolves hydrogen. The amount of sludge in the Main Pond of B30 
built up slowly, and gave rise to solids in suspension, and in turn to higher background 
radiation and reduced visibility in the ponds, which further slowed the rate of decanning 
because of extended storage times. This led to increased amounts of corrosion, and 
hence to more sludge generation - a vicious circle. By the time that the B311 took over 
B3(ys role, B30 had accumulated over one thousand cubic metres of sludge. B30 also 
contains several hundred tonnes of fuel awaiting reprocessing. 

The current radiological conditions in B30 are poor, both in terms of general building 
radiation levels and levels of airborne activity. The potential exists for personnel to 
exceed statutory dose limits unless special preventive measures are applied. However 
BNFL have now embarked on a series of plant improvements and post operational 
clean out (POCO) projects. The objective of POCO is to remove all fuel, sludge and 
debris, as soon as reasonably practicable, and so reduce levels of radiation 
significantly, to enable further decommissioning to proceed safely. This objective is 
complicated by the fact that the layout of B30 is complex and access is physically 
restricted. Nil has reviewed the overall programme of POCO activities and has 
sampled a number for specific regulation, of which the most significant is D-Bav 
Desludaing - the retrieval of sludge from D-Bay. 
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B30, Retrieval of Sludge from D-Bay 

D-Bay is full of sludge, with a volume about 230 m3. It has also sustained a crack in its 
south wall, thought to be due to early thermal shrinkage shortly after the concrete wall 
was cast, and as a consequence, it is to be the first wet bay to be de-sludged. BNFL 
have designed the bay sludge retrieval facility (BSRF) to perform the de-sludging. The 
BSRF achieves transfer of sludge by supplying motive water to a fixed jet pump which 
induces sludge into a transfer pipeline. Five redistribution pumps move the sludge 
towards the jet pump. Sludge is pumped through a shielded co-axial transfer pipeline 
to settling tanks, and ultimately the sludge is encapsulated. 

The equipment which makes up the BSRF is available "off the shelf', although not 
necessarily in the configuration required by BNFL. The real area of difficulty in this 
project lies in the ability to install and commission the facility safely in an area where 
the levels of radiation and contamination are high and where access is restricted. This 
calls for BNFL to carry out a thorough study of methods of work to ensure that dose 
uptake is "as low as reasonable practicable" - the ALARP principle, a prominent feature 
in UK health and safety law which requires a balance to be drawn between the benefits 
of a given task and the costs incurred in reducing still further the risks associated with 
the task. The ALARP studies require a knowledge of the working environment, and a 
precise breakdown of specific operations. The culmination of this work is a series of 
Work Control Documents, laying down the steps to be taken and identifying those 
responsible for given actions, in this way BNFL minimise uptake of radiation doses. 

BNFL tested the BSRF extensively at UKAEA's Winfrith site and at a fifth-scale model 
rig housed at Sellafield. BNFL then assembled the equipment off-site, at the 
manufacturer's works, to conduct inactive commissioning tests. This latter facility 
enabled operating and maintenance personnel to gain a first hand impression of the 
BSRF in totally inactive conditions, whilst at the same time proving the equipment and 
demonstrating the correct operation of safety systems. The use of off-site facilities to 
eliminate dose uptake during inactive commissioning has been a prominent feature of 
the Sellafield waste retrieval projects, one which Nil wholeheartedly supports. 

BNFL has completed inactive commissioning of the BSRF successfully, and installation 
is underway. Active commissioning is due to start shortly. 
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EXAMPLE 2 - B38, Solid Active Waste Storage Facility 

Retrieval of swarf from Compartments 19-22 

Plant Description 

Swarf has been stored underwater in concrete compartments at 638 from 1964 until 
recently, when the Magnox Encapsulation Plant B389 started receiving swarf directly 
from B311 for encapsulation. The original B38 consisted of six single-contained 
compartments (numbered 1 to 6). The first extension (compartments 7 to 12), which 
includes a double-skin construction and the facility for monitoring leakage, is separated 
from the original building by a void. A second and third extension (compartments 13 & 
14, and 15 to 22 respectively) were added, and are double contained. Compartments 1 
to 10,12 to 14 and 16 to 22 contain swarf under water. The compartments also store 
various other forms of intermediate level waste. See Figure 2. 

The risk of a fire due to the generation of hydrogen as a result of swarf corrosion is a 
dominant feature of the safety case for B38, because the compartments are fully 
contained. The chemical reaction is exothermic and, if unchecked, can cause a 
runaway-type excursion. Because of this, the first, second and third extensions of B38 
have been fitted (or back-fitted) with cooling and inerting capabilities. This means that 
swarf in the later compartments is relatively intact, and so presents the greatest risk of 
an excursion.. Little intact swarf remains in the original part of B38, and so cooling and 
inerting is not installed. 

The other significant aspect of B38 is the potential for leakage of water from the 
compartments. A major leak occurred in 1976. Nil carried out an investigation of this 
leak, and published their findings (Ref 2). The report required BNFL to develop 
methods for retrieval of waste and for reprocessing of swarf as soon as practicable 
after decanning in preference to continued storage under water. In other words, the j 
incident and Nil's report helped pave the way for swarf retrieval and encapsulation. 
The incident also helped clarify Nil's stance with respect to interim storage: Nil has 
resisted attempts to build further extensions to B38, and persuaded BNFL to adopt the 
strategy of immobilisation and the creation of engineered stores for encapsulated ILW. 

I have already mentioned the importance which Nil attaches to the retrieval of swarf 
from B38. The potential for hydrogen generation leading to an excursion renders B38 
one of the more hazardous buildings at Sellafield. Nil's refusal to allow BNFL to build j 
further interim storage capability forced BNFL down the road to a safer, long term 
storage option, namely immobilisation by encapsulation. And the clean up of B38 by 
retrieval of the contents of the compartments became a priority. BNFL has drawn up a 
strategy to empty B38, and waste retrieval has started with the recovery of swarf from 
Compartment 19 in the third extension. 
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Project Description 

. B38, Retrieval of Swarf from Compartments 19 to 22 

It was agreed that BNFL would first retrieve the essentially intact swarf from the third 
(newest) extension, because this swarf represents the greatest risk of ,an excursion. 
No equipment existed at the time to fulfil this objective, and BNFL commissioned a 
novel plant named the swarf retrieval facility (SRF). In essence, the design principles 
of the SRF were that it should have the same "footprint" as those existing B38 
machines which service the compartments, be capable of retrieving swarf and keep it 
under water for export using a standard flask, and to effect a seal so that inerting of a 
compartment can be carried out in the event of detection of hydrogen. 

The basis of the SRF is a simple petal grab which is lowered into a compartment, 
collects a quantity of swarf, and then deposits the swarf into a water-filled bin. When 
full, the bin is raised into a flask which is in tum transported to the Magnox 
Encapsulation Plant BNFL designed the SRF in a modular form to accommodate 
existing B38 cranage. The substantial weight of the SRF represents a significant 
additional load for the building to support and necessitated verification that the building 
could support the SRF. The seismic capability of B38 also had to be re-examined to 
make sure that the SRF did not affect it significantly. [Note that only the third extension 
of B38 has designed seismic capability; BNFL assessed the seismic capability of the 
rest of the building retrospectively.] 

The SRF was fabricated at works, and subjected to an exhaustive inactive 
commissioning programme, carried out off-site. Once again, this provided an ideal 
opportunity for ironing out any problems without attracting any dose detriment, and for 
training operators and maintenance personnel. 

BNFL has retrieved over 450 bins of swarf to date, equivalent toabout one half of the 
contents of one compartment The swarf retrieved to date is generally in very good 
condition, emphasising the role played by the cooling circuits on the third extension in 
arresting the Magnox corrosion reaction. Nil has now issued to BNFL formal 
notification under the Site Licence that they can operate the SRF, marking the 
successful completion of active commissioning. Thereafter, BNFL will be able to 
complete the emptying of Compartment 19, and then transfer the SRF to the remaining 
third extension compartments 20 to 22. In the near ftjture, BNFL «nil present to Nil its 
plans for post operational clean out of the remaining eighteen compartments in 838. 
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REGULATORY LESSONS LEARNT 

Several issues have emerged which are common to all waste retrieval projects, and 
their identification will aid the assessment of future post operational clean out and 
deconrynissioning activities. These are arranged below, in no particular order of 
importance : 

i) Waste Retrieval and Immobilisation. Ideally, any hazardous waste should be 
rendered safe at source. However, Magnox sludge and swarf has existed for some 
years mainly in a form which presents a potential threat due to its physical and 
chemical characteristics. Clearly the top priority for dealing with such waste is to 
retrieve and immobilise the waste as soon as practicable, and so render it suitable for 
safe long term storage. BNFL has recognised the importance of this work, developed 
a strategy for cleaning up the plants in question, and has started retrieval of the waste. 
Progress in this strategic developmenf was influenced significantly by Nil's refusal to 
allow BNFL to build any further interim storage capability. 

ii) The Role of the Regulator. As a result of Nil's decision not to allow further 
silo storage, BNFL evolved a satisfactory strategy for dealing with Magnox waste. At 
this point, both regulator and regulated were committed to cleaning out the plants and 
encapsulating the waste; hence both began to share the same objective. In such 
situations, provided the plant operator maintains adequate progress and demonstrates 
adequate control of the safety of its work, I consider that the regulator should adopt a 
supportive rolé where appropriate. 

iii) Regulatory Standards. For the two waste retrieval projects which I have 
described above, the buildings do not represent satisfactory long term storage 
arrangements, and the situation is getting worse. This calls for a balanced approach to 
regulation, wherein the regulator should apply appropriate standards based on ALARP, 
although modern standards remain as a benchmark from which to base these 
regulatory judgements. I apply this principle when regulating the Sellafield waste 
retrieval projects: my objective is to ensure that BNFL remove the source of the risk 
from the waste storage facilities as soon as practicable, whilst at the same time 
carrying out waste retrieval safely. 

iv) Risks associated with modifications. Carrying out modifications to effect 
waste retrieval from existing plant with poor radiological conditions inevitably implies 
that the risk from that plant will increase temporarily as work is carried out, before 
achieving improved steady state conditions. Therefore the regulator should ensure that 
the licensee has demonstrated that there is an overall benefit to be gained by 
performing any particular modification. 

v) Safety during Installation and Commissioning. The physical act of 
performing a modification on plant to enable waste retrieval to commence is often a 
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significant contributor to safety, sometimes more significant than a theoretical fault 
analysis. Vefy often tine risk to the work-force is dominated by "conventional'' safety 
concern«. This means that the operator should pay special attention to safety during 
installation and active commissioning, The regulator should ensure that the operator 
has carried out a systematic study of potential hazards apd thattney have in piaee 
effective managerial controls. 

vi) Design Safety Case. None of the Ponds West plants in question were 
designed with retrieval of waste ih mind. This complicates BNFL's task considerably, 
and also means that in some cases BNFL must modify existing plant and stmctures. 
Such modifications may be important in their own right The waste storage facilities at 
Sellafield which form the basis of this paper were constructed around 30 to 40 years 
ago, and so have a limited life expectancy. This has to be borne in mind - is the 
integrity of the structure sufficient to sustain waste retrieval over a given period of time, 
particularly bearing in mind the additional loads which may have to be carried ? Do the 
loads affect significantly the seismic resistance of the plant ami structure ? Resistance 
to earthquake damage is of particular interest BNFL has had to ensure that the new 
waste retrieval equipment does not unduly affect the seismic capability of the buildings 
which support it This is particularly relevant to B38, in view of the considerable weight 
of the swarf retrieval facility. [Note that most of the waste storage facilities were not 
designed to resist earthquakes, although their seismic capability has been assessed 
retrospectively] 

vii) Off-Site Commissioning. The Sellafield waste retrieval equipment in question 
often has to be installed in areas of complex layout and with high background radiation, 
making working conditions very difficult This necessitates remote handling, extensive 
use of off-site facilities for testing and training, and special attention to ALARP (as low 
as reasonable practicable) considerations, and calls tor a thorough identification of 
safe working practices and effective administrative controls. I have come to regard 
off-site commissioning as an essential component of the safety case of a waste 
retrieval project In the two examples quoted in this paper, and elsewhere, off-site 
commissioning has proved invaluable, both as a tool tor ironing out operating 
problems, and as a radiologically benign means tor training operators. I am aware that 
flu» operating personnel themselves appreciate the benefit of this training. 

vi») Novel Plant The use of novel plant to effect waste retrieval is often 
unavoidable, but it does mean that the licensee must pay more attention to design 
proving studies, model testing and full scale mock-ups. K a lso means that the regulator 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This paper explains the way in which HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate regulates 
projects on nuclear chemical plant, using examples of existing Magnox waste retrieval 
projects. I set out the key lessons learnt from regulating waste retrieval projects. Of 
prime concern is that Magnox sludge and swarf, which has existed for some years 
mainly in a form which presents a potential threat due to its physical and chemical 
characteristics, should be retrieved and immobilised as a matter of priority. Often it is 
necessary to retrieve waste from buildings which were not designed with retrieval in 
mind, and this requires careful consideration of the effect of the work on the existing 
buildings and may necessitate the use of novel plant. 

HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate has gained valuable experience through its 
regulation of waste retrieval projects at Sellafield. I hope that this experience will 
benefit members of the OECD/NEA Working Group on Fuel Cycle Safety 

FURTHER READING 

In 1991, the Health and Safety Commission's Advisory Committee on the Safety of 
Nuclear Installations published an excellent report on the accumulation ofTadioactive ij 
waste at Seilafield (Ref 3). The report expresses clearly the key safety implications a 
waste accumulation, and makes several recommendations concerning the direction 
which Nil should take in regulating this work. 
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ANNEX 1 

UK CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES 

The reader should note that Magnox sludge and swarf are classed as Intermediate 
Level Waste, in accordance with the classification system set out by the Radioactive 
Waste Management Advisory Committee (RWMAC), Ref 4. 

The three categories adopted by RWMAC are : 

High-level or Heat Generating Wastes (HGW) 

Wastes in which the temperature may rise significantly as a result of their radioactivity, 
so that this factor has to be taken into account jn designing storage or disposal 
facilities. 

Low-level Wastes (LLW) 

Wastes containing radioactive materials other than those acceptable for dustbin 
disposal, but not exceeding 4 GBq/te alpha or 12 GBq/te beta/gamma. 

Intermediate-Level Wastes (ILW) 

Wastes with radioactivity exceeding the boundaries for low-level waste, but which do 
not require the generation of heat to be taken into account in the design of storage or 
disposal facilities. 
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MISE EN SERVICE D'UNE INSTALLATION : . 
L 'EXEMPLE DE MELOX 

H. MIGNON 
Direction de la Sûreté des Installations Nucléaires - FRANCE 

L'objet de cette présentation est de montrer, par ses aspects réglementaires et 
techniques, le déroulement d'une procédure d'autorisation de mise en service d'une 
installation nucléaire civile importante. 

L'exemple choisi pour illustrer cette présentation est l'usine MELOX, implantée 
sur le- site de Marcoule. Cette usine est destinée à fabriquer des assemblagés 
combustibles pour réacteurs à eau sous pression, à partir d'un mélange d'oxydes 
d'uranium et de plutonium (MOX). 
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1, - Présentation de la réglementation 

La sûreté nucléaire comprend l'ensemble des dispositions prises à tous les 
«tedes de la conception, de ia construction, du fonctionnement et de l'arrêt définitif des 
Installations nucléaires, -pour prévenir les accidente et, te cas échéant, en JbnttQr tes 
l ists. 

La France dispose d'un système d'organisation et de réglementation spécifique à 
la sûreté nucléaire. L'option fondamentale sur laquelle repose ce système est la 
fesporvsabilité technique de l'exploitant. Les pouvoirs publics veillent à ce que cette 
Responsabilité soit pleinement assumée dans le respect des prescriptions 
réglementaires. La définition et la mise en oeuvre de la politique en matière de sûreté 
fiuctéaire est confiée à la DSIN (Direction de la Sûreté des Installations Nucléaires), 
«levant du ministre chargé de l'industrie et du ministre chargé de l'environnement4 

Les grandes installations civiles appelées Installations Nucléaires de Base (1NB), 
sont réglementées par le décret du 11 décembre 1963 modifié, qui définit les différentes 
procédures d'autorisation de création et de mise en service. Les INB sont également 
soumises aux prescriptions des décrets du 6 novembre 1974 et du 31 décembre 1974, 
qui fixent les régimes d'autorisations de rejets d'affluents radioactifs gazeux et liquides. 

Les procédures 

A la suite de la demande déposée par l'exploitant, la procédure d'autorisation de 
création est instruite par la DSIN. Cette procédure comprend une consultation du public 
(enquête publique) et des autorités nationales et locales, ainsi qu'une consultation des 
organismes techniques (tarnen par le groupe permanent cfexperts placés auprès de la 
DSIN). Un projet de décret est ensuite présenté à la Comission Interministérielle des 
Installations Nucléaires de Base (qui regroupé l'ensemble des ministères concernés : 
environnement, industrie, santé, transport, intérieur, agriculture, ...). A l'issue de cette 
procédure, un décret d'autorisation de création est signé par le premier ministre, sur 
rapport des ministres chargés de l'environnement et de l'industrie. 
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La mise en service des installations nucléaires de base est subordonnée à une 
autorisation des ministres chargés de l'environnement et de l'industrie, après examen 
par la DSIN et ses appuis techniques du dossier établi par l'exploitant (rapport 
provisoire de sûreté, règles générales d'exploitation de l'installation et plan d'urgence 
interne). Cette autorisation est assortie de la notification de prescriptions techniques. 

De plus, une autre procédure est menée pour l'autorisation de rejets d'effluénts 
radioactifs (liquides et gazeux). Une étude préliminaire est d'abord adressée par 
l'exploitant aux ministres chargés de l'industrie et de l'environnement, au plus tard lors 
du dépôt de la demande d'autorisation de création. Après consultation des différents 
ministères concernés et de l'Office de Protection contre les Rayonnements Ionisants 
(OPRI), une prise en considération est alors notifiée à l'exploitant. Ce dernier peut 
en&iite déposer une demande accompagnée d'une étude définitive. Une consultation 
du public (enquête publique) et des autorités locales est alors effectuée. A l'issue de 
cette procédure, l'autorisation de rejets est accordée par arrêté signé par les ministres 
chargés de l'environnement, de l'industrie et de la santé. 

2. - L'usine MELOX ( procédure réglementaire) 

L'autorisation de création : 

Le 20 novembre 1987, la COGEMA a déposé une demande d'autorisation de 
création de l'installation MELOX. Cette demande a fait l'objet d'une enquête publique 
locale qui s'est déroulée du 29 février au 31 mars 1988. A l'issue de cette enquête et de 
la conférence administrative réunissant les services locaux concernés« le préfet du 
Gard a remis uh avis favorable. Un projet de décret a été présenté à la Comission 
Interministérielle des Installations Nucléaires de Base lors de sa séance du 16 mars 
1989. La création de l'usine MELOX a été autorisée par décret en date du 21 mai 1990. 

Ce décret précise que l'usine MELOX est destinée à fabriquer des crayons et 
des assemblages combustibles pour les réacteurs nucléaires à eau, à base d'oxydes 
mixtes d'uranium et de plutonium. 

La capacité annuelle de production de cette installation sera de 115 tonnes 
cfoxyde mixte contenu dans les éléments combustibles. A aucun moment la quantité 
cfoxyde de plutonium présent dans l'installation n'excédera 14 tonnes. 

Le plutonium mis en oeuvre ne contiendra pas plus de 3% en masse cfaméricium 
241 et devra contenir au moins 17% d'isotope 240. 

L'autorisation de rejets : 

Le 20 novembre 1987, la COGEMA a déposé un premier dossier d'étude 
préliminaire de rejets d'effluénts radioactifs gazeux et liquides de l'installation MELOX. 
Après consultation des différents services concernés, cette étude préliminaire a été 
prise en considération par la DSIN le 12 juillet 1992. L'exploitant a déposé une 
demande d'autorisation de rejets accompagnée d'etudes définitives le 25 juin 1992. 
Cette demande a fait l'objet d'une enquête publique locale qui s'est déroulée du 9 juin 
au 12 juillet 1993. A l'issue de cette enquête et de la conférence administrative 
réunissant les services locaux concernés, le préfet du Gard a remis un avis favorable. 
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tntercninisténiels d'autorisation de rejets radiocatifs $ 
13 juillet 1994 et publiés au Joutai Officiel du M p i 

arrêtés défassent les conditions K «tes modalités 
l'installation MELOX et imposent des limites 

en m qui concerne 

Ces limites ne représentent qu'un maximum en deçà duquel il y a lieu de 

La mise en service : 

Le 22 août 1994, le ministre chargé de l'environnement et le ministre chargé de 
l'industrie ont autorisé la mise m service de l'installation MELOX 

Un premier bâtiment, dit de fabrication, assure les fonctions suivantes : 
- réception et entreposage des matières nucléaires (oxyde d'uranium et de 

plutonium), des constituants d'assemblages et des crayons MOX provenant d'autres 
installations, 

- fabrication d'assemblages combustibles MOX 
-entreposage des assemblages. 

Un deuxième bâtiment, dit bâtiment CIO (Conditionnement et Incinération des 
Déchets), assure tes fonctions: 

- conditionnement des rebuts de fabrication non («cyclables directement en 
fabrication, pour expédition et traitementdans rétablissement COGEMA de La Hague, 

- traitement et conditionnement des déchets technologiques : les déebets 
combustibles sont incinérés. 

Dans un pemier temps, seule 4a mise en actif du bâtiment de fabrication des 
combustibles est autorisée. La mise en actif du bâtiment CID, qui interviendra 
ultérieurement, reste soumise à l'approbation de la DSIN. 

3.- L'usine MELOX (analyse technique) 

Le groupe permanent chargé des installations nucléaires de base autre «vue tes 
réacteurs avait examiné, lors de sa séance du 26 octobre 1985, te rapport d'options de 
sûreté de l'installation. Le rapport préliminaire de sûreté e été .examiné par le groupe 
permanent, lors de sa séance du 22 juin 1988. Le rapport provisoire de sûreté, les 
règles générales d'exploitation et le plan d'urgence interne Font été lors de sa séance 
du29 et 30 mars 1994. 
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Lors de l'analyse technique, les différents risques présents dans l'installation ont 
été recensés. Il faut distinguer d'une part les risques d'origine nucléaire directe : 

- risque de dissémination de substances radioactives. 

Ce risque, du aux matières radioactives mises en oeuvre (oxyde de plutonium et 
d'uranium ) sous différentes formes physiques, est plus important dans les unités de 
traiteront de poudres et plus réduit lorsque celles-ci sont compactées et frittées. 

la prévention contre ce risque est obtenue par la mise en place de deux 
systèmes de confinement, formés d'une ou de plusieurs barrières de confinement 
statiques, elles-même complétées par un confinement dynamique assuré par différents 
réseaux. 

L'objectif est de maintenir en fonctionnement normal, un taux de contamination 
atmosphérique négligeable, à savoir inférieur au seuil de détection, dans rensemble 
des locaux. Pour maintenir ces objectifs, l'enceinte de confinement et les locaux ont été 
répartis en différentes classes de confinement A chaque classe correspond un 
ensemble de mesures prennant en compte les risqués considérés (par exemple, le 
nombre cf étages de filtration). 

- risque d'exposition aux rayonnements ionisants. 

Ce risque est présent à toutes les étapes de la fabrication. Il est principalement 
dû aux rayonnements bêta et gamma et aux émissions neutroniques provenant des 
mélanges d'onde cf uranium et de plutonium et des produits de filiation, notamment 
l'américium 241. 

L'objectif retenu est de limiter, selon le principe ALARA, le nombre agents 
susceptible de recevoir une dose de 5 mSv/aa Cette limite correspond au dixième de la 
réglementation actuelle et au quart des recommandations de la CIPR 60. 

- risque de crtticité. 

Les caractéristiques enveloppes retenues pour l'oxyde d'uranium et l'oxyde de 
plutonitim sont : ' 

Plutonium Pu 239 <71 % 
Pu 240 > 1 7 % 
Pu 241 < 1 1 % 
Pu 242 > 1 % 

Uranium U235 < 1 , 2 % 
U236 >98,8% 

La prévention du risque est principalement assurée par les contrôles de masse 
et de modération en ce qui concerne les ateliers poudre, par la géométrie en ce qui 
concerne l'entreposage des pastilles.des crayons et des assemblages. 

- risque du aux dégagements thermiques. 
- risque lié à la radiolyse. 
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Il faut prendre en compte d'autre part les risques d'origine non nucléaire : 

- Hsque cf incendie ou d'explosion. 

Ce risque est à considérer en particulier dans les locaux mettant en oeuvre les 
•poudres du fait des risques radiologiques que pourrait entraîner ta perte de la fonction 
ecM'tfïnement 

Un effort a donc été effectué pour diminuer la densité de charge calorifique des 
locaux concernés. Par ailleurs, une sectorisation des différentes parties de l'installation 
en Secteur de Feu et de Confinement, Secteurs de Feu et Secteurs Protégés a été 
mtee an place. 

* risque lié aux manutentions, pouvant entraîner una dissémination de matière 
radioactive. 

- risque associé à la perte des fluides. 

* risque d'inondation cf origine interne. 

- risque lié au seisme. 

4. - L'usine MELOX ( les inspections) 

Le décret du 11 décembre 1963 définit le rôle des inspecteurs des INB. Ces 
derniers sont chargés de surveiller l'application de la réglementation technique 
générale, des dispositions contenues dans les décrets d'autorisation de création et des 
diverses prescriptions et autorisations. 

Par les inspections, l'autorité de sûreté s'attache à vérifier que les dispositions 
imposées par lés textes réglementaires sont respectées et que les Mediations sont 
construites et exploitées conformément aux rapports de sûreté qui les décrivent 

Compte tenu de la taille et de la complexité des installations nucléaires, il est 
exclu que les inspecteurs examinent de façon systématique l'ensemble des locaux, des 
circuits et des problèmes posés par une installation nucléaire, ou en d'autres termes, 
qu'ils se substituent à l'exploitant Seul un contrôle par sondage est effectué, ils ne 
s'agit pas de sondages sur échantillons représentatifs, tels que peuvent l'effectuer des 
instituts spécialisés, mais d'examens ponduels portant atéatofcement sur divers 
éléments concourant à la sûreté. 

Pendant la période allant de 1990 à 1994, l'autorité de sûreté a effectué 21 
visites de surveffiance sur l'installation MELOX avec, comme principaux thèmes, le suivi 
de la construction et te mise en place des équipements importants pour la sûreté. 
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Conclusion: 

L'ensemble des dispositions de conception, de construction et d'exploitation 
mises en oeuvre pour assurer la prévention des différents risques, a fait l'objet 
d'analyses de sûreté systématiques et d'un suivi rigoureux par l'autorité de sûreté. 

Au terme d'une procédure comprennant une consultation du public (enquête 
publique) et des autorités nationales locales, ainsi qu'une consultation des organismes 
techniques (examen par le groupe permanent d'experts), la mise en service de 
l'installation MELOX a été autorisée. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SAFE OPERATION 
OF REPROŒSSIHS PLANT RT-1 I» KBSSIÀ 

B. S. Zakhark in, E. G. Kudriavtsev, E. G. Dzekun 

Abstract • 

Analysis of problems of extractions on the WPP's spent fuel 
reprocessing, related to explosion, fire and nuclear safety is made 
for the RT-1 plant. Factors causing the distribution and consumption 
of extractants are considered. The main trends of solving the 
problem of the platt safe operation are shown. . ^ 

: - Introduction 

The first Russian radiochemical- plant on spent power fuel 
reprocessing RT-1 was .commissioned in 1976-77. Before that there was 
a long period of choosing- the site for the new production in a 
number of regions in Russia and design activities. And it was 
logical and justified that finally the plant was located with 
reference to the first object of the radiochemical. industry-
Production Union "Majak", located in the Urals region between the 
regional centres of Sverdlovsk (Ekatherinburgh) and Chelyabinsk 
(fig. 1, 11,23). PU

 M

Majàk
M

 had a developed infrastructure, largé 

industrial process stock in the field of chemical technologies, and 
• • • 

specialists experienced in a wide range of fields. 
In. the early 60s here the first Russian radiochemical plant 

("B") on the èxtraotion of weapon plutonium from the irradiated 
uranium [3] finished its operation life. The site and part of 
buildings of this production appeared to be suitable for thef 
location and construction of a new plant for civil purposes. 

From the start-up period the RT plant,- as pi lot-industrial by 
its first status, was subjected to modernization from time to time; 
it's functional capabilities were being extended. To-date the 
functional capabilities are described by the schematic diagram shown 
in fig. 2. The three technological chains provide for the 
reprocessing of a wide range of irradiated fuel of the following 
reactors: WER-440; fast BN-600 and BN-350; transport and research 
reactors, as well as fuel elements of conmercial reactors with.high 
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urealîuin-CBS"enrichment [43. The production rate pf the WER-440 fuel 
reprocessing chain makes up 400 t/year, that allows to reprocess all 
the fuel of this type from both Russian NPPs and those built abroad 
[51. 

Radiochemical production, being a potential carrier of hazards, 
inherent in usual chemical productions (fires,. explosions, 
toxicity), also include a specific kind of hazard - radiation effect 
on the human being organism in case of accident. 

An accidental display of the chemical factors proper is 
characterized in the radiochemistry by an incomparably less 
probability than in such productions as, for. example, the 
enterprises of oil chemistry, organic synthesis. However, 
superimposing of radiation factors on a chemical accident can cause 
extremely severe consequents. And the world industrial 
radiochemistry has vivid examples of this: 

Thé safety problems of complicated multifunctional production, 
as the RT plant is, were the objects of permanent attention at all 
the stages of the formation and operation of the plant. • 

As it will be shown further, almost 20-years period of the 
plant operation can be assessed in terms of. emergency, as highly 
satisfactory. This is the result of the synthesis from the previous 
not always satisfactory experience of radiochemical productions. 

t • • * 

Emergency incidents, took place at the RT-1 plant 

During 1993 the most füll analysis was conducted of the 
statistics on accidents, emergency situations and 
incidents, potentially creating such situations, for radiochemical 
and chemical/metallurgical productions of Minatom of Russia Vfoenr 
processing the materials we followed the following classification: 

1. Physical and physical/chemical nature of events: 
- critical incidents; 

ignition of nuclear materials; 
- thermal and thermal/chemical processes, creating fire- and 

explosive situation; 
- ignitions and fires; 
- leakages of liquid and gaseous radioactive and chemically 
dangerous substances (corrosion damage of equipment,, 
deviations from permissible air pressure, not leaktight stop 
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valves. overflow of apparatus) ; 
-- otter incidents, creating emergency Situation (breakages, 
failures of equipment, fallings down from a height, etc, ). 

2. Belonging to particular technologicalprocesses. 
3. Organ i zat i onal /eng i neer i ng reasons (errors by the personnel, 

not working conditions of the equipment, non-qualitative Resigns of 
the processes, apparatus, incorrectly taken decisions). 

This report's«information is limited solely by the RT-1 plant 
data- The analysis is based on approximately 85 events happened 
during the whole period of the plant operation (1976-1993), 
including the start-up anä adjustment period. 

The generalized: results are presented in fig. 3 - 5. 
The followings are the conclusions caused by the analysis data: 
1. No cases of nuclear materials ignition, as well as fires 

ever took place at the plant. 
2. Among the events related to nuclear safety (fig. 3) not a 

single case of self-supporting chain nuclear reaction has taken 
place. All the events of this type, amounted to 13X" of the sum of 
the emergency situations, reoorded only deviations f*bm the 
specified -values of the. parameters.' 'And.with. this it should be taken 
into account that' the values being specified have considerable 
safety margins. Alongside with the events of exceeding the norms of 
plutonium charges, the excesses of the concentration levels being 
specified or plutonium charge in extractors at a long equipment 
operation ( 10-20 hours) in the "beyond-limit" mode (2 such 
deviations are recorded). 

3. Thermal and thermal/chemical processes • of the explosion 
character. Alongside with the passive incidents, causing'a potential 
risk, but having no consequences (uncontrolled losses of extradant; 
use of HN0

5
 with the concentration of more than 12 mol/1 to prepaid 

reactants; crystallization of nitrate salts in pipelines in case of 
exceeding urn permissible i^i© of 

the events of this type had also the real exhibitions« "puff" of the 
ai gas mixture in the bath of idle ends cutting-off - due to 
unsufrt.Qtent ratio of gas phase dilution; failure of metal oeramic 
filter of the unit of th* initial fuel solution clarification - due 
to the .oxidizing process under the conditions of the apparatus being 
for a long time with the closed blow-off valve; upset of the lid of 
the apparatus for the preparation of hydrazine nitrate at the very 
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: • v.t charv.ru of nitric acid on hydrazine hydrate: rupture of' vacuum 
vrviotî line of the reactor of holding the melt of hexahydi ate or 
ura-v.le nitrate. Only the last incident among all the incidents 
wiiicn took place at the RT plant, can be classified according to the 
International scale of nuclear events'. ( INES), with the criterion 
value equal to 3 ("on-site effect"). In this case an explosion took 
place, the reason of which was presumably the formation and 
accumulation of products of TBP decomposition ("red oil") in the 
service lines. 

4. According to the first category of the emergency incidents 
classification (fig. 3) the main number of events is caused by the 
leakages of radioactive and chemically agressive substances (about 
40% of all the events) and failures and breakages of the equipment 
(37%). 

5. By the belonging to the technological process stage (fig. 4), 
the operations related to the materials transfer (13,6%), fuel 
dissolution (17,3%), obtaining of the final forms of radionuclides 
(13,6%), waste treatment (17,3%) are characterized by the highest

 8 

frequency of emergency incidents. The followings are some examples 
of the most considerable incidents: breakage of the crane's 
suspension with the fall-of the jacket: empty or with assemblies 
(violation of the instruction - disconnection of the interlocks when I 
the equipment is faulty); sticking of the fuel elements in the flow j 
of

:

 the dissolution apparatus, releases of aerosols; aersol J 
contaminations of the air of the maintenance zone in case of loss of J 
tightness by the equipment when receiving . plutonium dioxide; if 
overfilling of can for acceptance of high active glass from the I 
furnance of electrical boiler - due to the control mechanism 
failure. 

6. By the organizational-engineering symptoms (fig.5) in about 
60% of the emergency situations the reasons for the incidents were 
errors, and carelessness of the personnel, violations of the 
operational instructions. About 302 of the incidents results from 
the. equipment malfunctions. In Bfe of cases the responsibility lies; 
on the designs, incorrectly taken decisions, incomplete knowledge of 
potential risk. j 

7. For the whole period of the RT-1 plant operation not £ 
single incident with thw fatal result or noticeable traumas of tte 
personnel has taken place. • < 

i 
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î - V ' r ^ ' n . ^ sitt iaLion assoeiated with extract ion fft^fc*: of 

• »>:••• "iUOtipflg . 

A:. . I fo l lows from f i g . 4 , a r e l a t i v e l y small number o r 
rfii^j'-gr-ncy incidents ( 6%) amounts f o r the extract ion stages of the 
teohnolc^ry. . 

At the sam time, the processes using organic systems are 
characterisect by a high potential risk in terms of fire, explosion' 
and nuclear safety. This potential risk finds its expression in the 
following: 

- thermal- and radiation/chemical decomposition, oxidation of 
the extractant components with, the formation öf mixtures and 
adcJuct of organic subistsnces with metal nitrates, forming explosive 
systems of thermal or detonation character; 

- uncontrolled migration of extractant with aqueous solutions, 
ax:uxiiulation of fissile substances in the organic phase being 
separated, with the possible fall outside the cri Reality boundary 
values; . • 

- possible segregation of the extractant, saturated with the 
-:o;npounds of the fissile metals, into two organic phase with the 
excess- of permissible metal concentration in**heavy** organic phase; 

- possible in-apparatus (in the extractor) accumulation of ' 
fissile substances at the deviations in the ratios of the process 
flows and their composition. 

In connection with this, as the priority activities, associated 
w:th tne commercial application of the extraction, a great complex 
or. investigations has been accomplished and is currently under way 
•«. i ./rn fire-rvsk and explosive properties of substances and 
- iXtur^s, thermal, thermochemical and radiation stability of 
-xr^ractior: systems, mechanism of oxidizing processes [63. Results of 
• r*»* investigations are put as the basis for the regulation of tb? 
P*o^ss parameters (limitation. of the process temperature, 
c-y. icuntrat iohs of HNO and ni träte sal ts; determi nat ion of tlx-
passing ability of. gas-air lines; installation of 'requirvd' 
nxjnitormg devices, automatic equipment, safety devices, etc.). 

T ne diluents are selected with the temperatures of bun-1.. 
t-xeeeciing 90* C, and having a satisfactory high radiation-chemical 
s t a b i l i t y . 

Many-years investigations. were devoted to the theory of 
* ' * 
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• jon emulsions« revealing the nature of stabilizers for th*::e 
» ;:«• Ir uiiii: and search of special substances - de-emulgators. 

• Mic:]unions . important for the practice followed from these 
• i:-A»st :gatioris," concerning the methods of solutions preparation for 
v>: Tact ion and the process conditions (operation of apparatus on the 
required type of emulsions, application of separating devices, 
emulsion de-emu3gators) and etc. 

Studies are carried out on the simulation of the emergency 
situation, related to the in-apparatus accumulation of uranium, 
.Plutonium ( IV), (VI) in the double-phase extraction systems. The 
time' parameters are set-to achieve local "peak" concentrations of 
fissile substances in case of deviations from the extraction 
technology. 

A special cycle of investigation was carried out on the 
forecasting, synthesis and evaluation of extractants - analogues to 
the tributilphosphate, providing for the homogenoeus solution 
stability in carbohydrogen,diluents to segregetion into two organic 
phases at complete saturation with uranium and plutonium £73. Such 
extraction systems are of particular advantage to maintain thé 
condition of nuclear safety at the final stages, of plutonium 
purification or when reprocessing the fast reactor's fuel. One of 
the specimens of such extractants, tri isoamylphosphate, has passed 
successfully through a 3-years commercial testing at the RT-1 plant. 

The balance .'account of the extractant is one of the important 
ar.d labour-intensive tasks in the extraction process control.; 

It is exactly at the insufficient system of control over the 
organic d11 uent distribution that the above considered emergency 
situations can occur. • 

Factors affecting the extractant .consumption are the following: 
- extractant solubility in aqueous solutions; 
- carry-over in the form of hardly decaying emulsions with 
water solutions; . , 

- carry-over with gas phase due to* volatility; * 
- hydrolytical and radiation/chemical'destructionr 
- withdrawal of the extractant during- periodical conditioning 
of equipment off precipitates, and interphase formations; 

- removal of the extractant out of the cycle due to 
deterioration of its characteristics. 

£11 those factors were systematically studied, and their 
« 
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justification is put as a basis for the permanent svstem of 
won i tori rig for the extractant distribution (losses) at the RT-1 
plant. . 

As applied to the conditions of the WER-440 fuel reprocessing 
.(fig. 6), the table shows a characteristic balance for TBP. 

Table. Balance of TBP in the cycles of the WER-440 fuel 
reprocessing, kg/t uranium (without account of the spent 
extractant removal). 

Process ! Ways of TBP losses I Total 
stage î — — " — — — ~ — — -I losses of 

! Solubility! Garry-over I Carry-over J Radiation- I TBP 
! in aqueous! in the form ! with gas I chemical de-1 
isolutions lof emulsions! phase I composition J 

1 and 2 ! 6 . 7 ± a 7 ! 6,3*2.3 11.0 ± 0.3 I 0.5 + 0.4 115.0 ± 4.0 
cycles of! I I ! ; I 
extrac - I I î I - ! 
tion I I I I ' I 

Extrac - î 1.2 J- 1.0 I 2io ± 0.7s 10.5 ± 0.1 I 3.6 ± 2.0 17.3 ±.2.4 
tion af- ! I I I I 
finage of I I .1 1 I 
Pu and Npl I I I I 
(two cyc-l I I . I I 
les) I I I I I 

As it can be seen from the given data» solubility and 
carry-over with aqpieous solutions account for about 90* of all the 
TBP losses in 1 and 2 extraction cycles. Radiation-chemical 
decomposition (50Z) is a determining ooeponent of TBP losses at the 
stage of Pu and tip affinage. 

Any excess in the extractant losses caused the intervention 
into the technology, the reasons of deviations «are found out and 
immediately removed. 
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Conclusions 

The many-years experience of the RT-1 plant operation gives 
evidence to the satisfactory protection of the technological 
processes against accidents. At the same time, we suppose that the 
situation indicated is not a full assurance against the probable 
occurance of emergency incidents. 

For the enterprises of external stages of nuclear fuel cycle, 
to which radiochemical productions are related, it is noted that no 
main official document is available that specifies the general 
principles, classifies the safety systems and legalizes the 
requirements for safety analysis. The principle of "internal 
seIf-protection" in accordance with which the systems of potentially 
dangerous productions should have physical'chemical properties which 
exclude the possibility of severe accident [83, is applied 
insufficiently. ' 

Further progress in providing safety in radiochemical 
technology is expected to be achieved as a result of R&D complex: to 
be conducted in 1994-96 . according to the accepted Industry's 
Programme. 
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SPENT FUEL 

Fig.2. Functional capabilities of the RTplonL 
» 

Dottod lino show» the operations, for which tho productions required 
arc under construction or justification (waste disposal) 
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t. OBJET DE L'EXPOSE 

Dans cet exposé sont présentés les principes de conception retenus pour traiter le risque de 
dissémination de matières radioactives dans les usines du cycle du combustible nucléaire en France. 
L'ensemble des usines du cycle du combustible allant de l'enrichissement de l'uranium à la fabrication 
des différents combustibles et au retraitement de ces demiers après utilisation dans les centrales est 
concerné (usines d'enrichissement et de fabrication du combustible, usines de retraitement, installations 
de traitement et d'entreposage dés déchets à l'exception des ouvrages de stockage). Il s'agit d'un exposé 
général qui ne traite toutefois pas certains cas particuliers comme la prise en compte spécifique du 
confinement des gaz dans les usines d'enrichissement 

La prise en compte du risque de dissémination de matières radioactives dans ce type 
d'installations est réalisée, dans le cadre d'une démarche de défense en profondeur, par la mise en place 
de systèmes de confinement successifs. Ces systèmes de confinement sont dimensionttés en fonction 
du risque de dissémination de matières radioactives et du risque d'exposition externe. 

Dans cet exposé, nous nous attacherons à présenter : / 

-la réglementation, les normes, les guides, 

- les différentes composantes nécessaires è la réalisation du confinement dans les usines du 

cycle du combustible et la façon dont elles sont réalisées, 

- les évolutions des méthodes et des conceptions, 

• la surveillance, 

- le retour d'expérience. 
Bien que les travaux de recherche ne soient pas développés dans cet exposé, on peut noter 

qu'ils constituent une aide importante à l'analyse et A la conception des systèmes de confinement Un 
certain nombre de programmes en cours de réalisation permettent d'étudier des phénomènes particuliers 
tels que tes transferts d'aérosols notamment en cas dlncendie. le développement de codes permettant, 
par exemple, d'étudier plus en détail le comportement (Tun système de ventilation en situation dégradée. 
Une part des travaux de recherche contribue par ailleurs au développement de nouveaux matériels 
(dans le domaine de la filtration par exemple). 

Les principes exposés fondent les démarches des concepteurs et des exploitants nucléaires 
aussi bien que celles des organismes de sûreté. Rappelons que le Département d'Evaluation de Sûreté 
de l'Institut de Protection et de Sûreté Nucléaire a pour mission d'évaluer, à la demande de f Autorité de 
Sûreté française, les dossiers présentés par les concepteurs et exploitants nucléaires dans le cadre des 
procédures réglementaires. 
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a - Décret 66-450 diu 20/06/1966modifié par décret 88-521 du 18/04/1988 relatifs aux prinàpes généraux 
de protection contre tes rayonnements ionisants. 

Ce décret définit, notamment, la classification des personnes en fonction des doses auxquelles 
elles peuvent être exposées (travailleurs de catégories A ou B. personnes du public) et les limites de 
doses admissibles pour chacun de ces groupes. Les limites annuelles d'incorporation (LAI) et les limites 
dérivées de concentration des radionuclides dans rair (LDCA) pour rexposition professionnelle sont 
répertoriées dans rannexe IV de ce décret (voir glossaire p 17). 

b - Décret 75-306 du 28M4/1975 modifié par décret n* 88-662 du 06/05H988 relatif à la protection des 
travailleurs contra fas rayonnements ionisants (tans las installations nucléaires de base. 

Ce décret définit, notamment, les différents types de zones de radioprotection et leurs modes 
de signalisation. 

c-Las arrêtés pris an application das dûtêrants articles du décret 75-306. 

Un certain nombre d'arrêtés précisent les modalités d'application de différents articles du 
décret ci-dessus. Pour ce qui concerne le sujet traité id, nous en citerons principalement deux qui 
fixent : 

- les seuils et les modalités de signalisation des zones spécialement réglementées ou interdites 
é »Intérieur de chaque zone réglementée (arrêté du 07/07/1877), 

- la périodicité des contrôles effectués pour les dispositifs de ventilation et de filtration ainsi que 
pour les dispositifs de surveillance (arrêté du 07/10/1S77). 

Zones de radioprotection 

La réglementation prévoit le dasement des locaux en zones de radioprotection en fonction 
des taux d'exposition externe et de contamination observés dans tes locaux en fonctionnement normaL 

Zones spécialement réglementées Ou 
interdites 

Zone 
surveillée 

Zones contrôlées 

Débit de dose 
ambiant 

2.51 
(0,25 n 

iSv/h 7,! 
irem/h) (0,75 

" 1 ... ,, :, I l ... 
(iSv/h 25|tSv/h 2mSv/h 100mSv/h 

mrem/h) (2,5 mrem/h) (200 mrem/h)(10 rem/h) 

Contamination 
atmosphérique 

LDCA 
1 /10 3/10 1 80 4000 

Matérialisation 
des 

zones 
(bleue) (verte) jaune orange rouge 

(Décret 75-306 du 28/04/1975 modifié par décret 88-662 du 06/0STI988 - Décret 66-450 du 20/06/1966 
modifié par décret 88-521 du 18/04/1988 - Anété du 07/07/1977) 
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Le tableau ci-dessus expose les différentes zones existantes en fonction des limites 
réglementaires. La matérialisation "couleur" jaune, orange et rouge des zones est réglementaire (arrêté 
du 07/07/1997). Les couleurs bleue et verte, sans être réglementaires, sont traditionnellement 
employées dans l'ensemble des installations. 

. 3.2. REGLES FONDAMENTALES DE SURETE (RFS) 

Les Règles Fondamentales de Sûreté (RFS) sont éditées par la Direction de la Sûreté des 
Installations Nucléaires (DSIN) qui dépend du Ministère chargé de l'industrie. A la différence des décrets 
et arrêtés cités ci-dessus qui doivent être strictement respectés, les exploitants peuvent ne pas appliquer 
une RFS s'ils apportent ta preuve que les objectifs de sûreté visés par là règle sont atteints par d'autres 
moyens. Pour ce qui concerne le confinement des matières radioactives dar» les laboratoires et usinés, 
il en existe deux : 

- la RFS II-2 série "u" - systèmes de ventilation, 

- la RFS l.4.a série "u"- protection contre l'incendie. 

La RFS "ventilation" expose les exigences applicables à la conception et à l'exploitation des 
systèmes de ventilation assurant des fonctions de sûreté dans les installations pour protéger les 
personnes du public et l'environnement contre les risques de dissémination de matières radioactives 
induits par l'exploitation de ces installations. 

La RFS "incendie" expose les dispositions générales de conception et d'exploitation à prendre 
pour les installations à l'égard des risques d'incendie, compte tenu des risques radioactifs que ceux-ci 
peuvent induire. 

3.3. NORMES 

Les normes françaises sont éditées par l'Association Française de Normalisation (AFNOR). 
Comme dans le cas des RFS citées ci-dessus, les exploitants peuvent ne pas appliquer les normes. 
Cependant, le respect des normes en vigueur permet d'éviter de reprendre de manière détaillée 
l'évaluation de la sûreté des éléments concernés. Les normes applicables au confinement des 
laboratoires et usines «ont nombreuses. On peut citer : 

- lés normes de la série M - "combustible et énergie nucléaire" et plus particulièrement le 
groupe M62 - Installations - Enceintes dé confinement", 

- tes normes de la série X - "normes fondamentales, normes générales" et plus particulièrement 
le groupe X 44 : "Filtration de Pair - Enceintes de sécurité". 

Parmi les normes du groupe M62 se trouvent notamment celles qui définissent tes classes 
(fétanchéité des enceintes de confinement et les méthodes d'essais permettant de s'assurer de la 
validité des étanchéités retenues. 

Parmi les normes du groupe X44 se trouvent notamment celles qui définissent les méthodes de 
mesure de l'efficacité des filtres. 
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3.4. GUIDES 

Il existe différents guides édités par rInstitut de Protection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IPSN). Ces 
guides, sans être réglementaires, apportent un certain nombre de renseignements principalement sur les 
grands principes généralement appliqués et sur les matériels existants. Ils constituent une aide i la 
conception. Ils sont élaborés grâce à la collaboration des analystes de sûreté, des concepteurs et des 
exploitants. Comme dans le cas précédent leur utilisation facilite l'évaluation de sûreté de l'installation. 
Concernant le confinement, il s'agit principalement : 

- du guide de ventilation. 

-descatalogue6 PMDS (Protection, Manipulation, Détection, Sécurité). 

5. LES DIFFERENTES COMPOSANTES DU CONFINEMENT 

5.1. GENERALITES 

Dans les usines, le procédé met en œuvre des matières radioactives sous différentes formes 
physico-chimiques (poudres, solutions aqueuses ou organiques, gaz. _.). En fonction du procédé, ces 
différentes formes peuvent être présentes en même temps dans l'installation. 

Le procédé nécessite l'utilisation d'installations qui peuvent être complexes : enceintes de 
confinement reliées entre elles, appareils chaudronnés (dissolveurs, homogénéiseurs, cuves,...), moyens 
de transport date l'installation (réseaux pneumatiques, circuits de solutions ou d'effluents, 
conteneurs,...), emballages de transport vers d'autres installations... 

La diversité des produits mis en oeuvre, la présence géographiquement étendue è des niveaux 
généralement significatifs de rnatières radioactives contribuent â la complexité de l'étude du risque de 
dissémination de matières radioactives, chaque installation ayant, de fait, des caractéristiques 
différentes. 

Le confinement est obtenu par r association du confinement statique, formé par les parois des 
appareils du procédé, des cellules et des locaux, et du confinement dynamique réalisé par la ventilation. 
Pour concevoir le confinement, il est donc, très important de connaître les caractéristiques relatives au 
terme source (produits mis en oeuvre). 

La surveillance du confinement est assurée notamment par les mesures de radioprotection et 
les mesures réalisées sur les réseaux de ventilation (dépressions, températures,...). 

5.2. CONFINEMENT STATIQUE N 

Le confinement statique est assuré par deux systèmes de confinement : 

- le premier système, assuré par lesappareils chaudronnés, les enceintes, les emballages de 
transport, etc., confine les matières radioactives au plus près des sources. 

• le deuxième, constitué par les locaux environnants, formé d'une ou deux barrières selon 
l'importance des risques, renforce la protection statique vis-à-vis de l'environnement 
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5.2.1. Premier système de confinement 

Le rôle du premier système est d'assurer le confinement des matières radioactives au plus près 
delasource. Il peut être formé d'une ou deux barrières. C'est le premier système de confinement qui 
assure la protection du personnel vis-à-vis du risque de dissémination de matières radioactives. U doit 
donc être réalisé et analysé avec soin. 

Généralement, les appareils de procédé sont placés dans des enceintes de confinement dont 
on vérifie le niveau cTétanchéité. Il existe des exceptions à cette règle, notamment lorsqu'il s'agit 
d'appareils chaudronnés étanches ne présentant pas de risques d'exposition externe incompatibles avec 
ia présence de personnel (cuves cfeffluents par exemple). y 

Ce système de confinement comporte des traversées permettant l'introduction des matières, le. 
passage des câbles d'alimentation électrique ou de commande, l'évacuation des déchets et effluents,... 
Ces traversées doivent être conçues de telle sorte que le niveau cTétanchéité requis Mit reconstitué. 

L'efficacité du confinement statique est éprouvée, lors de la conception, par différentes 
méthodes.' 

Il peut s'agir de contrôles en usine (par exemple le contrôle des soudures des appareils 
chaudronnés) ou sur site (par exemple les tests cTétanchéité des enceintes). La norme NF M 62-200 
définit tes dasses cTétanchéité des enceintes en fonction de la toxicité des produits traités. Les normes 
M 62 - 210 à 213 définissent les méthodes de contrôles des taux de fuite définis. 

Classe 
Taux de fuite horaire T, 

ou 
Taux de renouvellement horaire 

T» 1 . 

Exemple 

Classe 1 T^S.IO^h-V 
Enceinte de confinement 

à 
atmosphère contrôlée 

Classe 2 T f< 10* Ir1 
Enceinte de confinement 

à atmosphère très dangereuse en 
permanence 

Classes T f< 10-1 tr1 
Enceinte de confinement 

à atmosphère pouvant être très 
dangereuse 

Classe 4 Tf < 1h-1 
Enceinte de confinement i 

atmosphère pouvant devenir 
dangereuse en cas d'opération 

spéciale 

Classe 5 
Tr> 1lr1 

avec une vitesse d'admission 
en tout point > 0.5 ms*1 

Enceinte de confinement 
, à atmosphère 
à faible potentiel à risque 

Taux de fuite ou taux de renouvellement horaire selon la norme M 62-200 

La norme intemationaie n* IS010468-2 (NF M 62-230) : "Enceinte de confinement - partie 2 -
classification des enceintes selon leur étanchéité et méthodes de contrôles assodés* doit paraître 
prochainement Cette norme fera état de 4 dasses de confinement au Heu de 5, les enceintes définies 
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par un taux de fuite supérieur e celui de la classe 4 étant hors du domaine d'application de cette norme. 
Par ailleurs, i l'exception de la classe 1, les taux de fuite admis pour les classes définies dans cétte 
norme seront plus contraignants que ceux présentés ci-dessus. 

%.2.2.Deuxième système de confinement 

Le deuxième système de confinement est formé par l'ensemble des locaux classés en zones 
surveillée ou contrôlée au sens du décret 75-306 (cf § 3.1.). 

De manière générale, l'accès aux locaux abritant les enceintes proprement dites se fait par des 
sas matériels et personnels, te plus souvent distincts, équipés de moyens de radioprotection. Ces locaux, 
sauf exception, ne présentent pas de paroi en contact direct avec l'extérieur. 

De même que pour les enceintes, un taux de ftiitè peut être exigé pour certains locaux (cas 
des locaux classés secteurs de feu et de confinement par exemple, voire pour certains bâtiments 
(lorsque ceux-ci restent Tunique protection de l'environnement, après séisme par exemple). Dans ce cas, 
i.es traversées des parois sont également conçues pour respecter Ici niveau d'étanchéité requis. 

5.3 CONFINEMENT DYNAMIQUE 

Le confinement dynamique, assuré par la ventilation, complète le confinement statique. Il 
assure les fonctions de sûreté suivantes : 

- confinement de la radioactivité, notamment èn cas de défaillance du confinement statique 

(rupture de barrière), 

-évacuation des dégagements thermiques lorsque le procédé le nécessite. 

5.3.1. Prise en compte des risques engendrés par le procédé 

La présentation qui suit S'appuie fortement sur le guide de ventilation édité par CIPSN (voir § 
3.4.). initialement édité en 1982, une révision de ce guide a vu le jour en 1987. 

La conception des réseaux de ventilation découle du classement des locaux eh fonction du 
taux de contamination atmosphérique en fonctionnement normal et incidentel ouacddentel. 

Pour chaque local, on définit une famille de ventilation, un niveau de dépression par rapport 
aux locaux et enceintes avoisinants de manière à créer une cascade de dépressions des locaux 
présentant le moins de risques vers les locaux à risques les plus importants et enfin les enceintes de 
confinement, ainsi qu'un taux de renouvellement horaire. 

Les paragraphes qui suivent présentent les principes de conception des systèmes de 
ventilation utilisés actuellement pour des installations neuves. En réalité, il y a toujours des écarts à 
l'application de ces principes, écarts éventuellement importants pour les installations anciennes. Le but 
de l'analyse de sûreté est d'identifier ces écarts et surtout de juger de leur acceptabilité du point de vue 
des risques. 
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a - Définitions des familles de ventilation 

Le tableau ci-après récapitule les définitions des différentes familles de ventilation en fonction des taux 
de contamination atmosphérique dans les locaux. 

Famille Contamination permanente Contamination accidentelle 
admissible (LOCA) maximale (LOCA) 

1 0 0 
IIA 51 5 80 
IIB 51 54000 
IIIA 5 80 54 000 
HIB <4 000 £4 000 
IV > 4 000 » 4 000 

LOCA : limite Dérivée de Concentration dans TAir 

Ce classement, datant de 1982 (et partiellement de 1987 lors de la révision du guide) tend à 
être remis en cause actuellement, pour être à la fois simplifié et complété. Certaines simplifications 
seraient tout à fait justifiées. 

Par exempté, le guide présente plusieurs schémas-type de ventilation pour un même niveau de -
risqué en tenant compte du zonage de radioprotection ce qui peut apporter des confusions dans son 
utilisation. Or, le risque d'exposition externe, dans les locaux et enceintes, n'intervient pas dans le 
dimensionnément des circuits de ventilation. 

En outre, le guide de ventilation n'aborde pas la prise en compte du risque d'incendie dans la 
conduite de la ventilation. Ce sujet fait actuellement l'objet de réflexions dans différents groupes de 
travail (voir § 5.3.2. d). 

Actuellement, on s'oriente donc vers l'utilisation d'un classement des locaux en "classes de 
confinement" plutôt qu'en "familles de ventilation", classement qui devrait permettre de prendre en 
compte le risque de dissémination sans ambiguïté par rapport au zonage de radioprotection. 

On peut illustrer cette tendance par le tableau suivant qui reste cependant un exemple pouvant 
évoluer en fonction des études en cours : 

Classe de confinement des 
locaux et des cellules 

C1 C2 C3 C4 

Niveau de contamination 
permanente (LDCA) 

0 <0,1 <0,1 Variable 

Niveau de contamination 
occasionnelle (LDCA) 

0,1 1 4000 4000 

Niveau de contamination 
occasionnelle (fréquence) 

Très faible Faible Moyen Elevé 

Répartition des locaux en classes de confinement 
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b - Cascades de dépressions 

La ventilation doit assurer une cascade de dépressions entre les locaux des différentes 
familles. 

D'une manière générale, les dépressions sont de l'ordre de : 

- Famille I : Pression atmosphérique ou légère surpression, 

- Famille II : de -8 à -10 daPa 

• Famille III : de -12 à -14 daPa 

-Famille IV :<-22 daPa 

Dans les enceintes de famille IV, la dépression peut atteindre -50 daPa lorsque les produits 
manipulés sont particulièrement dangereux (plutonium par exemple). 

c - Taux de renouvellement horaire 

Les taux de renouvellement horaire des locaux, c'est-à-dire les débits de ventilation locaux, 
peuvent difficilement faire rotyet de recommandations a priori ; ils dépendent de plusieurs facteurs : 

- le classement par rapport au risque de oontammination et notamment le taux de contamination 
permanente à viser. 

- l'existence éventuelle de risques spécifiques (gaz inertes, gaz Inflammables ou explosifs), 

- le maintien du confinement dynamique en situation inddentelle ou accidentelle, qui dépend par 
exemple de la taille des ouvertures postulées de la barrière de confinement, 

• le conditionnement climatique (dégagements thermiques A évacuer). 

En pratique, les taux de renouvellement horaires ^échelonnent, pour un certain nombre 
d'installations typiques, de 1 à 5 environ pour des locaux correspondant respectivement aux familles I à 
IV. 

d » Dispositifs de filtration et d'épuration 

Les dispositifs de filtration et (réputation en fonction des familles de ventilation sont présentés 
dans les tableaux suivants. 

Les principes appliqués pour l'élaboration de ces tableaux sont essentiellement les suivants : 

- éviter le transfert de la contamination dans d'autres locaux ou enceintes par la mise en place 
de filtres à l'extraction mais également au soufflage lorsque c'est nécessaire, 

- mise en place d'une filtration au plus près de la source d'émission potentielle de matières 
radioactives afin de limiter l'importance des volumes contaminés, 

- assurer une redondance des moyens de filtration en fonction du risque pour pallier la 
défaillance d'un niveau de filtration et protéger l'environnement en toutes circonstances, 

- assurer la permanence de la ventilation, et de la filtration notamment pour le demier niveau 
de filtration à l'égard de l'environnerment, pendant les interventions sur les filtres. 
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Oes systèmes de contrôle et de surveillance des transferts de contamination sont indiqués sur 
ces tableaux. Ceux-ci peuvent être renforcés ou adaptés en fonction de l'installation. 

Par ailleurs, m certain nombre de dispositifs permettent de s'assurer de la permanence dé la 
filtration, notamment la dépression aux bornes des filtres pour suivre révolution du colmatage qui petit 
ensuite être compensé, dans un premier temps par le réglage des registres prévus à cet effet puis par le 
remplacement des filtres. 

5.3.2. Prise en compte des risques engendrés par la ventilation 

Les principaux risquesqui peuvent être engendrés, propagés, ou aggravés par la ventilation 
sont les suivants : 

- exposition aux rayonnements, 

• dissémination de matières radioactives. 

- incendie. 

Pour prévenir ces risques, un certain nombre de mesures sont prises en compte au cours des 
études de conception. Ces risques sont prévenus par les dispositions suivantes : 

a - Risoue d'exposition externe 

La prévention de ce risque est réalisée en évitant les dépôts de matière dans les circuits par : 

- l'étude des tracés des circuits : absence de liras morts", rayons de courbure adéquats, mise 
en place d'éléments filtrants au plus près des sources, vitesses d'écoulement adaptées..., 

- la nature des circuits : acier inoxydable, acier noir peint,-. 

Lorsque lé dépôt de matière ne peut pas être évité (filtre de premier niveau, par exemple) des 
protections biologiques sont mises en place. 

b - Risoue de dissémination 

Pour prévenir ce risque, on prend les dispositions suivantes : 

- éviter le recyclage des rejets de l'installation ou d'une installation voisine (choix de 
remplacement des prises d'air, hauteur des cheminées,..), 

- choix d'un niveau d'étanchéité approprié des gaines notamment jusqu'au premier étage de 
filtration, 

- maintien de la permanence de l'extraction pendant le changement des premiers niveaux de 
filtration, 

- maintien de la permanence de la filtration pendant le changement du demier niveau de 
filtration. 
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Tableau III : CLASSEMENT PAR FAMILLES 
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- changement des éléments filtrants sous protections étanches, 

• montage -en dépression des éléments filtrants (en amont des ventilateurs et non en aval), 

• choix des débits permettant d'assurer des vitesses d'écoulement d'air adéquates dans 
certains cas d'ouverture du premier système de confinement (ouverture de sas d'introduction 
de matériels) ou rupture du confinement statique (arrachage d'un gant d'une boîte à gants). 

c - Séisme 

Selon les conclusions de Fanalyse de sûreté relative au risque dû au séisme, tout ou partie des 
circuits de ventilation peuvent être dimensionnés au séisme en fonction du but recherché : 

- éviter que des éléments importants pour la sûreté né soient détruits par des projectiles 
provenant de composants des installations de ventilation qui pourraient se décrocher au cours 
d'un séisme, 

- conserver les circuits en état après séisme, 

- disposer cfune installation de ventilation en état de fonctionnement après séisme. 

d - Incendie 

En ce qui concerne les circuits de ventilation proprement dits, ceux-ci doivent être 
dimensionnés pour ne pas propager un incendie d'un local vers un autre. 

Les locaux sont classés en Secteurs de Feu (SF) ou Secteurs de Feu et Confinement (SFC) 
dont on peut rappeler les définitions ci-après: 

Secteur de Feu : on appelle secteur de feu chaque volume élémentaire délimité par des 
éléments de construction dont le degré de résistance a été choisi en fonction de l'incendie 
considéré comme plausible qui sty déclarerait ou le menacerait et les moyens de secours 
programmés pour le temps correspondant au degré de résistance quaHfianft ce secteur de feu. 

Secfeur<fe/iM/ef(fecoflfiriemenf:onappellesecteurdefeuetdeconfinementunsecteurde 
feu dans lequel un incendie peut entraîner un relâchement de matières radioactives qui 
conduirait, en l'absence de mesures évitant leur dispersion à l'extérieur du secteur de feu 
considéré, d un dépassement pourles travailleurs et la population, des équivalents de doses 
maximaux admissibles en fonctionnement normal fixés par le décret 66-450 du 20 juin 1966 
modifié par le décret 88-521 du 18 avril 1988. 

La ventilation est alors dimensionnée en tenant compte des critères suivants : 

- possibilité d'arrêter et de fermer le soufflage par des clapets coupe-feu (CCF) pour éviter 
rapport d'air neuf alimentant (Incendie, 

- possibilité de fermer Textraction également par des CCF pour protéger la dernière barrière de 
filtration, 

- réalisation de conduits résistants en température, 
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- possibility de contoumement du premier niveau de filtration par un bipasse étanche pour 
éviter son colmatage trop rapide et sa destruction, 

* dilution deç gaz chauds par de l'air frais provenant de locaux présentant un même niveau de 
risque (respect de |a séparation des circuits) en amont du demier étage de filtration peur en 
assure F i« protection tout en permettant de conserver l'extraction dans le local en feu. 

Il n'y a pus de régie générale concernant la conduite de la ventilation d'un SFÇ, I« règle 
essentielle étant la protection de la dernière barrière de filtration, celle-ci étant l'ultime protection de 
l'environnement. U conduite peut être difficile en fonction de la complexité des réseaux. Ctytque 
installation fait robjet d'une analyse détaillée peur élaborer les procédures de conduite les rniaux 
adaptées. Il est i noter que ce type de préoccupation fait actuellement l'objet de réflexions «u «ein de 
groupes de travail et rat supporté par un programme important de recherche et développement 

Le schéma suivant présente un exemple simplifié de schéma de ventilation de secteurs de feu 
isolables séparément : 

CUPET COUPE FEU 

LOCAL L2.3 SECTEUR FEU ( SF ) 

LOCAL« CALEBE TECHNIQUE OU COUUK NON SECTEUR FEU 
I CE LOCAL DOIT ETRE A FAIBLE DENSITE DE CHARGE CALORIFIQUE ) 

IJOCAL 5 LOCAL TECHNIQUE NON SECTEUR FEU 

6. SURVEILLANCE DU CONFINEMENT 

La surveillance des systèmes de confinement est réalisée par la mise en place (fun réseau 
d'appareils de radioprotection. 

Pour ce faire, d'une façon très générale, on peut noter les règles suivantes. 
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Un certain nombre de contrôles peuvent être réalisés dans les gaines de ventilation en fonction 
des besoins : prélèvement, détection bêta, contrôle gamma. 

Les locaux abritant des enceintes de confinement sont équipés de moyens fixes de mesures 
permanentes de la contamination et de l'irradiation ambiantes délivrant des alarmes en fonction des 
seuils atteints. 

Les sas d'accès à ces locaux sont équipés de boîtiers d'accès permettant de connaître les 
niveaux de contamination et d'irradiation dans le local en fonction des seuils retenus ainsi que de 
moyens fixes et mobiles de contrôles du personnel sortant. 

Les rejets A la cheminée sont surveillés en permanence (prélèvement sur filtre des aérosols, 
mesures en continu pour les cheminées rejetant l'air en provenance des cellules, des enceintes et des 
appareils de procédé...). 

7. RETOUR D'EXPERIENCE 

Au niveau du retour d'expérience, des modifications peuvent être apportées aux installations 
suite aux évolutions de celles-ci (modification du procédé, des produits traités,...) et des mises A niveau 
susceptibles d'être introduites A la suite du développement de nouveaux matériels (R & D) ou pour 
pallier des problèmes que le retour d'expérience aurait fait apparaître au cours de la vie des installations. 

Les enseignements du retour d'expérienoe ont essentiellement porté sur: 

- la séparation des réseaux de ventilation en fonction des risques présentés par les différents 
locaux desservis. Les locaux de famille I sont raccordés A un réseau spécifique. A chaque 
famille de ventilation correspond un réseau d'extraction particulier. 

- la mise en place de filtres sur des circuits de transfert d'air de locaux vers des enceintes, 

• la limitation voire la suppression, autant que faire se peut, des ventilateurs intermédiaires. 
rendant plus facile le réglage des dépressions en cas de défaillance de run d'entre-eux. 
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8, GLOSSAIRE 

AFNOR : Association Française de Normalisation 

CÇF : Clapet Coupe-Feu 

CEA : Commissariat â l'Energie Atomique 

DSIN : Direction de la Sûreté des installations Nucléaires 

IPSN : Institut de Protection et de Sûreté Nucléaire 

LAI : Limite Annuelle d'Incorporation par ingestion ou inhalation : pour un radionuclide donné, activité 
incorporée en un an dont la valeur est la plus faible des deux valeurs suivantes : 

a • celle qui entraîne un équivalent de dose engagé égal à 0,5 Sv pour l'organe ou le tissu le plus 
irradié, 

b - celle qui entraîne la valeur de 0,05 Sv pour la somme des équivalents de dose engagés, au 
niveau des différents organes ou tissus, pondérés par des coefficients appropriés. 

LDCA : limite dérivée de concentration d'un radionuclide dans l'air : concentration moyenne annuelle 
dans l'air inhalé, exprimé en unité d'activité par unité de volume qui, pour 2 000 heures de travail par an, 
entraîne une incorporation égale â la limité annuelle d'incorporation par inhalation ou, pour les gaz rares 
autre que le radon, entraîne un équivalent de dose égal à l'une des limites annuelles d'exposition fixées 
par l'article 9 du décret 66-450 du 20/06/1966. 

PMDS : Protection - Manipulation - Détection - Sécurité. Cette structure créée au sein du CEA en 1967 
s'est développée au sein de rïPSN. Pour l'élaboration des guides, elle fait appel au concours d'analystes 
de sûreté, à des exploitants et des concepteurs. 

RFS : Règle fondamentale de sûreté 

R & D : Recherche et développement 

SF: Secteur de Feu 

SFC : Secteur de feu et de Confinement 

Personnel de catégorie A : travailleurs directement affectés à des travaux sous rayonnements : 
personnes dont les conditions habituelles de travail sont susceptibles d'entraîner le dépassement des 
trois dixièmes des limites annuelles d'exposition fixées aux articles 9, 10 et 11 du décret 66-450 du 
20/06/1966. 

Personnel de catégorie B : travailleurs non directement affectés à des travaux sous rayonnements : 
personnes dont les conditions habituelles de travail sont telles qu'elles ne peuvent normalement pas 
entraîner le dépassement des trois dixièmes des limites annuelles d'exposition fixées aux articles 9,10 
et 11 du décret 66-450 du 20/06/1966. 
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A bstract 
Organic solvent fire in a process cell is one of the postulated events for examination 

of safety design offuel reprocessing plant. NUPEC/INS, under the auspices of Science 
and Technology Agency, have developed computer codes to be used for assessing the 
safety of plant through the fire event, including their validations, and made the assessment 
analysis for the licensing examination of the Rolckasho Fuel Reprocessing Plant. The flow 
and temperature distributions along the ventilation systems including the process cell where 
the organic solvent was burning were evaluated. The analysis showed that, because of 
decrease of the burning rate in the cell isolated, of heat transfer to the cell walls, and of 
mixing of the massive outlet flows from other cells, the air temperature flowing into the 
filter unit as well as the pressure loss due to accumulated soot, would not exceed the 
allowable limit. Then, integrity of the radioactivity containment systems was assured 
through the event However, the computed results also suggested that the heat transfer 
from the flame to the cell walls should be examined more precisely. For this purpose, two 
dimensional car flow and temperature distribution analysis with the MAC method was 
made. Comparative studies with temperature distributions observed in cell fire and 
ventilation experiments indicated that a practical heat transfer model was valid in 
therm ofluid analysis of the cell fire, arid that a precise heat transmission modeling for 
thermal barriers covered cell walls was useful for prediction of the temperature distribu-
tions. Through the safety analysis for the licensing examination, also indicated was strong 
dependence of the burning rate of the solvent on the oxygen content in the cell or the 
ventilation rate, and related phenomena of the solvent bunting will be studied in detail 

1. Introduction 

In the Regulatory Guide for Licensing of Reprocessing Plant, prepared by the 

Japanese Nuclear Safety Commission, organic solvent fire in a process cell is listed as one 

of the Design Basis Events should be examined in evaluation of safety design of reprocess-
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ing plant To support establishing criteria necessary for the evaluation, the Science and 

Technology Agency conducted a series of safety proving tests in the 1980s: Cell fire and 

ventilation experiment, HEPA filter test under accidental severe condition and so on. In 

the cell fire and ventilation experiment, burning characteristics of organic solvent in pool 

fire and radioactive material release from burning solvent were observed,0,9 and FACE 

computer code based on the results of the experiment was developed.® In the HEPA filter 

test, allowable lintits of temperature and soot accumulation load of the filter were 

obtained/4* 

At the Institute of Nuclear Safety, study of the solvent fire in a process cell of 

reprocessing plant was started in 1986, aiming at an application of the FACE code to the 

evaluation of the design basis event of fire for licensing the Rokkasho reprocessing plant 

Having made modifications and validation tests of the FACE code, the evaluation of the 

fire event was completed in 1992 and the safety design of the plant was confirmed.® 

Through the study, characteristics of the solvent fire in a isolated space have been also 

made clear, and it was suggested that the heat transmission from fixe flame to the cell 

walls and the burning rate of the solvent are critical factors in defining the temperature in 

the cell and the exhaust Based on these findings, a new phase of the study has been 

started last year. 

2. Preparation of FACE Code at INS 

2.1 Bases of FACE Code 

The FACE code developed by Nishio of JAERI has two key options: Total network 

analysis of the ventilation systems including a cell where fire is assumed, and the two 

dimensional analysis of the distribution of air flows and temperatures in the fired cell. 

Thennofluid behaviors in the network are analyzed with the node-and-junction models, and 
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the computing methods of the EVENT84 code® are employed:' The momentan equations 

for incompressible fluid, thé mass equation and the energy equation with the perfect gas 

assumptions. Additionally prepared are the analytical models for heat transmission to the 

cell and ventilation duct walls, transportation of soot and radioactive materials and 

operations of components such as blowers or dampers. 

To accomplish the evaluation of the design basis fire event, the option for the total 

network analysis was selected and its computing capabilities ware extensively examined at 

INS. Numerical calculations of the heat transmission to the duct surfaces were carefully 

examined, because the discrete node-and-junction models of the network would bring 

restrictions on the junction length and the time-step width required for stable numerical 

integrations. It was also confirmed that the restrictions based on the criteria for stable heat 

transmission calculations were applicable in the soot transportation calculations, because 

the analogy of die heat and mass transfers was employed in the code. 

In the FACE code, the transportation of the radioactive materials are treated in two 

categories, non-gaseous and gaseous, or condensable and non-condensable. The 

non-gaseous condensable radioactive materials assume to transfer and deposit, and to be 

removed by filter unit with soot But, the gaseous non-condensable materials flow through 

the ventilation systems without any interference. These assumptions and analytical models 

were generally accepted in our study. Models for the operation of blqwer and damper, 

including check dam per,* are necessary and important for the evaluation of design basis 
\ . - -

events. Junctions for leak paths must be included in the network modeling. 

Analytical model and empirical parameters for determining the burning rate of 

organic solvent were also prepared in the FACE code by Nishio. The parameters were 

developed from observations of organic solvent burnings in the cell fire and ventilation 

experiment. But, this model was not examined nor used in the safety evaluation activities 
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at INS because it seemed not to bè adequate for general applications. 

After the precise verification and the modifications at INS, the code for the total 

network analysis of the ventilation systems was named FACE-VENT. 

2.2 Validation Tests of FACE-VENT Code 

The validation work of the FACE-VENT code at INS had started with an analysis of 

explosion problem, and the explosion sample problem presented in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle 

Facility Accident Analysis Handbook^ was selected for this study, A sketch of the 
' » 

ventilation system is shown in Fig. 1. This system consists of a large main room (270 m ) 

with a glovebox (2.4 mJ), inlet supply and exhaust blowers, and filters. The model for this 

system is shown in Fig.2. As described in the Handbook, the initial starting flow rates are 

270 m3Anin through the main flow system with 13.5 m'Anin pulled through the glovebox 

line. With the assumption of the explosion of acetone of 50 ml, the shape of the mass and 

energy injections are also given in the Handbook. Based on these descriptions and 

conditions the input data for the FACE-VENT code were prepared, and the transients of 

pressures and temperatures in the ventilation system were calculated as shown Fig. 3. 
/ * 

These results were compared with the results of EXPAC code presented in the Handbook. 

Both the FACE-VENT and EXPAC codes are based on the calculation method of the 

EVENT84 code, so that good agreement between the results of these codes were justified. 
< ; 

With this explosion problem, the models for damper or check damper responses were also 

examined. > 

The analysis of fire in the glovebox .was studied next Using a ventilation system 

similar to the system Used in the explosion sample problem, the models for the heat 

transmission to room and duct surfaces were carefully examined. As mentioned in the 

previous section, when the discrete node-and-junction modeling is applied, the length of 
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junction with beat transmission must be shorter than the allowable maximum length 

deduced from the criteria for .stable numerical integration. So that, the network model of 

the ventilation system was modified and constructed as shown in Fig. 4. Shorter junctions 

are prepared for the ventilation ducts in which large temperature gradients along the air 

flow are expected. The filter unit at the glovebox inlet is replaced with the check damper 

to control backward flow into the room. Typical temperature transients in the glovebox 

and its outlet line are shown in Fig. 5. A rapid pressure rise after the ignition causes the 

check damper to shut But shortly, continuous blower suction and not-so-large heat 

addition assumed in this case make the glovebox pressure lower and the air supply 

resumes. So that, the temperature in the glovebox is maintained constant after the initial 

transient A number of parametric studies indicated that these transients were dependent on 

the heat generation by fixe, the heat loss by heat transmission, and the suction power of 

blower. This fire problem was also analyzed with the FRAC code developed at LANL,® 

and qualitatively good agreement of the time transients between the FACE-VENT and 

FIRAC codes was concluded. 

3. Analysis of Fke Event in ftoldcasho Plant 

The evaluation of the design basis fire event of the Rokkasho reprocessing plant was 

made with the FACE-VENT code. In the application for designation of reprocessing 

business submitted to the Government,w the postulated fire event is described as follows: 

Leakage of organic solvent would occur in & cell for extraction columns in plutonium 

purification facility, and a small amount of the solvent not recovered and left at cell 

bottom might be heated up to ignite by some cause or other. Radioactive materials would 

be released through the cell exhaust line and the ventilation line of building common area 

where contamination might extend. 
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Having taken into account these postulations and anticipated phenomena, a network 

model of the cell and building ventilation systems in the plutonium purification facility was 

prepared as shown in Fig. 6. Loss of external electric power supply is assumed simulta-

neously with the fire, but the exhaust blowers will continue their operations at reduced 

power with electricity supply from emergency generators. Sets of active and passive 

dampers are equipped at the cell inlet lines and they will prevent backward flows to the 

common areas in the building. But, in this analysis, only the passive check dampers 

assumes to be effective in limiting the flows from the cells. The air supply shut-off 

damper at the building inlet line is closed. Leaks through the cell and building walls are 

additionally included for conscrvativeness. 

Heat and soot generations by solvent burning were defined by evaporation rate and 

burning fraction of the solvent The evaporation rate of solvent in pool fixe was observed 

through the fire and ventilation experiment,09 and its maximum value (0.07 kg/mJ/sec) was 

used in this analysis. The burning fraction of the evaporated solvent depends on oxygen 

concentration or ventilation condition in a cell or isolated space, and in general, the 

fraction will decrease considerably in the insufficient oxygen condition after the initial 

complete burning phase. Heat transmission to the cell walls, convective and radiative, was 

only considered, and heat loss with flows in the ventilation ducts was ignored for 

conservative analysis. Convective heat transfer coefficient generally measured during fixe 

in room or building was used (8 kcal/mVhr). No deposition nor removal of soot was 

assumed in the cell and the ventilation ducts for greater soot accumulation to the filter 

units. 

Pressure and temperature transients with the FACE-VENT code axe shown 

in Fig. 7. Pressure rise and highest temperature in the cell are not so great, and no damage 

of cell integrity is anticipated. The calculated results also showed that, because of 
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decrease of the burning rate in the cell isolated, of heat transfer to the cell walls, and of 

mixing of the massive outlet flows from other cells, the temperature rise at the filter unit 

-was not so large. A more conservative analysis, in which the complete burning of 

evaporated solvent was assumed, was additionally made to obtain the maximum possible 

amount of soot accumulated to the filter units.! Then, it was confirmed that the temperature 

and the pressure loss due to accumulated soot did not exceed the allowable limits for 

HEPA filter (200 C and 3 .9 kPa) established by the HEPA filter test So that, the integrity 

of the radioactivity containment systems were assured through the postulated fire event, 

and the release of radioactive materials was limited to an very low level 

To contain and control contaminated air, the pressure inside nuclear facility building 

must be kept negative, or lower than the outside atmosphere, during anticipated or 

postulated events. Evaluation of the postulated fire event to this requirement was made 

with a simplified and conservative model of the building ventilation system and the fire: 

The heat release from the solvent burning was assumed directly in the common area in the 

building. And, it was clearly indicated that the pressure in the building was kept negative 

through the fixe event 

4. Extended Studies 

In the FACE-VENT code, as mentioned in the previous sections, the phenomena of 

cell fixe are treated with.the one-point model and the constant coxxvective heat transfer 

coefficient is used through the transients. To improve the model and to develop a practical 

heat transfer coefficient applicable to the cell fire analysis, simulation studies of fire in 

isolated space have been conducted at INS. In its first step, two dimensional 

marker-and-cell method simulation code FACE-CELL, based on the two dimensional 

, analysis option of the FACE code, was prepared and simulation of the cell fixe and 
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ventilation experiment was made with i t Figure S shows one of the results obtained with i 

th& practical heat tiansfer coefficient proposed and used in the FIRIN code.(n) Stratified 

temperature distributions observed in the experiment is reproduced in the simulation, but 

with somewhat higher values. Through the simulation study, it was also indicated that a 

heat transmission model to consider thermal barrier plates or cell liners which cover the 

wall structure with gips greatly m p i x i ^ tite simulation results. 

The burning fraction of evaporated solvent was not evaluated in the FACE-VENT 

code. But, it will be easily concluded that the burning fraction depends on oxygen 

concentration and ventilation rate of a isolated space. A study of developing an analytical 

model to determine the fraction and to estimate its value for cell fire has been just started 

at INS. 

5. Concluding Remaria 

Studies made at INS for the evaluation of the postulated fire event m reprocessing 

plant were summarized The FACE-VENT code for analyzing the transient phenomena in 

ventilation and a fired cell systems, including pressures, temperatures, air flows and soot 

transportations, was prepared, and its validation studies were conduct Usmg the 

FACE-VENT code, the safety analysis of the postulated fire event of the Rokkasho 

reprocessing plant was carried out, and the safety design of the plant was confirmed. The 

extended studies for defining the heat transmission characteristics of fire and the burning 

fraction of evaporated solvent in a isolated space are going on. 
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Moderately dense concentration - Criticality safety 
Presented by Dennis Mennerdahl, E M Systems, Sweden 

A project sponsored by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate 

Summary 

The title of the paper is a play with words. It refers 
to the important variables moderation, density and 
concentration. It will be shown that these variables 
are often used incorrectly, both in Sweden and in 
other countries. The mistakes cannot be attributed 
to any single organisation or country. Neither are 
they limited in time; the problem exists today and 
has existed for at least 20 years. The conclusion is 
that better methods and education are required to 
handle moderation correctly. The problems 
discussed may not always be realistic. However, if 
they are not analysed at all, nobody will know. If 
emergency response is based on incorrect 
information, an incident can turn into an accident. 

L Introduction 
Criticality safety has been an established sector in 
the nuclear industry since the beginning. Better data 
and better computer codes are now available to 
more people than ever. ; 

However, the methods used for criticality safety 
analysis do not seem to reflect this long experience. 
After more than 20 years experience with criticality 
safety (including safety reviews and research), it is 
clear to me that a substantial improvement of the 
methods used for the analysis is possible and 
needed. Hundteds of people have criticality safety 
as their principal work. Many specialists, who have 
contributed so much in the past, are still active. 
They have a knowledge and an experience 
(wisdom) that will never be duplicated. Today, and 
in the future, we cannot expect the criticality safety 
sector to attract the same status, funding and 
dedicated specialists as in the past. 

A guide is needed to reduce the difficulties in 
determining the influences of varying densities and 
concentrations. Today, many of the uncertainties 
are covered by extremely conservative (pessimistic) 
approximations. However, if not all types of 
incident scenarios are analysed correctly, there is no 
guarantee that those approximations will dominate 
and lead to conservative results. 

II. Density or concentration - A problem? 
Density is here defined as a measure of mass per 
geometric unit. Volume, surface and linear densities 
are all useful concepts in assessing criticality safety. 
If gU stands for grams of uranium, examples of the 
mentioned types of densities are gU/cm3, gU/cm2 

and gU/cm. 

Concentration is defined as a ratio between two 
variables. With this definition, density is a type of 
concentration. Some examples are atomic ratio 
H/U, volume ratio Hj0/U02, weight-ratio 
(enrichment) U-235 to total uranium and the 
number of apples per orange in a fruit salad. All 
these concentrations are ample, in the sense that 
they compare variables of the same type 
(measurement unit). A more complicated 
concentration is the mass of uranium per volume of 
a homogeneous and saturated mixture of only water 
and uranium dioxide powder at a certain 
temperature and pressure. The measurement unit 
(incomplete) could be gU/cm3. In this case the 
uranium density will have the same value and the 
units appear to be the same. This will be discussed 
in section IV of the paper. 

Consider the following scenario. Homogeneous 
ashes containing uranium and other materials have 
been obtained from burning contaminated filters, 
clothes and other burnable materials. An incident, 
where water can be mixed with the ashes, has to be 
considered. The uranium concentration refers to a 
homogeneous mixture of uranium powder and 
water at room temperature. 

There are two options, could any or both of them . 
be correct as a basis for criticality analysis? 

* The ashes have a uranium concentration of 0.20 
g/cm3. The uranium density is not specified. 

• The ashes have a uranium density of 0.20 g/cm3. 
The uranium concentration is not specified. 

Again, this question will be answered later in the 
paper (sections V.l and VI). Surprisingly, density 
and concentration are often mixed up in safety 
reports. This can lead to serious errors in the 
conclusions of the safety analysis. 
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III. Reviews of criticality safety' 

The nuclear fuel cycle in Sweden is not a complete 
cycle. The following comments are related to 
operations in the fuel cycle that have been reviewed 
in the past. Later, some typical problems that have 
been found during the safety reviews will be 
discussed. They will be related to density, 
concentration and moderation. 

Some errors have been found in Swedish safety 
reports, while others were found in reports from 
organisations in other countries. All reports were 
directly related to the Swedish nuclear fuel cycle. 

ULI. Uranium mining 
There is a lot of uranium in Sweden. In one place, 
Ranstad, a full scale mining operation was prepared 
but stopped for political and economical reasons. 
One building, with equipment originally designed 
for extracting uranium from the mine, today is used 
to purify uranium from fuel fabrication side streams. 

III.2. UFf conversion to U03 andfuel fabrication 
A "wet" process for conversion of uranium 
hexafluoride (UFJ to uranium dioxide (UO^ is 
used. This means that good moderation often is a 
normal parameter, not an incident. There are also 
many different fissile materials. Some are over-
moderated even when dry. Moisture measurements 
will not detect moderation in such a case. AUC 
(ammonium uranyle carbonate) is such a material. 

Large filters, accumulations of smaller filters, 
contaminated and other mixed materials contain 
hundreds of kilograms of uranium Recovery of side 
streams containing uranium lead to similar 
quantities of uranium with low densities. Some of 
the materials are dry, some liquid and some in 
undefined states. Incidents, involving significant 
amounts of uranium leaking into the ground 
outdoors, have also occurred. 

Very large storage areas, where water distribution 
and density are important parameters, can be found 
at the plant. Moderation control is a standard 
procedure in several areas and containers. 

U13. Storage of fresh and spent fuel 
The fuel assemblies in a reactor form a lattice of 
closely coupled units with minimal neutron leakage. 
In storage areas, a margin to criticality is achieved 

oy absorption of neutrons in the materials between 
the assemblies and/or by neutron leakage. Low 
density water and heterogeneous distribution of 
water is important in the safety analysis of fresh 
fuel. 

If the bumup of the fuel is used for criticality 
control, consideration must be taken of the fact that 
the densities of U-235 and other nuclides vary in 
the axial direction of the fuel. This effect is varying 
with the time after shutdown of the reactor 
(radioactive decay). Care must be taken to assure 
that the methods are applicable to this situation. 

III. 4. Reprocessing and MOXfuel fabrication 
The reprocessing was only laboratory scale. In 
connection with this activity, there were serious 
plans for MOX (mixed uranium/plutonium oxide) 
fabrication in significant quantities. An application 
for such an operation was reviewed 20 years ago. 
The operation was never carried out. 

III. 5. Fbtal storage of spent fueL 
Several studies have been carried out concerning 
final storage of spent fuel. A purpose lias been to 
demonstrate that criticality will not be a probable 
event, even in a time frame of millions of years. 
Some of these studies have been required before 
starting new power reactors and have been 
reviewed and approved by the authority. 

Sooner or later, the containers and the fuel itself 
will disintegrate. Exactly how this will happen is 
not necessary to know. When it could happen is the 
question. Important parameters are varying 
densities, burnup and radioactive decay. 

HL6. Transportation of fissile materials 
Reviews of safety reports for transport packages 
give the authorities in different countries an 
opportunity to examine methods used by 
organisations and authorities in other countries. 

Unirradiated and waste uranium materials are of 
special interest. Those materials are not very 
radioactive (essentially no requirements for 
containment and shielding). For some reason, 
unknown to me, both uranium and water are often 
assumed to be distributed only homogeneously 
inside the packages. 
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IV. Criticality handbooks 
In the past, criticality handbooks, guides and 
standards have been important as references. Most 
of the haiic&ooks are now quite old. Ah exception 
is a Japanese handbook, which I have not yet seen. 

Criticality handbooks include data related to the 
concentration of a fissile material to some mixture. 

Before using such data, it is necessary to know the 
limitations. There are uncertainties caused by the 
evaluation of experiments and calculations. The 
values areonly applicable to a certain material or 
nuclide related to another specified material, 
nuclide or mixture. But also temperature, pressure 
and other parameters may influence the validity of 
the data. 

To show how different the parameters density and 
concentration are, consider temperature effects. 
The concentration ofhydrogen in pure water is the 
stone at room temperature as in ke formed by the 
saine water at a temperature belowthe freezing 
point. The numerical values are different, about 
0.11 gH/cm5 at room temperature and about 0.10 
gH/cm3 in ice. But the measurement units are also 
different when written out completely. 

0.11 [gH/cm'HjOlaft. » 0.10 [gH/cm^O].,«* 

However, the hydrogen densities for the two 
temperatures are different. 

For an unlimited geometry in all three dimensions, 
the neutron multiplication factor for a homogenous 
fissile material will not change by a change of 
density. The concentration stays the same and will 
determine the multiplication factor. 

For a limited geometry, the density is important. A 
reduced density will increase the neutron leakage 

from the fissile unit. This will usually reduce the 
multiplication, but not always. Moderation effects 
can change the situation, especially when 
interaction with other fissile units is possible. A 
reduced fissile density may allow other nuclides to 
enter the fissile material. Compression of mat «rials 
with low densities must be considered. 

A system with vaiyir$ fissile densities can have a 
smaller critical mass than a homogeneous fissile 
system. 

V. Safety reviews * Some experiences 
Hie confusion between concentration and density is 
not new. Matty times, applicant have had to revise 
their analyses to get approvals. The following 
description ofthe case with "diy water" is typical, 
but also extreme. It is very recent (not yet settled). 

V.l. Dry water 
This case is based on the ashes mentioned in section 
IL The U®5 enrichment is 5 % by weight. The 
applicant claimed that no restriction is required for 
the amounts and geometry of the material. The 
uranium concentration is restricted to 0.20 g/cmJ. 
Concentration ofuranium related to what? 

The safety reports give the answer to tins question. 
The concentration is such as used in a cnticahty 
handbook andin one place it is also defined as 

cQiiO) = pifliO)* * (1 - j ^ ) 

vidiere V stands for concentration, "p" stands for 
density and "th" for theoretical . The theoretical 
densities are given as 0.9982 g/cm3 for water and as 
18.9 g/cm3 for uranium. This formula does not take 
the oxygen of uranium oxide kfto account, leading 
to a requirement for more water. 

For the maximum uranium concentration of 0.20 
g/cm3, the water concentration is at least 0.9876 
g/cm3. For smaller uranium concentrations, the 
water concentration is even higher. The 
requirement can also be described as an atomic 
ratio H/U of no less than 125. Does this agree with 
the allowed contents - ashes? That is, essentially no 
water at all. 

The safety reports claim that during normal 
operation there is no problem since the material is 
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dry. The atomic ratio H/U is specified as less than 
0.3. Criticality is not possible for this atomic ratio. 

The safety reports also claim that during accident 
conditions there is again no problem since the 
uranium concentration is less than 0.20 g/cm3. As 
shown above, such material is basically water (99 % 
by volume). Again, this makes criticality impossible. 

The safety reports have used density as if it was a 
concentration. This is very dangerous, since there is 
no safe density in the same way as there are safe 
concentrations. 

A more realistic specification for the material is 
ashes with a maximum uranium density of 0.20 
g/cm3. There are no restrictions on other nuclides in 
the material. Carbon and oxygen would be expected 
normally in ashes. Hydrogen is not excluded (no 
measurements) and may be added in the form of 
water during an incident. 

In section VI a proposal for a correct safety 
analysis is given. 

V.2. Water- Here, there and back again 
This example covers lumps of fiid separated by air, 
water, water spray and maybe snow or ice. Storage 
and transport offiid rods, assemblies and pellets in 
boxes or on trays where water can remain are 
typical cases. 

Safety analysts for transport of fresh fuel assemblies 
is usually based on water at reduced density only. 
Water at full density, filling parts of the containers 

Two damaged containers with 2 PWR assemblies 
each and ice inside the fuel and some other Darts 

is a completely different scenario. Freezing of the 
water (after a fire in a cold climate) could lead to 
geometries not credible with running water. 

The normal situation is to have some plastic 
materials like polyethylene and ethafoam inside the 
package and often inside the fuel assemblies. 

The packages are dry during normal transport. The 
fire test required by the transport regulations will 
often lead to damages that will allow water to flow 
into the damaged package. 

Before the package becomes completely flooded 
with water, there are other alternatives. Partial 
drainage of the water and redistribution of the 
water during handling are other possibilities. They 
have to be evaluated. 

The actual design, testing, manufacturing and 
handling of the package must take the water 
distribution during and after the tests into account. 
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Array of damaged BWR or pellet containers 

The instructions for handling the fuel assemblies 
may take into account some non-homogeneous 
water distribution. This is obvions from the 
requirements for polyethylene bags around the fuel 
to be open at both ends. However, those 
requirements only cover some of the potential 
consequences of water in-leakage and distribution. 

V.3. Surface density 
The special hand calculation methods involving 
surface density control are not used so often 
anymore. But surface density control will always be 
an important method for criticality control. 
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Examples of surfacê density control is the 
restriction of storage units to one layer, and limiting 
the slab thickness of a fissile material. 

One siféfy report, that wa$ reviewed some time 
ago, used surface density control The fissile 
materials were distributed over a room, but most of 
the fissile materials weré concentrated to one 
corner. 

Acceptable surface densities for the various fissile 
materials were established This seemed acceptable. 

Large room with various fissile materials 

However, the implementation of the control was 
not approved. The total amount of fissile materials 
and the floor area of the room woe estimated. The 
ratio between the results were used as the 
maximum surface density for the room In the . 
corner of the room, with most of the fissile 
materials, the real surface density was of course 
much higher. 

Really disturbing about this review was that the 
safety analysis had been made by an experienced 
criticality specialist, normally using very 
conservative approaches to criticality safety. 

VL Low uranium density - Analysis 

Ashes, with a uranium density of not more than 
0.20 g/cm3 and with varying densities of hydrogen, 
carbon and oxygen are the fissile materials to be 

analysed. The U-23S enrichment is S % by weight. 
The materials are assumed to be stored in 
cylindrical steel containers. Inner diameter 56 cm, 
iiner height 90 cm and steel thickness 0.3 m . The 
containers can be stored in any configuration, 
mefafing at a triangulär pitéh. 

A correct safety analysis must take optimum 
presence of hydrogen and caibon into account. The 
low uranium density and the influence of carbon • 
make the analysis complicated. The optimum fc not 

neutrons in the ashes, but also by neutron leakage. 

A preliminary study wOl be reported here. It will be 
based on the same fissile material (ashes) as 
mentioned earlier. The geometry is amplified. The 
geometry is either infinite or a single water reflected 
sphere with a steel wall, 0.3 cm thick. The radius of 
the sphere will vary and is shown in the figures. 
This study will be applicable to many bulk 
quantities of materials with low uranium densities. 

The SCALE 4 computer code package1 was used 
for the calculations (sequence CSAS1X with the 27 
group burnup library). 

The densities of the materials are either given in 
g/cm3 or fractions of their theoretical densities 
(10.96 g/cm3 for ÜO„ 2.3 g/cm3 for C and 1.0 
g/cm3 for HjO). 

The figures are shown as examples of typical 
parametric studies that may be included in a safety 
analysis. 

With a fixed uranium density of 0.2 g/cm3 

(corresponding to a fraction 0.0207 of the 
theoretical UO, density), the water density is 
allowed to vary. The sum of the fractions will be 
less than 1.0 which means that there are voids in the 
material. 

um02 • H» to a homo* Udanstty-OJs/cna. 

02 0.3 0:4 H»*My((M) 
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The peaks do not occur at the same water density. 
Here, the concept "optimum moderation" is used 
for infinite geometry only. For other geometries, 
"optimum water density" is preferred. For a higher 
neutron leakage (smaller radius), the optimum is 
moved to a higher water density. The additional 
water is acting as an "internal reflector". 

A determination of optimum water density is only 
valid for a certain geometry. If the geometry is 
changed, the optimum is changed as well. The 
curves are often quite flat near the optimum 
densities. This simplifies the analysis. 

These curves have simple shapes even at the very 
high or low water densities no shown. For 
heterogeneous, low enriched fissile materials, the 
Curves can be more complicated. A well known 
case is new fuel assemblies in water of varying 
densities. 

Iim02* C. Hamaganaaa 
and 2» gtanA. Sum offcacOoml «antra« UOZ • C • 1AI 

A mixture of uranium dioxide, carbon and water 
seems to be more dangerous than any other 
mixture. This is also a reasonable scenario. The flat 
curves also show that the danger is not restricted to 
a narrow range of densities. Note that the sum of 
the fractions of U02, H,0 and C is l .0. No voids. 

The following figure shows that, when neutron 
leakage is considered, also oxygen (O) together 
with water will lead to higher neutron multiplication 
than only water. A curve for only water and 
uranium dioxide can be found in a previous figure. 
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This figure involves carbon at a very high density 
(close to the theoretical density 2.3 g/cmJ). It will 
not be possible with waste materials. However, any 
amount of carbon will reduce the critical mass. The 
next figure will diow results for mixtures of 
uranium dioxide, carbon and water. The major 
influence of carbon in these mixtures is as an 
internal neutron reflector and not so much as a 
moderator. 

U01«KKK. 
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Finally, a figure showing the influence ofoxygen 
and silicon (Si) is shown below. Even silicon may 
increase the neutron multiplication a little Int. The 
effect is not so dramatic as for carbon and also 
much small«- than for oxygen. 

For oxygen, the curve for the infinite geometry 
shows that the neutron multiplication is being 
reduced by adding more oxygen. However, when a 
limited geometry is studied (here a water reflected 
sphere), the opposite conclusion can be drawn. It is 
not unusual that conclusions in safety reports are 
based on infinite systems and then applied to limitée 
systems. 
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Définis Mënnérrfahl Moderately dense^concentration - Criticality safety 

VII. Criticality achieved by nature 

Criticality is not a technical process, invented by 
man. It is a naturally occurring process. This has 
been proven in Oklo, Gabon, Africa. Many million 
years ago, the U-235 eoftcetitritioft (énrichment) in 
uranium was higher. The mixture of uranium, water 
and other rriâtériafe vrai the right för some very 
long critical e&citrsiOris. This historical event is 
interesting in many ways. It demonstrates the 
effects of density, concentration and moderation. 

Vin. Coüclusions 
The question of moderation is probably the most 
important and complicated issue in the criticality 
safety field. 

Experiments are necessary to establish the 
characteristics of various materials, geometries, 
calculation techniques or combinations of these. 
They can be used to test that the optimum 
moderation in a specific situation can be predicted 
by calculations or other estimations. 

However, to guide specialists in the criticality field 
in the complicated problems involving moderation, 
experiments are not the solution. More realistic, 
engineering models of the physics of neutron 
multiplication is required. The current praxis, often 
based on sophisticated experiments, is not enough. 

A proposal is to stop using the concept "optimum 
moderation" when "optimum, homogeneous water 
distribution" is intended. Optimum moderation 
maybe could be restricted to unlimited geometries. 
In limited geometries, where neutron leakage is 
important, additional materials may increase the 
neutron multiplication. If the additional material is 
water, it should be considered as an "internal 
reflector", not as a moderator. By separating the 
effects of internal moderation ami internal 
reflection, it will be more obvious for the analyst to 
look for other materials than Water that may give 
internal reflection. 

Similar ideas can be used for intermediate and 
external effects. The concepts of internal, 
intermediate and external reflection/moderation are 
combinations that will help the analyst. 

Some of the safety problems discussed in the paper 
may not be very realistic. But, if some scenarios are 

not discussed at all in the safety reports, the worst 
should be expected Incidents that are worse than 
the design criteria happen. If the approved safety 
reports claim that optimum moderation has been 
covered, when this is not true, the emergency 
response during M incident mày rhäke thé situation 
critical. 
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Criticality safety evaluation methods have been studied in Japan. Some 

results obtained through this study are different from those presented in the 

European and American handbooks or guides. The following three items of them 

are presented in this report. (l)The nuclear criticality conditions and their 

lower limits obtained from the estimated criticality neutron multiplication 

factors and their allowances for the computer code system JACS developed at 

JAERI, are a little different from those described in the handbooks of the other 

countries. (2)Fuel particle size obtained here for low enriched uranium dioxide 

capable of being regarded as homogeneous in nuclear safety analysis is 

different from that shown in the French criticality guide CEA-R3114. (3)The 

formula introduced here for the concrete wall thickness for isolating neutron is 

more than twice as thick as 30cm recomended by TID-7016. Finally, we propose 

the international cooperation to solve the above problems and to compile the 

Internat i onal Cr i t i cal i ty Safety Handbook. 
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1. Introduction 

The nuclear criticality safety handbook"1 of Japan ras published by 

Nuclear Material Regulation Division of Science and Technology Agency of Japan 

in 1988. Since 1989, the study has been performed for revising the Handbook 

under the suport of many scientists of Japan especially of JAERI. Some results 

obtained through this study are different from those found in the European and 

American handbooks. The fpllowing three items of them will be presênted and 

discussed. 
i 

(1) Estimation method of critical lower limit, 

(2) Fuel particle size capable of being regarded as homogeneous in nuclear 

criticality safety analysis', 

(3) Concrete wall thickness for isolating neutron. 

2. Estimation method for critical lower limit 

In many handbooks, the criticality conditions, such as minimum critical 

mass, critical diameter of infinit circular cylinder and so on, and the lower 

limit of them are described. But the way how to obtain them , especially the 

lower limit, are not clear. Criticality conditions are , sometimes, obtained 

with computer codes but the accuracy of the code is rarely shown. The lower 

limits of them are, sometimes, obtained by producting safety factors which are 

difficult to understand how to obtain them In the Japanese Handbook, the 

criticality conditions and their lower limits are obtained systematically with 

the computer code system JACS which were evaluated by analysing more than 

1000 cases criticality experiments. As shown in Fig. 1, estimated Kef» , K , and 

estimated lower limit K m . K<, for each fuel type are obtained by many 

benchmark calculations. A system is assumed to be critical if the calculated K 

err of the system by the code is K and assumed never to be critical if the 

calculated K.rr is less than K< . TheEstimated Criticality Neutron 

Multiplication Factors and the Estimated Criticality Lower Limit Neutron 

Multiplication Factors are obtained and shown in TABLE 1 for each fuel 
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material by the computer code JACS which iras developed in JAER1. With 

teg multiplication factors, we obtained the critical diaieter of an 

infinitely long cylinder containing homogeneous 2,8Pu-H*0 and Compared them 

with thôsè Writtüi thé European and American handbooks * u >as shown in 

fifcl !hë Miltes öf the Euröjpeäh ahd American handbooks ia Wg.2 m critical 

ones, not lower limit ones. This figure shows our estimated Values are not so 

different frôtt the Europlan and American values. If «e compare and discuss 

about these values internationally, it may be able to obtain critical values and 

their allowances which will be agreed internationally. Another example for 

comparison of minimum critical values is shown in TABLB 2 presented by Dr. 

B.Gnal of GRS at the criticality working group meeting of ÖBCD/NEA held in July 

1Ö94, who also proposes to obtain international criticality values. 

3. File! particle size capable of being regarded as homogeneous in nuclear 

criticality safety analysis 

Powdered fuel in water seems to be a heterogeneous system at the point of 

neutron reactivity. When the fuel particle size is, however, very small, the 

system may be treated as a homogeneous system. To obtain the limit of this 

particle size, the neutron multiplication factor was calculated for an infinite 

cubic array of slitely enriched UO* sphere particles immersed in water with 

various enrichments, mater to fuel ratios and fuel particle sizes. The 

calculations were performed with a computer code module based on the collision 

probability method to soleve the ultra-fine energy group (about 70,000 gr.) 

equations of neutrons. Hie change in the neutron multiplication factor from the 

homogeneous system is dominated by the change in the resonance escape 

probabirity, Ap/p, not in the thermal utilization factor, Af/f, as shown in 

Fit 3. The change depends almost completly on the uranium concentration and 

rarely on uranium enrichiment up to 10 wtV for a particle size of 1 ran as shown 

in Fig. 4. The dependence determines the fuel particle size regarded as 

homogeneous in proportion to the negligible relative error of the neutron 
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null tipli cat ion factors. As an example, for array of 2.5 wtN-enriched UO* 

particles of 1 mm in diameter immersed in water, whose uranium concentration is 

2.6 gU/cm3, is read as 1.2& When 0.33» AK/K is assumed for the enough small 

reactivity to be negligible, the corresponding diameter is 
0.31M 

l M x — — — = 0.25[nnfl , 
1.20Û 

which leads to the fact that the fuel particles, the sizes of which are no 

larger than 250un can be regarded as homogeneous in nuclear criticality 

safety analyses. 

In the French criticality guide"', mean free paths of 

thermal neutron , X , in uranium fuel and plutonium fuel systems shown in 

TABLE 3, are used to determine the.fuel particle sizes of heterogeneous that 

can be identified as homogenous. 

Our present work shows that the fuel particle size regarded as homogeneous 

is affected by the change not in the thermal utilization factor but in the 

resonance escape probability. The difference between the two should be examined. 

4. Concrete wall thickness for isolatine neutron 

• Concrete wall thickness for isolating neutron was discussed. The thickness 

of 30cm was recomended in TID-7016"', which was obtained from the 

experimental data. The experiment seems not to be general but specific. We have 

studied to obtain general form to determine isolation thickness. 

We introduced the Reflector Factor, RF, defined by the following 

equation. 

RF= 
where. 

[k(R)-k. ] A , 

K(R) : Neutron effective multiplication factor of the system where isolator 

thickness is R and the nuclear fuel systems on the opposite sides of the 

isolator are assumed to be the same. 

K , : K(R-> <» ), which is the neutron effective multiplication 
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factor where the subject nuclear fuel system is surrounded by infinitely thick 

isöiitef. 

Hie trend of RFs of a concrete isolator and a water isolator was examined 

to many kinds of fuel materials, figure 5 shows the results of detailed 

calculations for the changes in RF where the three types of infinite slab fuel 

are isolated with concrete or water. As shown in this figure, the gradient of 

RF does not depend on fuel material but depends on isolator material. The 

gradient is approximately the inverse of the neutron migration length in the 

isolator except in junction area. With the above relation, we introduce the 

following equation to calculate isolation thickness, L . simply. 

k(0)-k, R-M 
RF • exp(- ) < e, 

k, M 

L=M [1+ln (Oc(0)-k. )/(k, • fi) } ] 

Where 

k(0) : k(R->0), which is the effective multiplication factor of the system 

where the isolator thickness becomes zero and the nuclear fuel systems are in 

contact with each other, 

R : thickness of the isolator, 

M : migration length of neutroh in isolator. 

If we apply the following values to the above equation, very wide 

isolation thickness, 82.6cm is calculated. 

k. =0.95 —• allowable limiting neutron multiplication factor in a 

single unit, 

k(0>—k » =3.0—heighest infinite multiplication factor assumed, 

é=0.3XAkA —cut off reactivity to neglect small bne, 

M =10.9cm neutron migration length in concrete 

The value 82.8cm is too much different from 30cm which is recommended in 

many handobooks or guides in the world. We are now disucussing about the reason 

and what isolation thickness should be used. To disucuss the above matter, it 

is important to consider the following items, 
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(D An area of the room where is fuel is finite, not infinite, 

(D Number of rooms is not infinite and so k(0) is not same as k °° , 

(D Shape of fuel is not always slab geometry and solid angle may be taken into 

account to determine isolation thickness. 

5. Concluding remarks 

Criticality conditipns such as critical mass, critical diameter of 

infinitely long cylinder, etc are physical constants and only one value for 

each condition is enough in the world. Computer codes and nuclear constant files 

to obtain the criticality conditions are in progress nowL It is good timing to 

obtain than by international cooperation Through this cooperation, it is 

expected to be able to obtain not only criticarity conditions but also tfiier 

allowances. 

Particle size which regard as homogeneous in criticality safety 

analysis, isolation thickness of each material for isolating neutron .and so on 

should be discussed internationally and the reasonable recomended values should 

be obtained. 

If the above international cooperation will be performed and the fruits 

will be compiled into "International Critical Safety Handbook", the Handbook 

will contribute to safety control of nuclear fuel in 21 century in the world. 
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MI Estiaated Criticality Takes and Their Loier Liiits 



Comparison of minimum critical values: Spherical mass of homogeneous mixtures (kg] 

System 
ANS.8.1 
-1983 

Subcrttlcal limits 

ARH-600 
(Rev. 1970) 

Standard de 
CrftlcM 1978 

20 cm HjO-Rofl. 

UKEA Handbook 
1965 

DIN 
1991 * 

DIN 25403 
old values 

Crltlcallty 
Safety Handbook 

of Japan 

U-235 - Metal 20,1 21,85 / 22,8 23,8" ; - 20,7 21,8 
30 cm H20-Ref1eclor 

U-235-Water 0,76 " 0,82 0,87" 0,884) 0,77 0,80 

U (20 %)Oa-Water - 4» 5,2 - 5,1 5,0 - -

U (5 %) Ot- Water 32,8 " - 35,4 37 36,8 37,7 36,7 

U-235 - Nitrate 0,78 0,85 0,87 0,88 0,79 0,82 

Pu-239 - Metal 5,0 5,425 5,42 5,35 5,425 
HaO-Reflector 

Pu-239-Water 0,45" 0,531 0,51 0,46 0,477 0,51 

Pu-239 - Nitrate 0,48 0,547 0,547 0,52 0,49 0,54 -

"UOjF, 

"ANS 8.15-1981 

31U (93,5 %) 20 cm H,0-Reflector 

4» U (93 %) 

"SCALE 3.1 

Proposalof a benchmark calculation of minimum critical Values 

by B. Gmal and W. Weber of GRS at the criticality working group 

meeting of OECD/NEA held in 1994. 
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0.96 0.98 1.00 1.02 1.04 

Computed k t f f 

Fit 1-1 Frequency distribution of the Coiputed results on criticality expedients by JACS 



Fig. 2-1 Cosiparison of the Values critical diaieter of an infinite cylinder Containing 
homogeneous m h U with those described in foreign handbooks. 
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' Fuel Particle Diameter [mm] 

Fîg.3 Relative changes in the infinite multiplication factor and its four 
factors for arrays of 5wt% 235U-enrichcd UO^ particles immersed 
in water 
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Topical Meeting on the Safety of the Nudeax Fuel Cycle, OECD/NEVCSN1, (1994) 
V 

Safety Research Programs in NUCEF for Fuel Cycle Back-end Facilities 

TSUJINO*, T, TAKESHITA, L, 1ZAWA, N. and 3TAHASHI, T. 
Department of NUCEF Prqjed, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 

Tokai-raura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-11, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

In JAERI-Tokai, NUCEF (the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safely Engineering Research Facility) has 
just been completed in its construction and the cold functional tests are underway towards commissioning 
the hot operation at the beginning of 1995. The research programs which will be conducted in NUCEF 
are summarized by the research group in JAERI. 

hi thispaperpuipose and outline of the NUCEF, and related safety research program to 
criticality, confinement of radioactivities, incident and postulated accidents are shown mnm^in^ with 
their safety criteria and its technical bases. The planning and prospect are also shown including 
international cooperation as NUŒF95. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Japan has a basic national policy to recycle nudear fuel used for the effective utilization of 
nudear energy and fa the staMe energy suppfy with the ra Inhannony 
with the policy, JAERI (the Japan Atomic Eneigy Research Institute) has just completed in the 
construction of new facility, named NUCEF (the Nudear Fuel Cyde Safety Engineering Research 
Facüity)[l], towards commissioning the hot operation at the beginning of 1995. The researches in this 
facility aim to contribute to die safety establishment and development of advanced technologies in &d 
cyde back-end. 

The research programs of the NUCEF prqjectPl are based on "Long-term Program for 
Research, Development and Utilization of Nudear Eneigy" (1994, Atomic Eneigy Commission, Japan; 
hereinafter referred to as Loqg-teim Program)!̂ ] and *15ve-yearRrqgiraafSafety Research for Nudear 
Installations" (1990, Nudear Safety Commission, Japan)!4!. 

In the fanner specialist meeting on safety and risk assessment in fuel cyde facilities (1991, 
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Tokyo), outline of the NUŒF facility had already been reported!5]. Afterwards the construction and 
safety inspections of the NUCEF have well been advanced. The research program is summarized for 
1994 through 1998 by the NUŒF Research Program Coordinating Group which were formed in JAERI-
Tokai. The managing system including the cooperation with other organization is also discussed. 

In this paper the progress of NUCEF project, safety research program and prospect are shown 
connecting with such major engineering safety issues as criticality, confinement of radioactivities, 
postulated accident, especially in the reprocessing facility. 

2. SAFETY RESEARCH PROGRAM IN NUCEF 

As shown in the Long-term Program which has recently been renewed in Japan, the recycling 
of nuclear fuels is necessary from the view of effective utilization of natural and nuclear resources and 
conservation of global environment on the earth. Although these recycling programs are steadily 
performed in hamxmy with former program, the research and developments for the fuel cycle back—end 
will be pushed forwards in order to attain further safety establishment and development of advanced 
technologies for the next century. 

Along die Long-term program, the research program in NUCEF focuses on the improvement 
and evaluation of nuclear criticality safely of fissile solution systems, advanced fuel reprocessing 

m 
processes including partitioning of TRU (fransuranium) dements, the safety management of TRU waste, 
the related basic chemistry on TRU and key technologies for TRU handling. In addition, experimentally 
proving idea to produce advanced technologies on these subjects is another important scheme of this 
research program. 

Three major research program, criticality safety research, research on advanced reprocessing 
process and TRU waste management are planned in the NUŒF. From 1991 internal review has been 
started on the original research themes in each piugiam so as to maximize their effectiveness. 

Table 1 summarizes the research subjects of NUŒFprqject For the safety assessment of fuel 
reprocessing facility, the safety guide for licensing!**] has been set forth. Major safety issues for the 
public are confinement of radioactivities, prevention and assessment of postulated accidents like criticality. 
In NUCEF, criticality safety researches for preventing criticality and for assessment of postulated 
criticality excursion wQl be conducted. Furthermore, upon confinement of radioactivities, safety 
researches for normal operation and for postulated criticality accidents will be earned out Those 
researches aim at the clarification of safety margin, the accumulation ôf base data concerning the present 
plant The researches will also develop both assessment methodology for postulated criticality accident 
and advanced measuring technologies such as sub-criticality measurement and TRU contents 
measurement in the waste for the future plant 
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Table 1 Major research subjects in NUCEF project 

CR1T»CMJTY SAFETY RESEARCH?] ~ 
STACY (Static Criticality Experiment Facility) 

1 - Obtaining basic oriticality benchmark data on iow-enriched U and Pu nitrate aqueous solution 
- Establishment of wer» reasonable critioaiity safety margin 

' TRACY(Transiert Critical Expemwnt Facility) 
- Obtaining transient behtnnor and source-term data on low-enriched U nitrate aqueous solution 
- Establishment of more appropriate scenario and confinement of radioactivities for postulated crificaBty 

accident ' 
RESEARCH ON ADVANCED REPROCESSING PROCESS ~~ . ". . .. 

! improvement of PUREXprooessTI 
- Obtaining basic data for safety evaluation, optimization and simplification 
- Confinement of radioactivity such as iodine and minor actinides 
-Recovery and separation of TRU 

Development of partitioning process 
- DIDPA separation of high-level Bquid waste / 
-Development of advanced technology to separate spedficnucBdes 

RESEARCH ON TRU WASTE MANAGEMENT 
Development of TRU waste treatment and disposal method 

- Obtaining basic data on migration of TRU and clarifying its mechanism tinder geological condition 
- Development of ceramic solidification technique 
- Evaluation of disposal safety 

Development of TRU measuring technique?] 
- Improvement of passive/active neutron detection method 
-Application of gamma-ray CT (Computed Tomography) '' 

KEY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
- Technology development of operation, maintenance and inspection of the fadBtyf] 
- Simulation technology development!*] 
- Development of safeguards technology 

- Development of advanced treatment technology ofTRU waste , 

I*]: on fuel cycle engineering safety 

3 . EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION TO SAFETY ESTABLISHMENT 

fl) Safety regulation for reprocessing plants 
Figure 1 shows the outline scheme of the safety regulation for reprocessing plants in Japan. 

According to the Regulation Laws for the nudear facilities and Radiation control and related role, safety 
review is peifonned by both fee Sdence and Technology Agency (STA) and Nudear Safety Commission. 
Design approval and operation inspection are conducted by STA. The Atonic Energy Commission 
reviews, also, the adaptation of the reprocessing business to die national pdicy and feasibility of financial 
base. 
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Table 2 Expected contribution to safety assessment by the experiment in NUCEF 

STACY/TRACY BECKY 
1. Clarifying safety margin 

- Criticality benchmark date 
- Confinement of radioactivity 

2. Development of assessment methodology 
- Scenarios of postulated criticality accident 

and accidentel excursion phenomena 
- Assessment of complicated plant systems 

3. Development of sub^riticality measuring 
technique 

1. Verifying process safety 
- Behaviors of iodine snd minor actinides 
- Confinement of radioactivity 
- Verifying abnormal process behavior 

2. Scenarios of TRU waste management 
- TRU measurement in solidified waste 
- Leaching and migration behavior in 

promising disposal environment 

(3) Regulatory guides and its technical bases 
Licensing review on nuclear fuel facilities including reprocessing plants in Japan Is canied out 

principally based on the following regulatory guides: 

0 Basic Regulatory Guides for Licensing of Nuclear Fuel Facilities (i960), 
iQ Regulatory Guides far Licensing of Reprocessing Fiants (1986), 
iiQTaiget Doses far Plutonium In take in Relation to Sting Assessment of 

Nudear Fuel Facilities (1983) 
eta 

The regulatory guide for nndear reactor are also applied to the licensing review on uuclrar fuel facilities 
ta HH wiring other items including ate, euvumiinent and prevention of disasters. Each regnlattxy guide has 
a detailed explanation for the application of each criteria. The technical timilails far the design and 
methods of construction aie shown by Order of Prime Ministert Office. Handbook and data obtained in 
safety research and safety demonsti alien test aie lefeued to te other fields needed for 
regulations of nuclear facilities. They contribute to the advancement and swhstanrtaliiy of technical base 
ofthe regulatory guides. 

The fiist commercial reprocessing plant in Japan finished Its Hcensn« review wfeidi was canied 
out along with the above regplatoty guides. Now activWes to obtain tte sanction of design and methods of 
construction on the reprocessing plant are being conducted. The NUCEF project will proceed safety 
researches, not only to ensure and demonstrate the safety of reprocessing plant concerning die sanction of 
design and methods of construction as well as its safety operation, but also to contribute to the 
substantiality of regulatoy guides for future reprocessing plants. 

Main subjects far the safety research in NUCEF, winch are related to mguhtny guides and its 
technical bases, are criticality safety, confinement of radioactivities and safety evaluation. Expected 
contribution of those researches are listed up in Table 3. 
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Table 3 Contribution to regulatory guides and technical bases 

Guide!6! Regulatory guides Technical bases 

Criticality safety 

(Guides 10/11) 

(1 )Substantiality of guide interpretation 

. (The limits for criticality, establishment 

of reasonable safety margin etc.) 

(2)Logica! provision of criticality alarm 

systems 

(Detection of sub &iticality etc.) 

Substantiality of Criticality Safety Handbook 

based on experimental data 

(Supplement of anticipated transients, 

reasonable safety margin and 

modification of analysis codes, increase 

of predseness in data) 

Confinement of 

radioactivities 

(Guides 2/4/7) 

(1)Substantiafity of guide inteipretttion for 

application of the principle of ALARA 

(Simulation, data base and so forth) 

OSubstantiaBty of the safety assessment 

of «fissoiution of high bum-up fuels and 

MOX fuels 

(Basic data etc.) -

(l)Substantiaiity of standards for 

coniinemeni or cens, giove ooxes, nooos 

and their équivalents 

^Substantiality of standards for 

monitoring to the measurement of low 

concentrated radioactive materials 

(̂ Investigation of standard for 

cormnemem m lacoiy 

(Provisions above mention«! ate set by 

supply of basic data) 

Safety evaluation 

(Guides 3/12) 

(1)Rationafizafion of the evaluation 

IIWUIUUB IOT cnncaaiy acooerw 

(Analytical model, data base etc.) 

(2)Substantiafity of the safety assessment 

of confinement at anticipated transients, 

ÜBE and postiteted accidents 

(Simulation, basic data etc.) 

(1)Esfimafion of the size of postulafed 

(Methods for the caictteUon of degree 

end source terms) 

(2) Establishments of the confinement 

efficiency and ewtfuation methods for 
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waste 
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Estabfishment of ihe guide for TRU waste 
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EstaMshments of standards for measuring 

techniques for H HU containing in radwaste 
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4. OUTLINE OF NUCEF FACILITIES 

(1), Ctoqfiguratkm of boî|dfpps 
Figure 2 illustrâtes a bird's eye view of NUCEF Building. There are three buildings in NUCEF: 

Administration Building, Experiment Building A and B. Each buikfing has three stories and one 
basement Experiment BuOding A occupies about 9,500 m2 Hoars and has STACY (Static Criticality 
Experiment Facility), TRACY (Transient Qiticality Experiment Facility) and a nuclear fiiel treatment 
systemfor those critical facilities. In this buQding the criticality safety research is earned oat Experiment 
Building B, named BECKY (Back-end .Rid Çyde Key Elements Research FacflityXIs finmsbed with 
high density cmcieie tfrieMed cells {alpha-gamma cell), many glove boxes and hoods. Studjy on Ac 
fundamental safety researches and advanced technology of fuel reprocessm& research on TRU waste 
management and stndies on TRU cbemistiy aie canted ont in the boSdiqg with an area about 8̂ 000 n& 
Administration Building has an area about 3,800)9? and laboratories for add experiments as well as 
offices are located in the buildingl7)«!8]. Egure 3 shows an aerial photograph of completed NUCEF 
Building. 

(2) Facilities for criticalitv safety resaudies . j 
STACY and TRACY are respective^ installed in cells. Especially, STACY fe attained in ^ 

hnnd within the cell tr> nvnid sprinting tiff phitfmwn fffTtarnmatirm, whirfr fchuerA n̂  ihm "f 
multiple-containment Table 4 lists up the specification of STACY and TRACY. 

In STACY homogeneous and heterogeueous cores can be set up, alternatively. The 
homogeneous core uses both low—enriched uranium nitrate and plutonium nitrate solutions. The 
experiment is curied out usqg cue tanks with die diape of either Comdex, dab, amdus or odns. The 
heterogeneous core employs cylindrical tank wilh die combination of low-enriched uranium nitrate 
solution with kwHemiched uranium fud rods. The maximum thennal power is restricted to 200 W. The 
reactivity is controlled onty by feed and drainage of the fod solutkn. Neither antrol rod nor cooling •! 
system is cqupped because of its easy fad-solution transfer and low power operation. 

TRACY has onty homogeneous one consisting of kw-emidied uranium nitrate solution. There 
i are two operation modes for TRACY: thetransient mode in which reactivity addftkn tip to 3$ is available 
and the steady state mode whidi regulates the excess reactivity less than 0J& The maximum thermal 
power is 5000 MW and 10 kW depending on the operation mode as shown in Table 5. There is no coding 
system equipped in the facility. The reactivity is coiftroiled by ii^arä drainage of the tnanh^ 
solution and by a transient rod made of boron carbide. Two cylmdricd cores are prepared for the 
experiments during the first phase of the experiment 

The fud solution for STACY and TRACY is prepared in the &d treatment system attached to 
the critical facilities, which consists of dissolution, concentration, mixing and purification units. The 
system adjusts chemical composilionof all the fud solution to be used. Each process unit Is contained in 
glove boxes considering low radioactivity of the fud solution, hi addition, alpha-chemical labarattay and 
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in-line test loop are furnished for die analysis of the fuel solution and for the process control in the fuel 
treatment system. Criticality safety research on actinide separation process is carried out in the alpha-
chemical laboratory with six glove boxes. 

CS) Facilities for fuel cvde back-end research in BECKY 
The alpha-gamma cells are installed in BECKY, together with twenty-one glove bans 

containing the rigs for preliminary and supplemental experiments. Studies on reprocessing, TRU 
chemistry and TRU waste management are conducted with the facilities. Table 5 summarizes major 
specification of BECKY. 

Alpha-gamut cell 

The alpha-gamma cell consists of two cdls, named process ceO and chemical cell Major paît 
of study safety and advanced technology of fuel reprocessing are carried out in the process celL And 
some of studies on TRU solution chemistry is carried out in the chemical celL 

The process cell is equipped with foui pairs erfmanipulators and one in—cell "power manipulator, 
and it contains bench scale experimental equipment for dissolving, off-gas treatment, extracdon and liquid 
waste recycling process units. In this cell spent fuel specimens up to 45,000 MWD/T(Ma£. 3 kgfrear) 
can be handled. The cell is also equipped with die apparatus for partitioning process. Actual h^h-fevd 
liquid waste (Max. 185 TBqfyear) can be used in the process. The chemical cell is rfe^g^ to 
accommodate various type of beaker-scale experiment rigs which are handled remotely nsjmg a pair of 
master-slave manipuhtois and an m-cell crane. Small amount of yent feel tq» to 72,000 MWIVT can be 
treated in the odL Besides those two cells, the loading cell is located next to the process cell, which Is used 
for the receipt and storage of spent fed specimens and for the managemern of highly antaminated solid 
waste arisen from the cells. 

Laboratories fir the research on TRU waste management 
There are two rooms prepared for the research an TRU waste management. One room is 

furnished with a system for nondestructive measurement to be used in die studies an nondestructive and 
testing techniques of TR.U waste. The system has its specialty m «tàch a ve^ hjgi-detectim sena 
for neutron is expected by an-improved electric circuit and by employing a lot of detection beads 
surrounding waste container with a practical tiff.. The information obtained by the neutron detection is 
amibmed with data on absorption and refraction characteristics observed by gamma-ray computed 
tomography installed in the room, so as to determine the contents of actinide in the solid waste with 
reliability. In die experiments simulated wastes made of solidifying materials and TRU test pieces are 
prepared. Another room accommodates nine glove boxes containing equipments, such as nqgta&i) test 
rig and hot-press rig m produce new ceramic waste form containing TRU elements. Those rigs are used in 
the research on the treatment and disposal technology of TRU waste. 
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Table 4 Major specification of STACY and TRACY 

Item STACY TRACY 

Thermal power 200 W (Max.) 
10 kW (for stationary operation) 

5000 M W (tor transient operation) 

Maximum fuel inventory 

Uranyt nitrate solution 
6or4 % enrichment SOOkgU 

others 90 - 150kgU 
Plutonium nitrate solution 

plutonium 60 kgPu 
UO2 fuel rod 

5% enrichment 400 kaU 

Uranyl nitrate solution 
10 % enrichment 150kgU 

Nuclear limitations 

-Maximum excess reactivity 
0.8$ 

(for stationary operalon) 

3$ (for transient operation) 

Reactivity control method 
Feed and drainage of solution 

(safety rods for shut down) 

Feed end drainage of solution, and 

withdrawal of transient rod 

Maximum reactor vessel 

volume 
1.1 IT? 0.5 mP 

Tabls 5 Major specification cf BECKY 

Hem 
process 

Research on TRU waste management 

Contents of research 
— Improvement of PUBEX process 
— Development of partitioning process 
— Related fundamental chemistry on 
TRU 

— Development of TRU measuring 

— Development of 1 ml wests 
treatment and dhposal method 

Experiments method 
Laboratory scale experiments using 
small quantities of spent fuel and high-
level radioactive Squid waste. 

artificial and real TRU waste 

Major radioactive materials and 
their Maximum handling 

quantities 

- Spent fuel (about 45000 MWD/T) 
pellets and solution etc. 

- High-level radioactive Bqukl waste 
2 liters 
1B5TBq/year 

— Plutonium 
sold, solution etc. 
10g/year 

- Radioactive Isotopes 
(TRU, 6s, Sr etc.) 

solid, solution etc. 
2£6TBqfyear 

Major equipment 
- Alpha-gamma ceBs 
- Glove boxes 
-Hoods 

- Glove boxes 
— Hoods 
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Figure 3 Completed NUCEF building 
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5. CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE PLANNING OF NUCEF PROJECT 

Table 6 shows projected schedule of NUCEF project. Current Status and future planning of the 
facility is summarised below. 

Table 6 Outline of Projected Schedule of NUCEF (As of September 1994) 

^ ^ ^ ^ c a l y e a r 
• lient " ' 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 J1993 1994 1995 

Building Design Ä Construction Building V J • w \ J 

STACY/TRACT7BECKY 
and 

Auxiliaries 

N i J* ,A i E I Function tut Design A oonsnucnon ^ M M STACY/TRACT7BECKY 
and 

Auxiliaries 
U W U U 

Preparation 

Safety Review 
Q Licensing Safety Review Q Inspection' 

^wonsncoon riiiM TmopifiBwrwiM 

Safeguards 
and 

Physical Protection. 

Q DIQ/FA (IAEA). Key Elements (U&A> Q 

o ^ > 

Hot Experiments 

CbnsfivctiaR 
Manufacturing was started in 1988, from such equipments needed long time to be comjileied as 

annular tanks for solution fuel and glove boxes. Since then, various systems and equipments have been 
made and assembled, h 1991 installation of completed systems and equipments was initiated In parallel 
with the installation work, pipe waking and electrical wiring for the systems and equipments luve also ! 
been conducted. At present, mstaHationwotk was completed and has been followed ly the crid froctk» i 
tests of all the systems and equipments towaxd the hot operation in the beginning of 1995 (calendar year) 
as shown in Table 6. 

Licensing 

NUCEF is divided into two kinds of fatalities; the nuclear reactor facility and nuclear fuel 
facility, to «stent with the relevant regulations for licensing application. The nuclear reactor facility 
includes STACY, TRACY and the fiid treatment system. On the other hand, the nudear fuel facility is 
BECKY. Licenses for construction and manufacturing of both facilities were obtained by October 1988 
after government safety reviews. Coming next was the action for the construction permit for buildings, 
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various systems and equipments of the nuclear reactor facility. This was carried out by dividing into 
seven stages. In May 1991, all the permits related to uranium experiments were obtained. Also, 
government inspection of the building, systems and equipments of facilities, which was initiated in 1989, 
have been carried out towards the permission of test operation at the middle of 1994 in such a way that 
can meet the progress in the building construction and manufacturing of systems and equipments in off-
site factories. 

Safeguards Arrangement 
It is necessaiy that a relevant safeguards arrangement is agreed upon with IAEA through STA 

and a consent for this Agreement is given by United States for the utilizatkncf nudear fuebipNUŒF. 
Discussion with IAEA and the Nudear'Safety Bureau of the STA Salted from 1968, and after DIQ 
(Design Infonnation Questionnaire) was submitted m 1992, FA 
respectively. TheDIV(DesignInfoimatian Verification)iscontinued tylhe IAEA. 

(2) Research Collaboration 
Researches m NUCEF will cover wide range of research fidd in the back-end of fed cyde. ' It 

becomes very important to cany out the leamrclics, not only under the domestic cooperation with die 
government, university and industries, but also under international Cooperation as shown in Figure 4. By 
the cooperation system which is summarized in the Flanning Committee of NUCEF, preparation for the 
concrete cooperation has been proceeded, and some of them have jost started. In aider to make the 
research program transparent and effective, the fiist NUCEF Scmmar(damestic) and the first International 
Symposium win be held at NUCEF, March and October 1995, reflectively. These fiist Meetings wfll 
subject to Engineering Safety for fed cyde safety; rntfarfjty, nmifînwwwit nf Txfewrivities and 
postulated acadenL Through such cooperation, many researches will effectively be conducted at the 
facility and it is expected that NUCEF will become one of the centen of safetyresearch of fed cyde 
back-end. 
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UNIVERSITY, 
Receiving young researcher 
Provision of hot experiment field 
Research cooperation 

" R U C E F 
Experiments Group. 

__ Research! _ 
F v J Recycle Technology) S ) 

•r̂ rAdvanced̂ l 

FOREIGN 
ORGANIZATION 

• Information exchang 
-Reseaich 

coopération 
-Exchange of 

Researcher 

— Information exchange 
- Research cooperation 

— Technical support 
—Training engineers 

CEA(France) 
LANLfUSA) 

.OECG/NEAete. 

GOVERNMENT 
— Contracted reseaich 

(Producing basic data, F^gs t̂awdwotogy) 
-Consuls by spectalsts^ 

JAERI User Group 

( NUCEF Experiments Adovisoty Committee) - T R U Waste I 
-TRUChamfa 
— Fundamental Teclwolugy 

( Training Personel ){*"presentattons of Achievements^ Providing Technical Informât»^ 

- NUCEF Seminar 
- NUCEF International Symposium 
- Academic or Technical Society etc. 

Figure 4 New Research Center NUCEF 
Research Promotion by Cooperation with Other Organization -

6. Conclusions 

For the safety research for the plant and the fundamental research upon advanced technology far 
the fed cycle back-end facilities, new experiment facility NUCEF has just completed in its construction 
and will be commissioned the hot operation at the beginning of 1995 (calendar year). 

In the facility, criticality safety research with STACY and TRACY, safety research andresearch 
for advanced technology on reprocessing including 'IKU partitioning from HLW and safety research on 
TRU waste management in BECKY are planned. By those researches, contributions to the enhancement 
of technical bases for the safety guides and improvement to safety assessments of nuclear fud cycle back-
end facilities are expected to be made through criticality safety research, research for confinement of 
radioactivities, research for postulated criticality accidents or other accidents and research on TRU waste 
measurement technology. 
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For the effective use of the NUCEF and for the further acceleration of research activities in 
nuclear fuel cycle back-end field, research collaboration are widely planned among domestic and 
international phases. On October 1995, international symposium is to be held at NUCEF focusing to the 
field of Engineering Safety on nudear fuel cycle back-end. 

By diese cooperation researches, technical bases of fuel recyding, especially its safety will be 
enriched and contribution will be also expected to steadily promote the fuel recyding. 
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SUMMARY : ABSTRACT 

The 'modus operandi' of the Fast Reactor Reprocessing Plant(FRRP) is briefly discussed 
together with how that has developed against a programme of varying objectives «id 
standards. Attention is given to the original design principles anil how performance has been 
affected by these; developments over the IS years are then identified. Particular attention is 
given to nuclear materials safeguards, both system and performance. The licensing (1990) risk 
assessment is discussed, in particular in comparison to the original 1972 - 1978 hazard 
assessments. Later more recent events are also discussed. 

(1) UKAEA, Nuclear Material Control Department, Dounreay 
- pan of Nuclear Materials Management Division of Corporate Safety Directorate. 

(2) UKAE A, Plant Operations Group, Dounreay 
part of Nuclear Site Operations Directorate, Government Division. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The fast reactor reprocessing plant was constructed in the late 1950s and operated into 
the early 1970s with continued process and safety developments. In the 1970s the plant was 
extensively decommissioned and reconstructed to extend its capability to the reprocessing of 
irradiated MOX fuel from the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR). It has continued in that role 
since 1980. 

2. PFR reprocessing commenced in 1980 and since that time both the process and plant 
equipment have been modified in some areas to accommodate technological and safety 
improvements and to meet varied process research and development requirements. 
Additionally, unirradiated fuel manufacturing residue material has been recovered using the 
plant, and more recently a 'head-end1 extension. 

The Reprocessing Plant 

3. The reprocessing plant is located in the Fuel Cycle Area (FCA) of die Dounreay site 
and occupies two buildings situated on other side of a central access corridor. The layouts are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

\ 1 

2. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

4. The design of the reconstructed plant was led by the operational and production 
requirements. However, the approach was constrained by the need to meet greater stringency 
of the radiological protection standards where, for instance, individual personnel dose 
exposures were (then) required to be no more dum 1-2 Remfyear. 

Basic Requirements 

5. In addition to accommodating die increased plant throughput (from 1 to 3lA 
tonnes/year HM) and meeting the flowsheet requirements, the prime considerations dictating 
the scope of the modifications and design were identified as> 

(i) improved containment, both primary vessel and cell; (u) rearrangement of the solvent 
extraction equipment to accommodate the two macrosolute flowsheet; (m) provision of new 
cave facilities for the far more complex PFR fuel assembly breakdown; (iv) provision of a new 
dissolver and feed liquor clarification equipment; (v) increased "head-end1 radiation shielding; 
(vi) increased liquor tankage to improve fissHe material accountancy fin* both fuel cycle 
evaluation and to meet 'safeguards1 requirements; (vii) improved ventilation arrangements; 
(vin) Improved waste transfer and handling systems; (be) improved liquor sampfing and 
sample transfer arrangements; (x) the reduction of in-ceU maintenance requirements; (xi) the 
incorporation of more and improved on-fine instrumentation; (xii) the incorporation of 
detailed operational improvements identified as being desirable over 15 years of DFR 
operation. 
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Design Features 

6. Hie plant was required to deal with 180 day coojed fuel at 3 kW heat rating, but to 
-recognise a potential for operation with 120 day cooled fuel. The fission product 
decontaminated plutonium was to be essentially uranium free. The depleted uranium was to 
be recovered but not immediately returned to the fuel cycle. 

7. The fuel breakdown technique was based on the utilisation of a geometrically limited 
batch dissolver, and the minimising of the generation of plutonium contaminated waste 
materials (PCM). This led to die concept of making access to angle pins and then their 
cropping into the leach dissolver system. Laser cutting of the sub-assemblies wrapper was 
adopted in view of the inherent in-cave simplicity and capability; and the avoidance of 
generating active swarf and powder from mechanical sectioning. The projected presence of ̂  
fission product insolubles as noble metal based alloys led to the inclusion of a feed liquor 
clarification stage using high speed centrifuges. 

8. Special consideration was given to input and export fissile material accountancy as part 
of an overall critical review of accountancy across the whole plant. This was required to 
satisfy stringent internal fissile material accountability and the increasing stringent demands of 
the international safeguards regime, and also to assess overall plant process efficiency. The 
disassembly cave was also to contain neutron-interrogation equipment for the assay of all solid 
waste for fissile material content. 

9. The solvent extraction section made extensive use of existing small geometrical limited 
mixer-settlers. Therefore, the new designs centered on peripheral plant hems. The 
containment philosophy was to locate the plant within cells with all pipes penetrating into 
process vessels being terminated out-of-ceH Remote instrument devices located in sealed 
thimbles, were used extensively. . 

10. Pumping systems using fluidic devices were developed and installed for some of the 
liquor movement, particularly on recycling solvent; other systems include gravity, steam 
ejection and air lifting. A semi-automatic remote sampling system was installed and 
incorporated pneumatic transfer arrangements to link the plant and laboratory without 
crossing containments. 

11. Taking advantage of Vortex Amplifiers (VXA's) devices, a low flow, controlled 
depression filtered active ventilation system was installed. The incentive for reducing active 
air flows came mainly from the problems of changing, storing and disposing of filters coupled 
with past experience of high flows and velocities distributing activity. The vortex amplifier 
aas as a "no moving parts" control valve with a feed loop capable of maintaining a controlled 
depression in the system over a wide range of flows. 

12. The waste handling procedures were dramatically improved by the utilisation of 
engineered mechanical 'double-door' systems, superseding the PVC bag welding facilities. 
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Operational Features 

13. An aspect demonstrated in the first PFR run was that the employment of personal 
'dose-rate* audible alarm units ('bleepers') continued to contribute to dose reduction and the 
ALARP principle. The value of such equipment was demonstrated in the former DFR 
reprocessing mode and more importantly during the decommissioning. This was extended to 
include the wearing of Personal Air Sample (PAS) units; the alarm function being covered by 
installed static sample/alarm units throughout the plant. 

14. A significant operational safety feature,' demonstrated as early on the first PFR 
canapaign, was the extension of the control/access zone right up to the cell and cave frees; 
Tins gives unfettered access to the operators and more importantly to the supervisors, 
surveyors, and managers such that 'housekeeping' is improved. : . 

Design Safety 

15. The approach to the design of the reconstructed plant was essentially two fold: to 
ensure that the additional feature required for technical reasons were meeting modem - and 
projected - safety standards, and to accommodate design features that the earlier studies had 
indicated required attention but where access constraints had precluded them bong tackled. 
Design requirement and their intended resolution were required to be submitted earlier to a 
Safety Working Party (SWP) - a committee of operational, safety and engineering specialists. 

16. Safety was addressed first by the establishment of a suite of general Design Safety 
Principles (DSPs) produced by the AEAs internal safety department in.consultation with the 
plant operational management team. These were discussed, amended and agreed, to become 
the design safety 'law*. These general DSPs were 'top tier1 statements that were developed 
into more detailed DSPs for each section of plant as the design was developed. 

17. The approach to the formulation of safety principles during design, the formal 
assessment of the design, and the safety assessment of operations, were embodied in a 
documented approach to risk assessment. This, in addition to giving guidance on the 
identification and evaluation of hazards, the identification of standards and the formulation of 
"Design Safety Principles", additionally introduced the use of Probability Consequence curves 
as a basis for reliability analysis and the acceptability of "Risk". 

18. The aim of compliance with the Design Safety Prindples (DSPs) was to demonstrate 
that safety had been adequately considered in the design process, b was recognised that the 
design of any plant should not place undue reliance on operational safeguards and managerial 
control; engineered safety features should be used as a first fine of defence, together with the 
exploitation of intrinsic safety features or any transient limit to inventories. Overall 
approximately 750 DSPs were generated covering all of the 15 separate sections of the plant 

19. On the completion of the design, the design office were required to generate a Design 
Safety Report (DSR) identifying how the design complied with the DSP requirements. That 
document was subject to review by the operators as H was developed (as was the design 
itself). 
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Accountancy and Safeguards 

20. When h was decided to reprocess fuel from the PFR in the plant which had 
reprocessed enriched uranium from the DFR reactor, there were fundamental differences 
which had to be addressed. The largely soluble metallic uranium alloy fuel would be replaced 
by a plutonium/uranium mixed oxide fuel where it was known that there would be measurable 
arisings of plutonium in the insoluble material resulting from the dissolution stage. The 
mechanical breakdown of the PFR fuel sub-assembly was far more complicated than the fuel 
rods from DFR. 

21. International safeguards had not existed when the plant was originally designed and 
built, and no inspection from any safeguards regime had occurred from 1959 until 1973, when 
Euratom started inspection activities at Dounreay. The input verification on DFR fuel had 
been satisfactory from a domestic accountancy standard, but the more sensitive plutonium fuel 
meant that a new input accountancy measurement point was required. Measurable weights of 
plutonium in the solid waste arisings from the mechanical breakdown of the fuel and its 
subsequent dissolution also meant that improved NDA methods for measuring the plutonium 
in that waste were required. 

22. Accountancy of uranium and plutonium in the aqueous waste streams are identical in 
approach to those of the solvent extraction process for enriched uranium, and consist of a bulk 
volume measurement in the plant in conjunction with the analytical determination of uranium 
and plutonium concentrations in discrete samples. 

23. In the solvent extraction process, the uranium and plutonium are separated, and die 
plutonium product transferred to a concentration facility. Here, the concentration of the 
plutonium is increased from 25g/lhre to 300g/litre by evaporation. 

24. The concentrated plutonium nitrate is exported from the ate to the fuel fabrication 
source, and the accountancy measurement is a bulk weight in conjunction with the 
concentration of plutonium in samples taken during the filling of the export vessel. 

25. Plutonium in solid waste arisings from the fuel dissolution are now measured by an 
active neutron technique employing a 252Cf shuffler. Sub-assembly wrappers and other solid 
waste where the plutonium content is negligible are assayed using passive neutron counting 
techniques. Solid waste arisings in the chemical separation and plutonium concentration 
stages of the process are assayed for plutonium content, again employing passive neutron 
counting. 

26. Wherever cooling water is used in the plant, gamma monitoring at the plant exit points 
ensure that plutonium does not leave the facility unmeasured. Dissolver scrubber liquors are 
sampled for radioactivity and plutonium analysis. 

27. The plant is divided into two Material Balance Areas (MBA) for International 
Safeguards. The reactor advised weights of uranium and plutonium are the mam input to the 
first MBA (QDR8), and the measured output from the input accountancy measurement point 
is the main input to the second MBA (QDR9). 
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28. In addition to the solid and liquid waste arisings. other issues include fuet pins and 
specimens to PIE laboratories, and samples for accountancy and plant control purposes to the 
analytical laboratories. Fuel pins from PDÊ and sample returns from the analytical laboratories 
are similarly accounted for as receipts to the appropriate MBA. 

29. The input accountancy tank in QDR8 is a 'b' shaped vessel with an accurately 
calibrated top limb and bottom sump extension where the volume measurement is known to be 
accurate to 0.1 litre. Transfers to QDR9 are arranged so that the initial volume is always in 
the top limb and the final volume is measured in an extension of the bottom limb where the 
associated error in the volume measurement is also negligible. A typical full tank volume is 
170 litres and final volume, after transfer, is typically 0.5 litres. The dissolved fuel after 
centrifiiging is transferred through the accountancy tank in batch mode to the solvent 
extraction buffer feed tank. 

30. Twice a year a Physical Inventory is recorded and a Material Balance Report derived in 
the conventional manner. The Physical Inventory is measured after the plutonium content of 
the dissolver and other head end vessels has been reduced to negligible concentration by 
successive washesof nitric add, and the solvent extraction part of the plant has been similarly 
washed out. Finally the plutonium evaporator is emptied and the inventory of plutonium 
nitrate is measured in calibrated tanks in QDR9. 

31. As far as practicable all waste in the fuel disassembly area is collected and the 
plutonium content measured by active neutron interrogation. Finally, the entire plant is 
inspected by trained operators to ensure that every location known possibly to contain nuclear 
material has been sampled and the nuclear material inventory measured. Equally importantly, 
the plant is examined to ensure that no unrecorded inventories of nudear material are present. 

Safeguards 

32. Euratom safeguards was already well established on the Dotmreay ate before the 
commencement of PFR fuel reprocessing. From 1973 to 1979 they had inspected eight 
reprocessing runs on DFR fuel amounting to 1.5 te of HEU. 

33. Before die new cave and cells were actively commissioned with PFR fuel they, and the 
pipework, were subject to close scrutiny by Euratom and IAEA inspectors. The purpose of 
the inspection was to verify that the new parts of the plant installed for PFR fuel reprocessing 
were as described in the Basic Technical Characteristics, supplied in advance to the Safeguards 
Inspectorate. A visual examination of the process layout in the solvent extraction section 
p rovided evidence that no diversionary routes out of the main process line were present 

34. The Safeguards philosophy applied to the plant by Euratom, consists of sealing an 
major external entiy and exit points from the process when reprocessingwas in abeyance. As 
the exit points from the solvent extraction plant are numerous and difficult to seal, the drive 
shaft to thé Constant Volume Feeders are sealed, making it imposable to operate the solvent 
extraction process. 
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35. When reprocessing starts. the seal on the fuel entry position is removed together with 
the seals on the solvent extraction process. Paper seals are placed on the flask containing the 
sub-assembly for the short journey from the reactor. The number of pins in each sub-assembly 
is verified by the inspector and cross-checked with the video recording taken by the operators. 
Euratom inspectors witness batch transfers from the input accountancy tank to the plant feed 
tank to ensure no diversion of material in the plant head end. The analysis of these samples is 
carried out by the VOPAN technique which is also witnessed by Euratom. 

36. Hie plutonium product is subject to strict inspection by Euratom; the weight of the 
empty flask, and then after filling, are recorded and the laboratory analysis is witnessed and 
reference samples taken as required. The nuclear material content of any sample point in the 
plant may be subjected to the same attention from the inspectors, and the activity extends to 
the NDA measurement of the solid waste arisbgs. Every month the measurement of nuclear 
material in the low level plutonium waste treatment MBA is inspected, as a further verification 
on the declared uranium and plutonium sent to the Waste Areas MBA for further treatment 
prior to transfer to retained waste or discard. 

\ • 
3 PERFORMANCE 

Operational 

37. The active operation commenced in early September 1980 and the VA tonne (Heavy 
metal) campaign was successfully completed in December. It was fully reported in the autumn 
of 1981. 

38. Up to the end of 1994 the plant had conducted a total of nineteen MOX campaigns 
including three addressing unirradiated residues. Over this twelve year period some 23 te of 
uranium and plutonium has been processed through the plant and over 3.5 te of plutonium 
have been exported to Sellafield. The essential details appear in Table I. 

39. Fuel, up to 17.6% bum-up, and cooling, down to 140 days after discharge from the 
reactor, has been processed with little operational difficulty. The plant has demonstrated a 
high plutonium recovery from the irradiated fuel with over 99.5% of the plutonium being 
returned for re-fabrication into fresh fuel for the reactor. The first recycled plutonium was 
loaded back into PFR in 1982. The liquid and solid waste streams from the plant havé 
contained very low amounts of plutonium and the total amount of radioactivity discharged to 
sea has averaged less than 10% of the permitted discharge. The introduction of the 
standardisation of solid waste packaging systems, using engineered routes and reusable 
containers, and NDA plutonium measurement methods have reduced secondary waste 
generation and provided the most effective use of the she retrievable stores. 

40. Consequent upon the UK setting aside Fast Reactor development with the 
consequential closure of PFR on the 31st Mardi 1994 the operational objectives for the Fast 
Reactor reprocessing plant have been modified. In addition to reprocessing the final core fuel, 
it was decided to reprocess the plutonium dilute (only containing inbred material) breeder fuel 
from both the axial blanket components of the fuel sub-assemblies, and the radial blanket 
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assemblies. This process lias now been undertaken without difficulty once the criticality safety 
• consideration associated with die reduced higher Pu isotopic levels (neutron poisons) had been 
addressed. 

t • 

41. Arising from the former plant decommissioning exercise, it was possibly to identify 
design features which would promote later plant decommissioning activities. Some of these 
were introduced into the reconstructed plant and have already been beneficial. Instances 
include the modular concrete shielding on the dissolver sub-cell, the installation of stainless 
steel cat-ladders in the cells, the provision of separate shielded cave crane maintenance 
facilities, and the provision of special drainage to permit high pressure water jetting 
decontamination. 

' f • 
42. The plant has progressively improved its safety performance over the three decades of 
its fully active operation. This is judged against all relevant factors - routine dose to the 
operators, dose to the public from aerial and liquid discharges, and the incident and accident 
frequency within the plant. The prime developments over the. early years of the plant were 
targeted at resolving technical difficulties and meeting additional requirements. The safety 
performance is not discussed further here as it is outlined in the companion paper at dûs 
topical meeting. 

4. SIGNIFICANT DESIGN DEVELOPMENTS 

Fuel Disassembly 

43. The Fuel Disassembly Cave is equipped with five zinc bromide filled windows and 
pairs of master slave manipulators with a number of basic machines. The basic machines 
consist of a fuel receipt port, sub-assembly handling machine, universal handfing machine, pin 
shear machine and laser cutting machine. 

44. Initially, a 400 watt laser was installed to cut open the transit can and the wrapper to 
assist in gripping the pin ends. A prime requirement of this process is to be able to cut the 
wrapper without damage to the adjacent pins. This process has been very successful The 
original 400 watt laser was working close to its limit, and hence there were some reliability 
problems. In 1988 a 1.2 Kw laser was installed, with the initial in-cave fight guides being 
retained. Ulis has proved to be a very robust and reliable device. It is also used for sectioning 
the sub-assembly wrapper to assist in waste disposal. 

45. Fuel pin cropping for the fast reactor pins has been focused on double pin shearing, 
although other designs have been tried. The installed Hezel cropping machine was a hydraulic 
fluid powered machine which operated well until the in-cell hydraulic cylinder failed. 

: Although the cylinder was successfiilly replaced the ingress of contamination into the hydraulic 
lines made continued use of dûs machine imposable due to high radiation levels. This unit 
Was replaced by an air driven rotary cropper which, although very effective, «nth easily 
replaced modules, does result in contaminated air entering the cell and leads to a fine coating 
of dust and oil on the adjacent cave surfaces and windows. Initial attempts to limit cell 
contamination through the use of cropper dust covers and directed airflows with dust 
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collection systems were ineffective and abandoned. Future cave design should provide for 
cropping in a separate area to sub-assembly dismantling to limit contamination and ease waste 
measurement problems. 

46. An important aspect of fiiél disassembly operations is the handling, classification and 
disposal of the waste steels from dismantled sub-assemblies. The cave contains a "Californium 
Shuffler" device, which replaced the previous 14 MeV neutron generator tö operate a neutron 
interrogator for thé measurement of fissile material in solid waste streams. The M2Cf source 
has now been replaced in this device and, at the same time, the design of the array neutron 
detector tubes has been improved so that tube replacement is now effected from outside the 
cave. The system continues in a totally automated mode. 

47. A passive neutron counting system has been installed in an adjacent cave to the PFR 
fuel disassembly cave. This system measures the spontaneous fission and alpha-n neutrons 
from residual Pu contaminating the waste steels. The detection limit can be reduced by 
extending the counting period. This allows waste steels, and other cave wastes, to be 
classified as 'low alpha1; the alpha level corresponding to the UK alpha limit on low level 
waste (LLW) of 4 GBq/tonne. 

48. This neutron counting system is backed up by a 'slab' counter. This is a most useful 
device which uses the flask gamma shielding to prevent interference of the neutron detectors 
from high energy gamma emitters from-MCo present in some sub-assembly components. Once 
again by extending the counting time the limit of detection can be reduced to below the UK 
LLW alpha limit. 

Fuel Dissolution and Clarification 

49. The fuel dissolver has continued to function very satisfactorily. It is subject to routine 
annual internal inspection by a remote CCTV system End grain attack on dip pipes has been 
experienced but dissolver body corrosion is minimal, indicating a life of at least a further ten 
years at current throughput rates. 

50. The centrifuge based dissolver liquor clarification system continues to function wefl. 
The centrifuge has an automatic speed controller whidi has amplified its operations. 
Although amounts of insolubles collected in the centrifuge bowls are lower than anticipated it 
is still practice to change the bowl after every dissolution. 

51. Dissolution rates have been followed by accurate SG measurements of the dissolver 
liquor. These indicate that typically 99% of the fuel is dissolved within 2-4 hours reflux and 
dissolution is complete after 8 hours. Analysis of many hundreds of dissolution results have 
indicated the following:-

• Pu insolubility has a mean value ofO.7% 
• there is no correlation between irradiated fuel solubility and the fuel manufacturing route 
• there is no evidence of increased insolubility with bum up 
• there is no evidence of increased insolubility as the Pu to U ratio increases 
• pre-irradiated solubility tests give no guide to irradiated fiiel solubility 
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52. Following the operational experience gained with this dissolves an additional unit has 
been d e s i g n e d a n d installed to deal with some of the more intractable unirradiated residues 
from the fiiel fabrication route. This hew dissolver suite is only lightly shielded and is based on 
the design development for the once proposed EDRP facility. The main dissolver feature is 
the access to the lowest sump point down the charge limb. 

On-Line Instrumentation 

53. The use of on-line instrumentation has been an objective of fud reprocessing sbce the 
begjnnmg of research and development in this field of woik. The techniques which have been 
tried and developed are numerous. Manyhave evolved into devices making up part of todays 
plant while others hive not realised the benefits ejected and are no longer a part of the 
process monitoring equipment. 

Ultrasonics 

54. Several acoustic/ultrasonic measuring systems have been tried and tested m the 
reprocessing plant; the most notable are as follows: 

• Scrubber Liquor Flowmeter 

55. An ultrasonic flowmeter was installed in the dissolver off gas scrubber liquor pipework 
in 1984. The system consists of a pipework 'dog-leg* with an ultrasonic transducer at each 
end. A system has 

now been .engineered to allow an alternative flowmeter (magneto 
inductive) to be insetted in the system should the existing one fail completely due to the age of 
its electronics. 
• High Activity Levd and Concentration Monitor 

56. This system consisted of probes in each of the high active mixer-settler boxes. Each 
probe consisted of 4 ultrasonic transducers and a platinum 

resistance thermometer m a 
'thimble' immersed into the liquor in the mixer-settlers. The system operates by timing and 
analysing ultrasonic pulses across a known distance in the solvent and in the aqueous phases 
and via a 45° reflector to the solvent surface and the solvent/aqueous interface. However, the 
system was never able to cope with the continuously altering levels, the air bubbles, the 
emulsion layers and sludges that are encountered in the plant mixer-settlers. They were 
replaced by more conventional equipment in the mid 1980& 
• Heavy Metal Monitor 

57. This system was veiy similar. It operated on the same principles and had similar 
specially deigned electronics. The system consisted of three parts, each measuring die speed 
of ultrasound across a nominal bore pipe using a 45* deflection minor. The transducers 
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were fitted to the loaded solvent product lines and the unloaded solvent feed line, which was 
used as a reference. Again, the system never gave consistently-reliable results, It was unable 
to cope with the effects of temperature changes flexing the sample pipe, the pipe not being foil 
enough at times, the very small air bubbles in the product and the effects of the plant sample 
systems. 

' • Plutonium Breakthrough Monitors 

58. The Plutonium Breakthrough Monitors (PBMs) are fitted adjacent to mixer-settler 
boxes in the Medium and Low Active Cells. They detect plutonium concentration and by their 
location warn the operators if the plutonium profile front drifts towards the raffinate end of the 
mixer-settler. The PBMs measure neutrons« each monitor consists of a group of three BFj 
proportional counters moderated and shielded from gamma radiation. During the early to odd 
1980s there were several changes to the PBMs. The number of monitors was increased from 
five to ten and the BFjs were covered with cadmium sheet to give shielding from neutrons 
arising in surrounding mixer-settler sections. The system is still in use and plays a major part 
in the control of the solvent extraction process. 

Inactive Feed Control System 

59. Precise metering and control of liquid chemical flow is necessary to achieve the 
required separation efficiency. A manually set displacement pumping system in conjunction 
with a thermal flowmeter control device was initially utilised within the inactive feed system, 
but unreliability required that the system be upgraded. A system employing Constant Volume 
Feed (CVF) units was installed to replace the pumping system The CVF units were designed 
with stepper motors driving rotating hollow shafts with radially connected open ended, pick-
up tubes. Rotation of the CVF radial tubes allowed liquor collection from a trough and 
gravity transfer to die appropriate plant feed pipe. The rate of liquid flow could be determined 
from the angular rotation rate of the CVF and it was therefore not necessary to measure liquid 
delivery with a flow measuring device. 

60. The feed control system was further improved to allow central control of the CVFs, 
provide mimic indication, and monitor the status of the system The reprocessing plan data 
acquisition system was also incorporated into the modified arrangements to enable accurate 
volume balancing, across the extraction process. 

High Active Cell Liquid Level Probes 

61. The high active mixer-settler box ultrasonic probes were found not to be effective, so a 
conductivity thermistor invasive probe system was reinstated, albeit of a more modem 
automated design from the former units. 

Oscillometric Density Meters 

62. Anton Paar oscillometric density meters are widely used at Dounreay. The flowing 
plant stream remains contained within a stainless steel U-tube at all times in these instruments -
an important safety advantage. The steel U-tube is clamped to a heavy solid support and die 
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tube is forced to oscillate by a piezo-electric crystal transducer. Hie tube oscillates at à 
characteristic frequency' which depends on the mass of the tube plus its contents enabling the 
liquor density to be calculated. The main applications are for the determination of the strength 
of concentrated inactive feeds. However, such a meter forms part of the on-line accountancy 
system in the Residue Recovery Plant. 

• » 

K-Edge X-Ray Densitometry 

63. The absorption of X-rays by different elements varies mainly in a continuous and 
smooth manner as a function of X-ray energy. At certain energies, however, the X-ray 
absorption by an dement increases in a step-like manner. The eneigy corresponding to a step 
change is equivalent to that required to eject a 'core* electron. If L-shell electrons are ejected 
the step change is called L-edge and for K-shell electrons the K-edge. The technique of K-
edge X-ray densitometry iiradiates a sample with 'white' X-rays from an X-ray generator and 
the transmitted rays are detected. The output from the detector shows the step-reduction in 
transmission due to uranium and plutonium in the sample. The K-edges for different dements 
have different energies. The heights of the K-edge are related to the concentration of the 
elements in the sample. X-rays corresponding to K-edge energies are used since they can 
penetrate steel without too much attenuation. It is therefore possible to design an on-plant 
measurement system without breaking liquor containment. Because of the high output from 
the X-ray source tube, the presence of gamma active spedes in the sample is not generally a 
problem 

64. K-edge X-ray absoiptiometry is now an established technique worldwide for in-plant 
measurement of uranium and plutonium. It has the advantage of bang non-invasive and non-
destructive. It can be used as a discrete sampler analyser, a plant control analyser or, 
commonly, as an accountancy measurement. High precision is a characteristic of the 
technique. A K-edge X-ray densitometer forms pan of the instrumental accountancy system 
in the new Residue Recovery Facility. 

Collimated Gamma Scanners 

65. The CoHimated Gamma Scanners (CGS) are required to provide direct 'real time* 
- measurement of the degree of fission product separation in liquor streams in Cycle I. The 

system provides an early warning in the event of changes in the solvent extraction process. A 
high resolution intrinsic germanium detector is positioned to detect collimated gamma rays 
from the loaded solvent being transferred from one of the High Active Cells. Four digital 
group selectors are used to calculate peak areas for the 4 fission products i 0 6 R U , " 7 C S , *Nb, 
95Zr. 

Power Fluidics 

Liquor Transfer Systems 

66. Fluidic pumps are used inside shielded areas where maintenance free equipment is 
required. Fhiidic pumps are in use on the dissolver off-gas recirculating scrubber, the 

. dissolver scrubber liquor discharge system and on the recycle of Cycle II and HI solvents. The 
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pump iL, having no moving parts, have proved extremely reliable in operation, being in use 24 
hours/day for a duration of several months. 

Ventilation Control 
i 

67. The ventilation of active caves, cells and gloveboxes is exhausted through primary and 
' secondary filters before exiting the building to the sack. Booster fans and vortex amplifiers 
control the air flows and depression in these active areas. 

68. The vortex amplifier is a three part device consisting essentially of a short cylindrical 
chamber with radial supply flow inlets, tangential control flow inlets, «ad an axial outlet. The 
particular characteristic of the device relevant to active ventilation is that depression is held 
substantially constant for a wide range of flows, and moreover they provide reduced resistance 
at zero depression, enhancing inlet flow through containment breeders. 

Solvent Extraction 

69. Hie solvent extraction flowsheet was designed to take advantage of the existing DFR 
reprocessing plant which was based on safe-by-geometry mixer-settlers. A three cycle 
flowsheet with final purification of the plutonium nitrate product in Cycle HI was adopted. 
The flowsheet was unusual in one respect, in that a partial separation of uranium from 
plutonium was made in Cycle I, with approximately half of the dissolved uranium being 
discharged at this stage; this partial separation was carried out because h was believed that the 
existing Cycle II mixer-settlers could not handle the full heavy metal throughput without 
flooding. Hie plutonium was separated from the remaining uranium in Cycle II. The partition 
agent used in both cycles was sulphuric acid and the final plutonium purification cycle. Cycle 
in, removed the sulphate ion to give a pure plutonium nitrate aqueous product. There was no 
requirement to produce pure uranyl nitrate product; the uranyl nitrate was all transferred to a 
waste storage facility and it was unimportant that part of the uranhun product had only 
received one cycle of fission product decontamination. 

70. After a number of campaigns the operational solvent extraction flowsheet was changed 
in 1988 to carry all the heavy metal content forward from Cycle I to Cycle II and perform die 
complete partition of plutonium from uranium in Cycle n. The flowsheet still used a sulphate 
plutonium backwash with a small addition of ferrous sulphamate. The uranium backwash feed 
was originally dilute sulphuric add in order to limit flows through the plant mixer-settler, but 
this was lata* changed to dilute nitric add to allow direct transfer of urahyi nitrate to other 
plants. 

Safeguards Devdopment 

71. Euratom has used the Fast Reactor Reprocessing Plant to develop different safeguard 
techniques. They have introduced different types of seal m order to evaluate them in an 
operational facility. A Vacoss type sed was used to record the transfers to solid waste from 
the reprocessing plant flask exit point. Other seals have included acoustic types and stainless 
steel instead of the copper/brass in general use. 
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72. In 1992 the Residue Recovery Facility was commissioned with plutonium/uranium full 
fabrication residues and their purpose built additional dissolver head end of QDRS. which 
incorporated several new techniques for nuclear material measurement. These were funded 
directly by the DTI. 

73. Conventional volume estimation of the accountancy tanks in this new plant was 
corroborated by a weigh bridge which it is hoped will eventually replace the volume 
measurement. On-line measurement of plutonium and uranium is made with a K-edge 
absorptiometer and an Anton Paar densitometer is also employed on-Une. 

Joint Euratom - IAEA Inspectors 

74. The United Kingdom Government offered advanced technology nudear facilities for 
inspection by the IAEA, and the Fast Reactor and Reprocessing Plant at Dounreay were 
designated by the IAEA. Joint inspection with Euratom started in 1980 and continued until 
1982 when die IAEA announced that the outcome of their inspection had been considered 
satisfactory and ithe facilities were de-designated, which left Euratom as the sole International 
Safeguards presence at Dounreay. 

Safety and Risk Assessments 

75. The safety performance of the plant has generally confirmed the relevance of the mid 
1970s design and the subsequent close managerial surveillance of the plant. 

76. In the period 1988 - 1990 the safety performance was subject to a major detailed 
review due to. changing UK regulatory requirements. It was necessary as paît of that to 
produce more detailed Safety Cases that identified hazards, explained their mitigation and 
quantified residual risk. These ride assessments were carried out against standards adopted by 
the UKAEA and accepted by the regulators; the criteria include the limits that accidents from 
operation of a facility should not lead to premature fatality risks in excess of i x 10"5 for plant 
operators and of 1 x 10'7 for public external to the site. For radiological risks these can be 
translated to dose levels by virtue of the stochastic exposure : harm relationships - as identified 
by the ICRP. 

77. The UKAEA established a format for such a Safety Case which was accepted by the 
Nil for the process of licensing in ,1990. It included requirements to address the management 
of safety, to review die plant safety performance, to identify all safety related equipment and 
mechanisms, to discuss die devdopment of the plant and process, to discuss the facility in 
terms of modem standards and to generate a quantified risk assessment - preferably invoking 
probabilistic arguments. These predate the Nil SAPs as formally issued two years ago, but 
lead to similar safety standards. 

78. A systematic approach is required to be applied to the execution of the hazard 
assessment and it is required to be structured such that it can readily be examined and audited 
An early stage of any hazard assessment is the application of a systematic technique for the 
identification of plant hazards and potential accidents. It is then necessary to identify the 
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possible causes and consequences of those hazards that could lead to a risk, and to quantify 
that risk. 

79. A technique often applied at the desip stage of a new plant is a Hazard and 
Operability (HAZOP) study. However, in 1988 HAZOP studies were not seen as the most 
effective way of-either demonstrating or-of promoting enhanced -safety, particularly for plants 

' having an operating history. The validity of detailed HAZOP studies might also be questioned 
in terms of plant that is largely inaccessible (behind concrete shielding etc). Consequently, the 
thirty non-reactor operating plants at Dounreay, including the reprocessing plant, were 
assessed by an alternative technique that conformed to a structured and systematic approach; 
the HARMs procedure was developed to meet this need and was used for the FR reprocessing 
plant risk assessment. 

80. The underlying principle of the approach is qualitatively to rank the identified hazards 
in order of severity so that detailed quantitative risk assessments can then be carried out for 
those hazards which present the greatest risk. The risk posed by a particular hazard is 
quantified by firstly predicting the hazard frequency using fault tree analyses, which start with 
unwanted hazardous consequences and systematically identifies those combinations of events 
that could lead to its occurrence. The radiological consequence to the critical groups is then 
determined. 

81. The HARM (Hazard Assessment Review Methodology) procedure first addresses 
previously identified hazards, (of radiological significance) such as those discussed in the 
Design Safety Principle (DSP) reports and any relevant definitively approved previous hazard 
assessments. It reviews, extends and updates them in light of any plant and process 
modifications and operational experience. Earlier safety principles are Checked to assure that 
they have been carried forward into the design and also into the operating disciplines. 

82. Following on the study of the documentation and procedures as discussed above, the 
consequences of plant malfunction that could produce an unacceptable radiological risk are 
identified. (Note ... in most cases the plant safety documentation addresses all hazards - not 
just those of radiological significance. The licensing is directed to radioactive risk). The faults 
that could lead to consequences are subject to an initial identification and then to a quantitative 
risk assessment; this is very much a top down" approach. It has been found that the 
procedure has an extensive safety audit. 

i . 

83. The HARMs approach was applied most successfully to the Fast Reactor reprocessing 
plant. The technique fibers the postulated accident scenarios into High, Intermediate or Low 
fractions. It does that by identifying this with a matrix, relating High, Intermediate, Low and 
Remote frequencies with High, Intermediate, Low and Trivial consequences. The quantified 
risk assessment was first confined - as à matter of prioritisation -Ho the perceived High risks 
and then extended to include the perceived Medium risks. 

84. Pursuing this assessment was primarily targeted at satisfying the regulatory bodies as 
to the safety of the plant and its operations. Some positive features emerged from the studies 
where it was seen that risks could be reduced by relatively minor engineering attention and by 
detailed changes to some of the operational practices. 
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85. In more detail the individual risk of premature fatality to a member of the workforce 
from the assessed internal fault conditions is 1.5 x IP"6 per year for hazards categorised as 
potential high risk and 1.5 x 10"7 per vear for hazards categorised as intermediate risk. The 
high risk hazards are dominated by excessive doses received from manipulator 
decontamination, accidental detachment of gloves from gloveboxes. and Pu leakages leading 
to a criticality in the product plant. These risks are currently being reassessed as they are 
considered pessimistic. The factor often difference in the total predicted risk between hazards 
categorised as high and intermediate risk at the Hazard Assessment Review Meetings support 
the qualitative categorisation of hazards into High, Intermediate and Low risk categories at 
these meetings. 

86. The individual risk of premature fatality to a member of the public in the critical group 
from all of the assessed internal fault conditions is 2.4 x 10"8 per year. The fault sequences 
which dominate are loss of primary filtration, dissolver scrubber failures, and cropping of 
short-cooled fuel 

87. The individual risk of premature fatality to a member of the public in the critical group 
from external events is 1.7 x 10'9 per year. This risk is dominated by aircraft crash onto the 
Disassembly Cave with subsequent zinc bromide window failure, or on to the PuNit flask. 

CONCLUSIONS 

88. The record for the reprocessing plant has demonstrated a continued improvement in 
both operational and safety performance. 

89. It lias been shown that the plant and process is quite flexible in that modifications can 
be made to both in order to respond to circumstances. 

90. It has been demonstrated that the plant and process has kept pace with PFRs fuel 
reprocessing requirements and is now operating routinely at close to 'flowsheet'. This 
confirms the robustness of the original plant design. 

91. The reprocessing of DFR and PFR irradiated fuel has been successfully subject to 
Safeguards for the last twenty-one years. 
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TABLE 1 

PFR FUEL REPROCESSING 

ANNUAL THROUGHPUT 1980 - 1994 (to date) 

Year - financial 
(nominal) 

Reprocessing Plant 
Operating Days 

Throughput Kg 
HM 

Rate Kg/day 

1980/1981 92 1173 12.8 

1981/1982 86 956 11.1 

1982/1983 109 1482 13.6 

1983/1984 44 538 12.2 

1984/1985 73 1066 14.6 

1985/1986 123 2839 23.1 

1986/1987 112 2244 20.0 

1987/1988 226 2842 12.6 

1988/1989 85 1301 15.3 

1989/1990 42 679 16.2 

1990/1991 67 1068 15.9 

1991/1992 115 1804 15.7 

1992/1993 48 363 7.6 

1993/1994 338 4788 14.2 

Total/Average 1560 23143 14.9 

HM ... Heavy Métal (U + Pu) 
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1. Introduction 

in France, the term "off-site emergency response plan" (French abbreviation PPI) refers to all the 
arrangements which should be made by the government authorities to protect the population in the 
event of an accident affecting the installations of the site considered. 
Management of the medium- and long-term consequences of the accident is covered in the 
post-accident action plan (French abbreviation PPÂ) which is intended to set out the provisions for a 
subsequent return to normal living conditions in the areas affected by the accident It should also be 
borne in mind that management of the accident situation on site is covered in the on-site emergency 
response plan (French abbreviation PUI) implemented by the operator. 

To determine the nature of the counter-measures which could be taken, it is necessary in the event of 
an accident to deteimine the upper bound case for releases of radioactive materials or chemicals. 
Several "typical accidents" have thus to be defined together with associated "source terms" 
representing releases which may arise from the different installations of the site. 

The approach adopted in France consists in drawing up a list, as exhaustive as possible, of 
conceivable beyond-design basis accident situations which may affect the installations of the site 
considered. 
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These accident situations can be sought on the basis of reference accident situations dealt with in the 
safety reports of the installations involved. The most selected case consists in considering one or 
more aggravating factors with regard to these reference accidents (e.g. containment damage, 
filtration failure). 

' After identifying all the installations which could be at the origin of a significant release of radioactive 
or toxic products, the associated risks (fire, explosion, criticality etc.) are assessed as realistically as 
possible for each of them. This evaluation leads to the adoption of upper bound accident situations 
characterised in particular by a "release level" and kinetics derived from this assessment 

The "source terms" expressed in terms of quantities released with associated kinetics make it 
possible to calculate dose equivalents which could be received by members of the public or 
concentrations in toxic elements, according to the distance from the damaged installation. 

The counter-measures to be provided in the off-site emergency response plan are based on the 
assessment on the one hand of the atmospheric dispersion of dangerous products corresponding to 
"source terms" and, on the other hand, of health effects which may arise, quantified on the basis of 
radiological and/or toxic data. 

Based on these results, distances are suggested for the government authorities to take into account 
for the operational part of the off-site emergency response plan. The counter-measures put forward 
are essentially confinement and evacuation. 

The distances relative to these two sorts of counter-measures are calculated in part on the basis of 
numerical values of intervention levels recommended by the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection (ICRP), in part on the basis of available toxicological data. 

Two cases for the application of the methodology are put forward : one relates to front-end fuel cycle 
installations (Tricastin nuclear site), and the other to spent fuel reprocessing installations (COGEMA's 
La Hague plant). 
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2. Outline of the method 

2.1. Definition of typical accidents 

An identification of ait the risks encountered in 
represented by the equipment and processes 
used and produced, those provoked by human 
origin. 

each installation leads to a consideration of the risks 
used, those represented by goods received, stored, 
failure, and those provoked by events of an external 

Hi normal operation or during transients in the insUülations at the stes cohsk^ed, the main probtMe 
accident situations are as follows: 
• critical excursion, 
• irradiation, 
• dispersal of radioactive and/or toxic substances. 

« v 

Possible sources of these risks include: 
• process or equipment failure: fires, explosions, loss of radiation shielding, leakage from 

equipment, build-up of explosive gas or dust, dropped loads, modification to the sub-criticaüty 
parameters, pipe or valve rupture, corrosion, wear, flames or fire used during work; 

• events of external origin: aircraft crashes, overpressure caused by explosion of an oil tanker, a 
barge, an explosive gas storage tank, a heating system or gas Kite. Any overpressure calculations 
are performed under the same atmospheric conditions as the estimate of the consequences of 
the resulting release; 

• human failures. 

It should be borne in mind that the approach adopted has to ensure a certain amount of realism, 
especially reganfing the hypotheses to be taken into account when drawing up the accident scenarios; 
the nuclear operator's means of prevention, detection and action can be taken into account when 
estimating the duration of the release. 
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These accident scenarios can be drawn up on the basis of existing scenarios already dealt with in the 

safety reports and on-site emergency response plans (PUIs) for the installations in question. Indeed, 

the accidents set out in Level 3 of the on-site emergency response plans (accident situations which 

are radiological or toxicoiogical in nature with off-site consequences) should be consistent with the 

typical accidents adopted in the technical bases for the off-site emergency response plans. Generally 

speaking, one or more aggravating factors are added to the design basis accidents set out in the 

safety reports, to wit damage, failure or additional loss of confinement. 

Usually, an initial, mainly qualitative approach is used to dismiss, a priori, certain accident scenarios 
which do not appear to have significant off-site consequences or those with a very low probability. A 
more detailed analysis (quantitative) is then used to determine accidents with insignificant off-site 
consequences (accidents dismissed a posteriori) and to adopt upper bound accident situations with 
release levels and kinetics : the "source term". 

2JZ. Evaluation of the "Source terms" associated with the accident situations considered 

Mention is made of the hypotheses needed to assess the "source terms" (quantities involved, 
suspension coefficients in the installation, routing of substances through the installation, deposition 
coefficients, filtration coefficients). 

- Quantities invotvad-

• Firstly, the quantities present in the unit bi question are set in terms of an upper txxmd figure 
valid for any fliven moment (maximum authorised quantities, maximum vessel fU-up level 

• Secondly, the part (or number of units) affected by the accidem is s 
of confinement used to keep substances in the installation and the presence of high-risk 
equipment. 

• Thirdly, the nature and physical and chemical properties of the substances involved are 
considered in such a manner as to estimate their leakage state (sotid, gaseous or liquid) and any 
reactions they may undergo with the cHflerent environment they pass through (In particular UFg). 

• Fourthly, the leak rates (single phase ôr two phase dependtag on the situation), the instantaneous 
vaporisation rate, pool evaporation rate and suspension factors are evaluated. 

• In flie meantime, the associated durations are estimated in the Itfit of certain operator 
intervention equipment (bunds, remotely controlled valves, spreading of neutralising products, 
water curtains, emplacement of Hds etc.). 
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- Height and release oaths 

Radioactive and/or toxic material can migrate directly if their sole containment has been damaged 

(containers stored outside, for instance). 

In all other cases, migration, filtration and deposition coefficients can be adopted to take account of 
the various containment barriers, passage through intermediate rooms (estimation of any involvement 
in a fire according to their heat load density), and filtration (estimate of the number of floors spared in 
the event of a fire). 

Releases are characterised in terms of the height at which they are released into the open air. Natural 
leaks from the bidding (windows, doors) or releases at a height taking Mo account the height of 
stacks and any buildings in the vicinity are considered as ground-level releases. 

Furthermore, a rise in the height of the plume resulting from the large amount of heat energy at the 
source during a fire can be taken into account when estimating the height of the release. 

- Release kinetics. 

An estimate of the kinetics (slow or fest) is essential when evaluating consequences and depends on 
the many hypotheses set out above. 
The "source term" is therefore characterised by a quantity (activity or mass) of substances (physical 
and chemical nature, composition) released at a specific height above ground for a specific period. 

2.3. Evaluation of health consequence« 

Public health consequences are expressed in terms of effective committed dose equivalents to the 
whole body and to the critical organ hi the case of radiological consequences, and in terms of 
concentration couples of toxic elements/exposure periods (oonespomftng to the toxic load) in the 
case of toxicological consequences, which can be received by members of the public at different 
distances from the installation in question. 

- Atmospheric dispersion. 

The most critical contamination path to man in the short term is the atmospheric path. Atmospheric 
dispersion calculations are perfbimed, taking into account advene meteorological conditions to 
ensure that the counter-measures proposed for protecting the public cover the worst-case scenario. 
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The meteorological conditions chosen depend on the site in question so that any calculation of health 

consequences will remain realistic (dry weather and the Mistral wind in the Rhône valley for instance), 

All calculations performed take account of Doury atmospheric dissemination parameters using the 

codes developed at the Institute for Nuclear Safety and Protection (IPSN), adapting them to the 

different types of release (products, kinetic) and to the geometry of the source. 

For releases lasting longer than thirty minutes, a corrective factor can be applied to the dispersion 
calculation to take account of the gusts of wind over time (variations in the direction of the wind for 
the duration of the release). 

• The radiological viewpoint 

In Publication 63, the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) recommended a 
certain degree of flexibility in ascribing numerical values to the intervention levels for applying 
measures to protect the public in the event of a nuclear accident 

In France, distances around the site in question where counter-measures must be put into effect as 
part of the off-site emergency response plan are evaluated for each of the "justified" intervention 
levels relating to evacuation and confinement counter-measures. The values of these levels, 
recommended by the ICRP. are: 

' confinement evacuation 
committed dose equivalent to 
the whole body 

50 mSv 500 mSv 

committed dose equivalent to 
the critical organ 

500 mSv 5Sv 

• Chemical toxicity , 

Two types of data are currently used for heatti effects following the dissemination of chemical 
products : 

* toxicity graphs (of the DANDRES type for chlorine), the use of which is recommended by the 
Institute for Nuclear Safety and Protection. This is a compilation of charts showing the various 
levels at which toxic effects appear in humans (inflation, illness, danger, lethal) in terms of 
concentration in air and the length of exposure at this concentration. These curves were plotted 
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specifically for hydrofluoric acid, ammonia and chlorine.. The concentration adopted for 

implementing counter-measures corresponds to the level at which the "illness" effect appears : 

* X H . This is a bearable exposure level, for an exposure of thirty minutes, with no irreversible 

effect on the organism. These values were obtained from tests to qualify protective masks for 

workers. If the length of exposure is not equal to thirty minutes, the IDLH concentration is 

extrapolated back, taking account of the toxicity factor for the chemioal in question when this is 

known. 

• Uranium toxicity 

By virtue of the chemical toxictty of uranium, its dissemination provokes Certain toxicological 

consequences, in ackfition to the consequences arising out of its radioactive nature. The atmospheric 

concentration adopted when determining the distances at which counter-measures must be 

implemented to protect the population corresponds to the level at which the "renal lesion" effect 

arises. 

In the case of accidents with both toxicological (chemical and/or due to uranium) and radiological 

consequences, the distances at which counter-measures must be taken to pmtect the population 

would be the largest distances calculated for one of the types of consequences. 

The practical conditions and resources needed to implement counter-measures are to te laid down by 

the competent government authority. However, it may be recommended to take certain actions hi this 

area, particularly to view of the short response times required for certain aoddem situations with fast 

kinetics: these are mainly precise local counter-measures, specific to the atte, that the operator may 

have to implement on behalf of the government authorities before they actually intervene. 
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3. Application to installations from the front-end of the fuel cvele : the Tricastin site 

The Tricastin site houses many installations from the front-end of the fuel cycle : 

- the COMURHEX plant for converting uranium into uranium hexafluoride (UFg), 
- the EURODIF plant for the enrichment of uranium isotopes by gaseous diffusion, 
- the FBFC plant for the fabrication of uranium-based fuel for pressurised water reactors, 
- installations for uranium chemistry and for alternative uses of UFß run by the Compagnie Générale 
des MâNérss Nudéates (COGEMA). including the W plant for the defluorination of uranium with a 
low concentration of the 235 isotope from the EURODIF plant and from the UF 6 transfer and 
sampling units, 
- the SOCATRI plant fbr decontaminating equipment and for processing soluUons containing uranium, 
- installations run by the Commissariat à TEnergie Atomique (CEA) canying out research and 
development into enrichment processes. t • 

One of the main features of all of these installations, from the point of view of risks, is the use of | 
uranium with varying concentrations of the 235 isotope, especially in the form of UFß, and various 
chemical reagents (espedafly hydrofluoric add (both anhydrous and hi solution, chlorine and 
ammonia). 

. " > ' ••/ ••••" i 
As part of the approach outlined earlier, a tentative list of accident situations was drawn up on the 
basis of installation characteristics, especially «nom the point of view of confinement and the 
conditions in which the various products are used, whether chemk^ or radioactive, the quantities and 
physical and chemical fomis of the products and any possfele events which could arise out of the 
environment of the site. 

The main accidents Rsted are as fonowK 

- crttlcafityaccMem (generation of 5 x1018 fission readiore^ j 
- release of UFß, | 
- explosion involving hydrogen arising in furnaces used for the production of products containing | 
uranium. - ' V ! 
fire involving contaminated solvents or oils pending indneratkm, 

- release of chlorine, 
- release of chlorine trifluoride, 
- release of ammonia, 
- release of hydrofluoric acid. 
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As regards chemical reagents, account is taken of events which could affect storage installations, 
especially when filling storage tanks, either for feeding in reagents or for removing products after 
production, distribution installations and transport operations carried out on the site. 

.The main probable scenarios were drawn up for each of these accident situations and studied with a 
view to adopting typical accidents for the production of technical bases for performing the sizing 
calculations for the site off-site emergency response plan. 

The following typical accidents were adopted for the purposes of the sizing calculations. 

1. A leak of IFQ from a cask holding natural UFg being cooled in an outdoor yard. This container 
contains the largest quantity of UFg in a form which can easily be spread outside a buikfing (Iqukf 
form), the toss of the confinement function of such a container was assumed. To retain some 
degree of realism, it was decided to assume a leak from a broken valve. 

2. An aircraft crashes onto a storage yard for casks containing UFg at ambient temperature. In view 
of the fuel fire likely to break out after the accident ; a release of gaseous UFg into the 
atmosphere is adopted. 

3. An aircraft crashes onto the EURODIF gaseous diffusion plant, foRowed by the fuel in the pUrntfs 
fuel tanks catching fire; a releaseof gaseous UF5 is assumed. 

4. A leak of UFg from a cask, assumed to have been over-filled and to be undergoing healing in an 
oven. In view of fte characteristics of the building housing the oven, tMs accident would resuK in 
different releases depending on whether or not one accepts the hypothesis of redeposition of 
most of the uranium in the immediate vicinity (ta or around the building), hi the case of a leak of 
liquid UFg. 

5. A leak of anhydrous hydrofluoric add ftom a distribution pipe from the cold store for this reagent 
or when filling a delivery tanker. 

6. A leak affecting a store for a 70% solution of hydrofluoric add attached to the W defluorination 
plant, following the loss of confinement of a vessel combined with the failure of devices for 
limiting existing consequences to act immediately. 

7. A handling accident involving a container of one tonne of liquid chlorine resuming, following the 
rupture of a valve, resulting In a release of gaseous chlorine. 
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8. A leak at an ammonia tank following a pipe break, resulting in a gaseous release. 

9. A leak when filling up an ammonia delivery tanker resulting in a gaseous release. 

The environmental consequences of these scenarios were evaluated using the methodology set out 

above, taking Into account the different adverse meteorological conditions at the various release 

heights adopted (at ground level for the majority of postulated accidents, except in the case of aircraft 

crashes where an increase in the height was assumed as a result of the heat given off by the fire). 

It therefore became possible to determine the distances at which consequences are deemed 
* 

intolerable in terms of the criteria adopted. These distances are in the region of: 

- 4 km for releases of UFg, 

- 2 km for releases of Other toxic substances. 

The following can be concluded: 

- the consequences of the above accident are chemical in nature, the radiological aspects are of only 

secondary importance in view of the physical-chemical form of the uranium and its enrichment, 

- the accidents afl display rapid kinetics. It is therefore thé operator's responsibility to alert the 

population (by sirens) ; furthermore, the main probable counter-measure for protecting the population 

would be rapid confinement following the alert 
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4. Application to installations from the back-end of the fuel cvcte : the La Hague site 

4.1. Typical accidents considered 

4.1.1. Evente pççwTlpq pff-gH? 

In the case of COGEMA's La Hague establishment, owing to the specific requirements of site 

isolation, it is not worthwhile adopting events occurring off-site for the technical bases which will be 

used to draw up the off-site emergency response plan. 

4-1-2- Tvoical accidents associated with non-nudear Installations 

The La Hague site houses the following installations : 

- vessels for storing nitric acid and soda in solution (non-flammable toxic products), 

- formaldehyde stores (toxic and flammable), 

- reagent stores, 

- fuel öil stores, 

- propane stores. 

• hydrogen store. 

The consequences of accidents for each installation should not require the implementation of counter-

measures to ensure the protection of nearby populations. The accidents associated with non-nuclear 

installations do not therefore have to be adopted when drawing tip the technical bases for the ofMIe 

emergency response plan. 

4.1.3. Critical excursion 

The typical associated accident corresponds to S x 1018 fission reactions in 10 minutes and would 

result in a "source-term" in the order of a tew 101 4 Bq, mainly consisting of rare gases and a little 

iodine. The radiological consequences of such a release off-site would be low. in the region of a few 

mSv at most, both in terms of external exposure to the whole body and in terms of equivalent dosa 

committed to the thyroid by inhalation of iodine. 
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4.1.4 Typical accidents related to releases of fission products 

a) The first postulated typical accident corresponds to the prolonged loss of cooling to storage vessels 

for concentrated solutions of fission products. 

b) The second typical accident postulated consists in the failure of the open air scavenging system for 

a vessel for the storage of solutions with high concentrations of fission products which could, through 

the accumulation of hydrogen produced by radiolysis, result in an explosion whose consequences 

would include damage to the vessel itself and also destruction of the cooling system. 

The consequences would not require the implementation of counter-measures to protect the 

population. < 

4.1.5. Typical accidents associated With releases of Plutonium 
• 

Plutonium is present in the installations in various forms, particularly in the form of an aqueous or 

organic solution ores PuC>2 powder. In all cases, the risk to be bome in mind hi the installations in 

question is the dispersion of plutonium following a fire. 

Firstly, a solvent fire was adopted as the typical accident, because of the possibHtty of iaige quantities 

of plutonium being involved, also assuming the occurrence of certain containment faHures which 

could lead to rapid releases off-site. 

Secondly, it was considered that a fire could also be the root cause of the dispersion off P11O2 powder. 

4*2. Typical acdderte adopted for drawing up the technical bases for the off-eite emergency 
response plan for COGEMA*s La Hague site 

4.2.1. Solvent fire 

In the most adverse meteorological conditions, dose equivalents committed to the whole body at the 

site perimeter, in the first homes (about 1000 m from the release poinQ and at various distances are 

suchthat: 

•there is no need to evacuate the population for health reasons; 

- populations should be confined to their homes for a distance of about 2600 meters around the 

aocident-hit installation. 
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4.2.2. Fire involving plutonium oxide powder 

Using considerations similar to those developed in the previous scenario, the corresponding^ 

radiological consequences are so insignificant that no counter-measures seem necessary to protect 

the health of the populations. 

4.3. Conclusion for the La Hague site 

The technical bases, updated after the UP3-A plant was commissioned, and supposed to serve as the 

basis for the off-site emergency response plan for the La Hague site, are taken from a study of 

possible accidents likely to affect site installations. The results of this study show that 

» there is absolutely no need to evacuate the population for health reasons. 

• populations living within a radius of 2600 m of the site may have to be confined to their homes. 

In view of the rapid kinetics of the release (one hour), the alert must be given immediately and is 

therefore the responsibility of the operator in accordance with conditions and resources to be decided 

on in collaboration with the government authorities. 

Consequently, the 2 km and 5 km zones provided tor in the current off-site emergency response plan 

for the evacuation and sheltering of populations, which were based on form«' accident studies canted 

out for the UP2-400 plant, are well in excess of the worst-case scenarios. 
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5. General conclusion 

The process of drawing up off-site emergency response plans for nuclear sites is based on the 

identification of types of accidents which could arise in the installations and which could lead to 

releases of radioactive materials in such quantities that it could prove necessary to take measures to 

protect the population. 

The safety provisions made are such that accidents of this sort are of course highly unlikely. The 

types of accidents considered when drawing up the off-site emeigency response plans are therefore 

one-off situations which are only considered as an additional precaution for protecting the population. 

Life-size emeigency exercises with the functioning of emergency response centres and involving the 

authorities and staff are carried out regularly, based on a particular accident hypothesis. 
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IMPACT OF THE LA HAGUE REPROCESSING PLANTS 
ON THE SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT 

J. Simonnet 
Head of Quality-Safety Department of the Reprocessing Division 

COGEMA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The La Hague UP2-800 and UP3 plants, designed to reprocess a total of 1600 metric tons per 
year of spent fuel, have been commissioned and are on die way to reach their nominal 
capacity. 

One important condition for this operation is the radiological protection of the environment 
Regulatory limits must be respected, and the impact on population must be as low as 
reasonably achievable, social and economic factors being taken into account 

2. RÉGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 

Before start-up of a nuclear facility, die impacts of facility operations on the surrounding 
environment and, more specifically, on the public must be carefully assessed. This assessment 
addresses the health effects of plant operations under both normal and accidental conditions, 
and is the basis for official French authorities, which establish release limits to be respected at 
all times. The derived regulations concern liquid and gaseous releases ; in the case of the La 
Hague reprocessing plant, they consist in four activity thresholds for specific elements, which 
the authority considered as being representative of the impact : 

- liquid releases : tritium, beta emitters (excluding tritium), strontium 90 and cesium 
137, and alpha emitters ; 

- gaseous releases : gases other than tritium, tritium, halogens, and aerosols. 

Annual release authorization 

LIQUID RELEASES GASEOUS RELEASES 

Tritium 37,000 TBq Gases (other than 480,000 Tbq 
tritium) 

Beta emitters (excluding 1,700 TBq 
tritium) 

Tritium 2,200 Tbq 

90 Sr and 137 Cs 220 TBq Halogens 110 Gbq 

Alpha emitters 1.7 TBq Aerosols 74 Gbq 
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Compliance with the release limits is checked through radiological monitoring of the site and 
its environment. All results of radiological measurements which trace the evolution of the 
environment are sent to be checked to thé Office de Protection contre les Rayonnements 
Ionisants (OPRI), or Radiation Protection Office, of the Ministry of Health. The ÖPRI cross-
checks these results with the results of its own measurements. 

3. THE MONITORING PROGRAM 

The methods used for monitoring and surveillance may be divided into two different 
categories with respect to their implementation : 

• continuous monitoring, which rapidly activates necessary corrective actions in the event 
of changes in a monitored parameter ; due to the large number of parameters involved, 
monitoring is conducted from a central control room, the "PC environment" of La 
Hague. 

• delayed monitoring, using environmental sampling and laboratory analysis, to add 
.further data to that gathered by continuous monitoring and dosimetry. 

Continuous Monitoring 

Real-time monitoring is performed on gaseous releases, drainage systems and meteorological 
parameters. 

Gaseous Releases 

Gaseous releases are monitored continuously on three concentric aides starting with the 
plant The inner circle centers on the main stades of the UP2, UP2 800, and UP3 plants. 
Measurements are taken of alpha, beta activities and of gas flow-rates. 
The second circle is made up of eight monitoring stations on the perimeter of die plant site 
which help to determine if an off-normal event may have detrimental effects off site. 
Measurements are taken of the radioactivity of aiibone elements and of ambient radiation. 

The third circle is made up of five monitoring stations located in neighboring villages 1 to 5 
kilometers from the site. Gas activity and radiation are measured in real time. 

Drainage Systems 

All water passing through the site is monitored before release to the surrounding environment 
by five beta monitors. The flow rate is continuously measured, and complementary chemical 
analysis of water are also performed. 

Meteorological Parameters 

A meteorological station is installed on site. It will help to determine transfers of radioactive 
gaseous effluent releases to the atmosphere during both normal and accidental operating 
conditions. 
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Central Control Room 

Monitoring data are centralized to provide an immediate overall view of radiological 
conditions at the plant and in the environment. Each monitoring station can automatically 
develop and display the data locally, and send it to the central environmental control station. 
The central control station's multi-tasking computer receives data in real-time from the 

. various monitoring stations, immediately displays them on color monitors, prints out data 
reports and archives data files. 

Delayed Monitoring 

Delayed monitoring involves the taking of representative samples from the environment 
following a regular and periodic program, and analyzing them in die Environmental 
Laboratory operated by the Radiation Protection Department The environmental monitoring 
program enables detailed dose calculations to be established ; it involves some 17,000 
samples a year taken from the three pathways for radionuclide migration to the food or 
biological chain — atmospheric, hydrogeological, and marine - and around 50,000 analyses. 

Atmospheric Pathways 

Continuous real-time monitoring is supplemented by measurements taken on filters and 
activated-carbon traps at each plant outlet and at die monitoring stations cm the site boundary 
and in the outlying areas. Monitoring includes potential fall-out in rainwater, vegetation, 
crops, milk and meats. 

Hydrological Pathways 

The 32 springs and streams originating near the plant arc monitored and analyzed. Through a 
site network of 220 piezometers, the water table can be closely monitored. The district's 
drinking water is also regularly analyzed. 

Marine Pathways 

A 5 kilometer long submerged pipeline carries liquid releases from the plant out to the sea. 
The pipeline is regularly inspected. Two hundred kilometers of coastline, from Granville to. 
Le Havre, are sampled, including water, sand, sediment, crustaceans, shellfishand plant-life 
which act as filters for radionuclides released into the sea. Deep sea sampling includes water, 
sand, sediments and fish. COGEMA asks the French Navy to perform the sampling, and 
participates to the studies on sea dispersion of radionuclides in the English Channel and the 
North Sea, which are undertaken by the Marine Radioecology Laboratory of the French 
Atomic Energy Commission (CEA). 

The La Hague monitoring program, which is approved by the Ministry of Heialth, is a source 
of valuable data. Figure 1 shows environmental monitoring data for die last ten years, along 
with measurements taken in 1965 and 1966, die reference years for natural site conditions 
prior to the stait-up of the plant 

The main results of monitoring (real-time and delayed) and the releases to atmosphere and sea 
are communicated to the public through interactive multimedia terminals, one situated in the 
Belvedere near the plant, and one in Cherbourg's Espace Communication, a communal place 
near Cherbourg's Town Hall. The data are updated everyday. 

/ 
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4. RESULTS OF MONITORING 

ASSESSMENT OF MEASUREMENTS 
IN THE ENVIRONMENT OF LA HAGUE 

NEGLIGIBLE IMPACT O N THE ENVIRONMENT 

[ Artificial activities 

ONdlurol activities 
in 1993 
(»•7.K40) 

Figure 1 

The highest activity levels are also die oldest (at the back of d » table), and relate to marine 
monitoring. Activity levels have decreased oyer the last ten years, while the quantities of 
reprocessed fuel continued to grow. -This decline in activity reflects lower releases of activity 
to the sea (figure 2), resulting from higher separation performances of die process, improved 
management of liquid streams and a new chemical precipitation process on the final effluents. 

Figure 1 also shows that, for die last few years, man-made radioactivity has remained at the 
same level as natural radioactivity (potassium 40 and beryllium 7) for limpets, and even less 
for other samples. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Safe management of spent fuel through reprocessing involves the application of a mature 
technology and professional resources in an integrated and regulated maimer. 

The objective is to control occupational and public exposure to ionizing radiation and to 
protect the environment in accordance with national regulations and international 
recommendations. 

In furtherance of these objectives, it is clear that the operation of the La Hague reprocessing 
plants results in doses to the public which are much lower that unavoidable natural exposure 
variations. This decrease has been achieved even as the throughput of the plant has been 
multiplied by 4. 

This is a consequence of a consistent program implemented by COGEMA, of reduction of 
releases within the full adherence to the ALARA principle, as part of the radiation protection 
program of COGEMA. These reductions in dose and release limits are a tribute to the effort 
undertaken by COGEMA over the last 15 years to safely manage the spent fuel and do more 
than comply with the legal requirements. 
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ACTIVITIES ON PUBLIC RELATIONS WITH RESPECT TO FUEL CYCLE SAFETY IN JAPAN 

Considering the need of disclosing nuclear safe ty infornation to 

the public, the regulatory agency plans to es tabl i sh a regiae in 

which information disclosure tasks can be smoothly and 

responsibly conducted. Information to be disclosed includes 

appl icat ions for construct loft approval, accident and trouble 

information» and t ransportat ion safety data. 

(1)< With increasing concern of the public over nuclear safe ty , 

i t is important to sake the po l i t i ca l process of nuclear 

safe ty regulat ion clearer so that the public can gain a 

be t te r understanding of nuclear safe ty . 

(2) Ve are nov preparing for the disclosure of the construction 
; approval appl icat ions and the safety codes for f a c i l i t i e s 

on which object ions are being raised or su i t e s are being 

f i l e d ; the nuclear fuel f a c i l i t y at Rokkasho-mura and the 

Monju reactor are great concerns of the public. 

(3) At nuclear fuel f a c i l i t i e s «here no reporting duty is 

assigned by l eg i s la t ion , even saa l l troubles are being 

reported to the regulatory agency and released to the press 

since April . 1994. 
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(4) A great amount of tine and effort is required to promote 

disclosure of information.. The required tasks include 

establishing criteria for information that cannot be 

disclosed in light of nuclear nonproliferation and safeguard 

of nuclear aaterials, investigating overseas approaches, * 

studying past incidents, and negotiating vith utilities. 

(5) to promote public understanding, political decisions have 

to be aade to conduct disclosure of information 

appropriate; expressing the opinions of the regulatory 

agency should be encouraged. Note that incomplete data 

provides adverse effect". 

(6) A regime that manages information disclosure, of which 

political importance is increasing, should be established. 

In order to fully cope with net disclosure tasks, an 

organization that deals with the disclosure of nuclear 

safety Information have to be set up mithin the 

regulatory agency. 

(7) Guidelines for disclosure have to be drawn up quickly. Ve 

are now working on the disclosed versions of applications 

and the disclosure of safety regulation status. 
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Disclosure of regulatory information on nuclear fuel f a c i l i t i e s 

1. Basic policy on disclosure of information related to nuclear 

energy 

The Atomic Energy Basic Lav stipulates the three principles 

of indep^hdence, democracy and disclosure. Among the«, the 

principle of disclosure reads "to disclose the fruits." This 

principle was initially set out at the tiae of legislation as a 

security clause for peaceful utilization to prevent any fruits 

of nuclear research froa being kept as military secret and used 

as ireapons. Subsequently, the clause has been applied so that 

such information related to safety that may draw high national 

interests is disclosed while a cautious attitude is taken when 

it comes to such information related to nuclear nonproliferation, 

protection of nuclear materials and protection of property. 

2. Current status of disclosure of infornation related to nuclear 

energy 

(1) The government established Public Archives in June 1973 in 

an effort to assist in diffusion and improved understanding of 

nuclear-related knowledge and aim at smooth promotion of the 

development and utilization of nuclear energy. At the same time, 

it has made available for review by the public the applications 

for reactor installât ion permit and the documents related to the 

safety of reprocessing facilities in the Public Archives and the 

National Diet Library. 
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The results of disclosure since the fiscal year 1993 are 

shown on the figure attached. For your information, the numbers 

of requests for disclosure ih FY 1991 .«ere .nine'for the Japan 

Atomic Energy Research Institute, three for the Foter Reactor and 

Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, six for Japan Nuclear Fuel 

Service Co., Ltd., one for Japan Nuclear Fuel Industries Co., . 

Ltd. and seven for. other processing manufacturers. In FY 1992, 

there »ere tto applications for the Japan Atomic Energy Research 

Institute, five for the Poser Reactor and Nuclear Fuel 

Development Corporation, four for Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd. and tvo 

for other processing manufacturers. 

(2) For those documents including the applications for permit to 

use nuclear fuel material that are deemed to be of lov interests 

to the public, the submission has been decided according to the 

amount of information included related to commercial secrets, 

protection of nuclear aaterials and nuclear nonproliteration 

every time any specific request was made by a legislator for a 

document. 

(3) In the aeantiae, as the administrative litigation on the 

nuclear fuel cycle facility at Rokkasho vas undervay, the 

plaintiffs and others also moved to object to and raise an 

administrative litigation on the licensing of the design and the 

construction method. In addition, when the approval of 

containers related to the transport of returned plutonium vas 

questioned in December 1992, it vas not only the protesters but 

the media vho applied requests for disclosure of the container 

approval application. 



(4) To cope with this move, it was comnitted to the protester to 

disclose the first site construct ion applications for the waste 

nanagenent facility and the reprocessing facility of the Japan 

Nuclear Fuel United after deleting sensitive infornation, 

following the decision of a policy by the Nuclear Safety Bureau 

to adjust and sort such infornation related to the protection of 

nuclear materials, nonproliferation and commercial secrets and 

personal information «hen a specific request is made to disclose 

such documents as the application for reactor installation 

perait, the application for designated reprocessing operator and 

the application for reprocessing operation pern it that had been 

dis-closed in a proactive manner as veil as the application for 

permit of use and the application for site construction approval. 

Since March 4. 1994, following the coapletion of the 

preparation for the above-mentioned two documents, they have been 

available for reviev at the National Diet Library and the Public 

Archives of the Science and Technology Agency. The protester vas 

informed of the availability for lending. 

3. Policy for future disclosure 

To deepen the understanding and obtain the cooperation of 

the nation in the peaceful utilization of nuclear energy, It is 

assumed to prepare for smooth disclosure of the applications of 

site construction approval and the security provisions of such 

facilities that nay attract high social interests. More 

specifically, vork is expected to be done in cooperation vith 

operators to remove the portions of the documents that nay give 

rise to hindrance. 
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III THE n e a r - t e r » , work Is E X P E C T E D on the nuc lear f u e l cyc l e 
•0 • , 

facility at Rokkasho and the prototype fast breeder reactor 

"Monju" that are keys to the country's nuclear fuel cycle 

progra». 

i • 
j 

i 
J ;

j 

« 
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T I T L E DATE 

Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd. Application for approval of alteration in the fabrication project 
of nuclear fuel material at, Rokkasho uraniua enrichment plant 
(partial revision) 

June 1993 

t 

Power Reactorand Nuclear 
iFuel Development Corporation 

Partial revision on the application for admission of altering the 
establishment of reprocessing facility 

July 1993 

Japan Atonic Energy Research 
Institute 

Notice of alteration In the dismantlement notice of the nuclear 
reactor facility of nuclear ship of Japan Atoalc Energy Research 
Institute 

August 1993 

Power Reactorand Nuclear 
Fuel Development Corporation 

Application for approval of alteration in the fabrication project 
of nuclear fuel material for uranium enrichment prototype .plant 

Noveabcrl993 

Japan Atoalc Energy Research 
Institute 

Application for approval of the underground disposal project of 
wastes by Japan Atonic Energy Research Institute Tokai branch 

November 1993 

, ,, . i 

Japan Atoalc Energy Research 
Institute 

Notice of alteration In the dismantlement notice of the nuclear 
reactor facility of nuclear ship of Japan Atomic Energy Research 
Institute 

November 1993 

Power Research and Nuclear 
Fuel Development Corporation. 

Application for approval of alteration in the fabrication project 
of nuclear fuel material for uranium enrichment prototype plant 

November 1993 

Nusashl Institute of Technology Application for approval of alteration in the nuclear reactor 
establishment (alteration In the storage facility for nuclear 
fuel material) 

December 1993 

. 'i 

Japan Atom!o Energy Research 

Institute 

Application for approval of alteration in the nuclear reactor 
establIshaent by Japan Atonic Energy Research Institute 
(alteration In NSRR nuclear reactor facility) 

December 1993 



Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd. Documents attached to the application for àpproval of the design 
and construction methods for the reprocessing plant at Rokkasho 
reprocessing and waste disposal facilities 

March 1394 

Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd. First application for approval of the design and construction 
methods for the reprocessing plant at Rokkasho reprocessing and 
waste disposal facilities 

March 4994 

Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd. Partial revision on the text and attached documents of the 
application for approval of the design and construction methods 
for the reprocessing plant at Rokkasho reprocessing and waste 
disposal facilities 

March 1994 

Japan Atomic Energy Research 
Institute 

i 

Notice of alteration In the dismantlement notice of the nucJear 
reactor facility at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Tokai 
branch 

March 1394 

Goto Ikueikal Partial revision on the text and attached documents of the 
application for approval of.alteration in the nuclear reactor 
establishment at Atoalc Energy Laboratory/ Musashl Institute of 
Technology 

March t994 

Japan Atonic Energy Research 
institute 

Partial revision on the application for approval of alteration 
In the fabrication project of nuclear fuel material at tin 
uranium enrichment prototype plant 

March 1034 

Power Research and Nuclear 
Fuel Development Corporation 

Application for approval of alteration In the huclear reaetor 
establishment at Oaral Engineering Center 

March 1994 

Japan Nuclear Fuel Co. Application for approval of alteration in the fabrication project 
of nuclear fuel aaterial 

April 19JM 



Japan Nuclear Fuel Co. Partial revision on the application for approval of alteration 
In the fabrication project of nuclear fuel Material 

April 1994 

Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd. Application for approval of alteration in the fabrication project 
of nuclear fuel Material (Tokai branch) 

April 1994 

Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd. Partial revision on the application for approval of alteration 
In the fabrication project of nuclear fuel Material (Tokai 
branch) 

April 1994 

Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd. Application for approval of alteration in the fabrication project 
of nuclear fuel Materlal (Kuaatorl branch) 

April 1994 

Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd. Partial revision on the application for approval of alteration 
in the fabrication project of nuclear fuel Material (Xuaatori 
branch) 

April 1994 . 

Mitsubishi Nuclear Fuel 
Co., Ltd. 

Application for approval of alteration In the fabrication project 
of nuclear fuel Material . 

April 1994 

Mitsubishi Nuclear Fuel 

Co., Ltd. 

Partial revision on the application for approval of alteration 
In the fabrication project of nuclear fuel Material 

April 1994 

Japan Nuclear Fuel 
Conversion Co., Ltd.' 

Application for approval of alteration in the fabrication project 

of nuclear fuel Material 

April 1994 

Japan Nuclear Fuel 
Conversion Co., Ltd. 

Partial revision on the application for approval of alteration 
In the fabrication project of nuclear fuel aaterlal 

April 1994 

apan Atoalc Energy Research 

nstitute 

Partial revision on the text and attached docuaents of the 
application for approval of the underground disposal project of 
wastes by Japan Atoalo Energy Research Institute Tokai branch 

May 1994 



T h e s t a t u s of t h e s e i t fij.ee a g a i n s t t h e R o k k a s h o - n u r e n u c l e a r 

f u e l c y c l e f a c i l i t y ^ 

S u i t h a s b e e n f i l e d a g a i n s t a d m i n i s t r a t i v e p e r m i s s i o n a n d 

d e s i g n a t i o n r e g a r d i n g t h e R o k k a s h o - m u r a n u c l e i ? f u e l c y c l e 

f a c i l i t y . L o c a l p e o p l e n e a r t h e f a c i l i t y h a v e f i l e d t h e s u i t , 

d e m a n d i n g t h e c a n c e l l a t i o n of t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i v e d i s p o s i t i o n . 

T h e c a s e i s n o w u n d e r t r i a l i n A o m o r i D i s t r i c t C o u r t , w h o s e 

j u r i s d i c t i o n i n c l u d e s t h e f a c i l i t y s i t e . 

T h e a d m i n i s t r a t i v e p e r m i s s i o n a n d d e s i g n a t i o n of R o k k a s h o -

m u r a n u c l e a r f u e l c y c l e f a c i l i t y w e r e p r o v i d e d f o r t h e a p p l i c a n t 

b y P r i m e M i n i s t e r b a s e d o n t h e p r o v i s i o n s i n 

" T h e l a w f o r t h e r e g u l a t i o n of n u c l e a r , s o u r c e m a t e r i a l s , n u c l e a r 

f u e l m a t e r i a l s and r e a c t o r s . " T w o m o n t h s a f t e r t h e d i s p o s i t i o n , 

a n o b j e c t i o n w a s r a i s e d b a s e d o n " T h e C o m p l a i n t s A g a i n s t 

A d m i n i s t r a t i v e A c t s I n q u i r e s A c t c l a i m i n g t h a t t h e 

a d m i n i s t r a t i v e d i s p o s i t i o n w a s i l l e g a l b o t h i n p r o c e d u r e a n d 

c o n t e n t . T h r e e m o n t h s l a t e r , a n a c t i o n f o r c a n c e l l a t i o n o r 

a c t i o n f o r n u l l i t y o r b o t h w e r e b r o u g h t b a s e d o n " T h e 

A d m i n i s t r a t i v e L i t i g a t i o n A c t . " 

F o u r f a c i l i t i e s i n t h e R o k k a s h o - m u r a n u c l e a r f u e l c y c l e 

f a c i l i t y a r e n o w o n t r i a l . T h e f i r s t s u i t w a s f i l e d i n 1 9 8 9 

a g a i n s t t h e u r a n i u m e n r i c h m e n t p l a n t , w h i c h w a s l i c e n c e d i n 1 9 8 8 . 

N e x t s u i t w a s f i l e d i n 1 9 9 1 a g a i n s t t h e l o w - l e v e l r a d i o a c t i v e 

w a s t è s t o r i n g c e n t e r , f o l l o w e d b y t h e w a s t e m a n a g e m e n t f a c i l i t y 

a n d t h e r e p r o c e s s i n g p l a n t i n 1 9 9 3 . 

T h e m a i n t r i a l s t e p s of t h e R o k k a s h o - m u r a u r a n i u m e n r i c h m e n t 

p l a n t , w h o s e t r i a l i s m o s t p r o c e e d i n g , a r e l i s t e d b e l o w . 
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August, 1986 : Licence was issued for processing business. 

October, 19E6 : Objection was raised. . 

July, 1SSS : Suit, was filec. 

September,I9£9 : Start of oral pleadings. 

October, 1993 : Field verification was conducted. 

Further, witness questioning will be held. 

A s f o r t h e R o k k a s h o - m u r a r e p r o c e s s i n g ' p l a n t s a f e w o r a l 

p l e a d i n g s e s s i o n s u p t o n o w h a v e b e e n h e l d . A n u m b e r o f o r a l 

p l e a d i n g s e s s i o n s a r e e x p e c t e d i n f u t u r e b e c a u s e t h e c l a i m s of 

t h e p l a i n t i f f c o v e r v a r i o u s a s p e c t s i n c l u d i n g t h e i l l e g a l i t y 

of p r o c e d u r e a n d c o n t e n t o f a d m i n i s t r a t i v e d i s p o s i t i o n . 

T h e d e f e n d a n t i s d e t e r m i n e d t o w i n t h e s u i t b y a s s e r t i n g i t s 

a p p r o p r i a t e n e s s a n d T i g h t n e s s a t e v e r y o p p o r t u n i t y . 
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Adain istrat ive Coordinator of Liaison and Publicity on^Nuclear Energy 

1. Background ®f Establishing the post 0f Adajnlstrative 

Coordinator of Liaison and Publicity on Nuclear Energy 

In 1970 and 1971, some nuclear reactors started operation: 

Kansai Electric Power Co.'s Hiberna»!. Japan Atonic Power 

Co.(Japco)'s Tsuruga-1 and Tokyo Electric Power Co.'s Fukushiaa 

1-1. Vitfr the succesive commission of new reactors, communication 

between the local communities hosting the plants and the 

Government has increased rapidly: that is, host localities wanted 

to submit aore deaands to the Governaent. while the Government 

needed to offer sore inforaaton to then. Therefore, loud cries 

have arisen froa the communities for opening a branch office of 

the central governaent in a host region, which led to the 

establishment of the office of administrative coordinator of 

liaison and publicity on nuclear energy in 1972. The offices are 

now 13 in number. 

2. Activities of Administrative Coordinator of Liaison and 

Publicity on Nuclear Energy 

Administrative coordinator of liaison and publicity on 

nuclear energy take charge of the following activities to enhance 

the understanding and to gain the confidence of the hosting 

communities of nuclear plants. 
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(1) Service as Channels of Communication between Hosting Local 

ConDunities and the Central Government 

—Offering information and explanation to host local connunities 

about the policies and the measures of the nation on nuclear 

energy 

—Conveying the requests and the denands of localities to the 

central government 

(2) Cooperation vith local communities in various activities 

—Planning and management of lectures on administrative policies 

on.nuclear energy 

—Cooperation vith the local governments in developing publicity 

on nuclear energy 

—Cooperation vith the local governments in keeping surveillance 

on environmental radioactivity 

—Cooperation in practicing a training to prevent disasters in 

the accidents caused by nuclear energy 

(3) Releasing Information about Accidents and Troubles 

About the accidents and the troubles in other regions, 

necessary information are offered to relevant agencies as the 

need arises. 

For the above-mentioned activities, the Aoaori Office of 

Atomic Energy Policy and Coordination covers JNFL's nuclear fuel 

cycle facilities in Rokkasho-mura, and the Nito Atomic Energy 

Office covers the nulear fuel facilities in Tokai and Oarai 

areas. 
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List of Local O f f i c e s of Atoaic Ene y Policy arid Coordination 

1 . Hokkaido Office of Atoaic Energy Policy and Coordination 
181-7, Usubetsu.KayanucaBura, Toaari-aura.Furuu-gun, Hokkaido 

T045-02 . 

Til- 0135-75-^47 
F ^ (Î13 

2 . Aoaori Of f i ce of Atoaic Energy Policy and Doofdination 
2-4-1 , S j j u i r n p h l , A^iqr i -s l i i . Aoaori 

. f m . ' • • 
TEL Q177-75-1810 

FAX 0177-75-4^2 

ß . Kiya*i Off i ça qf Atosic Energy Policy and Coçrgfiction 

4-1-1Ç. ljl»ino|aki-slll. Miyàgi 

t?86 
TEL 0225-94-8341 

FAX 0225-94-8354 -

136, Onagava.Onagavahaaa, Onagawa-cho.Oshika-gun, Niyagi 

. t986-22 

TEL 0225-54-3608 

FAX 0225-53-2184 

4 . Fukushiaa Office of Atoaic Energy Policy and Coordination 

199, Ohno.Shiaonogaai, Ohkuaa-aachi, Futaba-gun, Fukusiaa 

•T 979-13 

TEL 0240-32-2680 . 

FAX 0240-32-3338 

5 . Mito Atoaic Energy Office 

4-1, Atago-cho.Mito-shi, Ibaragi 

f 310 
TEL 0282-24-3890 
FAX 8282-31-8788 

6 . Hiigata Office of Atoaic Energy Policy and.Coordination 

26-23, Tanaka, Kashiwazaki-shi, Niigata 
T 845 

TEL 0257-24-4041 

FAX 0257-21-3376 

7 . Ishikawe QffiO? Atonic Energy Policy andCoordination 

Ni-13-1, Takahaaaaach i.Sh1ka-aachi, Rakui-gun,Ishikawa 

f825-01 

TEL 0767-32-3398 

FAX 0767-32-4710 
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8 . Fukui Office of Atonic Energy Policy and Coordination 

7-28, Hatsue-cho.Tsuruga-shi. Fukui 

T 914 

TEL 0770-23-1610 

FAX 0770-23-1620 

9 . Shizuoka Office of Atonic Energy Policy and Coordination 

5814-19, Ikeshinden.Hanaoka-cho, Ogasa-gun,Shizuoka 

' T437-16 
TEL 0537-86-5115 

FAX 0537-85-2977 

10. Shiaane Office of Atonic Energy Policy and Coordination 

420-1, Dairin-cho,Matsuershi. Shinane 

T 690 

TEL 0852-24-3803 

FAX 0852-24-3802 

11. Ehiae Office of Atonic Energy Policy and Coordination 

1995-1, Ninatoura,Ikata-cho, Nishiuva-gun,Ehiae 

T796-03 

TEL 0894-38-1215 

FAX 0894-38-2208 

12. Saga Office of Atonic Energy Policy and Coordination 

646, Egava-nachi.Karatsu-shl, Saga 

T 8 4 7 

TEL 0955-73-2892 

fAX 0955-74-3492 

13. Kagoshiaa Office of Atonic Energy Policy and Coordination 

4-24, Vakaba-cho.Sendai-shi, Kagoshiaa 

T 8 9 5 

TEL 0996-23-1982 

FAX 0996-25-4308 

Science and Technology Agency 

Office of Planning of Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facility Siting 

2-2-1, Kasun i gasek i,Ch i yoda-ku, Tokyo 

? 1 0 0 
TEL 03-3581-5716 

FAX 03-3581-0774 
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Local Offices and Nuclear Facilities 

As of March 1994 

î . Hokkaido Office: 

Hokkaido Electric Power Co. — Toaari Power Station . 

2 . Aosori O f f i c e : 
Japan Nuclear Fuel Limited — Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facilities 

3 . Miyagi Office: 

Tohok'u Electric Power Co. — Onagawa Nuclear Power Station 

4 . Fukushiaa Office: 

Tokyo Electric Power Co. Fukushina-I Nuclear Power Station 

Tokyo Electric Power Co. Fukushina-11 Nuclear Power Station 

5 . Mito Office: 

Japan Atonic Energy Research Institute and Power Reactor and Nuclear 

Fuel Developnent Corporation — Research and Developaent Facilities 

Japan Atonic Power Co. — Tokai Nuclear Power Station 

— Tokai-M Nuclear Power Station 

6 . Niigata Office: 

Tokyo Electric Power Co. — Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station 

Tohoku Electric Power Co. — Naki Nuclear Power Station 

*l. Ishikawa Office: 

Hokuriku Electric Power Co. — Shika Nuclear Power Station 

8 . Fukui Office: 

Japan Atonic Power Co. -- Tsuruga Nuclear Power Station 

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Developaent Corporation —Fugen 

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Developaent Corporation —Monju 

Kansai Electric Power Co. — Nihaaa Power Station 

Kansai Electric Power Co. — Ohi Power Station 

Kansai Electric Power Co. — Takahaaa Power Station 

9 , Shizuoka Office: 

Chubu Electric Power Co. — Haaaoka Nuclear Power Station 

1 0 . Shiaane Office: 

Chugoku Electric Power Co. — Sinane Nuclear Power Station 

1 1 . Ehiae Office: 

Shikoku Electric Power Co. — Ikata Power Station 

1 2 . Saga Office: 

Kyushu Electric Power Co. — .Genkai Nuclear Power Station 

1 3 . Kagoshiaa Office: 

Kyushu Electric Power Co. — Sendai Nuclear Power Station 



3 
The Shika Nuclear Power Station of 
the Hokuriku Electric Power Co. 

Developaental Power Reactor of PNC (the Power 
Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Developaent Corporation 

bSBS 
The Tswuga Power Station 
of the Japan Atomic Energy Co. 

qfisfioB 
Hie Mi hua Power. Station 
of the Kansai Electric Power Co. 

b S B S B S ^ 
The Ohi Power Station 
of the Kansai Electric Power Ca 

i f i s f i e S ^ 
The TakahaaaPower Station 
of the Kansai Electric Power Ca dSfifi 

As of March. 1993) 

in Operation 

Under 

Construction 

Under 
Preparation 

The Shiaane Nuclear Power Station 
of the Chttgoko Electric Power Co. 

The Cenkai Nuclear Power 
Station of the Kynslu 
Electric Power Ca 

4 M 
The lkata Power Station 
of the Sikokn Electric Power Ca 

M 
The Sendai Nuclear Power Stat ion 
of the Kyvshs Electric Power Ca 

i M A o É A o i d l 
The Kishiaazaki-Kariw Naclear Power 
Station of the Tokyo Electric Power Ca 

l l â 
The Onagawa Nuclear Power Station 
of the Toboka Electric Power Ca 

MMM 
The Frinshia Daiichl Noclear Power 
Station of ihe Tokyo Electric Power Ca 

MM 
The Ftfnshina Daini Nuclear Power 
Station of the Tokyo Electric Power Co 

The Tokai Power Station of the 
Japan Atoaic Power Ca 

IWber 
of IMU 

Total Poner 
(la 10.000 H) 

in Operation 46 3.837.6 
Under 
Contraction 

6 6717 

Under 
Preparation 

2 165.0 

Tsui 54 4.6713 

d 
The Tokai Daiai Power Station of 
•the Japan Atonic Power Ca 

MM 
The Hanaoka Nuclear Power Station 
of the Chol» Electric Power Ca 

POKT leactors at the Oevelapnnt stage 

\ OTUSITA 
ToUl Poner 
(ia 10.000 H) huts 

In Operation 1 l&S Advanced Converter Prototype 
leactor. Fagen PORT Statt« 

Onder 
Contract loa 

1 28.0 fut Breeder Denstratloa 
Betctor. Mania Power Statloo 

Total 2 44.5 
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